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PREFACE

Ile expanding roles of the helicoptcr and the intensified threat perceived by its potential users have led to proposals for
future rotorcraft with characteristics significendly difterent to existing types. The resulting rapid evolution of rotorcraft
configurations, in response to usur demandst, now requires a translation into design criteria to permit the aerospace R &D
community to provide appropriate and cost effective responses to these demands. The objective of this symposium was to
explore the impact of operational needs on thte evolution of rotorcyaft design and to identify priorities arid neglected topics.
Three specific issues were central:

-The translation of operational mtission requirements into design criteria
-. The evaluation of techniques to incorporate user defined needs into the design and methods of test and

verification
-The identification of design areas where unusual or new user needs are demanding special or radical features.

All pap~ers were obtained by invitation.

This conference and these proceedings were essessed insa Technical Evaluation Report, commissioned by the AGARD
Flight Mechanics Panel and published separately as an Executive Summary as AGARD AR-243.

Le r6le croissant de l'hdlicopt~re et de Ia menace, de plus en plus pressante, pergue par les utilisateurs potentiels ont
conduit k Is formulation de propositions pour des futures voilures toumantes dont les caractinistiques setont tris diffirentes
de celles des modiles existants. En rdponse sux demandes de l'tilisateur l'dvolution rapide des configurations des votlures
tournantes impose maintenant Is traduction en cnithres d'dtude, afin de permettre & Ia communaut6 de R et D adronautique
de fournir lea rdponses approprides et le codt reel dc yes exigences. L'objectif de ce symposium avait pour objet de passer en
revue U'tat actuel de la conception des voilure toumantes et de mettre en exergue les prioritis et les omissions. Trois points
spdcifiques itaient au centre du problime:

- la traduction des exigences requises pour lea missions opdrationnelles en crit~res canceptuels
- N'valluation des techniques pour tenir compte des besoins de l'utilisateur au miveau de ]a conception et des

m~tho~es d'ý.ssais et de virification
- l'identification des domaines d'dtude oO les besoins nouveaux ou inhabituels de l'utilisateur demandent des

caract~ristiques sp-6ciales ou essentiellement diffirentes.

Toutes lea communications ont 6ti obtenues par voie dinvitation.

Le compte rendu du symposium demandd par .& commission M~canique du Vol de I'AGARD contient un rapport
d'dvaluation technique qiui est austi disponible de facon siparee sous forme d'un resum6 entituld "Executive Summary.
AGAR') AR-243".
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LA DIALOGUIE"OPURA1ONNKI&INENIEURS"

Gen. GJ%&bee'd, COMALAT
78J 29 Vi~hw'bAy

France

Jo voudrlei d~abord you. dire coabion jo suit honor& at houreux
do participer A co syrposiima t J* rmotriole It organisatours do me perciottre de ddveloppor

,avant Lke aussi docte asosebll. un sujot qui me tiont & occour depuia do nombroueuma nn&*n,
ot qul slinscrit doenIs donsin. beaucoup Vklm large des conditions A r~maliser pour qu~un
programe do matdriels nouveaux Wot men# & terhms, & I& satisfaction adndral.. jo voux
parlor don relations qui doilmnt sd6tablir tntre "tactieiens" at "technicians" at plus
prdci@6isnt dui

dialogue opdrstionnols - ingdniours
cii ftsta-asajors at directions ou services techniques.

11 tout bion reconnoitre quo on "dialogue" a toujouria, tit cleat
encore Is can aujourd'hui, A un dogr& soindro ceplondant, fait Ilobjot do nombreuaoin criti-
tiques

- on so plait souvent A sculignor lea prdoccupations dilfdrontos do 1 Etat-Major et ýes
directions cii services techniquesz

.Au presier, 1. souci d~obtenir un matiriol ripondant 1. -nijux
possible au bomoin militaire.

.Aux seconds, In prdcoccupation d 'ibord dlasecurer un plan do chairge
Ak cortaines ontreprisos cii do vandra A Iloxtdriour, co qui conduit
parfois A angi~r n partie Is satisfaction dii bosom smilitaire.

A un autro nivcau et dt.no 1. langago foamiliar den officiors chargds
des programmses do mstdrials, trois affirmsations revionnoat rdgulibreisentt

- "Ont We0 p0 00 qu~lo 'ioit".
- "C *jyjy. t, tol"

.. ..Cleat trap chow 1,
socspouessr plus avant Vanalyse des diffdrentes responnobilitds d~un tel 6tat do chose..

Coci nWcst plus admissible et 1. dialogue llopdrationnele - ingd-
nMourn" doit constoaascut 6tro amdliord, car, do as qualit6, pout dipendre Is rdussite o-.
l16choc d~un programme, et ceci eat particulilremont vrai pour lee hdlicoptAres.

Los donndes do base du. dialogue opdrationnels - ingdnioure ont 6t6
on offet profogaddment modifides dan* wtr'o pdriodo ricente en donnant A ce dialogue dailleurs
uris dimcnsion tout A fait nouvolle.

Jo vouw propose done d'abordor successivement lea points suivents:

- los nouvollos donnA.. dui dialogue "opdrstionnols - Ing~niours",
- low rosponsabilitds des opgrationnels done 1& ddf'unition des bosoins ot Is conduit. d~un
programss,
- leas responsabilitdm don ingAniours dane Ia rdslisatý.on des outils techaiques,
- lea sadliorstions possible. dii dialogue.
Au passage, jo vous dormorsi quolques prdcisicras our les c~oncepts gdn~raux actuels do lALAT
Frangaine doen Is domain* do Is rdaliaation des satdriels future.



1-2

1) Lo im~afilo 6? dialoffus amratiaNWle - low"Iew

'I- to factours importento nouveaux viennont do modifier
protond~ment Ios dcand~e du dialogue op~rotionnele -.inainiours tout on donnont AL co disloag~r
mne autro dimension.

Le pr~mier concerns Is proceasus dladaptation dlune
rielisation technique h un besoin opdrationnel.

Jusqulik uno piriods qua Ilacn pout situor au milieu du
cornier wonflit sundial. clest I. basoin op6rationnel qul provr~usit ou accil6rait un proar~a
technique dens un domain* wu un. direction downio 1. beiscin op6rationn'-l gEr~c~dnt 1.

Mrare 1!chni t'o. 11 no fait aucun douts par example qua oP'-st Is bosomf vital dlassurar
Is ~ ~ a Ilurt j es Xl. ritanniques qui sat A llorigine des progrie rapid.. dens I@ domain.

dos radars.

Aujourd'hui on assist* tous lea jours & uno "sxplosion"
do dicouvertes ou progris techniques dons beoucoup do domainsa ou do nombrisusos directlons.
11 no slagit plum &lore pour llop6rationnel do as contentor ilsxprimer un besoin at do laim-
ser & Iling6nieur Is coin ot I& reaponvabilit de r4aiisor Iloutil correspondent. Maio ii
%'Sgit au ~ontrairt po%.'r l'oo6rali ne) t Ilinonitur ensemble do saimir, event lladvir-
nsaire, 1. progr~u techniucqui aur e incidences lea plus ixportkstts dens 10 domain*
op4rationnel,

Le iCouxi~mo facteur concerne I& rgaljeation do Iloutil
do combat lui-mfmo. Jusqu'& not jours, doen 1'ALAT Frengaist en tout can, on a tou.,ourc
adept6 un armament & un h~licoptftroeoxistent, conqu d'sille-urt I do% fine civilesz

on militarisait un h~licoptlro civil (& une exception
prim 10i SA 330 PUMA qui r~pondait lui & dos caract~ristiquos militairos maim ce r.l4tait
pats un h~licopt~re areA).
11 eat 6vidont aujourd'hui que Ilon no pout disposer dlun h~licoptiro do combat perforsant
quli condition do construire IlhAlicopt~ro autour et en fonction du myst~ce dlormos rlqttnu.
Jo no donnorai qu'un soul example -

or% no construit pas Is smem hfilicoptiro AC suivani. quo
ion d~c3de do llfquiper d'uno optique do not, do toit ou do -At.

La troisibme donn~a enfin, et Jlai gardt Is meillt-ur
pour In fin, elose\ l'icportanco prime per I. factao'r coOt qui, A lui soul. ali] Wn'et pas
ou in'il eat ma). mattarisl, pout romettre %n cause In poursuito dlun programme.

11) Los rooponsabilit~s des "o #rationnels

Voyons donc I& lumi'4re do con trois doani~es do base
lea reaponeabilitlms dos "op~rationnols'; miles s'exorcent dans deu; domaine. importents

- Ia Ififinition du Bosoin Qp~rutionnel,
- I. dirouloment lui--mttm du programmem.

11 y a dans ccc doux domainos dos fautec objeuror A no pas commottro noun pains do comprsmet--
tro un programme Cis le plus cauvals dos cac ou, au minimum, Won augmenter loa co(Ito .ans
dlimportantes propcrtiona. Kledrocoant A. uno auseoblt,1 essontiollomont composao dling~nioura,
donc do rosp~noablos do is rialisation do mat~riala a qui an roproche souvent do "fabriquer
trocp char", jo 1. die nettemont, o.ý, croysa-coi, co nest peas du tout pour vous faire plai-
air,

" 4op~rationnel"l a souvent asusi uno large port do rosponsabilitA doen lea co~ts exceseifa
descatdriela. soit parc. qua i. bosom .% 6t0 mal apprUciA ou insuffisaemorAt pricima. voit
parce quo 1. programse lui-m~me a At6 mal conduit.

22) Lloppr~ciation ot Vexprossion du Hesoin zdu danger dlexigoncos exorbitentos.
On no moulignora jamais &*sea 1 importance do catto promibr* expression du besoin que cons-
titue Ia "fiche de coract~riatiques militaires"(qui a suroment son dquivaeont dens lea autros
armlins).
Clest un documont capital pour as r~doction duquol "'lop~rationnel" dolt faire prouve d'un
grend r~alisme en nloxigoant Mi Ilinutile. ni l'impossible ... tout on so projetent toujo%:is
dons llavenir.
Combion do mat~riels Ataitnt rortu-n~a die Is stado do Vexprewseon du becoin car colui-ci
avait 6tA cal apprvci# (au roitard at du bosomn opfirationnel, et do* poasibilit~s techniques),
et pour losquola on a copeadant u~ponad des comrne impor tantes. Jo. donnorai desn ce domains
deux oexoaples

- Le premier out colui du SA 330 PURA dit "version coopellto qui devait ddcol-
ltr at atterrir per visibilitf null* at plafewnd nul. nene suruno aide au vol,
faire du vol cn nuvges at on atmoophbro givrante, appsreil icolA ou on forma-
tion ... (fiche do %aracvt~rstiquvm en date du 15.07.63). Celt a conduit A un
effort do rouhorieho trio important at AIil "4alastion d'6quipemonta prototy-
pea in~dito (raosr d~tecteur dobdatclee St.LGA, sywtiao do "tonus do posts--...).
caa&, 1'Wprtaril nWs porn vu 10 ,our dens 1',j dilaia prescrits.



-Le dawsiamaO aoapla tot plus Intiree"It car il t-4poodeit A on bosolin o4a'a-
tionnol lapoitent qux surait pu Stre satimftit par l~quilpoaa~t pi-opos# at
las perfora'mnces E00Am io. avuaient SOt plus if aliataS at 61~o~a~o~i
wailt tu unemallaiir enolmoianOot do idvoitation d'wt huI1*apt~ra dons
It tow p
Js vaou par-lor dui "train mautmotaur DOP" &tudi4 pour Is SA 330 P RA.(voim- planche 1)
Llobjoocti Stoit do perisattre & l1h~licOrpti do as dftae~r au aol par see
pt-opres fl~noyonsir do court.. diatom"a bian Or., pou- rajoindra tan couvort
ou une mon* dambrOw at bineticir ainai d'un bieR Maillour conoutlago. Un
SA W3 (06) a 4t& &4uip& dwun dimpooltit astucioux (h ca'dmeill~r at tonm ion-
flout A portia' do I'im des doun circuits hydra'uiiqao do l1oppereil) sets
qut n~a pox ISO reotulu carI

. 11 no a'4pondsit pms I tout** lea *aigancos do Ia ticha do
csrecthriatiquam militairo. (pass%*o do tomvAl A bords frant*.
do trance daitbrom d'w, certain .41'aitre ... ) .. - - on trop
alvirts. Ilaot-il fait quo Is co` ke do 11hdiicapt~a' n'aurmit
pean a'uist6 I

. So maone Stoit do 120 kg at coal ilduimmit encore ilgit-owent
lautonowia do lappaa'oil (dapuis. Is asame Maximum au G~col-
lag. 4UPA east p.004. do 6.4 tonnoa & 7.4 tonnoa ... 1).
Js pansa quo cta daux exespias want sigitricatlfs.

22) La conduit* iauo du prqromo ,~ du dangea' du renouvolloaont tordif d~un pare.

Loa matirial. on soervice na pouvant Itt-a prolungla indi-
finir-ont, no sorelt-ce qua pour uno question dsfttlcacit6 Miiitalre. on. d"cision tardiva
do a'onouval ismont d' un par--- ntrmtno prosqut toujoura une Win- do conaiquancas qui s'an-
chatnont inazorabiaeant at dont lea daux principalas want

A) Dow dilais InuffisanteLour I'6tudo at Ia alss ou point tochnigut

L'u-genco dit bosomn conduit on offet & pawner rapidomaent A& I& phase d'expiri-
santation Met *'tactique", isquolla pat-d un. &rondo partia do son intlr4t
mi I. mastrial Wnat pas tockaniqutoont "apia'ationnal'.
Lloxenpl* qua Von pout donnaa' dans co domaino net colui dui "drone" R 20.
d~rivd dui CT 20. dunt leam comaano tactiques nlcoamltmiant toujours Ia pr6-
*onc* do apicialistam du conatructour at dlbouchaiant ... mur des slows su
point tachniquas, 00 qut a. finaloaont.gravoqul 116chtc du prograsm*.

8) L'aftation .rat4aurfe du matfrial.

Ca qul conduit a eattra dens !** unit~o un mat~rIal appal4 *neor* & aubir
de nombreuses modifications.Or des moe~fications tr-op raosbrousas r4alssialo
our doe astritla affactis dans -in unitla codtont trim choar d~abord at on-
tratnant anault. do longues plriodon dliindimponibilitd opiratlonnelle.

In tout cam, tout foctaur pernottsnt d'avoit- 1t plus
tdt pouaible un satfit-ll ripondent au mjeux mu bosoin, ot done no n~cammitant ni pfriodo
do miso mu point traop longue ni dos moodifications trap nmebroumam, oat a prondro aujourd'hut
an conalddration. parni coo factaurs ii raut mettre A son mona an lit-a place A& qualitE
dui dialogue "VOprationnelr - Inglniours" -

coal slgiviri quo lea Inginiours ant Egaloeant on certain nombro do ta'oponsabilit~m lapor-
tantas dons Ia bon d~a'oulosient dui diaogoue at done dent- Ia sued.s ou l16chsc d1un program*.

3) Laos E~RaMm bIitla do 'losma.Iis

31) Adaptation dui "oroduit" mu bagoin militair!

Qusi quo molt It nivosu auqusi re situs l'Inginiour,
responsabie do Ia production Cu. mu plus haut nivaau, char## douns politlque indvotrialia.
we resoapnsabiliit& maaure at son mouci constant dolvant 4tre A won sons do rislisor Ia
matfrial It slaux maftti possible mu bosom amilitaiav asprim.

- Au nivoau do Is rdalisation par- axespIt, quo fair* doune awrvoilla technique
inutillasbla an coaopnot; jo mas ouviana, i1 y a lonateeps. d'on obusiar 1
do compgno trifiioha, petite oatrveille micanique, dont on no pouvait pi-sti-
qoswent d~ployar lee trotia fMchoo qua dams one cow' do camerne car eels
omigoalt on sol rigotiroussamant plan ... I
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- AU nivoeu d~un. politique induatriollt. 11 4st ntceaseirs parfait, at coeat
normal, 4e prendroet onconsiddration Ian poosibillit. daoxportations future..
lo" plars Ov charge doe dltfdrentow entrsprisom.. aet MAl. 0oo conmid~r.k-
tioe .. s umrei ftivelnt pea conduit. & doe moldification. doe carect~rlatiquoa
techinique. du mot~rlol toiell. Weo I bosain cqa~rationnel strait main. blon
vatidtalt.

32) Ua mottribo des qcodtI

In dou ibo lieu, II ng~nieur a, biun onte'du, uone tes-
ponsaobliti directs et topoatante dens let codtu du m~ret~l. et a* A taus Ian stud.. de
Is r4olisatioea.

La d~cinlon do roalisor un progrsaw- no dolt pan Otre
I occas.on pour 1' anglniour 4o lancer Otudeg at recherche* pour 4.1 is.r un &quipoaont
aeillour. plut performant. ou simplealnt plus modorno, ... si lea #qutpoatnts oxistants

ldoatl satisfactiuon.~otone ' ua e olgooreot o m~n

Do .0., Ilinglknlew dolt on permanence afticher Is

do DW~~r deso. urcofte cafteufa. matei aurtout polut ptovoquea 6vontuol loaaent ula. r~vision
des oxlgence. cp~retionnel.oa.
Cleat bion done ce doucin. du I& masttiao des coOt. quo Ilon vait appoarotrlo, encore plus
qulall~ours. I. ndcessit# dl4tablir-un dialogue pormanent antes l'ingilnieur et llop~ratiora-
nel.

33) La tetauo due Oilsi %

Satin, Ilnllngiour a Is roaiponsabilltl at 1t dovol?
do tonir lea d~lais.

",jus event vu. quand nous even* Wo14 de. responaob~lit4o
do Iloplrationnel, lea conslquences n~toatas d'un. d~cistn tardive do renouvollosentd'un
part ot dlun. adoption pr~motur~o dlun aatliriol. Toutel augmntotlon dos d~lais do rdalsas-
tiola no tars qu~ggravor ces oonalqeA"e 9wil. outro us. sueacatetion llqaortante de. co~tv,
Pfluvont cofidult & 1s0.1.. on place dane 1.s unltda diun aot~rie' qui rndcovaltere di. acebreuass
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MIITATRY-SCIENTIFIC DIALOGUE

by

Gen G.Bafeeuf
Commandant4 A.L.A.T.

Villacoublay
France

I should first like to say how honoured and happy I am to participate in this symposium, and I thank the organisers for
allowingime to talk to such a learned gathering on a subject which I have fbr many years cmnsidered of paramount importance. It
forms part of the much wider question of how to achieve the necessary conditions for the satisfactory execution of a new
equipment programme. I should like to talk about the relationship which must be eftablished between "tacticians" and
"technicians", or, more precisely, of the military-sctantific dialogue i.e. the dialogue between military staffs, and the
procurement and technical managements,

One must of course recognise that this "dialogue" has always been the subject of much criticism, and this is still true today,
albeit to a lesser extent. People often like to stress the differing preocrupations of the military staff and the procurement and
technical management:

The former need to obtain an equipment which best meets the operational requirement,

For the latter their preoccupation is primarily to ensure a full work load in certain industries, or export sales, which
sometimes results in the partial "overlooking" of the military requirement.

At another level, and in the habitual language of military programme managers, three comments crop up regularly:

-"It isn't what we wanted"
- "It's arrived too late"
-"It costs too much",

without going further into an analysis of where the responsibility lies for such a state of ajUsirs.

These approaches are no longer acceptable, and the military-scientific dialogue mu.ýt be continually improved, for the
success or failure of an equipment programme can depend on the quality of this dialogue. This is particularly true in the case of
helicopter procurement.

"The basic elements of the dialogue have, in fact, been modified to a great extent in the recent past, giving it a tuite new
dimension.

I therefore propose to look at the following points:

- The new elements in the military-scientific dialogue,
-The responsibilities of operational staff in defining the equipment requirement and in programme management,
-- The responsibilities of scientists in solving the technical problems,
- Possible improvements to the dialogue.

In doing this, I shall indicate to you the general direction in which French Army Aviation is heading in the field of equipment
procurement.

1. NEW ELEMENTS IN THE MILITARY-SCIENTIFIC DIALOGUE

Three important new factors have recently greatly modified the elements of the military-scientific dialogue, giving it a new
dimension.

The first concerns the process by which a new scientific technique is adapted to meet an operational requirement. Up to
the middle of the Second World War, it was the operational requirement which led to or hastened scientific progress in a given
area or direction: the operational requirementprecededscientificprogress, For example, there is no doubt that it was the essem, it'.
requirement to guarantee the security of the British Isles which lay behind the rapid progress made in the field of radar.

We now witness daily some "explosion" of discovery or scientific progress in many areas, and in numerous directions. It is
thus no longer for the operational staff a matter of being content to state a requirement and then leaving to the scientist the N4

responsibility of producing the technical answer, on the contrary, it is a question of the operational staff and scientits together
perceiving, before any potential enemy does, technical advances which have the greatest relevance in the operational area.

The second factor concerns the construction of the instrument of combat itself. Up until now, at least in French Army
Aviation, we have always adapted a weapon to an existing helicopter, one moreover designed for civilian use.

We have militarised civilian helicopters (with one exception: the SA 330 Puma, which possessed the necessary military
characteristics, but it was not an armed helicopter). It is obvious today that we will only get a high performance combat
helicopter if we build the helicopter round, and as a function of, the chosen weapons sytem. I will give just one example.
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Having decided that one wants an anti-tank helicopter with eithe" a nose-mounted, or a roof-mounted or a mast-mounted
sight, it is not the same helicopter one bui!ds in each case.

Finally, the third factor - and I have kept the beat till last - is the importance amurmed by the cost which can by itself, if it is
badly managed or not managed at all, call into question the continuation of a programme.

2. THE RESPONSmlIMflES OF OPERATIONAL STAFFS

Let us then, in the light of these three factors, look at the responsibilities of the operational staff.These are exercised in two
important areas:

- the statement of the Operational Requirement,
- the management of the programme itself,

In both these areas there are major pitfalls which must be avoided if, in the worst case, the programme is not to be compromised
or, at but, the cost of the programme is not to be greatly increased. Here Iam addressing an audience composed essentially of
scientists and engineers; those who are often accused of producing equipment which costs too much. Therefore let me say quite
clearly (and believe me it is not at all in order to please you) that the operational staff often share a large part of the blame for the
excessive cost of equipment, either because the requirement has been badly appreciated or not sufficiently precise, or else
because the programme itself has been badly managed.

2.1 The Appieelatiom md Statement of the Requirement (the danger of making exorbitant demands)

It would be impossible to overstate the importance of th;s first expression of the requirement which the "statement of
military characteristics" constitutes (and which doubtless has i~s equivalent in other armies). It is a fundamental document;
when drawing it up tli,. operational staff must exhibit realism in not asking for either the useless or the impossible, and always
remain forward-looking. How many projects have been still-born at the stage where the requirement is stated because the
statement has been badly appreciated as regards the operational need and technical possibilities, and on which nonetheless
large sums of money have been expended? Here are two significant examples:

- The first is the so-called "complete" version of the SA 330 Puma, which was to take off and land in conditions of zero
visibility and cloud ceiling, without any ground-based aids, be capable of flying in cloud and icing atmospheric conditions,
either alone or in formation groups, and so on (military characteristics statement dated 15.7.63). All this led to a
considerable research effort and to the construction of completely new prototype equipments (the SAIGA radar obstacle
detector, a station-keeping system etc.) but the helicopter never saw the light of day in the required time frame.

- The second example is more interesting, because it responded to an important operational requirement which could have
been met by the proposed equipment if the required performance characteristics had been more realistic, and if the
operational staff had possessed a better knowledge of the evolution of the helicopter. I refer to the 'DOP self-propulsion
undercarriage" which was studied for the SA 330 Puma (Figur. 1). The aim was to enable the helicopter to move short
distances on rough ground to take advantage of rearby cover or shadow in order to improve its camouflage. An SA 330
(06) was therefore fitted with an ingenious device (a rack-type auxiliary propulsion unit powered by one of the helicopter's
two hydraulic circuits). This was not accepted because:

- It did not moet all the military characteristic requirements (e.g. ability to negotiate steep-sided ditches, fallen tree
trunks of a certain diameter, etc.) which were too execting. The structure of the helicopter itself would probably not
have survived such treatment!

- Its weight was 120 kg, and that again slightly reduced the helicopter's range (since then the maximum take-off
weight of the Puma has risen from 64 to 7.4 tonnesl).

2.2 The Managing of the Programme Itself (the dangers attendant on the tardy replacement of a maior equipment)

As it is not possible to prolong the in-service life of an equipment indefinitely, if only on the grounds of military efficiency,
a late decision to replace a major equipment almost always results in a series of consequences which are inexorably linked. The
two principal ones are:

(a) Insufficient time for study and technical adjmustments
The urgency of the requirement produces a rapid progression to the so-called "tactical" experimentation phase, which
loses much of its relevance if the equipment is not technically operational. OQe can cite here the example of the R20 drone,
a derivative of the CT 20, whose tactical trials invariably required the presence of specialists from the manufacturers, and
which led to technical adjustments and in the end resulted in the failure of the programme,

(b) PIemavre acceptance ofan equipment
This leads to equipment being introduced into units while still being the subject of numerous modifications. Now, to have
too many modifications carried out on equipments already in service is very costly and, moreover, results in long periods
of operational non-availability.

Any factor which allows us to obtain as quickly as possible an equipment which best meets the requirement, and thus
needs neithera lengthy development phase nor too many modifications should be taken into consideration. In my view, pride of
ph cc among these factors should go to the quality of the military-scientific dialogue. This implies that scientists and engineers
also have a certain number of important resposibilities for the proper conduct of this dialogue and thereby for the success or
failure of a programme.
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3. T11 SCMNflu Rh PONS1DIM
3.1 Adsfi ho e Pre*into ds MIN.q Reqursnmeat

Innspective of the level of involvemnt of the scientist or engineer, whether he is responsible for production or, at the
highest level, industrial pollcy-making. his main responsibility and constant concern must, to my mind, be to produce the
equipment best suted t One mlitary equnwwms.

- At the design level for example, what is the point in having a technical marvel which is unusneble in the Sold? I recall
seeing, a long time agW a tripod mounted howitzer which was technically a little beauty, but whowe three legs could in
practice only be deployel on a barrack square because they required it perfectly flat surface!

- At the level of industrial policy-making. it Is sometimes necessary, and quite normal, to take into account overseas sales
possibilities in the future, keeping various industries working at full capacity, and so on. However these secondary
considerations must not lead to modifications of the technical characteristics of equipments to the extent that the
operational requirement would be less well met.

3.2 The MaMtm yCeeta

The scientist or engineer has also, of course, a direct and important responsibility for an equipm tst's cost and this is true
at all stages of Its procuremnaL The decision to carry out a programme must not be construed by the scientist as an opportunity
to launch studies and research in order to produce an equipment which is better, has a superior performance, or is simply more
modern, if existing equipments are perfectly satisfactory. Similarly, the scientist must continually point out the reality of costs.
Firstly, because the military will not necessarily have the means to pay for excessive cost overruns, but above all to provoke a
possible reconsideration of the operational requirements. It is in this area of keeping costs in check, more than in other areas,
that one sees just how necessary it is to establish a permanent dialogue between operational staffs and scientists.

3.3 Keeplng Prouammes on Schebule

It is also the duty of the scientist or engineer to keep programmes on schedule. We saw, when speaking of the
responsibilities of the operational staff, the damaging consequences of late decisions to replace an equipment, or the over-hasty
acceptance into service of an equipment. Any delay in procurement can lead to a larpo increase in cost, and an introduction into
service of an equipment which will require numerous modifications before it can be used operationally in the way which was
originally foreseen. In view of the shared responsibilities of operational staffs and scientists, the necessity for a f aitful dialogue
between these key personalides becomes quite clear. Are any further improvements to the dialogue possible? That is the
question which I now propose to address.

4. POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS TO THE MILWIARY-SCIENTIFIC DIALOGUE

As a general rule this dialogue is already of a high quality, but this is often in large measure due to the privileged contacts
which exist between the two sides. This alone is not sufficient to ensure the success of future programmes. The military-
scientific dialogue must be conceived, prepared and organised, given its growig importancc, to attain maximum efficiency. As
it exists today it can and must be improved as regards both its form and its substance.

4.1 The Form

It is fundamental that this dialogue be effectively established during the EQUIPMENT DESIGN phase, which is the most
important, both for adaptation of the equipment to operational use and, today, for the cost of the programme. Indeed, one must
never lose sight of the fact that 65% of costs are dependent on decisions taken during the design phase, and 80% on those taken
during the design and development phLse (Figure 2). This is of course especially true for collaborative projects. It is equally
important that this dialogue be established from the outset at all levels including Programme Management, Technical
directorates, Trials organisations, etc.

It is thus a matter of setting up a comprehensive system, and one must be prepared to pay the price of all that this implies, as did
the various nations collaborating in the Nil 90 helicopter programme. Whereas the military have for many years taken as
normal the practice of exchanging liaison officers for operational purposes, one might understandably be surprised that the
detachment of personnel to liaise on technical programmes is always done in the directionfrom nilitary staffs totechnical
services. The presence of scientists attached to military stafts would perhaps serve a useful purpose, were it oily to promote a
better understanding of the operational requirement.

4.2 The Substance

The aim here is to arrive at a better reciprocal understanding, and that r.)quires a change in attitudes.

4.2.1 A Better Understanding

This is a question of the education, information and continuity of the personnel involved. For several years now the
French Army has made a considerable effort in the scientific education of officers, and has posted high quality officers to
scientific centres of excellence to prepare them for technically accountable posts. It thus has a pool of competent officers
capable of engaging in dialogue with civilian scientists and engineers of the technical directorates. This effort must of course be
sustained. Any improvement in this area must first be sought through greater CONTINLUIY of officers in important posts i.e.
programme managers, or team members in particularly important programmes, without adversely affecting their careers
There is no doubt that some of these officers bear responsibilities every bit as important to the interests of the service as do field
commanders. For their part, scientists and engineers must be well informed i- a practical way on military problems, on tactical



requirements, and on the battlefield environment in order to appreciate properly what the military need. For example, a

beading reference s9stem designed for a civil passenger aircraft will not necessarily have the same cha-acteisttics as one wnich
is to be used in a combat helicopter continually required to manoeuvre to extreme attitudes.

•,22 A ChA"einAuiiudae

Lastly, it seems to me very impoitant nowadays to address the problem of army equipment procurement with a different

mentality to that which sometimes applied in the past. This brings us back to the questions of EDUCA'I1NG our officers Lsd
INFORMING our scientists and engineers,

For the scientists or engineer it is no longer a matter of responding unquestioningly to the operational requirement, as

framed by the military, and merely proposcing the best and most costly solution. On the contrary, his task is to get the
operational staff officer to spell out his requirement v precisely as possible, to get him to occasionally relax cettain exorbitant

demands, and then to develop at minsinal cost the equipment which bert suits his purpose, all the while pointing out the

financial realities. The time when one deliberately underestimated the cost of a programme in the hope of getting it adopted
more easily is long since past.

In the same way the staff officer can no longer be content to simply express Utopian requirements and then leave it to the

scientist to find suitable answers. On the contrary he must trake realistic demands, hllped in this by the scientist; demands
which are appropriate to a well-reasoned tartical requirement, based on the current overall general concept.

This provides me with the opportunity to say a few words on current thinking in the French Army Aviatior on the

procurement of combat helicopters and their SURVIVABIUTY on the battlefield,

First of all, ought one to construct multi-purpose or specialist helicopters? It is the SPECIALIST helicopter which has
been chosen, on the grounds of both operational efficiency and cost, In fact a MULTI-PURPOSE helicopter (i.e. carrying a

number of equipments which enable it to carry ou: several ypes of mission) will invariably use only a proportion of these

equipments, That means it is carrying extra weight needlessly, and every kilogram carried increases the weight of the helicopter

by 3 kg (Figure 3). One ends up with an airuraft which is HEAVIER, less discreet, and therefore more vulnerable. But above tll.

the different combat functions (intelligence gathering, protection, anti-armour etc.) must be performed at the same moment, at

different places on the battlefield, whic: is an obvious impossibility.

On the question of VULNERABILITY or, moor- precisely, SURVIVABILITY, the most important factois seems to us to

be firstly the helicopter's DISCRETION, which explains the choice of a light, specialist helicopter; and, secondly, WARNING

(laser, radar, infra-red, warning devices etc.), and thirdly, PROTECTION, that is to say ARMOUR. This armour should be

limited to the VITAL parts of the aircraft to keep its weight down and thus maintain discretion and flight characteristics,

CONCLUSION

Weangns systems procurement programmes have reached such a degree of complexity, and demand such heavy
investment, that operational staffs and scientists are increasingly bound by common interests.

This implies that neither of following attitudes whereby:

-- The military demands and the scientist produces (Fig,.res 4 and 5)
-The scienitists pioposes and the militar, adapts,

are accepthble any lonper if one wishies to avoid serious misundeistandings and unpleasant surprises. 1.T particular the

satisfactory execution of future armed helicopter programmeb will necessitate a close ani permanent dialogue between the

staff officer and the scientist. All of which proclaims that we shall depend on each other more and more, and we mus:'
congratulate ourselves on that.
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'% -- ptr addresu the U.S. Army's Light Helicopter Family (LHX) helicopter program which is
curontlYy -i concpt fomleation. The Paper describes the activities associated with concept
formulation includrln governing regulations, how the process in executed, the scope of effort involved
and ionovItiona included for LMX. The evolution of the requirements is um iiasized and the focus of
the paper is on how operational requirements drive engineering requirements and ultimately the design
of the aircraft. Operational requirements are driven by the LHX concept, nameiy, a family of
Scout/Attack (IMX-SCAT) and Utility (IHX-U) aircraft with comen dynamic components, core mission
equipmnt and common subsystm. The impacts of the unique LHX-SCAT aircraft on the design and
cmmonslity with the LHX-U are discussed. In operational requirements are categorined into thoas
associated with the Army 21 concept of the future battlefield, the threat, safety and Reliability,
Availability and Maintainability (kAM). Each category results in neveral specific design impncts.
The synergistic effect of thes design impacts creates a very challenging tas.k when combined with real
world cort, wei-jht and size goals for the LHX.

LIST OF ACRONYMS
!W -XAFi-lf Concept
AAP - Advan-ed Compoite Aircraft Program
AN-64 - Advanced Attack Helicopter (APACHE)
AMC - Army Materiel Cturand
AANAA - Army Aviation Mission tree Analysis
ARrI - Advanced Rootorcraft Technology Integration
ETA -, Beat Technical Approach
almA - Coat ane Operational Effectiveness Analysis
DA - Department of the Army

O - Deprtment of Defense
EO-TADS - Electro-Optical Target Acquisition and Designation system
FSD - Full Scale Development
JdW - Justification for major System New Start
LaX - Light Helicopter Family
LKX-U - Light Helicopter Family - Utility Helicopter
LaX-FzT - Light Helicopter Family - Scout/Attack Helicopter
LOA - I-tter of Agreement
MANIPRINT - Manpower, Personnel and Integration Training
MEP - Mission Equipment Package
NBC - Nuclear Biological Chemical
NOE - Nap-of-the-Sarth
060 - Operational & Organizational
PMGW - Primary Mission Gross weight
RAM - Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability
RQC - Required Operati-al Capability
SODW - Structural Design. Grosa Weight

OA- Trade-off A.ialyasis
TOD - Trade-off Determination
MhV= - Training and Doctrine Ctmsand

WHAT IS LJD

The LHX will ccnsist of two advanced technology conventional helicopters, a Scout/Atý.ack (SCAT) and a
Utility (LaX-U) version with common dynamic components (engine, rotors, drive system), common core
Mission Equipmmnt Package (MEl) and common subsystem as depicted in Figure l.. The SCAT will be
designed to autonrcusly perform both the Scout and Attack helicopter functions, a.g., find and
destroy enemy Iargets. The LHX-U will perform light utility helicopter missions, resupply, team
insertion and command, cuamunication and control. The LHX will replace ou" current light fleet of
rapidly aging and tactically obsolescing UH-I, AH-l, OH-6 and O1-58 series of helicopters and
couple•ent our heavy fleet of AH-64 attack and UH-60 utility helicopters.

WHY!1
A t--- iled in reference 1, the initial need for the LHX was establishod as a result of the Army
Aviation Mission Area Analysis (ANAA) which identified the current light fleet deficiencies depicted
in Figure 2. These deficiencies result from the specific condition of the Army's current light floet
an shown in Figure 3. The economic and logistics supportability problem. arise from the profileration
of the current light fleet aircraft, the age of these aircraft and the fact that these aircraft

* incorporate 1950's technology. They obviously are lacking in terms of 7ountering the current jr
future threat and also ara severely deficient in addressing the expade bmttlofi•Id of the 1990'a in
term of high altitude, hot day operation.



WU%-r~iJy i th ipformulation phoea, which immeiately precde Full Iele
rwvel want (I -A. Cocetpt foemltion Is guided by AR-l000-l, Baseic Policies for "yatm Acquisition
am AW 7149, Material Objectives and Nqulrowma. CWKiLc~ forMleti0. Wt3 iMitit6 ty A[twe VW n
the Jiustification fur Major System New Start WH3Mw) in 191M. This are paeg documet decribes the
cokcep to be elplated, why a ne SySte. in ruqaired end setaishes initial major go0ls for the
progre. The nest step in for tht kAry'S Training and Doctrine CaMd (TRAIOC) to define how the
helicopber will be uatilized and WAet types at mtissions it will perfwor. This Is dommanted in the

-~aina n Organizationali (Cou) plan. 7l% WIM 090 plan Was guided by the Us Army's projecitions
oE hatthe future battlefield will be like maroun the year 3M0, officially called the Army 21
conep. This toxiwlation prtes Is got up to uystMKeticY determine specific requiremets .and
prepare for develepeet of the system. The requirements prOCess, stacting with very general
requirwemets in the 060 plan, evolves through the Letter of h~reemment (Loh) with we* specific but
fleRible requirvounta into the Requaired Oprational Capability (rX) with genetally specific, firm
requiramenta. M~ile the ropirements process is primarily the responsibility of ThWdO, the AMW
ataeriel QCAid (AMC) which Mss the respnsibility tar develping and procuring "Kotm which meet

ThADOCa raysirsamme, plays a major role in advising wtd providing data to assist in the requlirmants
evolution.

The caospL formualtion process as depicted in Figure 4 consists of a Trads-Mf! Doteslnatlon (IVD),
preaged- by AMC, a Trade-off Analysis (?%)# prepared by ThADOC, a Beet Technical Approach (3M),
prepared by MC and a cot an Operational Mffertivenmes Analysis (COCA), prepared by zwmd=. Each
cmui (i.e.. *TASOC end AMC) supports the other in suppilying daa. review and coordination ot *4.-h
of the aforementioned docimmots, and In the cane of the LUX program, the US helicopter Industry also
had substantial involvement in the process, primarily through threet clontracts, UHX Preliminacy Design,
LKX Wind Twunel/Simulation and the Advanced Notorctaft Technology Integration (AWUI) programs.

The TOD promes as outlined Ink Figure 5 provides data an candidate aircraft and subsystems along with
technology descriptions, cost, weight, technical risk, and Reliability, Availability and
maintainability (RAN) implications. The TM~ provides the first set of preliminary designs of
canididaew systems which can meet the general requirsomets of the M1 plan. Sets of deeigns art
provided to ensure a full range of options, in term of specific requirawanta, are available since
firm requirinnta are not known at this stags of conc~ formulation.

ror examle. in the LIX TOD designs were forimlated for five configurations, conventional helicopters,
compud helicopters, Advaning Sleds 0oncept (AW) helicopters, compuded ABC helicopters and tilt
rotor aircraft. During the 'IQA the 7U% outputs, including preliminary designs, are examined using
limited Offectivenss modeling and SUbstudy analysis to begin the process of kranslating broad
cocept into specific raqirsomts. &MVAllY the primary product of the TOA. in eddition to the TCA
report, is the firnt specific requiresommts documient, the LOA. The LOK is An 4greement between APC and
TRADC which allows planning, to include program development funding, for FOD. The LOA contains
specific, but flexible preliminary requitwA'ents. whxch allowe AMC to forumalaite the WAh. Thus, the an
can be prepared based upon specific reqqiresens which all"m for specific design candidates as
opposed to the multitude of design variations in the TO. for !*xample, for the LHtX WM'A the only
configuration included was the conventional helicopter. Hoewever, US ArM regulations dictate that a
new develo- -t systemi cannot be assumed a priori, and thus design derivatives of existing military
and crmocial aircraft must be included for analysis in the next step in concepit formulation, numly
the COA. In the Cl6A, the STA's (new development and derivative designs) are thoroughly examined
utilizing sophuisticiated force-on-force effectiveness analysis (i.e., war gaming) to provide definite
data on the effectiveness of various fleets (fleets are formulated for each set of alternative
airvehicle systems). The results of the COCA. coupled with military judgent, are used to provide
Department of the Army (DA) and Department of tiefanas (SCO) senior management with quantifiable
comarisons of alternatives wed also to define the moat critical pr*-developmnt. docummint, the ADC.
Although the previous description of the concapt formulation process seams rather straightforward and
rigid, in actual practice a treanndous amount of negotiation between AwE and TRADO taken place along
the way and in the case of the LIuX, industry has also been intimately involved, along with high level
OhA officials.

PRELIMINARY DESIGV PSOCSSS
The evolution of operational concept to operational requirements to technical requireaments culminating
in Impacts to formulation of preliminary designs is depicted in Figure 6, the preliminary design
proLeas. This iterative process taken place throughout concept formulation with design changes
directly related to the evolution of requirements and also fluctuating socmewhat with changpe in
available technology.

The preliminary designs described in this paper are Govirnment designs: and as such, msay not be
repesentative of the actual LHX, which will of courac, be designed by industry, not by the Government.
However, a substantial effort is placed on formulation of the Government designs, since they do play a
significant role in the cnetformulatinn process.

As noted previously, the first LIX designs were formulated during the TMO, 4rd at this point in the
program, several major goals and the LHX concept had bee established and essentially rnmein the same
today. The LHc cone%* and major program goals significantly effect the LHX preliminary designs ane~
will be discusaed first to better understand hra, operational requiramata Influence the disigns. The
program goals and conceptsi %hich affect the design Include-z Combining scout and attack functions in
the SCAT, a SCAT Prlimary Mission Gross hetight (PIECW) of 8000 * 500 lbe. (3628.8 t 226.8 Kg), Utility
dynamic cuqionants (engines, rotors, transmission) coasmon with 9CAT, Average unit flyaway cost of



Wd S4101tility, built in gw~fth capaility (waight adApromne ad s1e, piot VAT
-nd Single Pilot aparae Utility, al1 cofaudistt with the overall Un 'Coiwapt at =9#lowihtt
and Af fordable. it addition, during the IM0 the decaisio was ode to develop an adwumeed technology,
lightweight aging in ordet to help attain weight (thtsu* fuel efficiency), ralishility ad
Cperatirtwl d MW r t caft goAls. IM v.1gnm deale1 - ppacp vas Inaitiated An 1)3 lIn order to
wisure avalabijity of Cavarrimt goaltiEed angine. for Ut Mb. A twin utgLie ooni tatiit was
chowe for safety ad Minno comuonality. it provide built lit voth potential the two enginle Will
be designed fair 120 shp (194.0 kw).

The SCA concep meem that beth the noaA and Attack elmissionsmsham i* Piquir 7 afte performedby a
single aircraft adt dictate* that smisain egaipst tfoe acquiring ail tracking target* (i.., ON-5Sb
Scouti) and armamnt to kill targets (I.e.# AU-44 mast be cvoine Ins aSingle aircraft. this
translates into ap-roa Pntly 1600 lbs. (725.0 3,) fot misiont equipmet ard anument.

The SCAT weight goal~which is a goal a opposed to an abolute limit) in a pirim"r driver In term of
levels ad types of technology required for the ZJIX. Weight. mintalnebility, battle daomo tolerace
mid repair dictates maxiaum usne of cimposit. watairials far the La Ssatem. Thus, the UM airf rame
will be an all comosite design tailored fran the experience learned from results of the Advanced

paIt* Aircraft Program (AC11 demonstration vehicle designs. The rotor blades and robto hbsb will
also be soft of compsite matecials. In addition, all ustyste will consider I m Iitis mteriala
application whinm: practical for the overall wighit goa to be achieved. Goa berrala, drive switaf ad
generator housing@ are examles of subsystem which my utilise cvgasite meterials to mininmis
aircraft weight. The UIX family conc:p calS for SCW and Utility cema dpumice Wd sin*e the SCA
is the More camles aircraft with mome I It"t parformance requirements, the Utility dyninic system
will 'falloutO from the SCAT design. I*e average unit flyoway cost goa ceaplicaeti the design
procesa whicht must massre trade-otis between weight. performanc and acceptable ,casta. Tradwffs
involving cost, weight ad performance have played en important role in the reqpirmett procesns. The
*built In' growth potential has aleso affected preliminary designs. As mentioned previously the TOO
1200 slip ($%4.I kw) engine is currently in davelutt and twin "OO engines provide poear In eacees
of that required to mest current performance requirmenta. The other half of alloweing for *built ut'
growth requires additional structural integrity and esrodynado capability. This has been addressed
in the desigo proce by specifying a Structural Deeign Gross Weight (Sawi) well in exucesa of the PM
wd including performace requirements (vertical rate of climb w4 meneuveraility) at the 8000.
Thus, even for the stri ngen hot day design conditionts, the LUX will have margins in aongi poeer,
aerodynamic capebility ad structural integrity as s1am below-

"LWW Pm mwKTJM
AVAILABLE (100% IM') IUTCW 62 kW TW 4.19
PAOiji (PW;f) 131Thp (902kw) 1.9v 3. 5g
NAMGIN 28% 16% 17%
*55fi ft/min (227m/min) VWX

The final goal/caonpt. to be addressed Is the single pilot pcal for the SCA conf iguration.
Incorporation of the single Seat contributvis appreciably to meeting the syntsm weight and cost goals.
Specifically. 600-900 lba. (272.2 - 408.2 kg) are saved compred to a two pilot configuratiot,
resulting In an appreciable coat savings, even thct*h the airfram is less than half of the total unit
flyaway coat. perhuaps surprisingly, the single pilot goal io not a driver in term of required
mission equipment. The SCA concep (autonomous scout and attack functions), threat driven tiselines
and the ahoard weapons System dictate mission equipmet consistent with single pilot operation. The
sophisticated mission equipment package along with. a digital tlight control system and integrated
cockpit provides automated futctions wichd Should reduce workload allowing single pilot operation. A
deailed explanation of this would require a asarate papert and therefore, will not k% Addressed
furtaer.

It is evident that even before the operational requirnments are considered the IN zncept and program
goals have fixed a significeant rnumer of design parmatatrs the number ad type of engine(s), Me nd
armament suites, SDO, crew configuration and dynamic copoents of the Utility are established as a
fallout of the SCA design.

apwa r-jlmn can he divided into four broad categories; Army 21 ~ONePt, which projects
the characteristics of the battlefield around the year 2000, Threat, Safety &Ad Reliability,
Availability, 4Maintainability (RAM). Sach of these categories will then be expanded into system
characteristics and the design impact for each system characteristic will be described.

ANNY 21 ~I
7he My 2 -ocept of the future battlefield he. three major thesimp (1) the battlefield will be
dispersed and intaene, (2) the US Army must be prepared to ight anywhere in the world ad (3) we swat
be ready to fight around the clock regardless of enviromenutal conditions. The dispersed battlefield1
Impalie that large area must he covered and thus. long range and high enduraice are repared. fte
design impact: on the LOX is a requiremet for a large Internal fuel capacity and emphasis on efficient
engines ad rotor system. To pit this in perspective, the currant design he. a 1600 lb. (723.$ FS)
Internal fuel tank which comined with the fuel efficient "03 engine provides a comat ruma of over
300 n.m. ad a mission endurance of 2.5 hours.
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"Mi reisults La a relatively us" uiintor 40 ft (h2.2), mei" rotr for sum a gnul aimerft. at
PO O' 9~i PIUft iwde a ventiftl rOAate CUMo of 4elmt MM0 ft/udn (WI/ W~ai) for the hot day
*1miltiem MA priseudes Mosat VA of Wd Mefet takef at Or M veito" ank oabo MM. in even

igerq dieM1etft ma" CONe sift be Prtterred laft too gequirin to load as may aircraft as possible
in a C-141 trseamrt a1iM4raf WesiCUs larger diesW rotWOr Since the ftotr 1.art~ also drives
th overall fuselage lawlth ad the rota/hfoslage vortical sopuatitn required is a function afrtr
eiamber. lime aiclift will be at a proft doi~ng a ti of emegency, the May wants to wMure
that the UM am get to the bottlaftild. sell, plmot cor lit will almso be requited far both

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~I tirhr iSuhr otst ioa rtmprmiY also restricta the overall height of
the Aircraft thus c00liea1Ti- pisamaft, of smiarin agaipmnt soeorsaend intradwing potential
masrdymawdc Interferace 'ampicatione due to derese rotor/useage separation as we. eXPrIuCedW
during devolowint of the Amay's UM-40 OWd A-64. Ilelf-depleyeuit will he accampiUrdom with the

addition of afestnal fuel task@ which adds weirt to the basic aircraft far structural provisioning
and alas, *two the salf-dmployinnt mission wil to S hours, sysemo reliability is a key
factor.

maet" rawl andl able to fly and fi Ap aroundi the clock at night end irk adverse weabw#r uanhuans the
need fat a pilomag system to assist the pilot in night Hop-of-tha-Umarth (NM) operation and an
Meacvuwe tate-cf-the-aft 3leVCpto-ical Target Acquisition System ("- TANS) to aemm the burden of
target acquisition to the maximar eatent. practical. Thetme ziticrmaa add appreciabl system coat
and appoximately 350 lbs. (150.3 Kg) to aircraft empy weight and preame t a design challenge in terme
of sonsor portoesmwe an placement to aminuiteirst~rictad large field-of-view for single pilot
operation ad exceptional targeting capablity mncesoary to coumiter future threats.

Altqho the threat to UdS is encuepammed in the AMa 21 concep, threat will he addreesed separately
by considertiton of both grwid said air system. In addition to the normal greed t OM3.~ the LAM is
expected to engage in air-to-air coasat with threat helicopters. This requirement, in addition to the
dxtous madi for air-to-air weepons (turreted gun ad air-to-air missiles) dictates at leaast speed
parity with the threat system aSi significant maseuverability and agiity capability. Ithe reed for
increased speed is reflected in the, urn design tInovations fer low drm, namely. narrow fuselage
(aided by single pilot design), reractable lending gear, enginas assentially buried in the fuselage,
high speed airfoll. and tapprad/swept tip main roors end internal/conformal weapns pods. The twin
TIMO engines cempled with the abova design chaacteristics allow the WEt SCAT to sat* the 170 knict
cruise spied requirement. for maneuverability. a high molidity rotor will be required to msot a high
speed load factor capaility at SDGNi. since results of Sir-to-air c~adt studies indicate that the
ability to turn rapidly haa benef its in bott, avoiding and engaging uanw target&, a high turn rate
requirement fat the LUX dictates both a lamg diameter and high~ aoliditv anti-tarque/directional
control system.

"Th vast nmbers and increasing sophistication of throat ground acquisition system and weapons makes
the emmmt of time the helicopter is oxpoe (ao oMped to NOWke by terrain or vegitation) an
e*ctrmly critical paraeer. To mintiMis eXPMosr times the System Must be able to rapidly wUnIst,
acquire and--ag targetsandi rapidly return to mask. Raid acquisition of targets translate into a
large search volume with an ability to sam rapidly and high~ speed data processing. uRX deaigna will
require automated flight modes, much ms automatic hover hold and automatic 'bo up'to aid single pilot
operation and minimise *xpoure tim. The future battlefield will certainly include various lowe and
sodiumn caliber weapons f rom ground systmstand ground per , - I which requires the adition of
ballistic armr for crew hand critical coqionent protaL'tion, as well as redundancy in flight controls
and other critical components. ballistic protection adds over 300 lbs. (134 K9) to the aircraft emty
weight.

Finally, the future battlefield is projected to have Nuclear, Biological and Chesical 980C threats.
An An current system, the LUX crew will vear protective MC nenmbleal but in adition, the Lilt SCAT
will have a meldpesrsdcockpit and integral micro-climatic cooling system to provide
adrittional protaction and crew comfort. Also, both the SCAT and utility will he designmd to minimize
Internal and external crevices and open comprtments to aid in the decontamination process.

SArFi~IRxt two categorise of aprational requiresments, Safety and Saliability Availability, and
Maintainability are equally imprtant for peacetimeandi wartims operation. Am part of the TOD and TGA
procese significant safety related requitromwta have been identifiad. These includ*; twin enines,
crashwarthinses protection equa that found in the much larger AH-64 and UH-60 aircraft, wire strike
protection, frangible main rotor tips, external protection for the anti-torque system, and Automated
cockpit for workloed reduction.

RAN
VFally, recogei iing that system pesrformance is coly useful if the system is available when needed and
that support resouarces are at a premium, special emhasis has been placed upon the UIX RAN
characteristics. Good RAN chaacteristics can only result if actions are takim early in the design
proces. in the case of USE, AmC hes established an initiative, labeled Nwopwier awd Personnel
integration (KAHMMSI) to enwsur SAN, safety, end training and humnn factors are thoroughly considered
in the design process.* Suea of the specific impacts of this initiative on the current LuX design
regarding SAN characteristics are aso follow.: Increased use of high reliability cuaponants,
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self-healing architecture, onboard diagrostics and testability, redundant flight control and other
critical systems, flight data recorders, designed in accessability for servicing, ccmwonality of parts
between the SCAT and Utility in addition to an overall reduction of parts through application of
advanced technology design ard fabrication.
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This paper focuses on design requirements stummingfrom civil operations.
The offusore oil and gas industry is and will continue to be the main application of civil helicopters.
Development of other car nrcial market will r.quire major improvements in almost all areas. Some of
then areas are highlighted here: safety, relibtility, cockpit ergonomics, vibration for example.
The current rate of progrs 'a considered si•c too slow and concern is expressed about nilitary and
civil requirements drifting apart.
The current situation calls for ambitious goals to be attained in commercial helicopters before the
turn of the century. Designers of new military helicopters currently or, the drawing board should be
aware of these civil requirements and take them intc account as much as possible.

1. INDRJICTION

Numaius articles and lectures have been written about helicopter improvements. Some items are
repeatal over and over again, for example: safety, reliability, costs, comfort. They will be
discussed again here, among other aspects that need to be highlighted as well.

Same people tend to be content with the current rate or progress. According to ref. i the
helicopter is even approaching the point where i. can be regarded as a routine method of public
transport. Let me assure jou that tte helicopter is nowhev near that point:

- the newest medium-sized helicopter types are still unable to fully replace a 25-yeLr old"*mork*ose" like the S61, essentially mn hanged during its lifetime, becautse of its passenger
comfort, its reliability ar4 its low costs;

- helicopter noise still provides environmentalists sufficient reason to prevent heliports and
services from being developed;

- all major helicopter operators still almost fully depend on the offshore energy industry, just
like 20 years ago, because it is the only sizeable civil market that can afford helicopters and
has no proper alternative availdble.

So let '- -t kid ourselvP3 ri determine where our goals should be and what can be done to attain
them

A come, helicopter operation is much different from a fixed wing airline operation. An
offsho ilicopter is operated from a local base to which it returns every dey. Figure 1 shows the
Dutch Continental Shelf with all Ls oil and gas platforms. The daily work of a helicopter involves
short flights with many landings, that usually amount up to twenty, sometimes forty, a day. The
average nuber of take-offs is 2.7 per flight hour for the S61 and 5.5 per flight hour for the 576;
the difference mainly stems from a difference in cruise speeds.

Figure 2 lists the North Sea operators and the equipment they use. None of them is big enough to
support a vast Research & Engineering Department. This my press, a problem as the helicopter issteadily getting more complex.

A cmmercial halicopter operation is also much different from a military helicopter operation. It
therefore sets different design requirements for example with regard to payload versus range, cabin
saze and seating arrangements, and ditching requirements. Some military requirements do not apply
to civil operation at all, which in some cases renders a military helicopter useless for civil
transport. Such cases are not Unmited to attack helicopters only. Since a manufacturer of a
military helicopter will always start looking for civil customers for the same machine at one point
in time it is useful to compare the military with the civil requirements at an early stage of the
design process. The EHlOI is a good example of this practice.
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2. TWZCM. 0001CA QFFVM FE-MURT

2.1. PAYLOAD RANGE PONMdCE

The most obvious predImessmr of an off shore helicopter is a military utility helicopter.
Payload-range requmenta however may differ widely. The 1-O Black Hawk doesn't have
enough range for offshore operatioM.
The 64101 on the other hand has plenty of range and plenty of payload because of its
ASW-rquirement. It might even be more then the offshore operators will need or be able to
pay for. Tim will tell.
Figure 3 shows how noe of the above is the ideal S61N successor.

2.2. CABIN SIZE AND SEATING

Among typical military requiremants such as agility, maneuverability, detectability,
vulnerability, waspon system compatability and survivability there is air trnnsportability.
This is what caused the U4-4O's telescopic rotor meat and low cabin ceiling. Its cabin
comfort therefore is not able to coete with an S61 or %wer Pus, both with aisle, as
figure 4 clearly ehow,. Offshore helicopters are often used for shuttling, which means that a
helicopter gaes to many rigs in one flight, transporting passengers to and from each ri2. An
aisle in the cabin Is a very valuable asset for this type of operation.
In addition, the baggage handling and refueling must be easy in order to limit ground times.
Our goal should be airline, standard, as in the Etlml. The current S70C, the "Civil Black
Hawk' has almost no Uaggage space. These examples clearly show that the S7OC's fuselage would
have to be modified considerably for it to become a colercially acceptable aircraft.

2.3. DITCHING

No offshore helicopter flying today, the S-6l being the only exception, was initially
designed according to ditching requirements. Proper floatation gear and proper
liferaft-storage have been a problem in every such aircraft. Even helicopters intentionally
designed for civil use provide poor solutions, if any. The "sol.ution" for the S76 for
example, was to put it on a passenger seat. It took 6 years to solve it (figure 5); reasons:
lack of manpower, funds and creativity.

2.4. MEDVAC

The civil helicopter is increasingly being used for medical emergencies. Offshore operators
have offered this kind of serviv.e already from the start, but their helicopters have not been
equipped like today's dedica~w Medevac aircraft. Now designs should take this type of
operation into account.

3. K Xw mem ME N-- 1 D

3.1. SAFETY

The British HAI report (ref. 2), mandatory reading for every designer, offers a clear view
about current helicopter safety levels as compared to fixed wing aircraft. Figurs4 6 shows
that when compared on a 'per hour of flight' basis the helicopters are worse than fixed wing
airplanes. aun treated on a 'per flight' basis helicopter rates would become coparable to
propellor turbine transports but still fall short of jet transports. Statistics also show
that military experience with a helicopter before it enters civil operation is beneficial to
its civil accident record.

Figure 7 shows shere improvements have to take place in order to improve the helicopter's
safety record. Priority should be given to pilot aspects, such as cockpit environment, engine
and airframe design anJ maintenance aspects.

3.2. FELIAILITY

Safety and reliability are highly correlated in helicopters. Technical delays and reliability
are also highly correlated.
Technical failures delay 5% of all departures.
Figure 8 shows the total rasher of hours of delay during March 1986, caused by technical
reans, weather or other reasons.
A significant smount of the unrelisbility and failure of helicopters can be attri•bted to
fatigue. The "high frequency" fatigue is the more significant case for helicopters, the
source of loading being the rotation of the rotors.
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3.3. AVAILMILITY

Availability numbers of helicopters typically range from 753 to 93z (9W mans that the

aircraft is available for commercial flying or training 329 days a year). Figure 9 slows the
importance of reliable engines and quick replacement, vibration control, 1ong TIO's and easy
inspection procedures. Availability should of course be in the nineties (51L).

3.4. COSTS

Purchase prices of helicopters are much too high. Manufacturers claim that this is caused by
the lack of sufficient and continuous production rates, high engineering costs, expensive
materials, extensive testing, customer options, certification efforts, etc. and this is
probably all true. Still, something should be done about it, because in the and commercial
operators will only be rble to buy used helicopters and production levels will remain low.
A major gal for manufacturers sWuld be to lower operating costs experienced by the
custmers. Apart from the obvious costs, the hidden costs represent a major untxdgeted
expense (ref. 3):

OBVIOUS COSTS HIDODE COSTS

salaries accidents
facilities incidents
equipment incompetency
maintenance custoner demands
training management demands
fuel
insurance

The manufacturer's duty is to design and build a cheap helicopter that is as easy to maintain
as a car, while it is the operator's duty to buy hundreds of them and operate them cheaply
for everyone and everywhere.

3.5. CREW FATIGE AND HEALTH

According to figure 7 321 of helicopter eccidents/incidents are caused by pilot error.
Contributing factors surely are pilot workload and crew fatig e. Crew fatigue can be caused
by long duty hours, helicopter vibration, posture, seat (inablity to move), continuous
noise, many landings and take-offs.
These areas require specific attention.

Pilot health, back problems in particular, is also becoming a focal point of attention. Last
year's record averaged 17 days of sick leave per pilot mainly due to serious long-term back
comiplaints (normal population average should be 5 days). NV of the pilots have back
complaints (normal population average: 40%).
The main contributing factors are:

- asymmetrical posture of the spine due to specific helicopter controls (collective and

stick); this is an i.nherent cockpit design problem;

- poor pilot seat configuration and adjustability;

- high vibration level

There are many reasons why this problem only surfaced fairly recent during the last five
years. Examples:

- commercial pilots now a.mrase around or over 40 years of age and as they get older they
become more sensitive to ve problem;

- they average 14 continuous years of helicopter flying, logging thousands of hours,
building up the problem;

- increased efficiency of duty hours with intense flying without enough intermissions.
Military pilots might not have back problems to the sume extent as ccxercial pilots,
because of the reasons mentioned above. Nevertheless, every hour the) log during their
military career increases the chances of back problem that will sur ace during their
camrcial career later on.

These problems should be a cc-cern to the manufacturers also, but they seam to neglect it.

3.6. PASSENGER COMFORT

Seating, vibration and internal noise are the three main factors that Lontribute to the (lack
of) comfort offered to today's helicopter passenger. Improvements should be possible, even in
current helicopter types.
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KLM's vibration limit is 0.2 ips. The industry's goal should be much loaea 0.05 ips for
ajlfrecencla. The mot frustrating aspect of fighting vibrAtion is the helicopte-
&etry$@ bac lack of kmowleg about vibration and rotor behaviour.
All manufactue have their own expetiinntal devi•es of desreasing or absorbing
vibration, for examle:

Sikrty - bifilars, VTA and lateral vibration absorber
SAfuoptiale - flexible gearbox attachment devices

Westland - Westland vibration absorber
blo - noodle beam

ty don't they ait together, figau out one or two solutions and put that into all
helicopters?
Wy can't we accurately predict the effect of pitch rod and tab adjustments on the
tracking picture of all blades, in forward spead conditions?
Wy does B allow operators to adjust all tabs, whl Am rospatisle does not allow any tab
adjustments and Sikorsky allows only outboard tab adjustments (and what will Westland

filei Ior the GIao)?
ty do manufacturers still think that calibrating a rotor blade on a two-bladed rotor
tower (without forward sp••ed) awssue proper behaviour of that blade on a four-baded
helicopter in 140 kts forward speed?
Modern tevhnology has given us swept rotorblade tips, but not the k-owledge about their
influence on vibration.

We don't see enog interest and real effort by the manufacturers, and operators also, to
coam to grips with vibration in order to substantially lower overall vibration levels. Let
us hope that active vibration control will finally rid us of the problem.

3.7. EXTERNAL NOISE

Figure 10 shows how serious the problem is. We have made no Prrss in term of external
noise since the introduction of the S61 25 years ago. Quite to the contrary: more recent
helicopters tend to get noisier. It is essential to the civil helicopter's future that
this trend is reversed. External noise should become part of certification and credible
and comparable noise measurements should be required. If that doesn't help, what will?
We should not accept current noise levels as normal standard.

3.8. ALL WEATHER CAPABILITIES

In March and April of 1986 approximately I10 of all departures were delayed because of
weather conditions.
Figure 8 chows the delays incurred by low visibility (or icing) conditions, many times
leading to loss of revenues. Improvements should be mode in these arias also.

4. WAYS TO IMPOVE

4.1. HEALTH AND USAGE MONITORING

According to ref. 4 the principal difficulties in implementing safe-life procedures are:

- predicting operating flight spectra and schedules;

- translating flight spectra into manosuvres;

- determining loads produced in components by these manoeuvres.

Ref. 2 already noticed the wide disparity between the assumed operational duty used by the
helicopter makers and what in practice operators achieve in practical opirations.
Manufacturers should specify more realistic operational :,.ctra in conjuction with
ctstocers for their helicopters. A recent study perframed iitusae by KLM Helikopters tends
to swpport these views (figure 11); note how computer models often provide a false image
of accuracy. Figure 11 also shows the extensive ground taxiing that Is required on civil
airports. This can cause fatigue dsowae, but no-one knows how much.

The only proper solution is usage monitoring, which should provide a more reasonable basis
for retirement than flying hours. It should be set up in a way that includes onboard data
reduction. This permits instant after flight status indication of each module without the
need for further processing of data on the grotnd. The main attention areas are: engine
trends, vibration and gearbox loads.

4.2. COCKPIT EGOOICS

A study performed by a KLM doctor and a KLa ergonomicist (huhin factors specialist)
indicated clear directions towards solving pilot back problems:



1. a radically different cockpit design that allows a sy~mtricil posture of the pilot;
2. a pilot seat with the am features that every truck drlver's seat has (and probably

your own car as well): ubaNr support, armrests, variable inclination, thigh support;

3. lower vibration levels.

This study a porto the view of the HAR report (ref. 2) that huaan error-caused accidents
my well be cmimon to fixed wing aircraft pilots, and require ergonmaic or psychological
study as van, as tachnical.

The only way to radically change the cockpit design Is to incorporate sloe-stick
controllers, that integrate tre collective with the control stick. Ref. 3 show that this
is very well possible and sum up the advantages:

- increase in available cockpit space;
- up to 3M weight savings;
- improved reliability;
. pilot safety and comfort;
- improved visibility;
- better Ingress/egress;
- improved crashworthiness;
- ellmination of the poor posture caused by conventional controls.

Every newly designed helicopter should have side-stick controls. It is a grave pity that
the 041 does't have them. It would have been a major step forwards.

4.3. ROTOR BLADES

Improvements have been made in terms of aerodynamic design (performarce), dwage tolerance
and fatigue (composites), but we got more complex vibration problem (blade tips,
exchangeability of blades) and perhaps higher noise in return.
The first successful mixture of aerodynamic design and composite material seems to be the
BERP-blade, currently flying on Westland Lynx and V30-300 aircraft and to be fitted on the
01101.
In fact, their Improved aserodynmic design could only be achieved by the use of cocposite
materials. If all the goals, including lower noise and vibration levels, are irdeed
attained by these blades, BERP blades should be on all helicopters within 5 years.

4.4. VIBRATION

The world according to HAFIP: the present high levels of vibration have a more or less
serious effect on instrueents and equipment on board helicopters and are a major source of
fatigue damage to structures and components.
Eliminating vibrations means reduced fatigue failures and improved crew and passenger
cumfort.
Ways to improve:

- exchange of available knowledge among manufacturers and operators;

- vibration mewutoring;

- better devices (the Westland vibration absorber for example should replace Sikorsky's
bifilars if it's better and saves weight);

- better blade adjustment procedures.

4.5. AVIONICS

KLM Helikopters is content with current EFIS developments in terms of display format,
reduredency, reliability and maintenance. Such ixprovements •owever do not outweigh a 70
lbs might disadvantage as compared to conventional elactro-mechanical instruments. As
soon as the next generation arrives, with flat plate image and no additional coolers
required, we intend to replace conventional instrtments.

4.6. FLIGHT DATA AND COCKPIT VOICE RCORS

Aside from health and usage monitoring systems Flight Data Recor iers should receive more
attention.
Why are current recorders so heavy?
They should be light and low-cost in order to enable operators to install one in every
helicopter. The additional facts about accidents acquired in such a merner will contribute

immnasly to a better accident rate and prevent a great deal of money spent on
investigations. There are numerous examples, som of t"m quite recent, to support these
views.
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4.?. DESIGN R4ILOSQff

o& " ,now helicopter Is not what it used to be.
FWW mms n ouhe er. Systems aresn complex.

The imarsfectuter's organsation is more coerilex and restrictive, especially whsn the
design is a joint effort with another company. Now helicopters axe not built every 3 years
uwivre but every 10 years, which doesn't leave with room to build up exparierso..
A deei~~ww nowadays has to be cost-conecious; he also has to know what dampg tolerance is

adwihkind of'new moterials; are available. Nis main friend is a mainframe, that
menbles his to celculate complex loads and acmurato dimensions, but doesn't toll his
anything about eaft of Inspection at the d"grs of Mutirp's law. And the operator's
hangar seems farther away from the deaLger's ofice then ever before. Is it really a
su&rprise that 29S at accidents from airworthiness causs vete due to "smell but
significant parts"? Technoslogy is advancing, yet for all intents and purposes men r.mins
constant. Modern equipment not only often exceeds the capabilities of the militar or
civil user, it may also exceed the miwfacturer's own design capability. Engineering
Judgement asomtimes smem to be going out of style, in favour of "couputerdzed solutions".1
The elegance of saplso solutions is often overlooked.

If designers would thomsnves have to operate and maintain their awn helicopters we would
surely se imuch improvement. They shoud wae much acr fielt. trips to operators, while
field representatives end operators should be allowed a much bigger input in the early
stages of the design process. A special US Army program, celled KWaRNT
(MWA~pwew-PerrAwme.-INTegration), ref. 6, is based on a now design philosophy.
"*It makes no sneto design asystem to operate atea peak or plateau that cannot be
operated or spoted by the humsn", whereas the past philosopy was to design the
esquipment/systems and then weld the onerotor/Awintainers to fit this design.
This type of design philosophy haes in my opinion Greatly contributed to the success of
automobiles. if it works there, why shouldn't it work for helicopters?

4.8. DEVELiP9O4T TESTINC

4AFP says: "not all residuali problme4 or &efects will have been eliminated when a
helicopter first enters service. The proper proceduare has !een and should be for ten
manuftacturers &,4 the individuael operators to cooperate fully to eliminate early Weects.
Monitorinsg "fleet le~adig machines is an increasingly general practice.
Mome accurately: the helicopter "oprtor is actually pert orming the certification himself,
after 4 years in comarcial operatioti you know where the real problems are. Why than is ha
not equipped as a flight test department should be: with YlTg-ht data recorders from the
very first day onwards; with pilots that are Instructed to behave and respond as temt
pilcts; with engineering staff instructed to interpret flight data and handle flight date
reductionst There1 mui wc room for Improvement in the are of commercial development
testing. Lead-the-fleet practices (sanding back components for detailed inspection) is
just part of the solution.

5. COMICJD G REMN(S

1. The authors of ref. 7 voice a typical manujfacturer's point of view as they conclude that
today's perforimance, comfort, reliability and predictability are of such order that was
only dreamed of In 1943. Lowering purchmse pricou and operating costs however has not been
possible.
Today, in 1%6., civil operators still find themseves dreawing; draining of pr'ociLt
improvements that are absoluitely essential for the development of the commercial
helicopter Indusatry.
If helicopters are to extend their operations into areas where they can compete with fixed
wing aircraft, and, even mcore so, local ground transportation (taxi, bus and train) their
inherent safesty and passenger facilities andi comfort, noise and vibration levels must be
iiqprvea, as well as their costs.
Why doesn't every-small ci1ty have its own busy heliport like it has a railway station?
Because the right helicopter is not available yet.
#iv question is: can manufacturers make it available before the turn of the century?
Figure 12 lists the type of improv-mmnt that is needed for the current and next
generations of circial helicopters. Perhaps a new design revolution is required. If it
doesn't hoappe the civil helicopter indujstry is destined to rise with the offshore energy
inwustry and to go down with it, as It is doing now in a 7 year-cycle. If you hadn't
noticed: tthe trend is downward at the moment.

2. The last F)Ight Mechanics Panel Symrposium devoted to rotorcraft design was held in 1977 at

The techniical evaluation for that meeting (AGXD-AR-llA) expressed concern that military
and civil helicopter developments are drifting apart in design features and specific
'ecI ndItions. This is exactly right, maybe in L986 this concern should eveni be gr-ater
than in V~77. We have seen the entry of a splendid utility Black Hawk with high produjction
levels (low purchase pric~e) and many new features renidered useless to the comsrcial world
due to specific military requiremets. We are seeing a splendid new DUlM with many
desired improvements, that may very nUl be too big and too expensive for comamercial use
due to its shear size due to military (MWN) requ.irements.
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Stun pmople eit coavlude that the two users are not so for apart as was feared, because
sm clvil versions of military helicopters and military versions of civil helicopters
have entered the mar•et mince 1977. Sch a conclusion is wrong: the mqiftecturers and
ope-,ators simply have no choice and there are no sunceses to be recotdad. e can only
hope that in future design efforts manufacturers will bring together oasic military awl
civil requiremnt* at early stages of the design process, at DE Industries has been trying
to dD with the M410.
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A. oe, 3.0. aind Astridge, 0.G. "'he heal.h and usage monitoring of helicopter systems - the next
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5. Aiken, E.W. "A review of the effects zli s1 -stick controllers on rotorcraft handlirg
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6. Dougherty Strother, 0. and Carroll, R. "Summary of the human's influence on design through
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7. Powell, G.M. and Wagner, F.3. "A design-support teao views forty years of commercial helicopter
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Jet Prop Turbine Typical
Transport Transport Helicopter
(100 seat)

All accidents 0.4 2.0 2.0

All airworthiness accidents 0.08 0.5 1.0

Fatal airworthiness accidents 0.01 0.07 0.5

Figure 6 Accident rates per 100.000 hours
(Source: ref. 2)

Pilot Engine Airframe Maint. Misc. Weather Total

32% 29% 16% 13% 6% 4% 100%

Figure 7 Typical accident/incident cause imalysis
(Source: ref. 3)

DELAY l
(hrs)

30 -

25 WEATHER
82 hrs.

MISC.

20 hrs.
20

TE04NICAL
15 hrs.
15 h WAITING

FOR
PASSENGERS

OR
N FREIGHT

10 10 hrs.

0-

Figure 8. Total delays by weather, technical and other reasons.
(K LMH Schiphol - Operation, March 1986, 385 departures)
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100%

ENGINES 6.7%

95%

VIBRATION 1.5%

UNSCHED. M.G.B. 0.7%
AFCS 0.7%

90%

INSPECTIONS 6.5%

85%

MISC. CAUSES 7.1%

80% (MODIFICATIONS, ETC.)

75% AVAILABILITY 76.8%

Figure 9. Example of technical availability losses
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Noise
101- Bell 214ST

100? 

097-

987

96- Black [--

Hawk0

95-

94-
EH 101

93- S61N

92-

91- Super Puma

90
5000 10.000 15.000 20.0C') Mass(kg)

Figure 10. Fly-over noise of medium-sized helicopters
(ait 150m, Vmax level flight)

percentges per flight. jr

Computer model KLM actual data
flight conidition Seeking Transport Se61 S76

hover 2.83% 1.3% 1.4%

take-off: rotation ? 1.2 1.6
acceleration ? 0.8 1.0

climb 0.57 13.5 17.5

leel flight 91.46 61.8 61.1
left turns 0.57 2.6 3.2

right turns 0.67 2.6 3.2

eutorotation 0.62 + 0 0.1

descent 0.34 13.5 17.5
lending: deceleration 7 2.3 2.9

approach to hover ? 0.4 0.5

total inflight 96.96% 100 % 100 %

taxi ? 7.6 9.9

engine running 7 11.2 13.3

total active time 118.8% 123.2%

Figure 11 Comparison actual flight spectra of KLM 961 end S76
with research computar model
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FIRS GEIAMT1ON (entry 160 - '75)

Bell 212 A30PMntmc

SECODGENUERATION4 (entry '75 - '90)

Bell 222 Bell 214 ST - better/sprated engines
- increased nlzber of blades

Sr4365C/N AS332L Sup~er Raa (Bell. 2 to 4; Westland: A to 5)
- c~oaiste rotor head

S76A, B, etc. (S70C) - comosite Fmnestron
- BEF1 blades

Bell 412SP - Westland vibration absorber and
other devices

Westlandl 30 - EFIS without weight penalty
- first step health monitoring
- increased 190's/life limits
- engine FACEC
- A-axis autOPilot systems with

oroper Flicht Director
- Pilot seat
- de-icing

THIRD GENERATION (entry beyond '90) all of the above plus:

civil utility AIM9 EHIOI better payload-range
rxc'psite fuselage

-better OEI performancE.
modified S7OC? -. lower purchase price

LHX civil spin off? (54w of see"n gene ation)
sup~er Sup~er Puns? - ane or less maintenance

mswiosuw per flight hour
civil NMM0 - fixed wing safety level

- 9eP availability
civil tilt rotor? - 0.05 ipa vibration

- 80 db internal noibe
\ k- 85 EP4M fly-overnioise

(less for smaller helicopters)
- 1M0 kts normal cruise speed

FIGURE 12 THRE GENERATIONS OF OF~q*M HELICOPTERS a000 -32000 lbs NIW
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FOR MIILICOPUR DRSIGN VIA IN-FLIGHT SIMULATION

by

B. Omelin
H.-J. Pauzder
P. Hamel

Inutitut fUr Flugmechanik

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt
fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DFVLR)

D-3300 Braunschweig-Flughafen, Germany (FRG)

SUMMARY

The increasing demands on and the complexity of future highly augmented rotorcraft
call for extensive simulation activities in the field of flying qualities utilizing
operational helicopters, ground-based, and in-flight simulators. If both, variable system
characteristics and high realism of pilot/helicopter situations are required in-flight
simulators demonstrate definite advantages.

The key contributions of in-flight simulators in the fields of rotorcraft system and
subsystem design and for establishment of handling qualities criteria are discussed on
the basis of DFVLR experience and activities. By presentation and discussion of recent
results achieved with the in-flight simulator ATTHeS, operated by DFVLR, the potential of
this rnsearch vehicle in particular aid of advanced rotorcraft in-flight simulators in
general is demonstrated with respect to design and development of future helicopter sys-
tems.

1. INTRODUCTION

New missions for civil and military rotorcraft lead to increasingly higher require-
ments in the field of flying qualities. These demands on and the complexity of future
rotorcraft call for extensive simulation activities during the execution of development
and research programs.

The simulation methods and facilities available for flying qualities investigations
include

(1) theoretical studies and analytical computer simulations using large scale com-
puters in non real-time applications,

(2) experimental research and system development with scaled models in wind tunnels,

(3) real-time ground based simulation with the pilot in the loop,

(4) airborne vimulation using variable stability and control aircraft in operational
environment, and

(5) flight testing with prototypes or operational rotorcraft.

None of these research and development tools can be omitted because of the different
tasks and objectives of the programs as well as the inherent advantages and disadvantages
of the specific methods and facilities (Refs. 1, 2). For in-flight simulation a unique

* role complementary to all other simulation methods is seen and will be demonstrated in
this paper in the light of relevant DFVLR experience and activities.

During a development program objective procedures are required to validate the
design parameters as early as possible and to answer the question wether the rotorcraft
system design vieets all flying qualities specifications. In order to fulfill these needs
of system evaluation most re~idstically, in-flight simulation is the ultimate assessment
method providing high realism and credibility but much lower cost and complexity than
prototype flight testing, as shown in Figure 1. The main objectives of in-flight simula-
tor utilization in this respect are

(1) reduced development costs and risks,

(2) control software validation, and

(3) enhanced pilot-in-the-loop acceptance testing.

Complementary to Figure 1, the role of in-flight simulation for the establishment of
handling qualities criteria is demonstrated in Figure 2. In such a research program high
realism is also required, of course, but in addition the flexibility is of decisive con-
sequence. In-flight simulation offers much higher flexibility than operational rotorcraft
or prototype flight testing, allowing the generation of a generic flying qualities data
base covering a broad spectrum of dynamic rotorcraft characteristics (Ref. 3).
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* The benefits of in-flight simulators over ground-based simulators include perfect
motion and visual perception and the realistic impact of truly flying a helicopter. Rx-

* perience has show that lack of complete motion and visual cues in ground-based simula-
tions sometimes tends to limit rapid control actions necessary for high-workload manosu-
vering (Refa. 4, 5).

SIn this paper the utilization of DFVLR's helicopter in-flight simulator ATTHeS
(Advanced Technology Testing Helicopter System) for rotorcraft system
and subsystem design as well as for the establishment of rotorcraft flying qualities
criteria will be presented, demonstrating the high potential of advanced in-flight simu-
lators for design and development of future helicopter systems.

2. 19-FLIGHT SIMULATOR ATTEeS

Since 1982 the research helicopter 80 105-83 is operated at DFVLR-Braunschwaig
(Figure 3). The helicopter provides a fly-by-wire flight control system and was recently
completed to become the in-flight simulator ATTHeS.

basic system

The basic research helicopter BO 105-S3 corresponds, in all essential components to
the serial helicopter MBB B0 105 with the exception of the control system. The modified
system requires a two-man crew consisting of a safety and an evaluation pilot for
simulation flights. The safety pilot, who occupies the left-hand back seat, is provided
with a direct link to the primary helicopter controls through the standard mechanical/hy-
draulic control system. The evaluation pilot, seated in the center in front of the cock-
pit, has either conventional or side-stick controllers which are electrically linked to
the helicopter controls. A simplified schematic diagram of the control system is shown in
Figure 4. The fly-by-wire system is a full-authority, simplex system (Ref. 6).

The helicopter can be flown in three modes: (1) the fly-by-wire disengaged mode,
where the safety pilot has exclusive control, (2) the fly-by-wire l1l mode, where the
evaluation pilot drives the control system, and (3) the fly-by-wire simulation mode,
where additional control signals are generated by an on-board computer realizing specific
control laws for the simulation pilot.

When the simulation pilot station is engaged, the actuators operate in an electrohy-
draulic mode with mechanical feedback to the safety pilot's controllers. The safety pilot
can override the fly-by-wire system by applying a specific force to the appropriate con-
troller. In addition, the system can be disengaged by both, the simulation pilot or the
safety pilot and by an automatic safety system using pro-set limitations in selected
sensor signals.

Model-Following Control System (MM1$)

For realization of variable stability and control characteristics a model-following
control system for the research helicopter BO 105-S3 was designed (Ref. 7). This helicop-
ter, using a hingeless rotor system, is especially suitable for an in-flight simulator
with respect to the high control power available. However, the inherent interaxis cou-
plings, the strong nonlinearities and existing uncertainties in the system parameters
require a level of performance from the variable stability system that is difficult to be
achieved.

In general, control of the dynamic response characteristics is accomplished using
either response feedback and feedforward techniques, or model-following control systems.
The comparison of both techniques demonstrates essential advantages for the MFCS, parti-
cularly due to the capability to suppress real turbulence including wind-shears without
maneuver response (Ref. 8). In addition, an MFCS is very flexible and allows quick and
easy adaptation to helicopters with different dynamic characteristics.

In a typical 1M4S the pilot's commands are disconnected from the actual aircraft and
fed into a model. This model represents the dynamic equations of motion of the aircraft
to be simulated. The errors between the response of the model and those of the host air-
craft are fed into the control system, which attempts to minimize the state errors by
generating control signals for the actuators. If the state errors are always zero, the
controlled vehicle exhibits the dynamic characteristics of the model.

The structure of the 7FCS is shown in Figure 5. In addition to the feedback control
loop, a feedforward control loop is installed to accelerate the host helicopter response
and to reduce the necessary feedback control gains.

In order to evaluate the performance and limitations of the MFCS and to qualify the
system for use in helicoptex flight research, a U.S./German simulation experiment was
conducted on a ground-based simulator at NASA Ames Research Center. This joint research
progrAm was part of the U.S. Army/DFVLR activities under the U.S./German Hemcrandum of
Understanding on Helicopter Flight Control.

NIVS-Realination

In order to provide the computer capacity necessary for completion of the different
functions, the MFCS is realized with a multi-computer system using four PDP-type compu-
ters, as shown in Figure 6 (Ref. 9).
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The mathematical model to be followed and the control laws of the 14PCS are imple-
mented in the Data Control Computer. In addition, this main computer accomplishes the
communication between all computers. the handling of the sensor inputs and the controlled
outputs to the fly-Dy-wire actuators, the calibration of the sensor signals using off-
line data, and the transformation to engineering units. For signals, which cannot be
measured directly, the main computer incorporates transformations and state observers.
The Data Control Computer is connected to a mini-tape recorder for reading specific
flight test parameters and recording system parameter changes.

The sensor data are processed by the Data Acquisition System providing programmable
gains, offsets and cut-off frequencies of six-pole Bessel filters. Then these data are
used as input for thi Data Control Comvputer as well as for PCH data transfer to a mobile
ground station proviilng quick-look analysis for the flight test engineer.

The communication between the simulation pilot and the on-board computer system is
accomplished by the Pilot Counication Computer. By operating a numerical keyboard
in vombination with a cockpit display using menu-techniques the simulation pilot is able
to select and to initiate different functions of the control system.

The data from the Data Control Computer are t.ansaerred to the Data Recording
SComputer which is connected to a floppy-disk drive, where all helicopter and control

system states are recorded during the flight test runs.

The Ground Simulation Computer enables a real-time ground simulation by simula-
ting the actuators, the rigid-body dynamics of the helicopter and the Data Acquisition
System of ATTHeS. The Ground Simulation Computer can be engaged simply by plugging a
contact into the front panel allowing to test the total software for the in-flight simu-
lation in a ground simulation run.

System Performance

To demonstrate the performance of ATTHeS and MFCS different existing helicopters
were simulpted in flight, including a SA 330 Puma helicopter as well as a Ut-60 Black
Hawk. Figure 7 shows time histories of the input signals and the response of the UH-60
model compared with the measured response of the in-flight simulator. The good curve fit
between commanded states and real helicopter states demonstrates the capability of ATTHeS
as an in-flight simulator.

Depending on the characteristics of the basic helicopter, of the equipment install-
ed, and of the operational conditions the capabilities of in-flight simulators are limit-
ed, of course. The exact knowledge of these limits is assumed to be essential prerequisi-
tes for conducting successful flight test programs.

Due to different factors, e.g. model bandwidth, sample time of the control system
etc., it is not possible to realize the exact dynamic model characteristics with the
in-flight simulator. Therefore, quantitative analysis is required to estimate and evalu-
ate the actual simulation performance with regard to the specific test progams.

Because only four controls are normally available in a helicopter, the motion can be
independently controlled only in 4 degrees of freedom. The realization of a 6 DOF Aeli-
copter in-flight simulator requires additional longitudinal and lateral force-generating
capabilities. The limitations arising from this point influence the longitudinal and
lateral translational motions and, in addition, the turbulence response characteristics
of the simulator.

Severe restrictions in the flight envelope may be raised by flight safety aspects.
In general, it will be inadmissible and has to be avoided to operate extremely close to
the ground using a simplex fly-by-wire control system only. The reasons for this are, of
course, the lack of redundancy in case of failures in the system, but in addition, the
impairment of the evaluation pilot's behavior by his knowledge of the safety critical
situation. By means of dedicated safety pilot training programs flight safety can be
improved substantially. This includes the simulation of critical system tallures at safe
altitudes and the subsequent taking over of the controls from the evaluation pilot by the
safety pilot for helicopter state reocovery. In this respect, the safety features incor-
porated in the in-flight simulator are of decisive consequence. Very essential devices
used in the ATTHeS in-flight simulator are,

(1) an automatic safety trip that disengages the fly-by-wire system if a system
failure occurs or if a sensor measurement exceeds a level corresponding to a
structural or flight condition limit,

(2) a control monitoring system which aids the safetj pilot in diagnosing a failare
status. In addition, the safety pilot is involved in the flight test program
vary early in order to improve his test specifio monitoring capabilities.

Up to now the ATTHeS in-flight simulator was used in different test programs, Us
shown in Figure 8, representing approximately 300 flight hours. These flight tests in-
clude the development and update of the systems as well as applications in handling
qualities studies.

in order to further improve the in-flight simulation capability the realization of
an operational in-flight simulator HESTOR on the basis of the helicopter BK 117 is
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planned by brYLR and MRS. The application of this system is mainly intended for research
activities and for tasks in the area of development, testing, end integration of new
technologies with regard to design, development and certification of future rotorcraft.

3. ATM*$ l lVILZI3AZU MR I 3Af'• l TU 5!" AND 6U3SYYUI 013103

The expansion of the role of rotorcraft constrains the application of new key tech-
noloqies like

"* digital electronics and avionics,

"* active control systems, and

"* related software technology

in the design of future rotorcraft in order to optimize the pilot-helicopter system with
regard to

"* system-performance and operation,

"e design-facilitation and flexibility, and

"e development and operational cost reduction.

In turn, the iLnovative potential of these key technologies are causing increasing
concern with respect to the

"o helicopter system complexity, and

"e flight critical behavior with regard to extreme flight regimes and subsystem fail-
ures.

Therefore, a well balanced compromise has to be found between the specified mission
performance, the pilot workload, and the costs, addressing all flight configurations
under normal operational conditions as well as in failure situations.

The ,conceptional design of the overall helicopter system with respect to flying
qualities han to take into consideration the characteristics of the individual sub-
systems, the integration of the subsystems and the influences on the overall helicopter
system performance evaluation. These subsystems include the

"5 basic helicoptar with its inherent stability and control characteristics,

"e flight control augmentation systems,

"* pilot information systems,

"a controllers, and

"e operational equi-ment.

Especially f-- i evaluation of the applicability and effectiv~ty of new technolo-
gies for specific subsystems, their influences on tVe overall system, and their integra-
tion problems the in-flight simulation offers a unique potential for utilization during
the design, development and certification process (Ref. 10). This capability will support
industry to meet the demands for future rotorcraft systems and to reduce coste and risks
of development programs.

Key contributions are expected in the following fields:

"e basic design parameter investigation,

" pie-production design verification,

"o flight control syctem development,

"o hardware in-flight test'-

"e simulati. - ,r zy~tem f., states,

"• pro-first-flight pilot training, and

"o support during certification procedure.

The capability of the ATTHeS in-flight simulator in this regard has been demon-
strated in different research pr,'.-.ms including the

- implementation of mathes, helicopter models representing a broad variety of
essential design paraMe' t.s shown before),

- realization of full-authority flight control systems and autopilots including the
MFCS as a robust adaptive feedback coLuroller, and



- realization of specific control-roeponse systems.

An an example, Figure 9 ahowu the implementation of an attitude command (AC)-atti-
tude hold (AH) response system for the roll axis including decoupling of roll and pitch
motion. Tie frequency response as well as the time histories measured during flight tests
demonstrate the accuracy of the in-flight simulation with respect to the response system
model.

Addit.ional response systems realised and tested with ATTHeS include turn coordina-
tion for tie pedals, rate of climb response for the collective controller, rate command
(RC), rate command (RC)-attitude hold (AH), and attitude coamnand (AC) for the stick con-
troller.

For future utilization of the in-flight simulation facility with respect to techno-
logy evaluation, the integration of a side-stick controller is under development, pro-
viding a broad variability in controller modes. In aodition, a programmable pilot display
system will be integrated. Further test programs will cover especially transients in
failure situations as an essential aspect for application and certification of new tech-
nologies.

4. ATTHO$ UrILILZTION FOR ROTORCRAIT HANDLING QUALITIES CRITERIA

The existing handling qualities criteria, especially for military applications, are
no longer suitable as a design guideline and for the evaluation of now helicopter pro-
jects. Therefore, the U.S. Army initiated a program with the objective to develop new
mission-oriented criteria, addressing the aspects of the expanded role of helicopters and
the application of new technologies (Ref. 11).

Experience in previous efforts to revise the handling qualities criteria showed that
the primary handicap to developing now requirements was the lack of systematic data from
which new critei•ia could be defined and substantiated. These data gaps were recognized
also during the ongoing attempt (Ref. 12). In order to expand the data base and to obtain
generally valid results systematic tests are required using ground-based simulators,
operational helicopters and especially variable stability helicopters. This data genera-
tion seems to be both, very important and voluminous requiring the cooperition of all
institutions having relevant experimental capabilities (Ref. 13).

Key contributions to be made by in-flight simulators include the following.

"5 Control system/display relationship.

Several studies have shown that for constant pilot workload a tradeoff exists
between control system complexity and cockpit display sophistication. In other
words, this hypothesis says that a very advanced pilot information system could
compensate for a degraded flight control system and a very advanced flight control
system would minimize the need fox display sophistication. Together with the con-
sideration of cost, which normally increases with complexity, these relationship.
seem to be very essential for the design of future helicopter systems. There are
many and good arguments for the general validity of this hypothesis but, there are
only a few mission-oriented flight test data available for the design engineer or
for the development of generic requirements (Ref. 14).

"5 Control response characteristics.

There is a lack of data for specification of control system response types neces-
sary to guarantee Level I handling qualities for specific missions in different
environmental conditions. For possible control system responses the required para-
meters like bandwidth, time delay, damping ratio, controller sensitivity and com-
mand gradient have to be defined for both, center- and side-stick controllers.

"e Cross-coupling.

Control and vehicle cross-couplig characteristics have a fundamental influence on
pilot workload and task performance. The data available from ground-based simula-
tion programs need to be verified using flight-test data. In addition, new data
generated in realistic operational environment are necessary for specification of
requirements.

"5 Degraded handling qualities.

An important aspect of the development of new criteria, rhat was sometimso. over-
looked in the past, is the determination of boundaries defining minimum acceptable
standards for civil criteria, or to meet Levels 2 and 3 o: military flying quality
specifications. Up to now there are only few data available to specify limitations
for degraded handling qualities following failures in control aystams and vision
aids. In addition, the transient behavior concerning control system mode switching
and failure situations is of decisive consequence for sophistJcated control sys-
tems. These requirements seem to be very sensitive to the operational environment
and the pilots' capabilities. Therefore, tisto using in-flight simulators are re-
quiked.
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because of these shortcomings one sin objective of DFVLR activities is to establish
a data base for the development of generic criteria and for the support of specific heli-
copter projeots. During these activities operational helicopters have been utilized for
the assessment of mission demands and for derivation of representative flight test tasks
(Ref. IS). The ATIYeS in-flight simulator is primarily used for investigating the influ-
ence of specific parameters representing a broad variety of helicopter characteristics,
control laws, and mismion-dependent equipment.

& test prograu specifically planned to contribute in filling the data gap of the new
helicopter military specifications was a study of roll response required in nap-of-the-
earth slalom flight (Ref. 16). In these test the roll damping and roll sensitivity of the
helicopter were varied in order to evaluate the dynamic roll characteristics with respect
to the flight task. The pitch response was adapted in harmony to the roll behavior and
the initial coupling response of the basic helicopter was changed to a level desired by
the evaluation pilots. This adaptation of the off-axis respcnse was achieved during a
pre-test using ground-based simulation experience as well as pilot evaluations during
flight tests.

In Figure 10 the evaluation results of this roll control study are sunimarised and
compared with previous studies and criteria from the specification MIL-F-S3300 (Ref. 17).
These data were generated under different conditions and do not comply directly with the
agressivu iow altitude slalom manoeuver of DFVLR and therefore the differences underline
the task dependence of the results. The flying qualities level boundaries drawn by the
DFVLR data require higher roll damping-control sensitivity combinations for satisfactory
handling qualities (Level 1) in the low altitude slalom than NIL-F-93300. The tests null
gest a control sensitivity (L6 ) of I to 2 rad/s'/inch and a damping tL ) of -4 to -8 s
for Level 1. Thi recommended YLevel 2 boundary (acceptable) is close 'ogether with the
Level 2 requirement of NIL-F-83300. This result may reflect the fact, that flight test
data with helicopters having inherent high roll sensitivity were not available at the
time of MIL-F-83300 development.

During recent activities to update the specification MIL-H-8501 a concept for high
amplitud•a roll manoeuver criteria based on the phase plane technique was proposed
"R.ef. 18). The required task performance in this concept is described by the commanded
net roll angle changes and the corresponding peak roll rates during theme manoeuvers.
Figure 11 shows thoi data of DFVLR experiments in comparison to the proposed HIL-Spoc
criteria. Theme criteria are based on test data produced mainly with operational helicop-
ters in hover tasks and adopted for forward flight. Areas of discrepancies between NIL-
levels and levels drawn by DFVLR data can be recognized, showing that the MIL requirement
especially for Level I ts more stringent than the DFVLR results.

It addition, the DrILR data underline the fact that the criteria have to be extended
for higher bank angle changes. In this region the data show a saturation of peak roll
rate. This saturation level is clearly dependent on the flight task, which has been de-
monstrated by rucent additional tests performing so-called Xigure eight manoeuvere.

Those results show. that handling qualities investigations having the objective to
establish generic criteria require flight test data produced with test aircraft having
adequate performance and covering a broad area of aircraft characteristics. Otherwise,
specific phenomena will not be detected, yielding criteria which may be very restrictive
with respect to the application of new technologies.

An additional aspect, supporting the statement that test aircraft need to have ade-
quate performance and variable characteristics for handling -jualitiee tests, is illus-
trated in Figure 12. In these tests side step manoeuvers in the low speed region were
performed using a operational BO 105 with mechanical control. The 30 105 response in this
condition can be approximated as a rate response system. Tha flight test data support
very well the proposed Level 2 handling qualities but no Level 1 data could be achieved.
There may be two reasons that the pilots evaluated the .n 105 helicopter with its quick
roll response (as commnted by the pilots) as Level 2 ftW'.dling qualitieso (1) the high
level of inherent couplings yields high pilot workload during this task, (2) a rate
response may not be adequate for high amplitude roll manoeuvers in hover.

Therefore, operational helicopters although adequate with respect to the required
task performance may not be adequate with respect to the teneration of handling qualities
data for the establishment of generic criteria. These data can be produced only by test
vehicles having in addition variable characteristics with regard to all relevant para-
meters.

Further utilisation cf ATTHeS for handling qualities evaluations is planned for the
end of this year. The objectives of these tests include the following aspects with re-
spect to slalom and side step manoeuvers:

- influence of rate command and attitude comand parameter variations and

- influence of interaxis couplings.

Both, on-axis rate commnd and attitude command and the off-axis coupling response
will be modelled in the frequency domain in order to investigate the required gain and
the dynamic behavior.
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5. COUM•IoNS ANOD NWCOOUMIXOzS

The application of rotorcraft in-flight simulators to support new helicopter deligns
has increased significantly in the post several years. This has been associated with the
establishment of new flying qualities criteria reflecting the expande6 role of helicop-
tcrs and the application of new technologies.

In addition, the support of these general-purpooe research vehicles during helicop-
ter system and subsystem design process has been growinn.

In this paper some recent DFVI.R activities and results in the field of rotorcraft
in-flight simulation were presented allowing to draw the following gereral conclusionst

"a General-purpose in-flight simulators will play a decisive role in the rotorcraft
design, evaluation, develorpnent, and nertification process.

"s Thu capability of in-flight simulators will support industry to meet the demands
for future rotorcraft systems and to reduce costs and risks of development pro-
grams.

"C For the generation of generic flying qualities data test vehicles providing ade-
quate mission performance and vuriable characteristics are required.

Near future activities at DFVLR include the improvement of system capabilities of
ATTHeS by impiementation of additional new sensors, programmable cockpit displays, and
variable controller characteristics.

For mid-term programs a new general-purpose in-flight simulator HESTOR is envisaged
by DFVLR and MBB. The new vehicle will cover future needs of rotorcraft design validation
for industry and serve as an evaluation tool for advanced rotorcraft system and subsystem
acceptance testing for users and authorities.
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Sumary

Thi preliminary results of two in-flight simulation programs on vertical axis
rotororaft handling qualities are presented. The parameters investigated in these studies
were heave damping, Zw thrust to weight ratio, T/W, and a number of dynamic engine
governor/rotor system models. Flight tasks Included hover, hover manoeuvring and nap of
the earth (HOE) flight. Evaluation of 9 heave damping, thrust to weight ratio configu-
rations provides the basis to suggest Level 1 Zw and T/W boundary values of -0.20 see-c
and 1.08 respectively. These boundaries are compared with other relevant work on the
topic. The engine governor/rotor system evaluation results tend to disagree with handling
qualities predictions based on a vertical velocity shaping parameter however further
investigation is required.

Introduction

Vertical axis handling qualities have bten the subject of numerous research programs. As early as
1962, in response to a VTOL handling qualities spocification program, fixed-base simulations of VTOL tasks
were carried out to determine handling qualities requirements for height control (Gerdes and Weick, 1962).
The results of this Initial study suggested an optimum height control sensitivity range of .21 - .37 g in-'
and a normal flight thrust to weight ratio (T/W) limit of 1.20. This work also pointed out the importance
of aircraft heave damping (Zw) and ground effect.

Further in-flight simulation by Kelly et al (1967) utilizing the NASA CH-47 showed that the T/N limit
is strongly dependent upon the evaluation task. For a takeoff-circuit-landing task the minimum T/W for
satisfactory flying qualities was placed at 1.09 within a minimum climb capability of 600 ft/min (3 m/sec).
For an approach task alone, however, a minimum T/N of 1.03 could be allowed, provided that the heave
damping, Zw, was greater than -0.25 Aec-.

Both of these studies Indicated the strong coupling effects of collective (or lift control)
sensitivity, Z6 . heave damping, Zw, and overall control authority, TIN. They also showed, not
surprisingly, that task selection, and the inherent performance requirements for that task, can
significantly affect any resulting parameter limits.

In 1979 Hoh and Ashkenas summarized the available data base for VTOL handling qualities and the data
base deficiencies at that time. Some of the issues raised in that document include requirements to:

1) Establish the effects of external disturbances in longitudinal and lateral axes on vertical axis
damping requirements, possibly by increasing longJtudinal and lateral stability levels.

2) Isolate the effects of vertical axis damping from steady state climb rate due to collective
input, (wl6o)si.

and,

3) Investigate the effect of nonlinear engine response on handling qualities.

Renewed emphasis on vertical axis handling qualities, partially in response to the U.S. Military
Specification 8501-Helicopter Flying Qualities (Reference 4 & 5) update progran. provides a strong impetus to
further Jnvestigate the issues raised in these earlier research programs.

The Flight Research Laboratory of the National Aeronautical Establishment, under the auspices of TTCP
and in close cooperation with Systems Technology Inc. and the d.S. Army, have been performirn helicopter
handling qualities research to support the ongoing 8501 update. The overall thrust of this program has been
to provide in-fl iht simulation validated 'anchor points' corresponding to models used in fixed- and moving-
base simulator research. This paper will deal with the segment of the Flight Research - 8501 program which
is concerned with vertical axis handling qualities and will attempt to resolve the issues raised by earlier
s'tudies of the topic. This paper will describe two major experiments, tine dealing with required heave
damping levels in the environment of advanced control systems and the second dealing with the issues of T/N
limits and the effects of non-linear engine governor/rotor system response. The paper will summarize the
procedures and results of the first experiment (Reference 6) and will then discuss the preliminary results
of fhe second experiment which is just drawing to a close. Both of the experiments have counterpart
orograss on the NASA-Ames VMS (Vertical Motion Sioulator) and some research in this area Is also being done
on the NASA-AMES CH 47. The discussion of r-esults here will be made in the context of these other two
ongoing programs.

This research was partially funded by tim Canadian Department of National Defense.
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Both experiments to be discussed here were conducted on the MAE Bell 205 Airborne Simulator
(References 7 and Ftgure 2). The evaluation pilot station was fitted with conventional controls with the
characteristics shown In Table 1. As with all other in-flight simulations at MAE, the safety pilot was
responsible for all system monitoring and overall flight safety.

The control systems used In this experiment wre all evaluated in an earlier Flight Research 8501
program (Reference 8). The three systems used were Attitude Command/Attitude Hold (ACAH), Rate
Command/Attitude Hold (RCAH), and Rate Damped (RD) in pitch and roll axes. Eaoh was designed level 1 Cooper
Harper ratings for hover/monoeuvring tasks and control sensitivities were optimized by evaluation pilots at
the onset of this program. A block diagram of three systems is included as Figure 2 and each control system
bandwidth is listed in Table 2.

The yaw axis control system was a Rate Command system for all three pitch and roll systems and
incorporated turn coordination and heading hold.

The vertical channel was implemented using one of two different approaches. For the first experiment,
which utilized ACAH or RCAH in pitch and roll, the vertical channel modelling was an augmentation of the
original Bell 205 dynamais. This implementation, shown in Figure 3, incorporates an aircraft vertical
velocity (w) feoeback loop to alter the heave damping of the aircraft. Modelled to first order as:

w(s) Z60
6 c s) - Zw - KfZac

the effective heave damping can defined as:

Zw off " Zw + Kf . Z6o

For this implementation, Kf was varied to obtain Z eff values of -0.05, -0.65 and -1.25 per second in
hovering flight; -0.50, -0.80 and -1.10 per second in roward flight at 40 knots (20 m sec-1); and -0.60,
-1.10 and -1.50 per second in forward flight at 80 knots (40 m seoe ). For hover and hover manoeuvring
tasks Z,, was held at 0.28 g in". Forward flight Zo. was initially also held at 0.28 g in-' and later was
used as a pilot controllable variable. The above quoted characteristics were calculated by hand from step
collective input data and by a maximum likelihood parameter estimation package (Reference 9).

The second vertical channel model implementation was used in conjunction with the rate damped pitch and
roll control system in the soond experiment. As depicted in Figure 4, this implementation is a model-
following type in which Z , T/W, engine governor dynamics, & and a, rotor inertia, 1r, and collective/engine
governor feedforward gain, G0, could be easily varied. Use of this model was always courled with a pilot
adjustable collective senaitivrty. The full transfer function of this model w(s)/6c(s), is nonlinear in
rotor rpm. Making small nerturbation assumptions, and assuming perfect model following, results in the
simplified transfer function of:

Aw(s) 9 1 ( 1 K1 0 ÷ 2K1060 02) + IrK1D's " 4KIK2"06o
A6o(s) M(SIr - g1 0 1 + 

2
K2 06c)(S * Zw)

where: g1 - In

s2 + 2&as - al

0, 6 are steady state values

M - aircraft mass

I - rotor inertiar

K 1 1,K2 ,h 1 are system gains

The values of Zw, T/W, ý, a, Ir and G2 used in this experiment i-e listed in Table 3.

Experiment 1 - Heave Damping Effects

Utilizing RCAH or ACAH control systems in pitch and roll and the heave damping augmentation scheme in
the vertical channel, evaluation pilots flew the hover/manoeuvring course depicted in Figure 5 and a
preliminary nap of the earth (NOE) course. All configurations, three Zw levels (-.05, -. 65 and -1.25) for
each of two control systems (ACAH and RCAH) were flown a minimum of three times prior to rating via the
Cooper-Harper scale (Reference 10). Pilot comments regarding system deficiencies, pilot compensation
requirements, performance and overall controllability were solicited and used to guide the overall
analysis.

Hover course results for RCAH and ACAH oontrol systems, shown in Figures 6 and 7, demonstrate the same
major characteristic. The aircraft model with the lowest heave damping, -. 05, was rated as possessing
Level 2 flying qualities with a mean rating of 4.0 for all evaluations. The higher heave damping value
models were all considered Level 1 aircraft.

The NOE results, based on flying the aircraft over tees and clearings in a forest while minimizing
visual exposure (known as dolphin flying), were marred by variable weather conditions and a poor sampling of
configurations. While the Cooper-Harper ratings were far too variable for analysis, pilot comments did
provide good insight into the overall situation. Flights with fixed collective sensitivity (1 .28 g in-')
resulted in the low heave damping oases being preferred over higher damping models. This phenomenon was
attributed to the reduction in steady-state climb rate for a given collective input when heave damping is
increased but collective sensitivity is kept constant, as shown In Figure 8. Later flights, where the pilot
was allowed to vary collective sensitivity, showed that pilots preferred higher heave damping values when
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steady-state performance was not ormpromised. This effect corresponds to the colleotive step responses
shown In Figure 9. where the ratio of Zg0/Z is kept constant. In each flight evalution, pilot selected
Za0 tended toward the constant Zao/Zw ratio. Pllot ratings during a later phase of hover course evaluation
when collective sensitivity was 'pilot selectable' did not noticeably differ from earlier hover
results.

The first experiment led to the following conclusions:

1) The effect of Zw on helicopter handling qualities is less dramatic than the currently proposed
8501 update suggests. (It proposes a Level 1 limit of -. 25 sec-' and a Level 2 limit of -. 17
seac' for all mission task elements other than dolphin and slalom tasks.)

2) The Zw variation induced change in steady state rate of climb per inch of collective input is a
strong effect when the task involves significant changes in rate of climb, such as the HOE task
considered here. Tasks Involving more stabilization in the vertical axis with few large changes

.4 in steady-state climb rate are unaffected by this same change.

Further examination of this initial experiment raised the following questions:

The evaluation were flown with a relatively unrestricted T/W. Based on the temperature and
aircraft weight a T/W on the order of 1.3 was not unlikely. Would the results of this experiment
be valid at lower T/W's? What was the overall impact of T/W?

Could the discrepancy between the results and the proposed 8501 heave damping limits bc ,ue to
the stabilization level in pitch and roll axes provided by the RCAH or ACAM control systems, or
were the 8501 limits just too conservative?

Experiment 2 - T/W. Zw and Engine Governor/Rotor Dynamics

To provide the best possible evaluation environment, the main task for this experiment differed from
Experiment 1. Located in a marshy, uninhabited area, the new nap of the earth course (Figure 10 was able to
incorporate all task elements of both courses used in the previous experiment except for the landing task.
This HOE course started from the hover. The evaluation pilot then accelerated the helicopter to 40 knots
(20 m/eec) and, while maintaining airspeed to within 5 knots (2.5 m/sec), 'dolphin' flew the aircraft over
the three tree lines on the course. A rapid deceleration into hover follo.:Vd and, after a short hover
period, the pilot flew a bob-up to acquire and sight on a target. The pilot was required to have the target
stabilized in the aircraft sight for 2 seconds and to be in visual line-of-sight contact with the target for
no more than 4 seconds. After the descent from the bob-up the evaluation pilot was required to 'pedal turn'
180 degrees, rapidly accelerate to 40 knots and return to the start point following the same dolphin course
outbound. Landings were evaluated separately at the NRC infield. Each configuration was flown through the
course a minimum of three times or was landed a minimum of five times before an evaluation form was filled
out. Variables evaluated in this experiment were heave damping (Zw), thrust to weight ratio (T/W), and
engine governor/rotor dynamics. A matrix of 3 Zw values (-.65, -. 30, -. 05 sea-') and 3 T/W values (1.1,
1.05, 1.03) formed a majority of the configurations flown.

The thrust to weight variable was incorporated into the experiment by feeding the simulated engine
torque, QF' (Figure 4) to a cockpit gauge. This signal was conditioned to place the torque required for
the model maximum T/W at the gauge redline for each T/W selected. Note that this T/W implementation Is a
steady-state criteria, not an unsteady incremental acceleration criteria as specified in the proposed 8501
update. Aside from an easier implementation, this steady-state criteria was felt to be the more rlevant
parameter.

Along with the torque gauge, evaluation pilots were given an aural torque cue. At 5% below redline an
8 hz beeper commenced, at redline the beeper changed to a solid tone. Flight requiring torque at redline
(solid tone audio). either momentarily or continuously, was considered "adequate performance not attainable"
- a Level 3 Cooper Harper Rating.

Five engine governor/rotor models were selected for evaluation (Table 3). These models ranged from a
very benign system quite similar to the original Bell 205 system (No. 0) to a torque overshoot prone model
(No. 2), to a very slow governor response system (No. 6). Some sample time histories of these models are
included as Figure 11. For evaluations interested purely in T/W and Zw effects, mdoel No. 0 was
implemented. The other dynamic models were all evaluated at T/W - 1.10 and Zw - -65. Som combinations of
reduced T/W, reduced Zw and engine governor/rotor dynamics were also evaluated.

Experiment 3 - Preliminary Results

Preliminary results of the T/W, Z matrix evaluation (with dynamics model No. 0) are shown in Figue 12.
Initial screenings of the subject data show that:

a) The bob-up and dolphin tasks consistently appear to result In the most critical handling
qualities ratings. While the quickstop ratings also appear critical, these ratings are currently
suspect due to a recently found modelling error when the al-'raft is at signiftoant pitch
angles.

b) For a constant Zw of -0.65, a T/W value of 1.10 results in a Level 1 aircraft. On the other
hand a T/W v&lue of 1.03 in a Level 3 aircraft for the same Zw value. Pilot comments went from
"marginal peformance in the bob-up" to "insufficient performance for bob-up" for these extreme
T/W values. Figure 13 shows typical bob-up climb performance for the three T/W models with
zw = -o.65. In another case the evaluation pilot, when confronted with the poor bob-up
performance of the 1.03 ,/W model, tried to enhance the climb performance by 'off-loading' the
tail rotor. This technique, common for low T/W helicopter operations at the hover, allows the
normal tail rotor torque to be applied to the main rotor while the aircraft Is allowed to change
heading in response to the main rotor applied torque. While this technique did not allow
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increased performanoe of the aircraft due to the model Implementation used here, its use does
demonstrate the severity at the performance problem for T/N - 1.03. For this speoific example
the aircraft model received a Cooper Harper rating of 8 for the bob-up task.

ca While the ease of vertical stabilimation, and thus the level oa heave damping is important, the
ratings and comments for the task/configuration matrix of this study tends to show that available
aircraft performance is an overriding factor. Therefore, a slight reduction in Zw for low T/W
helicopters which provides a greater climb capability, is preferred by evaluation pilots in some
cases.

The models evaluated in this experiment had one significant difference from actual helicopters. No
provision was made for simulating translational lift and therefore the models did not show performance gains
with Increasing forward speed. This situation, graphically represented 3n Figure l4 means that a real
helicopter with 1.10 TIN in the hover/bob-up speed range, will bave a much larger T/W available in most
forward flight conditions, such as those normal used for NOE flight. With this in mind, it Is clear that
the bob-up ratings provide the moast critical evaluation of the T/W requirement and therefore the Level
boundaries sketched in Figure 12 are based on bob-up ratings.

Sketched in Figure 15 are the handling qualities Level boundaries for Zw and T/W derived from this
experiment, the proposed 8501 boundaries, which appear slightly more conservative, and the boundaries
ginerated by VM. NRC and VMS handling quaiity ratings for bob-up manoeuvres, also shown on the figure,
demonstrate same agreement but differ markedly at 1.10 TiW when Zw is below -. 65. This difference, which
accounts for the major difference in the Level 1 boundaries derived by the two facilities, may be accounted
for by two possibloe explanations:

1) The reduced level of visual cues in VMS for the top of the bob-up. Such a reduction might
increase pilot workload and thus rating level.

2) A stronger insistenoe on height stabilization in the VMS bob-up stressed pointing accuracy. This
tdsk difference could easily alter the signfiicance of low 'eave damping values.

Evaluations involving more complex engine governor/rotor dynamics have so far provided mixed results.
Based on the majority of pilot opinions, ratings and behaviours, the followiing comments can be made:

1) In the context of these evaluation tasks, at these low levels of T/W. it appears that tae short
term torque behaviour dominates pilot opinion. Fast acting governors with torque over'.hoota are
strongly disliked, as are lower rotor inertia systems. The typical rpm droop model '4lth a slow
governor (No. 6) however, was wall liked, probably due to the higher vertical accelerations
allowed by trading rpm for thrust and the slower torque response. In this series of experi'menti
it must be noted that although rotor rpm was indicated on a gauge with specific operating range
limits, rotor rpm was not a closely controlled or evaluated variable.

2) When the torque dynamics bacome objectionable to the pilot and impinge upon torque limits, all
evaluation pilots tended to reduce collective sensitivity to obtain greater precision in
collective input. In one specific case this behaviour altered a landing rating from a 6 to a 3
with collective sensitivities of 0.29 and 0.16 g in" respectively.

When the pilot rstings are viewed In the context of the criterion proposed for the revised military
specification, however, the interpretation is unclear. This criterion, based on work in this area by
Hindson (1986) and Corliss (1983) suggests limits on the values of tr and a vertical velocity shaping
parameter, (tr5 0 - tr 2 5 )1(tr 7 5 - tr 5 o) where ten is the rise time of verfIcal velocity from the onset of a
step input to n percent of the steady-state value. Tha results of this present study, when plotted in these
terms (Figure 16) show no significant correlation. As discussed In Reference 11, the generation of the
vertical velocity shaping parameter is very sensitive to slight anomalies in flight test dam and even a pure
first-order dynamics model, which ideally is Level 1, can fail to meet the Level 1 criterion. With this in
mind the dynamics models which have been used in this experiment are undergoing further investigation. It
is hoped that frequency plane analysis techniques will provide the information necessary to clearly resolve
the quantification and impact issues of complex engine governor/rotor dynamcls.

Conclusions

In conclusion, based on the data analysed to date, the following statements can be madet

- Level I limit envelope for I/W and Zw suggested by this series of experiments Is close to, but
slightly larger than, thn currently proposed 8501 limit envelope. Reasons for the discrepancies
between the NRC and VMS envelopes still need to be addressed.

- This NRC derived envelope Is driven primarily by bob-up task ratings.
- The results of the secon. experiment tend to suggest that for low values of TIW the provision of

heave damping at the expene of steady-state climb rate is not desirable.

- Since the results of both the first and second experiments tendto agree, despite the reduction
in pitch and roll stability due to Lhe change from ACAH and RCAH to RD control systems, the
effect of off-axes stabilization on vertical axis handling quality requirements is not
discernible in this study. A further reduction is off-axes stability through the use of a more
primitive control system sh'uld be evaluated for resolution of this question.

- Poor .ingine govei'nor/rotor dynamics can, In some cases, be offset by a reduction in collective
sensitivity.

- More analysis on the engine governor/rotor system dynamics moaels is required to allow insight
into the strong pilot preferences and opinions expressed during that Phase of the experiment.
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Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Pitch
stick force gradient .5 lb inch-' .6 lb inch`
breakout .5 lb .9 lb

Roll

stick force gradient .5 lb Inch-' .6 lb Inch-
breakout .5 lb .5 lb

Yaw

"stick force gradient 6.5 lb Inch-' 6.5 lb inch-'
breakout 1 lb I lb

TABLE 1: STICK CHARACTERISTICS

Bandwidth Overall Hover
Pitch Roll Course CHR

ACAH 2.74 rs-' 3.10 rs-' 2 - 2 1/2

RCAH 2.00 rs-' 2.80 r-' 3

RD 1.80 ra-' 3.50 "r-a' 2

TABLE 2: CONTROL SYSTEMSDA BADWIDTHp '
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SUMMAR?

The missions proposed for the next generation helicopter involve requirements to
operate in essentially &oro visibility in the nap-of-the-earth (NOR) environment. Such
operations will require the use of pilot vision aide, which Sives rise to the question
of the interaction of such displays end the required aircraft handling qualities. This
research was conducted to: 1) investigate the required visual cueing for low speed and
hover, and 2) determine if &n increase in stebiliaation can effectively be used to
compenseate for the lose of essential cues. Two flight test experiments were conducted
Using a conventional helicopter, and a variable stability helicopter, as weill
electronically fogged lenses and might vision goggles with daylight training filters.
The primary conclusion regarding the essential cues for hover was that fine grained
texture (microtexture) is more important than large discrete objects (sacrotexture). or
field-of-view, The use of attitude command augmentation was found to be effective as a
way to aokeup for display deficiencies. However, a corresponding loss of agility
occurred with the tested attitude command/attitude hold system resulting in unfavorkbla
pilot comments. Rence, the favorable control display tradeoff must be interpreted in
the context that the best solution wouLd be to improve the vision aid. Such an
improvement would require an increase in the visible nicrotexturs, an advancement in
display technology which is unlikely to be available ill the foreseeable future.
Therefore, a criterion was developed to systaoatic.lly evaluate display quality, and the
associated upgrade in required stabilization as a function of incresaingly degraded
visual cues.

1. INTRODUCTION

The next generation helicopter must be able to operate at night, and in poor weather
in the nap of the earth (NOB) environment to achieve adequisto combat effectiveness.
This gives rise to two critical issues. 1) collision avoidance with fixed objects, and
2) control and stabilisation. In this paper. a criterion is developed specifically to
address the control and stabilization issue For use in a revised rotorctaft handling
qualities specification to supersede Mi1-H-8501A (lsf. 1). The impact of displays on
handling has never been accounted for in a handling qualities specification, and hence
the proposed methodology is new and relatively untested. However, it is well supported
by the theory of closed loop pilot vehicle analysis (1ef. 2), as well am data from teo
flight test experiment,, and a ground-based piloted simulation, (NASA Ares Vertical
Motion Simulator). The criterion addresses the additional automatic flight control
8yeten (AFCS) stabilisetion that may be utilized to makeup for certain display
deficiencies In the NOE environment, Improved displays which allow low workload NOE
operations in very low (essentially aero-zero) visibilities, might someday obviate the
need for such a criterion. However, such a quantum advance in display technology seems
unlikely in the foreseeable future.

Both collision avoidance, and control and stabilisation are addressed in the present
version of the proposed specification revision 1hich exists in the form of a U.S. Army
Aeronautical Design Standard (ADS 33, see Ref. 3 ). Collision avoidance is specified in
Ref. 3 terms of three-dimensionol maneuvering envelopes. The manufacturers are required
to demonstrate that these envelopes do not fall outside the visual field of the
available displays and/or vision aids. In the present paper however, we uhall focus our
attention on the development of a criterion for control and utabilisation in the
presence of degraded visual cueing.

It. BACKGIOUND AND SUPPORTING TMBOIT

k. Dtvolopmoat of the Specification Methodology

The proposed revision to the Ref. 1 specification will be heavily couched in
automatic flight control system terminology in recognition of the fact that nodern
rotorcraft will utilize full authority fly-by-wire flight control systems. For example,

= CThe control and stabilization crizerion presented herein has undergone some revision

since Ref. 3 was published.
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many of the criteria in ADS 33 (Ref. 3) xre written in terms of "Response-Types" which
classify the generic rotorcraft responses to control and disturbance inputs. The
Response-Typao defined in ADS 33 are Rate. Rate Command Attitude Hold (SCAR), Attitude
Command Attitude Hold (ACAR), and Position Hold (PR). An incidental, but nontheless
important byline to this is that the AFCS .7rchitecture is no.t specified. For example,
the responses of a proposed acceleration command system were shown to fall in tile ACAR
Response-Type category.

In good visual conditions, most required tasks can be performed with a Rots
Response-Type (see Ref. 3). In conditions of degraded visibility, and/or when the pilot
sust rely on vision aide, some of the cues riquired for uatrol and stabilisation are
lost. The specification methodology is based on requiring additional AFCS btabill.ation
(upgrade in Response-Type in speo terminology) in such conditions.

The basic elements required to carry out the proposel specification methodology are
quantitative lefinitione of, 1) the Response-Types and. 2) the pilot's "usuable cue
environment" (UCE). A viable defia;.tion for the UCE should include the following
fenaturez.

0 It ahoe~ld depend on the pilot's ability to maneuver aggressively. In
p articular, it should not depend on the pilot's qualitative assessment of the

ussbla cues. Experience gdAned during the Ref. 4 testing has shown that theta
Sa etrans tendency to overestimate the usefurlese of available cues in a

static environment,

0 it sh ould include the effects of all available vision aids and displays,
including superimposed display symbology.

• it should not depend on the level of stabilization, since that is separately
atccounted for in the specification.

Sliones quantitative netrics are not available, the UCE must be determined from a
fchle based on qualitative pilot evaluations. To the extent possible, the scale
should:

-- Utilize adjectival phrases with equivalent semantic meanings to all
evaluation piiots.

-- be linear (eg. a visual environment which is twice as bad should receive
double the numerical rating).

Have low viriability. Repeat evaluations, and evaluations for several
pilots should res,,It in rating scores with a low standard deviation.

71he vinual cue rating (,•R) scale in Fig. I was developed to satisfy these
requi es. .ao. The words "g->od. fair. and poor" were shown to have low variability, to
be linear, and to have essentially equivalent -emantic meanings in the rating scale
experiments described iu Ref. 5. The defi,.itions of cues given below the scales define
maneuvering In terse of aggressive, soderate. *nd gente corrections. These were
deve'.oond from the pilot-vehicle analycis considerations presented in the following
subsection, and have been tested and refined during the flight test experiments
discussed herein,

I G000 I6000O I - GOOD

2..1 2-

3- FAIR 3j- FAIR 3 -- FAIR

4-4- 4-

5POOR SPOOR 5 POOR

Attitude Horizontal Vertical
Cues Translational Translational

Rate Rate

Definition of Cues

X - Pitch or roll attitude and lateral, longitudinal,

or vertical translation rate.

Cod X Gues: Cin make aggressive X corrections or changes with
confidence.

Fair X Cues: Can mLake only moderate X corrections or changes with
confLdence.

Poor X Cues: Only mall and gentle corrections In X are possible,
and consistent precision X control is not attainable.

Figure 1. Visual Cue Rating (VCR; Scale
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2. Supporling Pilot-Webitle Aaalysis Coesideratioes

Performance of low speed MOE maneuvering requires thet the pilot be 4bie to perceive
rorain aircraft states with sufficient clarity to use them, end their derivatives, as
fsodbacks. For the conventional unsugmented helicopter, thrse feedbacks consist of
aircraft attitude, adn its derivative (angular ;ate), and aircraft position, and its
derivative, translational velocity. This is illustrated in Fig. Za, where *.he pilot is
modeled according to conventional pilot-vehicle analysis (see Laf. 2). If atlitude
stsbilixation (attitude command attitude hold. ACkg) is proviued, the block diagram in
Fig. 2b would apply. The stabilizstion resulting from various combinations of pilot
and/or :CAS equaiisastion is summarized in terms of root loci in Pig. 3, which traults in
the following observations for a typical rotorcraft which may be characterlsed by the
classical hover cubic.

0 From Fig. 3a, it is not possible to maintain s stable "lover without attitude
stabilization.

a Prom Pig. 3h, closure of the attitude loop without lead, is conditionally
stable, and Is limited in terms of maximum achievable damping. The position
loop closure requires considerable lead i.e., the translational rate cues muse
be good.

0 From Fig. 3c, the use of lead in the attitude loop allows a much better inner
loop around which to close the position loop. As a result, the position loop
closure requires less lead i.e.,the translational rate cues only need to be
fair. Note that the attitude loop lead carries into the outar position loop as
a consequence of the assumption of a series pilot mod~l (Pig. 2a).

0 Figure 3d, represents the situation where ACAH augmentaticn is employed
(Fig. 2b). A stable position loop zlosure is possible over a wide range vf
pilot gain, and the required positiun loop lead is only moderate i.e., only fair
translational rate cues are required. This root locus also applies to the
nonaugmenteI case, if a parallel pilot sodel structure is assumed (see Rsf. 2).

The point to be made is that a good attitude loop closure alleviates the requirement
for lead in the position loop. On this basis, an attitude command attitude hold SAS
would be expected to coapensate for degraded translational rite cues; s result which
forms the foundation for the proposed criterion. The visual cue rating scale in Fig. I
is intended to provide some measure of the available cues ("usable cue environment") for
contrulling attitude and psition. The ability to develop attitude lead Ls b'llieved to
require high quality visual cueing. Based In the attitude root loci in Figs. 3b and 1c.
the, lack of such lead results in a conditionally stable response, one which would pre-
clude aggressive attitude corrections. Hence, the visual cue scale in Fig. I is based
on the ability to make aggressive corrections in attitude. This is carried over to the
definition of horizontal and vertical rate cuejs based on similar reasoning. It was
found to be extremely important in the experiment described in Section IlII that, in
making VCR evaluatioas, th3 pilots avoid qualitative assassuents of a display or vision
aid that deviates from the Fig. 2 definitions.

III. EXPERINZNTAL OATA

1. Visual Cuaing Experiment

The kundamental visual cues required to perform low speed and hover maneuvering in
the NOE environment ure not well understood. Knowledge of these essential cues is
requirad for the development of ptlot displaym for low or zýro visibility operations.
This flight test experiment (described in detail in Ref. 4) provides some insight into
th,, necessary cues for control and stabilization and the results are summarized in this
se.tion as supoorting data for the critarion to be developed subsequently in

!Setion IV. The primary variables :n the Ref. 4 flight tests were the field-of-view,
the aemount of visible macuotextitre (large obj.cts) and microtexture kfine-graincd
detail). Six different fields of view were tested, varying from a small (10 deg X 10
deg) forward looking window ta large; windows (see Fig. 4) which had essentially to
restrictions to peripheral vision.

The visible texture was va~ied by conducting the tests over two marked courses
(Fig. 5) on a dry lakebed. and by using special electronically fogged lenses to remove
the visible zicrrtexture (cracks in te lake bed). The s~ope of the experiment did not
allow quantitative measurements of the fogged lenses in terms of the modulation transfer
function (see Section V). An estimate of the pilots' visual environment with the lenses
fogged was obtained from a standard eye chart (Landolt tin's) set u! at the teat site.
she pilt's vision with the lens fogged tested from 20/20 to 20/4C, even thogh the

pilots generally agreed that the crocks in the laketbed were removed as usable visual
cues. The details of visual cueing are discusse! in Section V, where it is shown how it
is possible to test 20/20 on a standard eyschart and still not be able to utilize small
detail as a usable cue due to inadequate depth of modulation.

The visual cue ratings (VCRs from Fig. 1), and Cooper- Harper handling qualities
ratings are pl.tted against the variations in field-of-view in Fig. 6. The following
observations can be made from this data.
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S• Visible aicrotexture io an important visual cue for control and stabilization.

SIncreasing the field-of-view beyond 38 deg X 23 dog (Configuration 2 in Fig. 4)
does not result in significant improvements in Cooper-Harper or vaual cue
ratings. An increase in field-of-view would, of course, be desirable for
navigation and orientation, however, the results of this experiment indicate

f that it would be undesirable to increase the field-of-view of a pilot vision aid
at the expense of resolution (visible microtexture).

The fig. 6 data includes only the results obtained on Test Site one (Fig. Sa) which was
rich in macrotexture. The results from Test Site two (Fig. 5b). which %as devoid of
macrotexturs, were essentially the same. Hence, ascrotexture was found to be of
secondary importance to microtexture in terms of cues required for stabilization and
control.

The averaged visual cue ratings are plotted against the averaged Cooper-Harper
ratings in Fig. 7 to examine the effect of degraded visuaX cueing on handling
qualities. These results show that:
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a The test helicopter. a Hughes 300D, was given Level I ratings when the VCos were
1.5 or better.

* The handling qualities ratings steadily degraded as the VICR Increased, which
validates the trend predicted from the analysis in Fig. 3.

Sose visual cue ratings were taken from a moving base simulation conducted on the
NASA Amem VN8 and these are also plotted in Wig. 7b. These data show that the tread of
the degradation in Cooper-Rarpor ratings with increasing translational rate VCIs agrees
reasonably well with flight test. the attitude VCls were judged to be good for all
cases on the simulator, indicating that the trends in Wis. ?b are not dependent on
simultaneous degradation of attitude and translational rate cues.

The VCR scale (fig. 1) not only plays a aignificant role in the proposed criterion,
it also provides a quantitative metric for comparison of competing displays or vision
aids. As noted earlier, the validity of such a scale depends on its ability to produce
ratines with low variability within and amongst pilots. Tba variability of the Fig. 1
scale for the experimental data from lef. 4 is shown in the cumulative distribution plot
in Wig. S, where the ordinate is the percentage of total VCR ratings with a standard
deviation less than or equal to a given value on the abscissa. This data included over
200 separate evaluations. Based on this plot, it would be expected that the standard
deviation in the VCR ratinga ia a given experiment would not exceed 0.75 more that 0.82
of the time. This is a reasonable validation of the scale, and is the basis for a
Ref. 3 specification requirement that the standard deviation in the ratings not exceed
0.75. Such a deviation would be reason to suspect the existence of an anomalous sot of
ratings such as may be caused by a preconceived mind-set by one of the evaluation
pilots. In such cases, the procuring activity may elect to assign additional pilots, or
to sake a decision based on other factors (such as eliminating one pilot's ratings, or
emphasising the pilot comments more than the numerical ratings).

2. Control-Display Tradeoff gxperimsat

An experiment was conducted to validate the analytically based hypothesis, that the
addition of attitude stabilisation would be effective as compensation for soms loss in
visual cues. If valid, such a hypothasis would allow for the poesiblity that
augmentation can be effectively utilised to make up for lees than ideal displays and/or
vision aids. This is especially useful in light of the fact that the fine-grained
texture (•icrotexture), found to be an essential cue for stabilization and control in
the above discussed visual cueing experiment, is very difficult to incorporate into
displays and vision aide. For example, the usable sicrotexture is somewhat limited for
eorward looking infrared (FLIR) displays, computer generated imagery (CGI), and light
intensifier systems or night vision goggles (NVG). This is further exacerbated by the
tendency to increase the field-of-view at the expense of mucrotexture, a trend that
improves positional awareness, but at the expense of control and stabilization.

The experiment discussed herein utilized a variable stability helicopter (Canadian
National Aeronautical Establishmant (NAB) Bell 205A), and night vision goggles as a
representative pilot vision aid. The night vision goggles were a current state-of-the-
art system (PVS-6). However, safety considerations dictated that they be used in the
variable stability aircraft only in daylight conditions. Night conditions waer
simulated using variable density training filters which allowed the simulation of
conditions varying from a full moon to a very dark night such as might exist in a rural
area with a solid overcast. The following factors 5rima from the use of daylight
filters to simulate the night environment.

e Pilots experienced with the PVS-6 night vition goggles indicated that they are
such easitu to use in the real night environment. Hence, the results of this
study must not be used as a basis for an evaluation or comparison of the night
vision goggles.

100

so.

0 012 0A 0l 0.6 1.0 1.2
Studord 0eviation, rv"

figure S. Cumulative Distribution of Standard Deviations
of Visual Cue Ratings Given by Pilots
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* The available texture depended greatly on the lighting conditIons (overcast vs.

sunny).

4 Any direct glare from the sun aeverely degraded the viaual omatis.

Another factor which should be taken into account is the lack of available time to
sufficiently train evaluation pilot* .o fly the night vision goggles. Mott pilotr were
allowed about 2 hours of familiarization before conducting formal evaluations, which is
s ubstantially lose than the time allotted by the U.S. Army to qualify for actual night
vision goggle operations.

The variable stability 1ll 205A was configured to simulate a rata augmented
helicopter, and a helicopter with Attitudk-Conmand-Attitude--Hold (ACAR) augmentation.
Both configurations were tested to be Level 1 with no restriction to vision (Cooper-SHarper handling quality ratings equal to or less than 3.5) in a previous handling
qualities experiment (best Rate and ACAR systems from Ref. 6). The task was essentially
identical to that used in Ref. 6 except that a bob up/down, and hover turn were added,
see Fig. 9.

The test procedure involved setting the variable density filters, while sitting in
the helicopter, at a calibration site wherein a standard eyechart was mounted 20 feet

7 fro& the evaluation pilots head. The filters were run at two settings; wide open
(pilots usually reported this as 20/70 in terms of visual acuity), and at a setting
which resulted in a visual acuity of 20/85. To put this in an operational context, the
PVS-6's tested between 20/50 and 20/60 on a full moon night, and about 20/85 on a dark
overcast night wich soe. distant glow visible from airport runway lights (it was not
possible to see thte eyachart at all with the unaided eye).

Two test sites ware utilized to further very the visual environment. One site was
over a large, flat, grassy field, and the other in a swampy area with large clumps of
weeds which provided additional microtexture, Finally, tests wure run with and without
snow cover, on sunny and cloudy days, and on windy and calm days (most were calm).

A total of aeven evalution pilots participated in the experiment, although only
four had enough familiarisation time to achieve consistent, ratings. Visual cue ratings
(VCR& from Fig. 1) and stAndard Cooper-Harper handling qualities ratings were obtained
for the Rate augmented codfiguration, whereas only Cooper Harper ratings ware obtained
for the ACAH configuration. Visual cue ratings were not obtained for the ACAN cases
because the use of such augmentation obviates the need for the critical cues. The
pilots were required to fly the Fig. 9 test course at least three tiLes before assigning
the ratings, and recording their comments. This resulted in about 20 minutes of
evaluation time which included 12 vertical landing, 3 sidesteps, quickstops, bobup/
downs, turns about a point, and precision hovers. Separate Cooper-Harper ratings were
given for each of thaes maneuvers.

The VCR and Corper-Harper rating results were analysed with a view toward answering
the following questions.

"C What is the interdependence between the three components of visual cues in
Fig. I (attitude, horisontal and vertical translational rates)?

"5 To whnt extent does ACAH alleviate the degradation in handling qualities
associated with a degraded visual environment?

"C What combination of VCR* causes a Level 1 (Cooper-Harper 1 to 3.5) baseline Rate
augrented aircraft, to become Level 2 (Cooper-Harper 4 to 6)?

PILOT TASKS

I. Precision Hover and Vertical Landing at A

2. Hover turn about A at constant radius

3. Rapid sidesiop to B - stabilize while pointing

at B'- and return to A

4. Repeat I

5. Quickstop to C

6. Bob up/down over C X 6'

T. Lnnd at C

8. Return to A
9. Repeat 1-8 three times W A

10. Give ratings Ground (typ)

Figure 9. Teat Course and Tasks Used iq Night Vision
Goggle Experiment (Also used in Ref. 6)
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S Over that range of VCIs does the addition of ACAW upgrade the Cooper-Harper
ratings from Level 2 (for the baseline late augmentaLion) to Level I?

Each of these questions it addressed in the following paragraphs. Unless specificslly
noted, only data taken in calm conditions have been included in the analysis.

interdependence Uetwegn Visual Cue RatinML

The interdependence between the three components of the Fig. I visual cue rating
scale can be examined from the VCR rating data presented In Pig. 10 for lete augmented
camse with night vision goggle. Rere it seen that the vertical and horizontal
translation cues are highly correlyted (1 , .84) whereas the translation and attitude
cues are relatively independent (1 - .38). A linear regression fit to the data is
also plotted in Pig. 10. On this basis, the remainder of the analysis of the data is
based on t'ie attitude and horisontal translation cue rating (i.e., vertical translation
cues are not included as an independent variable in the analysis).

Comparison Between late end ACAW In A Degraded Visual Cue Environment

The Cooper-Warper handling qualities ratings are plotted vs. the horisontal
translation visual cue ratings for oath of the tested maneuver@ in Fig. 11. The
following observations can be &*de from this rating data and the associated pilot
commentary.

" The baseline late augmented configuration (triangles) exhibit a tendency toward
increasingly inconsistent and degraded Cooper-Warper ratings with increasing
VCi. This is consistent with the data from the visual cue experiment discussed
in the previous section (see Fig. 7 and lef. 4).

" Configurations with ACAH augmentation are given Cooper-Warper ratings between 3
end 4 up to a VCR of 4.5 for ill maneuvers except the quickstep and bob-
up/down. The quickstep received Level 2 ratings In the lef. 6 experiment (no
restriction to vision) due to the lack of agility inherent to the ACAN
augmentation ab mechanized. All pilots noticed problems in the bob-down with
night vision goggles due to the lack of visible microtextu~e at altitudes above
10 to 20 ft. This resulted in a distinct lack of altitude and altitude rate
ewareness which was not alleviated by the ACAN augmentation (nor was it
predicted to in the pilot-vehicle analysis in Pig. 3).

" a he ratings for the ACAW cases, while better that rate cases in the degraded
visual environment, did not reflect ideal conditions (i.e., Cooper-Harper
ratings were 3 to 4). This might be improved with an optimized ACAN
augmentation, however, it is suspected that the use of such augmentation Is lees
attractive then restoring the visual conditions via improved displays. Iven
though ACAR allows the pilot to operate in degraded visual conditions, there is
a distinct loss of aggressiveness due to the nature of ACAW, and to the above
noted problems in the height axis. However, displays with adequate microtexture
for stabilization and control, combined with an adequate field-of-view for
positional awareness are not expected to be available in the near future.
Hence, the use of augmentation to make up for display deficiencies represents
the only compromise.
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Figure 10. Interdependence between Visual Cue latings

I is the correlation coefficient and / 1 2- 0 represents perfect correlation.
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The results shown in Fig. lle through lid effectively validate the basic hypothesis
formulated in rig. 3 (i.e. attitude augmentation can be used to offset degraded attitude
and translation visual cues). Tits Cooper-tParpor ratings for ACAN might have been even
better if the stick force gradients were somewhat higher. Ihis was noticed late in the
tests as a result of continuing comments by the pilots that the ACAH case tended to
"buck and shuffle" in response to pitch commands. It was thnn noted that the force
gradient was a factor of four less than that used in a 'rsviouo ground-based simulation
(Ref. 8) conducted on the NASA An%@ Vertical Notion Simulator (.5 lb/in in flirht and
2.0 lb/in in the simulation). Increasing the gradients, and modifying the controller
inertia and friction empirically, resulted in conei-erobly improved pilot acceptLnce Of
the ACAH case. Interestingly, the lower stick force gradient wae not noticed by S
different pilots in the previous handling qualities tests (Ref. 6) suggesting that
higher gradients are desired when degraded vision is a factor.

Effect of Visual Cue Ratings on Cooper-Harper Ratinpa

The effect of visual cue ratings on Coopor-Harper handling qualities ratings
suggested bi the experimental data was estimated by the application of a aultiple linear
regression. This resulted in the following empirical relationship between handling
qualities (HQi) and visual cues (VCR) for rate augmentation.

HQR - 0.89 + 0.89 VCRG + 0.60 VCRX

This regression fit was accomplished using the current experitncal data Zor nlbht
vision goggles with Rate augmentation, and the data taken from the Ref. 4 4xpariaent
(discussed in 111.2) resulting in a total of 89 observations. The correlation
coefficient for this fit is .83 which statistically indicates torrelation at
substantially better than the 991 level of significance (Ref. 9). The estimated and
actual ratings are plotted in Fig. 12. where it is seen that the data spread abouL the
line of perfect correlation it reasonable up to ratings of about 7. Beyond this velue,
the linear fit is nonconservative. However, the complexity of a multiple nonlinear
regression seems unwarranted, since only the data up to a rating of 6.5 iN used in the

subsequent criterion development.

a In the Ref. 4 experiment, the pilots gave a cc .posite Cooper Harper rating for the full

test course (Fig 5), whereas in the present experiment, separate ratings were given for
& each task (see Fig. 11). The multiple regression was done using an average of the pro

cision hover and the landing Cooper Harper ratings.
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The data for Rate augmented and unaugmented configurations from both exptriaaLtS are
plotted on a grid of attitude iCR vs. horizontal translation VCR in Fig. 13. The deshed
lines represent estimated Cooper-Harper handling qualities ratings ('1Qk) iron the linear
regression fit, and are seen to represent a reasonable (albeit cuteervative) separation
between the pilot rating data. The data is separated at the 3.5 and 5.5 values af
handling quality rating on the basis that the 3.5 line represents the classical Level
1/2 boundary in Kil-F-9785C (Ref. 10). The 5.5 line is based cn the results shown in
Fig. 13b, and the 6.5 line is Level 2/3 boundary in Mil-F-8785C.

The results shown in Pig. 13b indicate that the region defined by handling quality
ratings of 3.5 to 5.5 for the baseline Rate Response-Types is mostly Level I for ACAH.
All of the exceptions are barely Level 2 (rating of 4) and occurred in gusty wind
conditions. As the visual cnnditione degrade beyond the line defined for KIQ (Rate) -
5.5. the ACAL augmentation is seen to be ineffective as a maant for maintaiuing Level 1
handling qualities. The 5.5 line is theretore a natural upper limit for a criterion
which allows ACAI to compensate for a degraded visual cue environment.

IV. DIVILOPKINT OF CRITiRION

Figure 13a suggests that the region below the HQi (Rate) - 3.5 line does not require
additional stabilisation, while Fig. 13b indicates that the region between that line and
the IQR (Rate) - 5.5 line is Level I when ACAR augmentation is employed, A eriterion
suggested by these regions, with the following modifications, is given in Fig. 14.

" The region* have been modified to disallow extreme difterences between uttitude
and translation VCR ratings as a means of compliance. This is to prevent, for
example, a display with excellent attitude cues and poor translation cues from
meeting the criterion.

"5 The region abive the HQR (Rate) - 6.5 has been disallowed on the basis that it
is unlikely that any augmentation can make up for such a major deficiency in
visual cueing.

The regions established in Fig. 13 have been defined in term of four levcls of
cuable cue e-ivironment (UCI) in Fig. i4. Rach UCE level is utilized to set a
requirement for a minimum Responae-Type in Table 1. (The minimum response-types for the
pitch and roll axes are shown in parenthesis in Fig. 14. below the UCt label). The
justifiction for requiring Rate and RCAR for UCS-I, and AC&H for UCE-2, (Table 1 and
Fig. 14) it based on the experimental data in Fig. 13. The justification for adding
position hold in the UCZ-3 region, is based on recent simulation data (not yet
publisheu) which showed that Level 1 ratings were possible with position hold, even when
the pilot was preoccupied with other tasks in a very high workload environment. In
addition, the simulator visual display (NASa Ames VMS) had a UCE of 2 (based on Fig. 7).

The Table I requirements for the yaw and height axis stabilization for UCZ - 1 and 2
are based on what was used on the Bell 205 during the night vision goggle experimert.
The Table I requirement for heading hold and altitude hold for UCE-3, is not suppoeted
by data at this time.

Application of the Criterion

The UCI ratings used in Table I mutt be obtained exparimentally, using the VCR scale
in Fig. 1, and conversion to 'JCZ in Fig. 14. The process of obtaining the VCR ratings
consists of an experimental evaluation of the proposed vision aids and displaya, and
must be conducted under certain specified conditions.

0 The test aircraft must have a Rate or eCAN aerponse-Type. Additional
stabilixstion would obviate the need for the cues that the display is being
tested ior.
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"* the test aircraft muet be Level 1 In good visibility (i.e. the average haodlialg
qualities ratings neat be 3-1/1 or better).

"* At least 3 evaluatioa pilots suet be used add their resultA averaged (hoes the
doee& for a linear VCR rating scale).

"* The tests should be conducted in cale air.

"* The tests should include precision hover. precision vertical lauding, hover
tars* about a point, quickotope, and bebup and bobdewn.

"* The staniard deviation of the VC~s should be leas that 0.75 or additional pilots
should bo employed. or the procuring activity may designate the required
upgrade. the caveat is Included to allow the removal of an anomalous rating
which say occur, for example due to a pilot,* preconceived notion regarding a
particular display.

Note that it Is not necessary, or eveu dasirable, Re test the display in the prototype
aircraft, The handling qualitites of such an aircraft are rearely wall known, the
lisplay may bie reedy for testing before the teat aircraft, &ad it is not desirable to
tit up a prototype test aircraft to evaluate displays.

V. RSQUzIRUNhTS FOIL INPROVR9 VISUAL DILSPL&TS

&A noted albove, the use of control augmentation to offset a degradation in visual
cueing represents a compromise in which agility, and aggrecoivensss are sacrificed. A
better. albeit not currently attainable, solution Is to provide a display with adequate
fiol4-cf-vie-i and range for positional awareness, and microtexture for control and

Thii implication of the results presented hoerei ts that microtexture is an important
cue which must be quantified In order to develop meaningful display requIrtaents. Such
quantification would be coached in terms of the modulation transfer function (NTF) which
cheracteriesa aicrotexture in terms of spatial frequency (0), and the modulation of the
image (Ref. 11). The modulation of the Ines-i is measured as the difference in
intensities between the peaks and the troughs across the spectrum in the visual field.
Rence the contrast of the microtexture can be quantified In terms of the depth of
modulation.

The reculting display requirements eight appear as shown in fig. 15. The upper imait
of the required modulation depth is based on the maximum capnbility of the human eye as
measured by Van Ness and Sousen (Ref. 12). The lower limit is an estimate since* data
are not available, Similarly, the desired range of spatial frequencies is a rough
satimats, c-untered about the frequency of the cracks in the lakebad (at a range of
20 ft. from th* pilot's eye) available on the test course in the Ref. 4 experiment (sea
Fig. St). The lower curve in Fig. 15 "explains" how some pilots achieve 20/20 visual
acuity with the lenses fogged. That is, there was probably sufficient depth of
modulation at a spatial frequency of one arc-minute to distinguish the letters on the
eyschart, but not to acquire the information required for precidion hover maneuvers.

Lacking precise, quantitative measures, such as the modulation transfer function,
the VCR scale (fig. 1) has bean derived to measure the usable cue environment in terms
of the ability to maneuver aggressively. The results of the** experiments Indicate that
the scale is reasonably succesaful, and on that basie, is used to define the useable cue
environment associated with a given display or vision aid. It was found that strict
adherent* to making assessments based on the level of achievable aggressiven~ess, as
opposed to the pilot's qualitative evaluation of the availat~e visual cues, is nacessary
when using the scale.

100 Approximate human MTF

Sl Thi of human visual system
R". fihlne ogged as In

vision

0o 1 10 1 100
Spatial Frequency,11 (cyciass/eg)

Figure 15. Proposed Generic Forn of'the Required Region
of Visual Information for Rover
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The following conclusions summarise the development of the critttion developed in
this paper.

0 Thetr to considerable evidence that sicroteature is a primary cue for control
and atebilisation in hover and low speed flight.

SField-of-view is of secondary importance to microtaxture for control and
stabilisation. although it may be highly significant for positional awareness.
Experimental data shows that the 30 deo Zield-of-view available on the PVS-6
night vision goggles is adequate for control and stabiliantion.

0 It ie possible to estimate the effectiveness of a display in terms of the visual
cue rating (VCR) scale, and the resulting usable cue environmant (UCE). These
ratings may be used to assess the need for additional stability augmentation via
the criterion developed herein.

0 It is possible to makeup for losses in visual cues with attitude agumentaticn.

a The use of attitude augmentation to makeup for display deficiencies (i.e.,
Insufficient microtexture) usually results in a loss of agility. Therefore, it
is mote desirable to improve the visual cueing than to makeup for a lone in such
cueing via augmentation.

0 It would be desirable to develop a more quantitative aerric to e*aluate

displays. For example, the requirement Tould be stated in terms of an
acceptable region on a grid of depth of modulation vs. spatitl frequuncy.
Research needs to be accomplished to determine this region.
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SUIMARY

The attitude in the rotorcraft industry towards simulator applications during
helfcopte" de,,elopment work has been changong fundamentally in the pest decade. More and
more demanding design requirements for future helicopter systems. and the efforts to
replace current helicopter flying qualities criteria by nab specifications allowing for
mission-oriented handling quelitit~s. have significantly upgraled the role of simulation
in the design process. Rai#J advances in recent Years in the level of sophistication and
fidelity of modern grout,-baspd simulators have been major contributions to this change.

Man-in-the-loop real-time semulation for the design and system investigation of
advpnced a1rcraft I% applied in the MBB fixed-base flight simulation center, both for
fixed-ming and rot3rcraft simulation. The simulation facility, which presently comprises
a basic three channel CGI visual system with collimator projection, is being expanded by
installation of a me powerful 8 channel CGI system with six light valve projectors
providing on extends- ilald-of-view on the Inner surface of a spericel dome. The visual
system takes into account various htlicopter-specific requirements 4uih as a topo-
graphical data bane with highly detailed low Inel visual flight cues for NOE uissions,
sensor image presentation (e.g. IR, LLLTV) with selectable fields-of-view, two
independently controllable viewpoints for tb~o crnmmembers, and the selectiori of different
moving objects superimposed on the scene. These fsaturen make it particularly suitable to
analyze mission requirements, and to investignte config ration design and system layout.

The increasing 'ilot workload a.id environme..tal conditions of modern military
helicopters necees tate detailed assessmenr ct -ockpit designs with regard to controls
and display*. The optimization must be performed at the initialization of the concept to
ensure a harmonic design witih minimum Pilot w.rklo:d. The status c the MBB flight
simulation facility is examined mtre closely In the lecture in light of tiese challenging
requirements. Projections of the f,r'rher devaloIpmeea, of the ximulatirn center components
"%re depicted. defining priorities as thhy arc seen by the company. Consequences are
outlined that have to be considered when organizing program logistics in order .o
guarantee the success af simulation investigations.

1. ZNTRODUC•Z0H

In the past decade, requir-itnts for the drsign and development of future rotorcraft
hav. irienced a tremendous change. New operational missioni requirements evolve tram
the L .nding role of the helicopter and from the changing battlefield scenario. New
cock;,i,-related technologies, like

- cockpit displays
- visuRl aids (sensors)
- improved cockpit control devices
- all-smbroclii2 on-board data handling

mak,! the next generation helicopters technically even more complex than they were before.
Recent prog Psa in rotorcralt tichnology has evoked a variety of sophisticated corcepts
projected to overcome the restrictions of today's rotorcraft configuration.. The most
Promising eaý-

- hingeless rotor holicolterb
- compound helicopters
- tilt-rotor aircraft
- X-wing aircraft
- ARC helicopters.

All these concepts have created a lot of new problems which have to be solved Ir,
future work. This has signtf;cantly upgraded the role of simulation, which is now core
and more used as an Indispensible and valuable engineering tool in the rotorcraft deaign

Process IlI . Rapid advinces in recent iemrs in the level of suphisticatioai anzn fidelity
of modern ground-based nieulators were major contributions to this trend. On the other
hand, the need to apply simulation methods in advanced helicopter development cleerly
reouires advanced simulatiao methods themselves, High flealbility in rotorcraft

t arion equipment is nsna-..d to allow for feasibility and trade-off studies and fur
frequent changes resulting from design and development iterations.
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Flight ,imulation is used today In a vmst field of applications. ranging from
fundamental research in suientific Institutions to simulations performed by the final
customer to do operations! flight planning or Pilot training (Fig. 1.1). In te
rotorcraft Industry, flight nimulation Is arplied during various levels of the design and
development prucess. The status of the Hil flight simulation facility witl Ie examined
more closely in the contest of the challenging requirements listed above. Projections of
the further development of the simulation center components mill be depicted, defining
priorities ms they arm sonn by the company. Consequences WIll be outlined that have to be
considered when organising program logistics In order #o guarantee the success of the
simulation Investigations.

2. AECHITECTURE OF THE MUD3 FLIGHT SIMULATION

Flight simulation Is used to reproduce the characteristics of any given aircraft by
means of technical equipment at places other than the original surroundingP. In this
lecture, we will concentrate only an ground-based simulation methods, leaving out the
special c€pebilit~as of in-flight simulators.

Modern ground-based sioulatirs usually comprise simulation of motion, visual and aural
cues to provide the most realistic stimulation of the pilot's sensoral escepters. A
representative simulation cockpit, providing adequate space and field-of-view, cockpit
displays, operation, and control elements to the flight crew, In commonly used. Several
other components are needed to accomplish the simulation process, so today's flight
simulators have grown to he comprehensive and complex simulation canters or Labo-atories,
employing their own staff. In light of the continuous evolution in aircraft engineering,

such flight simulation facilities are, and have to be, constantly changing and dynamic
entities 121 . Although this challenge Is at present more often realized In the fixed-
wing industry, the rotorcraft itdustry obviously must begin to follow this evolutionary
organizational quantum leap as Hall.

At MID Munich, both fixed-wing and rotorcraft branches use the same simulation
laboratory. Thus they simultaneously take advantage of the technological developments
which are continuously being incorporated Into the simulation facility. For better
understanding of the application of flight simulation In engineering tasks, we will
start With a discussion of the different components of the MBB Flight Simulation Center
(Fic.2.1).

2.1 HELICOPTER SIMULATION MODEL / SIMULATION COMPUTER

Briefly speaking, technical simulations are based on mathematical descriptions of
physical and mechanical processes by means of equations of motion. All force and moment
producing systems, subsystems. and components of the aircraft have to be considered and
represented in the mathematical simulation model (Fig.2.2). In the simulation computer
this universal mathematical description of the dynamic behaviour of the elicraft is
organized In a generic program structure Which may be used for any given type of aircraft
without adaptation. By uas of different data sets for geometries, masses, inertias, and
aerodynamic characteristics, the program may be easily and quickly matchtd to any
aircraft to be simulated.

This has been prepared at HB,. both for fixed-wing aircraft and for rotorcraft. The
needs of piloted simulations are met by real-time processing of the mathematical model
equations on a simulation computer that is capable of parallel processing. As a typical
example, all rotor blade aerodynamic and dynamic computations are calzulated in parallel
(Fig. 2.3). Due to its modular structutras, additional aircraft compunents may be modelled
and attached to the generic program without great effort. Thus flexibility required to
allow for the addition of any new aircraft component is ensured.

Simulation software development will continue to be a never-ending task. On the one
hand, progress in rntorcraft simulation modelling demsands continuous adaptation of the
program state-of-the-art. So the generic model has to be furnished with noe routines,
e.g. for Automatic Flight Control Systems, weapon simulation, or models for the
simulation of new concepts like tilt rotor or X-wing.

On the other hand, the tremendous Increase of airborne software promises new cockpit
technologies like artificial intelligence in the cockpit. Software check-out and
validation Is urgently needed as well as adequate software development systems which make
the simulation process directly accessible to the design engineer.

As In many other companies, off-line engineering simulations at MBB Munich are usually
run on computer systems other than those used for real-tie. simulation. This Is due to
the different requirements of both simulation methods. Thereform. in order to guarantee
the compatibility of simulation software and data sets on all systems, well- defined
software concepts Including the consideration of software portability are imperative.
And, most Important but also most neglected, excellent grogram documentation is a factor
of software development which shows its payoff only in long-term application.
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In the U.S., those demands led to the Department of Defense (DOD) mandate for the
future use of the ADA computer language for all Mission Critical Programs 131 . An
implementation progrsa which alms for the use of ADA as the programming language for
simulators by 1987 has been issuedp and US Army and Navy have announced plans for
Internal crew training to meot the ADA requirement. However, as the Javelopment risk of
changing an existing comprehensive softwere package to a now program language is
considered to be too high, no effort it at present being taken at MOB to Implement any
new higher-order language.

2.2 SIMULATION COCKPITS

In order to provide the flight crew with a representative cockpit environment with
relevant space end field-of-view proportions, cockpit displays, operation, anj control
elements, a number of Interchangeable flight simulation cockpits Is usually aveilable at
flight simulation centers. They are equipped with the appropriate Instrusentation end
connections and may be prepared and made available for real-time simulation runs within a
short time. For basic Investigations and preliminary studies in early project phases it
is oftentimes sufficient to use a standard cockpit assembly. Therefore, a folDS fuselage
(Fig.2.4) was the first simulation cockpit which was used intensively at MBB for
simulation model validation and fundamental investigations 141 . This is an original
prototype aircraft from flight test with primary flight controls and conventional
Instrument panel, equipped and modified for simulation purposes. However, the main and
tail rotor, the tail boom, and the engines have been removed for better handling in the
facility.

For detailed Investigations, say in the project development phase, construction of a
representative simulation cockpit is indispensible. In Fig.2.S, the simulation cockpit
for the next generation anti-tank helicopter, PAH-2. is presented. This is a special
purpose mtckup which had to be fabricated to achiev4 the characteristic narrow width
and the typical limitations in the field-of-view of a tandem seat tactical helicopter in
simulation. At present, this cockpit is fitted with conventional flight instruments, but
in tVe next development stage up-to-data multi-function displays and visionics will be
included. The simulation tool has already been used in the recent feasibility and
pre-definition phase of this project.

Many cockpit hardware components are not completely specified in the early project
phases, nor necessarily available. In order to make simulations feasible in thoeu
development stages, it is frequently necessary to Install preliminary somchaniLations
which may differ widely from the later hardware implementations. The true characteristics
of those components may then be met by adopting the software models spp-opriately 151 .

In today's flight simulation centers, the trend is pointing towards the operation of
standardized simulation cockpit platforms furnished with cockpit controls with variable
control landings (electromechanical or hydraulic control forces simulation; and
interchangeable flight Instrumentation. Modern digital cockpit display techniques which
are used in the new generation aircraft to achieve flexibility in flight status
presentation, contribute to the progress in simulation technology development. Space and
field-of-view Proportion& may be adjusted by mounting mockup constructions and blinds so
as to allow for quick end low-priced configuration changes. In 1Fi9.2.6 an example of such
• cockpit mockuP is shoin which is presently used at MBD fao basic studles for cockpit
layout, investijations for display and operation concepts, and the davelopmant of new
cockpit control systems.

2.3 MOTION i ACCELERATZONS SIMULATION

The pilot's evaluation of flying qualities is predominantly based on the stimulation
* of his various sensory receptors. For that reason, mature fligh% simulation centers
* comprise motional and visual Information with additional tuesa such as acoustic signals.

For a long ties, requirements for an adequate simulation of accelerations and visual
scene display formed the most relevant handicaps for simulating rotorcraft dynamics in
real time.

Considering the new generation of high performance computers with their outstanding
computing capacities, these restrictions lose their Importance more and more. However,
the immense Investment costs oftentimes force the decision to install either a motion or
a via-ml simulation system, and, unfortunately. there is still no definite answer as to
which method is the most Important one i61 •

Decision has been taken at the MOB flight simulation center to p..t first priority on a
good visual system, to the disadvantage of motion simulation. So the '-cilitv is equipped
with no more than a one-axis vertical acceleration hydraulic system, illoming fo.- the
simulation of z-loeds, like vibrations, turbulence, or buffeting, up to t2 0. Further
performance improvement will be achieved in the very near future by rrovi-,ing an off-the-
shelf g-cueing sult for the simulation pilot.

I-A
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2.4 co0wPUTiR SUINEATID IWAIEMY (M01)

Mo4er requirements for visual simulation of out-of-the-window real-world soehns derive
Prom two different factors. Firstly, the overmhelming performance napabililies of the
human eop end satondly. the operational flight regimes and missions of the respective
aircraft that It to be simulated III . Me will leave out here the discussion of the
fundamentals of the human visual perception, an they have been addressed in several
excellent publications. like e.g. [7,8.

When we consider the helicopter-specific flight regime, visual scene sldulation In
particular requires a hish-r-esolution wide-angle field-of-view (FOV). aelicopters
typically fly low and slow, and 'Nap-of-the-Earth' (4OE) has become a well-known term to
describe tactical point-to-point flying and hover operatinns in close ground proximity
(019.2.?). Moreoverp steep take-off And lending procedures also constitute typical
helicopter flight profiles. The environment for the pilots flying these missions is rich
In detail, and terrain features, as well as the visibility factors of Heather and
darkness, are elements of the environment that may significantly affect the helicopter
pilot's task 191 .

Other vitrl demands for a large FOV are posed by the outstanding ability of
helicopters to yew rapidly. Based on pilot's minimum preview times for obstacle
avoidance, and dependent on the actual yaw rate as mall as on the roll attitude, the
visual scene must cover obstacles that are some degrees ahead in the projected flight
path azimuth. Piloted simulation of quitk stop maneuvers for a fast transition from
forward to hover flight or the recovery from autorotetion Is almost unacceptable when
visual cues get completely lost at large nose-up pitch attitudes because of the
limitations in the vertical FOV.

Since the early 70s, the technique to generate computer Imagery has been constantly
Improved. This technology now seems to have reached a point where it can supply all the
desired details, the limiting factor for a common use of those systems now as before
being the high final costs i101 . In computer imagery generation systems (CIG) the
Information about the physical dimensions of the scene surrounding the aircraft, such as
terrain, buildings, trees, and diverse artifacts, is stored in a computer's memory. The
scene is continuously processed to make the pilot feel that he flies through the
scenario. Therefore, geometric transformation algorithms are used which take into account
the aircraft's three-dimensional position in space, its attitudes and velocities.
Corresponding to the pilot's momentary field-of-view, the out-of-the-window sight is
generated and displayed In real-time in front of the simulation cockpit.

The geographic area to be modelled Is practically limited only by the memory capacity
and the speed of the computer, The vast majority of the scene Is invisible at any one
time, including what is behind the aircraft, what Is too far ahead to be visible or what
is hidden behind more prominent features in the line of sight [11I . Nevertheless, the
level of detail of the Imagery is limited, as the display has to be generated dynamically
In real-time, bringing into discussion such terms as 'refresh rate' and 'update rate' of
the picture.

In Fig. 2.8, en airfield Is shown as it is presently Implemented in the MIS
COMPU-SCENE 11 visual system. This is a General Electric three-channel system with
Color-TV type projection, where the three optical axes meet in the pilot's eyapoint,
defining a field-of-view (FOV) of 260 vertically by 1060 horizontally. Collimator lenses
are Installed between the pilot and the display screens in order to make the light rays
parallel as if they ware reflected from infinity. The system allows the generation of up
to 8.00C edges per scene. Various visibility conditions, such as haze, fog, clouds, and
day-, dusk-, and night-time may be simulated. The image Is processed with a refresh rate
of 30 Hz, rewriting the scene every 33 milliseconds. Fig. 2.9 gives an impression of the
SolO5 simulation cockpit, Integrated in the projection system assembly.

At present, M1D Munich Is Improving its flight simulation center with the next-
generation COMPU-SCENE IV dome projection system (Fig.2.10). The new system will be
ready for use in early 1987, bringing a remarkable improvement of the visual scene
display characteristics:

FPeld-of-Vies: Compared to the FOV of the forser system, a considerable extension of the
overall FOV will be achieved by using & independent projection channels (Fig. 2.11). It
will extend 1 15 0 vertically by 140' horizontally, which will meet the requirements of
helicopters much batter. Projection is performed from the outside onto the reflective
inner surface of a sphere of 10 m diameter (Fig. 2.12). by adding two more projection
systems there Is a future optional FOV eoaansion to 1500 by 3000.

Gamlna Areat U.S. Defence Napping Agency (DMA) geographic information is used to generate
a !andscape zodel of 200 by 200 nautical miles. This environment will Include areas of
farmland, rolling terrain, desert and ocean regions (Fig. 2.13), as well as airfields,
buildings, trees, and other special features (Fig. 2.14). An additional data base
designed for helicopter operation Hill be Included. This data base will be of much higher
scene density to support the lower and slower flight regime of rotorcreft vehicles. It
will contain the trees, bushes, and ground clutter necessary to meet the stringent
visual/sepsor requirements of below-treetop height flight maneuvers.
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Istu rina. Extensive use mill be made of cell texture maps which will be developed from
photographs, models and the use of noise patterns. A library of generic surfaces like
scrubland, desert, beach, farmland, forest, roads, generic sky/cloud patterns (Fig.2.l5).
and special highly detailed shapes of trees (showing even single leaves). buildings,
and rocky clutter will be available. Other effects mill include curved surface shading in

* order to guarantee a good three-dimensional perspective, sun Illumination as a function
of time-of-day, and weather influences.

t Hovlna Objects, Moving models of various aircraft (Fig. 2.15), tanks, trucks, and trains
will be modelled to be inserted at any desired position in the scene. Independent motion
may be supplied in the simulation program to make those objects move around the scene.
Disintegration of certain targets will be available to simulate the effects of explosions
and weapon Impact.

Sensor Omtion, The image generator will provide the capability of sensor simulation
through dynamic change of color tables and field-of-view in order to provide typical
infra-red (IR) or low light level TV (LLLTV) sensor images (Fig. 2.16). Those views are
than to be displayed on the respective displays in the simulation cockpit.

Indseondent Viguonints, The Image Generator will be capable of Providing the visual scene
for two viewpoints with each viewpoint having independent motion. Either viewpoint will
be assignable to any display channel and capable of displaying either sensor and/or
out-of-the-window visual scenes within the active date base.

Based on the features of the COMPU-SCEME IV, it can be seen that the visual simulation
state-of-the-art is now obviously approaching a near photographic appearance 111)

2.5 PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS

In the 1B8 fligi~t simulation facility, the CGI projection dome end the simulation
cockpit are in a room by themselves, and as era the simulation and the visual system
computers (Fig. 2.1). There is a separate simulation control room which contains the
associated computers, displays, and recording devices for supersising, monitoring, and
rmcordin the, simulation flights (Fig. 2.17). From the control room, the simulation
engineer-in-charge can also manipulate the simulation process so as to introduce certain
malfunctions of diverse rotorcreft components (e.g. engine failure, tail rotor loss),
change weather and visibility conditions on-line, move around target objects etc. The
driver electronics for the digital cockpit displays, as well as the spectre generators
for buffeting and turbulence inputs to the hydraulic g-Load system are installed here.

Cabin noise is another signal which will be generated here and fad into the simulation
cockpit loudspeakers or pilot's earphones. And, last but not least, an interrom system
to be installed will ensure effortless communication between the simulation dnglneer,
the pilot, and all other personnel involved.

Data transfer between the simulation computer and the simulation cockpit is organized
via an interface computer which controls all the necessary signal transformations
(digital/analog, anal, dagItel/synchro, etc.). From here the cockpit
instruments are driven and supplied with power, and from here the measured cockpit
control positions, switch positions, and all other pilot's hardware actions are digitized
and supplied to the simulation computer. The interface computer is also capable of
driving different data busses CARINC, MIL) which now more and more form part of
rotorcraft systems (such as fly-by-wire flight control systems).

In the near future, a separate program development and date analysis workstation
"will be added to the helicopter installation equipment in order support pre- and post-
simulation off-line work (Fig. 2.18).

2.6 INTEGRATION RIG

The term integration rig describes hardware mountings or racks where existing hardware
components of the aircraft are continuously being installed and tested in the course of
the development process in a simulated environment. Frequently, the mathematical
simulation model of the different rotorcraft components represents the complex
characteristics of the system components only moderately well. They are therefore
successively replaced by existing equipment until total system integration with signal
flows representative of the final aircraft is achieved. This implementation includes the
incorpuration, as early as possible, of hardware components such as flight control
systems, avionics, visionics, hydraulics, etc., with their true physics end dynamics in
the simulation process. Or, vice versa, this serves to drive the Installed and linked
units with the completest possible met of dynamically coupled aircraft system parameters.

The controversy of coupling simulation facilities and integration rigs Is still
unresolved. A hardware integration rig itself is an exceedingly complex system, with
major elements being the basic helicopter rig, the hardware equipment, the integration
rig computer, and the associated Integration-software. More failures and problems have to
be expected (and American experience acknowledges this) when we endeavor to connect this
rig with an equally complex flight simulation laboratory. Despite the great effort being
invested, these large-scale facilities may not be utilized effactivwly.
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An obviously better solution in to run both assemblies Independently, and to install
only part of the equipment as 'hardware-in-the-loop' t121 . go in the PAN-2 development
phase simulation it is planned to coneact at 3Jist the AFCS laboratory sample via bus
systems to the simulation cockpit und, therefore, to the simulation computer. The
integration rig computer, on the other hand, mill Include a simplified rotorcraft
simulation model, based an linearized equations of motion. This program mill be used
throughout the integration rig investigations for the generation of the flight state
parameters set and for the stimulation of the sensors.

3. 1 HELICOPTER 0SSI1N AND DEVELOPMENT SIMULATION

3.1 SIMULATION MODEL VERIFICATION / VALIDATION

Once the generic simulation program has been established, a basic verification of the
mathematical model is to be conducted to assure the further merits of the simulation
application. This In best to be accomplished for an existing aircraft by comparison of
simulated trimmed states and time histories with flight data, analysis of oigonvalues and
algonvoctors, and by pilot evaluation. In order to apply the terms correctly, we will
refer to the following definitions given in 1131 a

Verifications The comoarative assessment of the rotorcraft system as It is simulated by
the most realistic available model(s). This is quantified through a
comparison of the rotor'-;.;t mathematical model(s) and the actual flight
vehlcle.

Validation. the degree to which transferability Is demonstrated between all aspects of
simulation performance and corresponding aspects of flight performance.
Validation Involves all aspects of the rotorcraft simulation, the
mathematical model, and the motion, visual, and aural environments. The
accuracy of the answers is critical if the simulation results are intended
to quantify expected benefits prior to actual demonstration in flight.

Therefore, verification is a necessary but not a sufficient aspect of the future

validation tasks. Verification mark may usually be taken to be completed when the results
show such good agreement as the example given in Fig. 3.1.

3.2 SIMULATION PREPARATION AND LOGISTICS

In the early program stagas, simulation activities are usually characterized by trying
as best as possible to simulate an aircraft which does not yet physically exist. As
mentioned above, work is based on a generic simulation program which has already been

used for other helicopter types, as wall as on mind-tunnel measurements and subcontractor
information (e.g. about the engine dynamics). In Fig. 3.2, an example is givin of how

simulation preparations are usually being performed as long as only a limited amount of
the now system parameters is available; but a full set of data is required for overall

flight envelope simulation. At the beginning of the design and development simulation, a
great deal of the mathematical modelling of the helicopter has to be done, based on the

angineer's experience, or by compartig the new helicopter with known characteristics of
existing rotorcraft. This has to be done as long as no final specification of all
components of the aircraft is available.

The results of the early simulations are therefore inevitably limited to the knowledge
at the time of the investigation runs. There is no doubt that, with the cumulating
results of the development process, simulation fidelity will constantly improve.

In order to guarantee the success of future simulation investigations, and to achieve
a good load time advantage, logistic preparations of the simulation tasks should take

place as early as possible in the program. This includes management objectives scheduling
and budgeting, as well as hardware, software, and data set preparation.

Simulation at its beast is a highly efficient tool for the design and development
engineer, provided it is used in a timely and effective manner. it is an indisputable
benefit that the long-range items which have to be defined in the different program

stages, may ba more and more based on the predictions of the simulation studies results.

However, it should be wall-understood that simulation inevitably has to be prepared and

budgeted wall in advance of, or in the early part of the respective design and
development phases. Thus, simulation will always be an important cost factor in the
earlier development phases, because of the required hardware Investment and the usually

large number of investigations and trade-off studies that have to be performed then. And,

moreover, it will show its pay-off usually at the end of the development process, mhen

the administrators start to review the overall costs of the project.
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3.3 APPLICATION OP PLIGHT SIMULATION

The broad range of application of flight simulation among research institutes,
industry and customer has already been outlined in Fig.l.l. Referring to the different
Industrial phases of the rotorcraft design and development process. the role of
simulation as it is understood at Hil will he Illustrated in the following saction.
Although this Is chiefly related to our company, many of the arguments are valid for
any other flight simulation canter.

Ftesihility Study. Apart from the basic research studies carried out for fundamental
research, market analysis, and acquisition, simulation is applied, as was mentioned
before, very early in the course of the design process in order to investigate the
feasibility of new flight vehicle or technology concepts. This Is where the target
specifications of the customers have to be analyzed and refined towarde a requirements
catalogue which will serve as basis for the draft request for proposal and the later
development contract. Engineering simulation in this stage Is oftentimes handled by means
of mathematical models used to describe the characteristics of newly developed hardware.
Typical tasks are preliminary investigations of the application of new technologies, such
as Active Control Technology or Artificial Intelligence. Pilot evaluations of
controllability of new systems in heavy duty conditions and flight mission profiles is
another task of particular interest.

The advantage of using simulation in this early project stage is to make development
risks calculable with relatively low costs, and to let the aircraw fly aircraft and
system concepts that exist as yet only on paper. Expectations, be they too high on the
customer's or on industry's side, and undesirable technical developments may thus be
avoided In time.

As an example for a recent MOB project which is now in the Feasibility and Pro-
Definition Stage (FPDS), the artist's view of the NH90 is given in Fig. 3.3. This is a
medium size European helicopter which will be built in two versions, as the NATO Frigate
Helicopter (NFH) and as the Tactical Transport Helicopter (TTH). Participating countries
in the program art Germany, France, Italy, The Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. NOB
preparations for the scheduled 40-50 hours of simulation time in this program (CPU time
on the simulation computer) are currently at full blast.

Definition and Specification Phase. The simulation plays another important role during
the Definition and Specification Phase, which is used to detail the requirements for the
overall system and the subsystems. Just like modern fighter aircraft, tnday's military
helicopters are increasingly complex weapon systems. The development of these flight
vehicles must not concentrate only on the optimization of the basic system. It has,
additionally, to aim towards the best possible harmonization of the various system
components, such as flight controls, display and visual aids, weapon systems, and the
flight crew. It is therefore imperative to simulate the overall system with all its
subcomponents and interrelations. Concept studies have to be carried out to investigate
the acceptability and rperability, and to demonstrate the system performance.

Development Phase. In the development phase, the primary task of the simulatibn is to
state whether or not the pilot is able to fulfill the specified missions with the
projected aircraft system, as well as to state to which extent the necessary system
modifications will influence the pilot-helicopter system. This classical simulation task
is more and more becoming a standard process in rotorcraft development, too, as the
potential of simulation is addressed here at Its best. Parameter variations of the new
system may be investigated without effort, thus providing the high flexibility needed for
the trade-off studies. Besides that, the pilot may become acquainted with the dynamic
characteristics of the new flight vehicle long before the flight test Phase begins. The
easy Hay to reproduce simulation runs under the same circuestanccs facilitate simulation
flight test series to be performed with different pilots. Moreover, critical system
failures (tail rotor loss, engine failure) may be investigated without risk. The
potential to conduct closed-loop hardware integration testing in the course of the
development phase has been mentioned before.

• 1 _
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3.4 SIMULATION TEST RESULTS EVALUATION

The post-simulation analysis ia usually carred out by the requesting uepartment, with
the assistanee of the simulation engineers. if necessiary. It Is a common experience that
a good Interface definition between the cooperating departments is of great help for
running the system effectively. So the department that is requiring simulation
investigations is asked to fill In a precise simulation test form. defining the tasks tu
be performed as well as the Inputoutput parameters desired. This should bt handled
strictly comparable to flight tests, where all the proerations have to 4e concluded
before the test aircraft gets airborne, end rien no vas plus.

An adequate evaluation of the real-tiee simulation results has to Ie conducted
continuously throughout the design and development process. This can be done byt

* a comparison with the dynamics of existing helicopterq with comparable characteristics
(flight teat results)i

*a comparison wlth the results of off-line calculatione, based on non-lneartzed
equations or more sophisticated simulation models which caniiot be executed in
real-times

• review of pilot's comments on the dynamic behaviour of the aircraft.

The need for off-line processing of the recorded date is self- evidrnt. If possible.

the same date analysis and graphic routines should be used, both in flight test and in
simulation test in order to provide for compatibility of the results.

Efforts to replace current helicopter flying qualities criteria are going to culminate
In the near future into a proposal for a new eirworthiness design standard. Although
primarily related to the U.S. LHX project, this Is assumed to be the long overdue
replacement for the old NIL-i-4SCl A. Manifold use will be made of comparisons between
flight test and simulation test results. thus up-grading the role of simulation In the
design process effectively. And there is also no doubt that ground-based simulation will
play an Increasingly Important role during certification procedures, and will
Incrementally be accepted as a valuable means of demonstrating compliance with existing
certification regulations. As a recent examples the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
has ccrtified two helicopters (Sell 214 ST. Sikorsky S76 B). For the first time,
autoratationel landings have been accepted that were demonstrated solely by computer
simulation.

4. CONCLUSION AND PROJECTIONS

Flight simulation has evolved to be a pria-ay and most efficient tool for the
rotorcraft design and development engineer, and the flight slmul.atlon methods and tools
themselves aru continuously improving. The potential of the simulation technique appears
not yet to be exhausted, espeoially In rotorcraft technology. However, the task of
running today's flight simulation laboratories more and sore inrnludes the challenge to
plan for tomorrow's facilities in time. This turns out to be an ambitious and ever-
lasting enterprise for the simulation engineers, trying to incorporate a dynamically
growing computer technology Into short and long-tare planning cot business managers who
are more familiar with thinking in effectivity terms.

It may be allowed to finish with a modification of a question that was posed on
an earlier occasion (141 to describe the future challenge of simu1l=ion works
The simulation engineers will continuously have to give an answer to the question
"How do we manage flight simulation to keep up with the tremendous advances in
computer technology and flight engineering?"
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Fig. 2 6t Future Light Helicopter Simulation Cockpit Mockup
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Fig. 2.1fit Typical Infra.-Rud Senior (FLIR) Image
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eat pwou Is moment couplde aun modil. do mdcanique du vol.

La moddlitueton dun pilots eutomatique du HAP/HAC/PAH2 user rdallsdo dien qu'uns preml~rs

difinition an&a retentua.

2.1 abistameotie.

Lea wastes hdlcoptaree a'offectuent I partir do daux cabins, a

- une cabins monoplace SDVEH (Simulateur do Vol et d'Etudes pour Hdlicopt4res),

- inn. cabins biplaca c8te & c~ts SUPER-FRELON.

2.2.1. Cabins SDV1IH.

La cabin. SDVEH est une reprdaantation pocehe du posts pilot* do llhdllcopt~re HAP quant
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Commando. do vol
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instrumrentation
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THOMSON.

Pae 4i commandisf
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Instrumentation
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rietinue pour PItAP.

-viaeurivisuol do casqu, toI matrirel identique & celul dolI& cabin* SDVEH pout Wte instaIid
doen I& calwin. SUPE&R-FRELON.

Pastes 4i commendies

Commo pout I& cabin* EDVUH, avant quune promi~re difinition HAP solt roetnue. souls des
pastes do comamindos bonalihsd sent lautallds.

Envirannement cabins

Un module do sonorination ldizttiquei 4celul do Is cabin* pilots seat installd dos. I& cabin*
dfraw.
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parails dans Is a&* do mcdoarioa do combat air-air. at do visuallaur eamvironeoment vu par tern quakonqu
do piatst.

Llnzgdolw d~asss dispeor do coematdeds qua Iiu purmottant do g"n to simulation (miss on
attent., awrt, modifications Gas conditions do vol,...) at dea commandoas ~cltlquee yal lvi parmattoot diva-
tervnoit au nlveau do 1ama. 11 pout 6gslament jouIs et el do lamn mu loutr, do membia do Pdul~g
putsquil diupomo dom comandan do pilotage at do tip.

2.4. Ehvironnemont,

2.4.1. Vhsuahlvation du monds extdrlaw.

Vwisumtlatoo & mamuatto

L'imaga du monde oxidrieut projetdo au pilots oka/st mu tinr. proviant dfuno maquatte do tot-
rain via usa camdra do tEidviabon %ul film*o I travers una tito optique.

La maquetto do terrainsoat veprdaentativo deMo rigon do FRAN CL Rleo meauro 12 m do long
at 4 m do large at aot i l4'4sIk 11100 ima. La piloto pout dvolvur sur cotta maquatte data des condtioou
ideotiquee i calla du vol tactique.

IA Wet optiqu parmat do reatituer hea trola doegrs do Ilbeti on rotation (toolngag, roealia, lacet)
st lea trolsa utru do"rE do labutd on ddplacemont soot zatituds par Is chariot mobia sew loyaiset et ioonti
to cam"r.

Lu arPtomaInca do ddbattenwnt sogulslra no sont pas Ilmit~a on roulta ni sn lacot at moot i-
rmit6mtaen tuangaga +4 iS' at - Me.

Un prisms rajout&i A trasumble parmot do r~duiaio Is v~blaibtd PjwWqv'u vW ami vialbiliti.

La W~e optiqua mat EqulpE. dhm Gdtectoar iefr-rug do proxlhnitd pouw Is plan Ieorixootal
at deaaolpoew micaniqus pour Is plan vertical.

Aftt do rutituos corroctement Is monds eltdrloes vu do ew ma Isa Oult pMr Is poto ama PM Io
tirasme voln A directs mu pMr tlnterm~daizo do toew lam cat.. optraniquus. loat rdcaumairs d%attllaa use
ghmrntion synthdtIq dimeam.



Lmas ontielstqa do la gdndretlmn oyntldtkm iaeEmagea ddeiw.p Par Is fseldtd THOMSON4
at dont easposasIs Or doti ishavlmatt" sent I

- hnas apactrasa toultiplw ('Isle direct, b avs e dvou Is bmlive, Aftara-vtge at pvche intr& etamp,

poinstas do Vf multiples (Pliste, tinw, Captm)

-Matitutlemot P& e 6 m ultinods & grelid r.dmhtam (alree) at appentage)

Cette gdndrotleg me epdretiorsus fin Iset.

3.4.3. RVetltutlen i mendst .jitrSu go qmbin *VFKK-tUW4.

LI& InA - I. mendsdrlaw eat pr~sanitd ei tlrei deft Is, cabins SUPER-PRILON ow vti mo-
nitew tidviam A basses un bse eptiqmn C* base eptpAs eat composA dhos lame usmu-ridthishmsnto at Ownt
mink eir k a ridiwsatt do CVo1matie 1i'iags a IbiWn.

Le tirew peout igalariant voir I* mends .xtdrig avec le t~to tdte base* iultimods.

2.4.3. Restitut on du monds extdrl.ur an cabins IIDVEH.

Le cabine SDVRH Got lnstafld. & hlintdrlaw dian deren aphdriqks ds to m sw 1aui 11 .set possible
ds projeter 3 Images diffdrentes we compldtant.

A lintdriaw ds Is sphire las 3 projectewa rAulants sent montds sit uen structito pawfaltsment
povitionsde &

- projecting dwiftlan,

- projecteur do so).

- projecteur ds cibl.

Le g~ineurd'horison envol. dsux images, ue. dos ol at uti ds 691, wavs. do dow. dlapoamti-
ves, A travers dsu" aptiquaos "fish ayes" ds 1400 ds champ chacune. LintarsectiOn deeo Misux images or4.
IWMqaen qia set amservi otis attitudes do lhdteoptire. Lianage proisid. no fowrnit aucain Information do
position oti do idiAckment.

La £wolsvtiou ds aOW projette dons une position frontal. at fixs un ma mge .a*s ol sulyant tin for-
mat t4ldvislon oeve tn champ do 6410 do diagonals..

La grolectew do clt~e pemst faenvoyer wl',snt ins configitations uen image do cihi. ma do Wo

dons ue. qusiconqu direction A l'intdriow do is sphke..

Confiawation Air-Air

L'Mag. di. plojecteur do cible provient d%ui eibA. anaaglqtao (ef paragnoph 1.1.4). La projec-
tow Olemoss dim seeM ipl arNOW1d aU MG ador Ish camdra do pries do vii. (ef 1 1.5.4) permet d~obtsair en Cpo&-
silmswnt globa do GO. Dotn optiqtasinrhmgsas pormattentt do couvwir Ise plages do distance 20 m -
120In et 101 an -6000.

Le projectett do sol Got utiliedsouaetlmant pow Joe phoses do combat on barns altituade.

La ptojectow dt~ran set tot.*Jew Ut Wad.
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Lo KWqhjg&Agdi~nut Pas Vt iWa.

Lo mghctew dsi~e *eat utill,4 pout auuvoye i4mag du sol. Lctlantmtion doces puojecteur set
comnuendde par Is 134a do vWoi du viasm do can**a. Cetta utlisation peumat au pilot* do volt I* scI dama Is
direction de ame rearid.

IA cRoMct2r ~-Sonli sot toujms utwud.

1.4.4. Cible.

L'image cileo proviewut do daem maqvmtta. Lam mnt mocrochia per lfavant at Pavuie We Par-
aura, Cotaft mliii tat ItlaM w dbqU ak u systime d'mccraotmg. CUn dieu elblum, &mzunda pa ealcu-
lateR, ciut trlai degr4 ft Ubrti o aot ataimo Riles smnt ttade par was osmmdr do tdlvi"ou mwaLe
dArn scom, at dot~e dim prlime mobiai on rotationt dmnaent uaa 44ms dap do Ilbortd mvpplimentmaia
qul permet ainam damicurw ltm performancam dv syr-iina on vitsmin do rouis. La chacin antre Pune cia
I'mutre cibleaUt g"r par logiciel at me fait per aliumaga et/ou extinction dam chambre amre coa..c as
tacuvant lWe ciblUs.

Con ciblem peuvewut Wef matnfmes par diftirents madam do pilotinge a

Scnamricm a urn certain nombra do mudnarcas shdmatt~qve ant AdE program ms..

DltNMs, imIWfIE a lm ciblea Ut maniud. ualveaut dam trajectolrem, simpes odlactlotwAu"ia partir
du pupttre do direction des saimlm. LAs trajatolrem sitalvntes scat pwasiblUs

*Val rectlllgium on peller,
mantde cv daesewute i tmux constant,

*vif#gam It tav* coctant.

Palokggmsmu uinimanche s a* manimeauche installd mu pupttra do direction des easaig permet do
piliter la elkl..

Logirclil do combat a wu loogicll da commands mutaomtique pemmattant It I& cible divoluor on
fonctioau dui caitxta ebsasawsr-cble set en court do divoloppmeat.

2.4.5. Mouvamawut.

La cabine SL)VEH peat Itre instailde, powt certains gasst (qumuitda do voi..4, sat un mouvement

11 S dW* do ibertd.

Lam parfornance do ta mouvemant d11velopped par I& soci~tE THOMSON smut a

charge util, 1 10 tosunes

*dibettemeuls vertical a * 1,37 an
lonugitudinal a + 1,85 ma
lat"ra a 4 1,60 ot

to teangagm a -31' 34e
oatlacat aI



vitefses verticale + 1 rn/a
aPgulaire + 25*/a

accilirations vertical* + 2,5 g
longitudinal. ! 1,5 g
latdrale + 1,5 g
*11 toulls + 4000/s2
en tangago ! BOO. S

en lacet + 400*/82

2.5. C"alculateurs.

2.5.1. Caiculateur do simulation.

Le calculatour de simulation sat un GOULD SEL 32/7780 bi-procosseur de puissance 1,5 Mips..
Tous lag logiciels do simulation (micanique du Vol, systimes, gestionk des moyens d'onvironnoemnt ... ) sont
implant~a dans ce celcilateur qui dolt Atre remplacd par un calculateur plus pertorment (7 Mips).

En outre, le Centre do Simulation dispose d'un calculateur identique r4sorvd au ddveloppemont
des programmes.

2.5.2. Calculateur gndnrateur de symboles.

Les symboles prdSen45s SUP lea visualisations pilote tirour ot ir~inieur dlossais (viseur tito
haute, tites bosses, viseur do casque) sent issus de doux ensembles SiNTRA CONCEPT S0 do Is Socidtd CIT
ALCATEL, P'un affectd aux visualisations pilot., l'autre aux visuallsations tirour, les visualisations du pupttre
de direction des essais itant sllmenth aon recople par les deux ensenmbles. Ces doux systimas sent couplifs au
calculateur GOULD do simulation.

2.5.3. Boi-lier Gdndrateur de Syinboles Pilotable (BGSP).

La socidtd THOMSON diveloppe pour le centre de simulation do tkoul-¾aux gindrateursi do sym-
b~les. Ces calculateurs sent capebles de g46nirer do Is symbologlo pour tout type de visualisation (belayage ca-
yalier ou viddo) avec un logiciel tris Voisin de colul des bottlers gindratours do symb~iss embarquables,
avec lee mimes performances at sans aucun problime de couplage pulsque r4"~as JI partir des mimes ma-
tdriels.

Cet outil permettra de valider lea logiciels de t.* nibologie avant lea phases Weassels on vol et
surtout permettra tout transfert des esases Vol Vera les essaib sol at vice-versa instantandmont pour dtude
ou modification.

3 -OIBJECTIPS D9ETUDES -

Le simulateur du Centre d'Essais en Vol A ISTRES permet lea 6tudes:

-aide A Ia conception du vidhicule,
-aide A Ia conception des systimes,
-organisatien des poates d'dquipago,
- Avaluation opdrationneile.

Pour lea annies A venir, Ie potential du simulateur sera presque entlirement consacr4 aux itu-
des Ilies au programme HAP/HAC/PAH2. Ce paragraphe ase limiters doec & traitor des 6tudes 11des A ce program-
me.
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3.1. Concpton du vdhicule.

A portir du modbli do mdcanique dont lee coefficients Scant issue des eseals on soufflorlo ot don
risultats do calcul, Is simulatsts pllotd pormst do fournir ropidomont des remarquos do I& port dos pilotse ot
do pouvoir intltasr our Is concetion du vdhlculo.

En particullor lee asisa do qualitds do vol scat sessentials pour connattre Is comportomont do
l'hdllcoptiro at dvoluer son aptitude on tsnt quo portour A Is. bonns oxdcutlon do Is mjkalon at on portieullor
au Vol tactlquo.

Cott* aide A I& conception pout influer sur

- Is rotor principal,

- Is rotor~ ari~lre,

- l'omponnago,

- Ids commandos do Vol..

L d4tudo doe panness rotor arrliors
emiponnage (si braquable)

*hydraulique,

pout dgalsment conduits & des modifications dis Is conception.

3.2. Conception des svst~mes.

Systime stabi~sateur et pilots automatique

Le t:mulateur pormet d'dtudier et d'dvaluer lea dittdrents modes du pilots automatique adaptant
Is maniabiliti do l'hilicoptoiro aux bvosoms du pilots et ceci principalmment en vol tactique. Ces 6tudes permot-
tent do mettre au point Is. lois do pilotang. et lea lois dletforts aux commandos.

11 taut 6galoment 6tudier un mode du pilots automstirue coupI4 au syst~me d'arme pour contrer
loas effets dbs au tit canon.

admaulatlon moteur

Des. essale dana des conditions do vol tactique penmattent d'dtudler I* comportement do Is rdgula-
than moteur (stabillti at temps do ndponse) ot d'analysor son influence our I. pilotage hdllcoptibre.

Syst~me d'arme

Cs. dtudes dolvent ponmettre d~dvaluer is. performance@ des algorithmoa do conduits do tit. Ces
portformances concernent Il'oftcacltd du tin dam. Iee dlftdnents. conditions do vol do Is cible at du chaussun
ainsl quo l'aspect pilot"b4t.

Lea moyons dont dispose actuellemont Is Centre do Simulation ponmettent d'dvaiuer Is, conduits
do tip canon, missile ou noqustto, mixes on oeuvre par I. pilots ou I* tirsur avoc Is visour do casque ou Is viseun
tits haute. Loss oasisa lids au visaur principal nAdossltent i'utillsation do Is gdnd6ratlon aynthitlqua d~imagos.
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3.,OfuuAnlaaOR dos miss dGUWMam.

am. as toer. Sfdral as rogopont wee ituds.

-do dialogue pilote - tirew

qul pauvesht me M~compow olveiwnt sam th~men

-modes ot commandse

LAW dtudne organmlques; dun cockpit SOnt ea ionl~le aot dolvent Atre Is. boa, do tout. Atude

dinterfacs 6qulpae. - ysatime.

Cool ndceautg ta maquettags idallate des poetqa pilot* ot tirewr ptdaentant tine poand. sotwlem-
Be dadaptation at do modification.

Leestemblo doe Atudes sulvantee eat & manor

- COMVAondms do Val, lola d'.fforta, ddplacoemnts, ouilL....

- polgndoe prdhen ion, position do. command.., choix des commandos (bouton poussoir, edlectour,
palette, instable....), efforts des commandos., accesuibillit6...

- ofpnhlbtlon doa planchea do bord a rdpertition dos Instruaments, liailbilitd, acconlbilltd,

- poatea do commandos (visours, armament, gaetlon xsat~mma..)l aeconiabIlltd, Ilabil~t6, facilitd
do mise en oeuvwe,

- viasurs, implantation, lHalbilitd, facilitd de mise en oeuvwe, lntertdrance ontre lse vaetuara

*pilots : vlaeur dolti - visew do c&Mqu,

*ti'eur a vlsuet principal - viasur as casque.

- tubes tito boases lisiblllti, accesalbliltti des commend.. lids. ALcoo visuamisations.

Toutes cee itudo. Goivent Stt. mendoe dama un preomier tampa point per point puia enaulte dana
utm contexts globel du vol. En offet, Iles aspoctsa egoiomlquae. dui contt~l hdllcoptir ainsi quo coux du contr&-
Is du tir nicisealtent almultandment Is proaque totalit4 do toua coe points. Ce. 6tudes dol',ent 6tt. finites dons
dea conditions do vol tactlque do jour et do nult en tenant compte des problime. di' ,lairement, d'dbloulsooment,
do reflet at do vlslhiWt avec lea jumeilee & boan nlveau do lumibro.

Los alarmas qul font pertle dune Rtude plus g~ndral. qui eat cello dos penne. ont un aspect ergo-
nomique fondamental. fl eat en offal easeoniel d~avertir Pi4qlpoge ma dual at sans amblvhtd do In penne qul
vient do survenhr et do laction A entreprendre. Litudeoerponomiqus des alarmes conaists en Is ddtermlnatlon
do type dealarme (visaulLe, sonAr., vocale , aemuocelie) £ activer pour alurter et Informer au mleux lI'qulpege.

Litudo dom symbologies quA a 6plement. un aspect erlornmiqae consists an I& difinition do. in-
formations aymboliquee prdsont4es au pilot. et au tlrour oir chacun do. supports do visuahlsation dont ils dis-

*visett t~te haute,
*via..r do coaque,



. denstuuto base,
posies& do commandos at vimaaloaetions,

on respectant I& cohdramc ot iihomogdndit entre lea dnnam at en adlectionnsnt lee informations ndcossarea

at auffisontis pour rhaque phase do vol..

-PH )asp .vol tactique do jour et do nult

*vol en conditions IMC
V,3 dol uit mat vo imkag thermique,

-navigationi Val tactigue,
*vol on conditions 1MC.

-otservationa, vim"e et tir viseur do oasque

visewr tate haute
ViSOUr Principal.

La symbologie qul eat Is rdponse du systime deas Vinterface 6quipage - systime eat 6galement is

supaport esuential damns i dialogue pilote - tireur.

Modes It commandos

Les modes et commandos sont lax entries do 1'interface 6quipaeg - systdmo d'srme. Cetto 6tudo

Out absolument essentielie en simulation car olle a des rdpercussions importentes our l'arhitecture du systdme.

Pour 1'hdiicoptiro HAP ce systime ost trio compiexe puisqu'ii y a 2 membris d'dquipoge disposant
chacun de 2 viseurs it mettant cn oeuvre 3 typos d'armenent (canon, missile, roquette).

Le0 ddcoupagi artificial dO A I'eacposA Aterit no correspond pea &I un bosoin H6 cux dtudis it eux

dyalustions. Au contreiro, les 6tudes d'ergonomle, do symbologie it do modes it commandos sont monies 3i-

multan~ment, chacun des thbmes aysnt des ripercussions sun Itsa utres.

Leaeaseals sont effectuds par trenches correspondent i des nivesux do difinition, cha.4ue trench.
so tenrminant avec 1-s phases do miss au point par une 6voluetion opirationnello.

3.4. Evatluation o_,Arationnslis.

Vesat I& phase finale des essais (ou des trenches d'ossais) o&N, A partir de scinenios opirationnels

correspondant A des missionw on ivalue Is niponse de Ilsnsembio ,r6hicule - systime et 6quipage faco aux bosomns
opdrationnels.

k Ainsi, pour chaque s,:inanio, 11 faut 4valuor:

o rgonomie des comnmandos,
*dialogue 6quipige - systime,

*dialogue piloto - tireur
*Influence du pilotaego ur Ia visit,
*influence du tin sun 1e pilotage,
*performances do tir,
*quantification do Ia charge do travail.
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4 -CONCLUSION -

Ce document prdsente Ion moyons de simulation mis en place au Contra d'bisals en Vol I STRE8
au profit des itudes hdlicaptir.. L'lmportance des moyons sinsi quo laws futures extensions i court term. fonkt de
ce simulateur urn outil essential pour Is divelciapemont des hillcoptire futur..

Opiratlonnel depuis 1084, co simulateur a ddji L zrmit do mener des itudes au profit do Philicop--
tWe HAP/HAC/PAH2. Un vest. programme d'smalu mis on place pour Ion annide. & venir permettra do rocuelilir
de pr4dlewea donnies avant lea mesais en vo; des hilicoptires do servitude puis des prototypes.
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SUIARY

Models of the open-loop hover dynamics of the XV-15 Tilt-Rotor Aircraft are extracted from flight
data using two approaches: frequency-domain and time-domain identification. Both approaches are reviewed
and the identification results are presented and compared in detail. The extracted models compare favor-
ably, with the differences associated mostly with the inherent weighting of each technique. Step
responses are used to show that the predictive capability of the models from both techniques is excel-
lent. Based on the results of this study, the relative strengths and weaknesses of the frequency and
time-domain techniques are summarized, and a proposal for a coordinated parameter identification approach
is presented.

NOMENCLATURE

p.qr roll rate, pitch rate, and yaw rate, respectively, deg/sec

u.vw longitudinal, lateral, and vertical velocities, respectively, r/sac

2 coherence function between variable x and y

~xy coeee
a,6. aileron s~rface deflection (deg), elevator surface deflection (deg), and rudder surfacedeflection (deg), respectively

6c power lever deflection, %

damping ratio

time delay

0,e,40 roll, pitch, and yaw angles, respectively, rEl (deg)

w• undamped natural frequency, red/sec

l/T inverse time constant, red/sec

1. INTRODUCTION

Dynamics identification methodologies generally fall into two categories: frequency-domain and time-
domain. The choice of techniques to be used is usually based on the analyst's personal familiarity with
the methods and on the specific application. Each approach has inherent strengths and weaknesses.
Frequency-domain identification uses spectral methods to determine frequency respoises between selected
input and output pairs. Then, least-squares fitting techniques are used in the frequency-domain to obtain
closed-form analytica" transfer-function models of linear input-to-output processes. Tift-domain identi-
fication first requires the selection of a state-space model structure, which may be linear or nonlinear.
M4odel parameters are identified by least-squares fitting of the response time-histories or by maximum
likelihood methods. Transfer functions for linear models and frequency responses can then be obtained
from the identified state-space formulation.

The US Army has been developing frequency-domain identification techniques in support of handling
qualities, flight, and simulation experiments. Extensive flight experiments have been conduc:ted on the
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XV-I Tilt-Rotor Aircraft (Fig. 1). References 1 and 2 prevent the identified open-loop freupency
respones, transfer functions, and model verification results. Frequency-domain identification tests have
also been recently conducted on the bell-214-ST single (teetering) rotor, and CH-4" tardem-rotoy aircraft
(Refs. 3 end 4). In the Federal Republic of Germany, the OFVLR has had extensive experience with maximum-
likelihood, time-domain identification techniques. Linear and nonlinear model-identification methods have
been developed. Much of the BFVLR experience with helicopter identification has been associated with ýne
highly coupled BO-105 hingoless-rotor helicopter (Refs. 5 and 6).

As part of an ongoing US/FRG Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) oni helicopter flight control, an
extensive joint study is being conducted to analyze the XV-15 data-base for the (open-loop) hover flight
condition using both time- and frequency-domain techniques. The primary objectives of this study are
to: (1) gain a better appreciation for the relative strengths and weaknesses of each technique; and
(2) develop improved methods of identification for rotorcraft.

This paper reviews the dynamics identification techniques which have been developed in the US end the
Federal Republic of Germany. The results of applying these techniques to the XV-15 data base are pre-
sented and compared, and sources of differences in the extracted models are discussed. Finally, conclu-
sions concerning the appropriate applications for each technique and proposals for unified identification
methods using both approaches are presented.

Fig. 1. The XV-15 Tilt-Rotor Aircraft. a) Hover configuration; b) cruise configuration.

2. OVERVIEW OF FREQUENCY-DOMAIN AND TIME-DOMAIN IDENTIFICATION TECH;IIQUES

A. Frequency-Domain Identification Method

The frequency-domain identification approach developed by the US Army is depicted in f;3. 2. Spec-
tral methods based on the Chirp z-transform are used to extract high-resolution frequency responses
between selected input and output pairs. The identification results are presented in Bode-plot format:
magnitude end phase of the output to the input versus frequency. These identification results are non-
'arametric because no model structure has been assumed. As such, they cin be very useful for flight..
control system design and handling-qualities compliance testing; for example, currently proposed handling-
qualities critaric for the LHX (Ref. 7) are based on frequency-domain parameters which can be read
directly from these graphical results. Frequency responses obtained from raal-time and nonreal-time simu-
lations can be compared directly with the flight data to expose limitations and discrepancies in the simu-
lator models (Ref. 1). The fact that this comparison car, be made initially without an a priori assumption
of model structure or order is especially important for verifying mathematical models of new aircraft
configurations. When the model structure and paraneter values are required, they may be obtained by fit-
ting the tabulated frequency-responses wvith analytical transfer-function codels to extract modal charac-
teristics. Ex-mples of this application are the testing of handling-quality soecifications given in
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FLIGHT DATA

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

FREQUENCY RESPONSE PLOT

II

,1 1)L. 1'0
w, Wd/W w, od/w

FOS DESIGN TRANSFER FUNCTION MATH MODEL

HANDLING QUALITIES MODELS COMPARISON

MODEL
VERIFICATION

Fig. 2. Frequency-domain identification method.

lower-order equivalent ýystem terms, and the examination of transfer function-based control system
designs. Since this fitting procedure is completed after the frequency response is extracted, the order
of the transfer function can be carefully selected to avoid an overparameterized model. Multi-input/
multi-output frequency-response methods are suitable for extracting a transfer matrix which Includes the
important coupling effects. Finally, the extracted models are driven with the flight-test control inputs
to verify the time-domain response chiracteristics.

The semilog frequency format of the Bode-plot presentation and subsequent transfer-function fit makes
the identified transfer-function and state-space mels most accurate at mid and high frequency (initial
time history transients). The low-frequency and steady-state response prediction of the extracted models
is generally not as good as in time-domain idenocification approaches.

B. Time-Domain Identification Method

The general approach used in time-domain identification is shown in Fig. 3. Time-based identifica-
tion techniques are initially applied to the data to check their internal compatibility. Data inconsis-
tencies resulting from calibration errors, drifts, or instrumentat .n failures are detected by comparing
redundant measurements from independent sensors, such as rate and attitude gyros, or altitude change and
vertical acceleration (Ref. 6). This approach, which can be used on-line, helps to ensure that only con-
sistent data are generated for the further evaluation and system identification.

For this next step, the aircraft dynamics are modeled by a set of differential equations describing

the external forces and moments in terms of accelerations and state and control variables. The coeffi-
cients in these equations are the stability-derivatives. In some cases, a priori values for these deriva-
tives can be obtained from analytical calculations, wind-tunnel data, or from start-up identification
techniques such as a least-squares method. The responses of the model and aircraft resulting from the
flight-test control inputs are then compared. The response differences Are minimized by the identifica-
tion algorithm which iteratively adjusts the model parameters. In this sense, aircraft system identifica-
tion implies the extraction of physically defined aerodynamic and flight mechanics parameters from flight-
test data. Usually, it is an off-line procedure since some skill and iteration are needed to develop an
appropriate model formulation. Model formulation Involves consideration of model structure, selection of
significant parameters, and inclusion of important nonlinearities. Time-domain techniques yield a multi-
i nput/multi-output model that is appropriate for application in stability and control analysis, simula-
tion, and control system design. The identified parameters are also useful for ow-arison and correction

* of analytically or wind-tunnel derived stability-derivatives (Ref. 8).

L

. t
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Fig. 3. Time-domain identification method.

A key leatu,.• of the time-domain Identification technique is that the extracted models are based on
the curve fitting of the original measured (time-comain) flight-test data. Errors which may occur in the
transformation of the data from the time- to the frequency-domain are thus avoided. The identified models
can then be easily presented in the frequency-domain as Bode plots (,r, if the identified model is linear,
also as parametric cransfer-functions.

3. IDENTIFICATION OF XV-15 OPEN-LOOP DYNAMICS IN HOVERING FLIGHT

This section reviews th- XV-15 flight-test data base for parameter identification and presents and
compares the results of (linear) frequency and time-domain identification methods for the open-loop hover
flight condition. For illustrative purposes, the roll response identification is discussed in detail.

A. Flight-Test Data Base

The complete data base for dynamics idantification incltdes four flight conditions from hover to
cruise. The present study concentrated exclusively on the identification of the open-loop hover dynamics
because:

The dynamics for this fli~ht condition are coupled and very unstable which makes thin case the most
difficult to analyze.

Nonlin.ar effects are the most significatet in the hover flight condition, which allows a good demon-
strition of the nonlinear identification techniques developed by the DFVLR.

Focusing an tne rot r-borne flight Condition maximizes the carry-over of the present experience to
future rotorcraft identification s).udies to be carried out under the 1OU.

The pitch and r(l1 axis In.tabilities for the hover flight condition are characterized by a time-to-
double amlituae of about 3 sec. Therefore, long-period inputs needed to identify the low-frequency
vehicle dynamics are not practical for the Rpen-lo.2 hovering vehicle. Extraction of the open-loop
vehicle dynamics from closed-loop testing is possible subject to an important condition: the total
surface deflection, which is comprised of inputs from the pilot and the stability and control augmentation
system (SCAS), must contain a significant component which is uncorrelated with the response of the vehicle
(Ref. 9). Then, the required low-frequency Inputs can be conducted on the closed-loop (stable) vehicle.

Flight-Test Inputs. Two types of inputs were executed in the idertification flight tests.
•Frequency-sweep" inputs were used for woel extraction, and step inputs were used for model verification,

Two typicat concatenat~d lateral stick frequency-sweeps completed during the hover flight tests of
the XV-15 are shown in Fig. 4a. These tests used pilot-generated rather than computer-generated inputs.
The sweep is initiated with two low-frequency input cycles corresponding to the lower bound of the fre-
quency rAnge of primary interest (0.2-6.0 red/sec). These cycles ensure good ecitation of the low-
frequency vehicle dynamics. After the initial two low-frequency cycles, the lateral stick is Oscillated
at progressively higher frequencies for an additional 50 sec. By the end of the 90 sec duration test, the
stick is being driven at fairly high frequencies (4 Hz shown in Fig. 4). The input amplitudes are fairly
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Fig. 5. Roll-rate response (p) during lateral frequency-sweeps.

small at low frequency where vehicle motions are considerable, with larger inputs ac mid frequency, and
smaller inpuls again at very high frequency. The associated aileron surface deflection (total input to
the aircraftt) shown in Fig. 4b reflects a significant component from the pilot input (note that a and
4
ILAT are de•tined with opposing sign conventions). The resulting roll-rate amplitudes of 10-20 deg/sec as
shown in rig. 5 are typical for frequency-sweep tests. The frequency-sweep is especially well suiteo for
frequency-domain identification because it is a periodic Input fore that excites the vehicle in all of its
dominant modes of r•.+ion w

4thin the frequency range of interert. This input also has some advantages for
time-domain identif~cation. Vehicle excitation is restricted to be within the frequency-range of model
applicability which is especially Important for meaninqful state-space paraftter results (Ref. 4). Also,
the monoto.,,c increase in frequency allo..s the time-domain identification to 3e frequency-weighted which
compensates fur the inherent low-frequency weighting of this method.

Stop inpi.ts are commonly used it the flight test community to expose dominant vehkcle chrracteris-
t,cs, %,o they ,epresent a good test of the identified model's predictive capability. Step inputs were

k executed in both. the open- and closed-loop condition. Open-loop verification ensures that the identified
models refiect the dynamics of the open-loop vehicle and not those of the inverse feedback element
(Ref. 9). Step Inputs with the flight-c^ntrol sysca*m engaged are also useful sinc- the steadier initial
condit. ins allow fine differences between the model and the flight responses to be exposed.

B. Friqusr.cv-DOodin Identification

The most important ?tQ in the frequercy-domain identification procedure is the extraction of accu-
rate, high-resolution frequency responses between the various input and output pairs. A key metric for

assess ng the quality of the frequency-response identification is the coherencit function ('f2 ). This

frequpncy-dependent function Indicates that fraction of the output response which is linearly related to
the excitation signal. The randm error associated with the frequency-response identification is depen-
dent on the value of the coherence function at each frequency, and on the number of (independent) time
history sements (%itndoAs, Nd):

t
Although the aileron, elevator, and rudder surfaces are not effective in hover, they continue to be

act!ated in addition to the primary effectors which are the rotor collective and swashplate •r .trols. It
j Iwas found to be most expedient to refer all the transfer functions to these surface deflections, since
V- neglecting the small servo lags, these are related to the sum of the pilot and SCAS inputs through &

mixing rat 0 which is constant across the entire flight envelope.
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The length of the window (secs) determine the ~amnt of low frequency power and the associated low-
frequency coherence which can be achieved. Low variance in the spectral Identification therefore requires
high coherence and multiple concatenated time-histury records, initial analyset of the XV-15 data base
used all available reptat runs (three were 'ied in the original analysis of mtf. 1), without concern of
the Individual coherence quality of each run. Subsequent time-dom4in analyses by the OFVLR and frequency-
domain analyses by the US Army indicated .hat sam of the frequency-swemp rtuns were unsuitable for Identi-
fication, and should be removed from the concatenation procedure. In the caste of the lateral axis fre-
quency-sweep, one of the three runs was found to he unsuitable because of low coherence. The frequency-
response obtained with the remaiing two (good) runs has substantially improved spectrAl quality. This
frequency response and the associated coherence function are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Good identification
is achieved over the frequen.y range 0.2-9.0 red/sec.

The magnitude response peak is due to the dominant roll modes which are in the frequency-range of
0.5-1 rad/sec; the associated phase rise indicates that the modes are unstable. At the higher frequencies
(1.0-10 rad/sec), the magnitude and phase plots follow a K/s characteristic. The value of the constant
(K) is the roll response sensitivity (L& ). The relatively flat phase response at high frequency indi-
cates a very small value of effective till delay. Finally. the drop in coherence function near the etgni-
tude peak suggests the existence of nonlinearities for largo vehicle motions.

(1) Lateral/Directional Transfer-Function Models

The selection of the order and structure of the transfer-function models is predominantly based on
three important factors (Ref. 4):

(a) The models must be appropriate to the frequency-range of concern (0.2-6.0 rad/sec in the
present study).

(b) The models mus'. provide a reasonable fit of the input-to-output frequency response within
the frequency range associated with good coherence.

(c) The selected models should be based on a theoretical analysis of the effective physical
order of the system. Therefore, the a;'propriate transfer-function models are a function ot flight condi-
tion and flight-control system status (i.e., SCAS-on or SCaS-off).

For the open-loop XV-15 in the hovering flight condition, the yaw (and heave) responses are essen-
tially decoupled and first order in nature. Therefore, an appropriate model for yaw-rate response to
pedal inputs Is:

N6 r e~it

r ra(2)
6 (s) + 11Tv)

The on-axis roll (and pitch) responses are dominated by the hovering cubic, and as seen in Fig. 6 have one
excess pole at high frequency:

L s s ( I/ T . ) (I /T , ) e "•T s ( 1

'-a (s) T = (l/ I(/T d)[ wr,.]

The dominant source of coupling in the open-loop configuration is the yaw response to lateral stick
inputs. This coupling arises from the rotor torque differential which accompanies the differential

collective inputs used for roll control. Frequency-response identification of the coupled response
(Ref. 1) Indicates an appropriate transfer-function model of:

NA (1/T )lC , e 
2

a (s) _ ( 1 T
y( 1 T

rar r (4)

The denominator parameters of the lateral/directional transfer-functIor models (Eqns. 2-4) represent
natural dynamics modes of the vehicle. Therefore, the cmmon modes mist have the same values for all
three responses. Maintaining this relationship is essential for achieving unique and physically meaning-
ful transfer-function nodels. While it is possible to fit all three responses simultaneously to maintain
the commonality of deaominator parameters, this approach is not the best. A better strategy is to iden-
tify individual parameters from the on-axis frequency-response in which they have the dominant effect.

*Window overlapping further reduces theyrandom erroe below that shown in Eqn. (1) (Ref. 9)1+Shorthand notation: It, .1 Implies s + 2?us + a , c - damping ratio, w - undamped n~atural

frequency (rad/sec); and (I/T) implies s + (I/T), red/sec.
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Than these parameters are fIxed in the identification of the off-axis transfer-functions. $0, for exam-
ple, the following yaw response transfer-function is obtained frm the pedal sweeps:

r 0 0 "°02101r, (s) - M y .a (5)

This result shows that the yaw response of the tilt-rotor cenfiouration is very lightly damped, as com-
pared to a staniard helicopter with a tail rotor. The sw.ll effective time delay indicates that lags
caused by uneodeled high-frequency dynamics are negligible.

The next step is to identify the roll-rate trensfel function (p/A.). Since the yaw mode has been
identified in Eqn. 5, this parameter is fixed in the roll-response transfer function (Cqn. 3). Then the
remaining parameters are varied to obtain the best least-squares fit of the roll rate frequency-response
(Fig, 6):

L- (s) . -13.71osi-0.107•(0.412~e"70-0313s()
a a O. [ (0.415, 0.44716)

The fitting range is from 0.2-9.0 rad/sec. in which the coherence function (Y ap) indicates good spectral

accuracy. As expected from the phase response characteristics (Fig. 6b), the open-loop roll-response
dynamics are dominated by an unstable roll mode with the frequency of about 0.4 rad/sec. The associated
time-to-double amplitude is 3.5 sec. The pole-zero pair (I/T, )/(I/Ty) is at very low frequency and
nearly cencels out. This reveals that yaw coupling does not nUticeably affect the roll-response charac-
teristics. Therefore, a lower-order roll response model which contains only the hovering (lateral) cubic
roots (l/Tr) rw.r,%] and entirely ignores yaw coupling is an appropriate approximation for this vehicle.
This assumption i coion for hovering aircraft. The low-frequency numerator factor (I/T 0 1 ) associated
with lateral translation daiping, is marginally unstable (tim-to-double amplitude - 7.5 sec) indicating a
very low value of the velocity daping derivative (Y,). Finally, the effective time delay for the roll
response (T ) is m11, suggesting that, as in the yaw response (Eqn. 5), the unmodeled high-frequency
lags are not significant.

With the lateral/directional denominator factors (dominant vehicle modes) identified using the
on-axis frequency-responses, the numeeator factors of the off-axis response (r/za) can 7,,'w be extracted.
The denominator factors of Eqn. 4 are fixed and the least-squares fit gives:

r (s) . -. 1lOa (07)00s

In the frequency range u • 1.2 red/sec. the yaw response to aileron inputs is dominated entirely by the
coupling derivative, III. At low frequencies, the dynamics are affected by the unstable hovering cubic.

As shown in Figs. ke and 6b. the transfer-function model of Eqn. 6 is a good representation of the
identified roll response in the range of satisfa•.tory coherence (0.2-9.0 red/sac). Although the present
transfer-function model (Eqn. 6) is not significantly different from that obtained previously (Ref. 1)
using all of the available swemp runs (including the poor quality runs), the match between the model and
flight data is significantly improved,



Close examinetion of F11. 6 showt that the mtch Imetwee the modal e flight data ii Miogs
maditule than in ehs. This is because of the relative Veightifl WItedt for the Identification
megnitude error% -1 phese error) which is .~ for lowrt-rder equivalent system matching (Ref. 10).
On the basis of the steep Phase response of the flight data at the domin•nt 06 (N - 0.5 red/soc) as
compared to the transfer-function model, a lower (les negative) dapint ratio is indicated. This incon-
sistency between the megnitude end phase responses indicates nonlinear behavior in the donent modes of
roll motion. As mentioned previoutly, this Is also reflected by the drop In coherence in the so" fro.
quency range. Significant side-by-side nonlinear rotor intaractions are know to exist for earge laterel-
velocity transient%, as were encountered during the low-frequency inputs.

The lateral/directional treansfer-function model results of this section ara sumarized in Table 1.

(e) Longitudinal Transfer-function Models

In hovering vehicles, pitch and roll dynamics are analogous. The pitch response is dingted by a
longitudinal hovering cubic eselogous to the lateral hovering cubic, and a first-order heve* response is
analogous to the first-order yaw response. Power laver (vertical control) and longitudinal stick inputs
do not induct significant inter-axis coupling in the XV-15 configuration.

Spectral analysis oa" the individual pitch-sweeps showed that only om of the three runm had satisfac-
tory coherenc for use in identification. (The original analysis of Ref. I used all throe runs.)
Transfer-function models ere extracted from the identified frequency responses using the s% approach
discussed above for the lateral/directional dynamics. The hoeve response is determined first frm collec-
tive swee•p, and then the pitch response Is determined with the identified heave made (I/Tn) f ixed. The
resulting transfer functions for pitch rate And vertical acceleration responses are Suumared in Table 1.
As in the roll case, the pitch response Is dominated by a hovering (longitudinal) cubic. comprised of a
low-freqLenCy unstable oscillation, kc,w pl, and a stable aperiodic mode (h/lp). Also, the pitch
transfer-function model fitS the identifled frequency response much better in mkgnitude than in phase.
Based on phase response considerations alone, the unstable dmping ratio would, as before, be much I mer
(loss negative). The discrepancy between the magnitude and phase fi '. again due to nonlinearitip.
associated with the large velocity perturbations encountered during L • low-frequency inputs.

C. Time-Domain Identification

Maximum likelihood (ML) technique is generally accepted as one of the most suitable time-based
methods for aircraft parameter identificetion. The min advents9es of the ML stimation are:

(1) It yields asymptotically unbiased and consistent estimates for linear systems.

TABL[ I Compariton of Transfer-Funiction Models for Hover

Frequency-Doomin Identification Time-Domain Identification
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(1) It provides the Crar-Rm-Imui, which ita a Miute of the reliability of each eatimete.

(3) It yields the correlation bet ee the identified par-atters.

loth the Crffw4kes4eend ad the parameter coorvulation help to develop an approriate mOde $true-
ture *wii to eweid ever-paramtarizetion. A nonlinear smuiu likelihood mathod developed by OFYLR

11f' I, 11) was, atIlied for tim-domain Identification of the XV-il1. This technique ailos, a general
lister ami weilimr Mdel formuaetion of the state and meaurffeat eqations:

a~t) a f(a(t). V(t) Am au1) R~t * 0)M 0  S
A~t) - g10(t). uMM Au, a) + &y

ita ONUSIaI state vector
I - moute" variables
M a measured control vector
`0 aInitial conditions
a - aystes paratorsi

".& - rf shifts '
The initial conditions and twro shift terms are included to compensate for drifts and offsets in the

fro the XV-15 data evaluation. the ML proogrom was first uti',izd to check comatibility of the ma&-
surmants. ean to reconstruct the nioneeasured data. Then the program wat used for the perimeter identif i-
cation Itself. In the following sections. these steps are discussed in detail.

a. Data Compatibility and Reconstruction

The MVIS Instrumentation system proidea attitude rates, attitude angles. and linger accelerationu.
Speed Measurement for the hover flight Condition are not available. Therefore. only the compatibility of
the angular data could be evaluated. A satisfactory agraeemnt between calculated and measured angles was
found and no additional corrections were made. for the frequency sweps, speed components were derived by
integrating the measured linter accelerations. Since, for these tests. the aircraft is in trim at the
beginn~ing and the end of each *geep, speed equation biases can be estimated to meet the boundary condi-
tions: u(0) a v(0) ;aw(O); *u(t 5) - v(tr) a w(tf) - 0. For the system identification. the Calculated
velocity variables ar includad in the meesurement toctor together with the linear accelerations.
Strictly spoaking. tWIN derived data do not providt additional information about the systax dynamics;
however, they help to keep the speed response of the model within a realistic range and to prevent long-
term speed drifts. This characteristic is important since the identificatioi procedures requires the
integration of highly unstable (hover) systee differential mqutions for a time duration of about 90 sec.

b. Identification of the Lateral/Directional Notion

Preliminary timea-domain identification analyses showd that the longitudinal and lataral/directional
motions of the XV-1S arm practically decoupled. The main emphasis was placed on the idelltification of a
linear lateral/directional model. This Model is represented by (linear) differential equottions for the
lateral force. rolling moment, and yawing moments. The general 3 [OF model is;

i - Ax * lu * 4

y -Cx + Du + by

tT (a.v. p. r. s)Cy , pA rd a

The unknow Coefficients in tdo state matrices CA and C) and the control matrices (9 and D) are the
desired stability and cortrol derivative%. The bias vectors bx and by are estimated constants repre-
senting drifts and tero shifts.

17A each flight test, a controller (either a4 or Or) was used to excite the aircraft modes. To
obtain sufficient information about both roll and yaw motion for the identification. data obtained from an
ai leron end a rudder sweep wae combined. This *multiple run evaluation' yields one common moedl for both
rus (except for the bias tems, which must be estimated for each individual run). This approach he% been
used successfully in previous helicoptar Identification studios (Ref. 5).

Three main characteristics of the XV-15 lateral/directional dynamics became obvious from the initial
identification analysis:
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The yaw motion which is due to rudder inputs is virtually decoupled and the significant parameters,
yaw damping and the control derivative, can easily be extracted from the rudder-sweep data. Yaw-
model and aircraft tim histories are in good agreement.

There is some coupling from the aileron inputs to the yaw motion. Therefore, the control-coupling
derivative Nag was included for identification.

For the aileron-sweep data, it was not possible to obtain a satisfactory curve fit for the total run
duration. The major difficulty is the identification of the roll-moment equation and, consequently,
the fit of the roll-rate response.

The third characteristic caused some severe identification problems and was investigated in more detail.

One approach to this problem was to use shorter time intervals of the aileron sweep (only the low- or
mid- or high-freqUency part). With this approach, the responses of the identified models fit the measured
roll rates almost perfectly. However, there were major differences in the estimated parameters from the
original identification based on the total run duration. Tests with different a priori values to start
the ML technique were also made to ensure that the ML criterion did net lead to local minima (a common
identification prublem). Results from these calculations clearly showed that the data contain strong
nonlinearities which cannot be described by a linearized model. One logical next step is the extension of
the model to include the appropriate nonlinearities; this extension will be addressed later. Another
possibility is to stay with a linear model, accept its deficiencies, and define its range of validity and
applicability. This approach is discussed first.

Lateral/directional model identification was conducted separately on the thiee available aileron-
sweep runs, each in combination with a rudder-sweep run. When the total run duration was used, all three
sweep results showed the same tenden'.y:

The model response matched the low-frequency part of the data fairly well.

The model response underestimated the flight data as the input frequency increased, with up to a 50%
error in roll rate at high-input frequencies.

These results make sense in lignt of the ML identification criterion:

L - [(z(ti) - y(t 1 ))T . R" . (z(tQ) - y(tt))] + N/2 • In IRI (10)i-i

where

N - number of data points
z - measurement vector
y - model response vector
R - measurement noise covariance matrix

The optimum is -eached when the differences between the amplitudes of the measured and calculated time
histories are rinimized. From Fig. 4b, it is seen that about 701 of the total run duration of the
aileron-sweep is low-frequency data. Consequently, the identification method emphasizes primarily the
longer-duration, low-frequercy part of the data, and sacrifices the accuracy of the shorter, high-
frequency pa-t. For many applications, the initial and short term (higher-frequency) response of a system
is of more interest than the long term (lower-frequency) behavior. Therefore, it was desirable to improve
the identification result for the higher-frequency range, allowing larger errors for the low frequen-

N cies. Methods to meet this objective are:

k i. Conduct frequency-sweeps with more emphasis on the high-frequency content.

ii. Apply alternate control inputs (e.g., multisteps) which excite mostly the mid- and high-
frequency dynamics.

iii. Use only the higher-frequency sweep data for the identification.

These approaches were either not possible (new flight testing required for options i and ii) or they were
felt to be a poor compromise (iii).

Another solution is to increase the influence of the amplitude errors for a selected part of the
data. When frequency-sweep inputs are used, this can be done by the "multiple segment evaluation": a
part of the data (e.g.. high-frequency range) is treated as a separate test. It is combined severdl times
with the original test data so that, in principal, the weighting of the chosen data points is arbitrarily
increased. This approach worked satisfactorily, but it yielded an increased number of unknown biases,
needed more data handling and, in particular, required more computing time. But pursuing this basic idea,
the identification program was modified to allow different weighting of selectr.td time periods within one
run. This approach turned out to be very efficient as it does not require estimating any additional
parameters, or computing capacity.
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The data weighting technique was applied for the identification of the aileron frequency-sweeps.
Increased weights were musd for the roll-rate fit errors which occurred in the higher-frequency part Of
the data. Good agreement of the measured end calculated date was thus obtained for the mid- and high-
frequency inputs, whereas there were larger discrepancies for the low-frequency inputs. Also, there was
good consistency of results for the three repeat runs. The results also confirmed that it is advantageous
to keep the low-frequncy data In the evaluation as they provide the necessary speed-derivative informa-
tion. The mean values and standard deviations for the derivatives obtained from the identification of the
aileron iswepsi are suemarized in Table 2. As time-domain techniques tend to be sensitive to phase shifts.
a time lag for the control input was estimated as a multiple of the saepling rate. In state-space format.
the final tim-domain identific&tion (men-velue) model for the lateral/directional motion is:

[vi [0.0749 0 9.81 0 v .0.0112 0

-0.01I -0.539 0 -0.349 1p -0.0617 0 ra
1, 0 1 0 0 40 0 Lr]

S 0.00140 0 0 -0.0715 [r 0.00615 0.0128

units: v : N/sec
p.r : red/sec
4 red
dbr:d"g

*Tina delay In control input is -0.0320 sec.

Figure S gives the time-history comparison for one of the sweeps with the state-space model. Once again,
this final time-domain model correlates wall at sadium and high frequency, with sone discrepancy at low
frequency. Overall, however, the agreement is quite satisfactory.
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--- TIME-DOMAIN IDENTIFICATION
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The present XV-15 study is the first experience with explicit data weighting. This techiique cer-
tainly requires further development and, as with ail such weighting methods, should be used very care-
fully. In this regard, the comparison with the frequency-domain results is very helpful in evaluating the
confidence and the range of validity of the results.

c. Identification of the Longitudinal Motion

For the identificatiop of the longitudinal model, an elevator sweep test was combined with a power
sweep test. The identification results for the longitudinal dynamics were analogous to the preceding
lateral/directional results:

The heave equation is practically decoupled and can easily be identified from the power sweep tests
to obtain the vertical damping and the control derivatives.

The elevator sweep showed the same tendency as the aileron sweeps: it was not possible to determine
a model that is equally good for the low- and high-frequency range. Again, the main problem occurred
in the moment equation so that the discrepancies were seen in the pitch-rate comparison.

Only one of the three available flight tests could be evaluated. When the other two tests were used, the
identification results diverged and became unusable. This is in agreement with ithe frequency-domain anal-
ysis which also indicated some problems with these runs. For the one remaining elevator sweep run, the
first 30 sec of data had to be removed in order to reach convergence in the estimation. Again, the data-
weighting technique was successfully used to obtain a satisfactory fit for the higher frequency part of
the data. The longitudinal model parameters are given in Table 2. Unfortunately, the identified longitu-
dinal model is based on only a rather limited amount of data. Therefore, except for the heave equation,
this model cannot be expected to have the same level of rei'abiiity as the lateral/directional model.
However, the good comparison with the frequency-domain results as discussed in the next sections show that
the time-domain model accurately represents the XV-15 longitudi 0 dynamics.

TABLE 2 ae-Dmain Identification Results

Derivative Mean Variance Standard Deviation Standard De'viation

(% of mean value)

a) Lateral/Directional Paramet runs'

Yv -0.0749 2.04 x . 1.0143 -19.1

Lv -0.0179 5.67 .1G"6 0.00'38 -13.3

Y~a -0.0116 1.41 - 10-7 0.000376 -3.37

Lp -0.559 1.03 . 10-2 0.101 -18.1

Mv G.00141 3.45 x 10- 0.00186 132.
Lr -0.349 i.33 - 10-2 0.115 -33.0

-0.0617 3.00 - IO-6 0.00173 -2.81

NLa 0.00615 2.15 - 10-7 0.000463 7.53
Nr -. (71715 6.00 - 10"6 0.00245 -3.42

9N r 0.0127 1.78 . I0-7 0.000422 3.30

b) Longitudinal Parameters (1 run)

xu -0.0636
x o0.0175
X~e 0.0939 units: u,v,w : m/sec

Zu -0.0685 pq,r rad/sec

Zw -0.122 4
a,

8
eo

6
r : deg

Z6e -0.0469 6
c :

Z6c -0.00959 X,Y,Z : n

Mu 0.0204 L.MN : n-m

Mw -0.00160

Mq -0.477
M1e -0.0401
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4. COMPARISON OF IDENTIFICATION RESULTS

This section compares the frequency- and time-domain identification results. This comparison is done
in frequency- and time-domain formats, since both are important for ensuring model fidelity. In the
frequency-domain format, transfer-function parameters from the frequency-domain identilication are com-
pared with those obtained from the state-space formulation. AisO, frequency responses from the two models
are compared with the flight-data frequency response. Since the frequency-domain format is the Onatural
envlronmen'ý' for frequency-domain identification. the models obtained from this approach generally fit the
flight-data responses better than those obtained from time-domain identification. Comparison in the time-
domain format is achieved by driving the frequency-domain models with the frequency-sweep input histories.
The resulting responses are compared with the responses of the vehicle and the time-domain identification
fits. Since this is the Nnatiral enviromment" for time-domain identification, models identified using
this approach generally match the flight date eetter here. (The detailed discussion of the results for
the roll-axis is continued, and the results for the remaining axes are again sumarized.)

A. Comparison in the Frequcncy-Domain Format

Transfer functions are obtained from the time-domain identification results of Eqn. 11 (and Table 2)
by Cramer's rule, and are tabulated for comparison with the frequency-domain results in Table 1.

(1) Latertl/directional Models

The results of Table I indicati that the lateral/directional modes (denominator factors of the trans-
fer functions) are nearly identical for both techniques, except for the difference in the unstabli damping
ratio (cR). The high-frequency gain And time delay of the three trard-fer-functions compare very well,
while there are some differences in the low-frequency numerator factors.

The relative significance of the differences ii, the transfer-function parameters can be more clearly
seen from the frequency-response comparison of the models with the flight data. The roll responses of the
identified Models and the aircraft are shown in Fig. 9. At frequencies )f W > 1 red/sec, both models
correspond almost exactly with the flight data. Also, both models correctly predict a low-frequency
instability at w - 0.5 rad/ser, with d falling magnitude response for lower frequencies.

A closer examination cf the magnitude and phase comparisons shows that the frequency-domain identifi-
cation result matches the magnitude-response curve better than the time-domain identification result in
the vicinity of the dominant mode (w - O.5 rad/sec). However, tho. time-domain identification result
matches the phase-response curve beLter in this frequency-range. This difference is due entirelv to the
inherent weighting of the two methods. In the frequency-domain idantification method, the relative
weighting between magnitude and phase is arbitrary, but the standard choice (1 I03 error: 7' error) has
produced satislactory results in a number of identification studies conducted by one of the authors
(Refs. 1-4). In time-domain identific;-tion, the performance index is much more sensitive to phase errors.
which generate a large arc4 between the model and flight-data responses. Thus, the phase response is more
closely matched. Also, time-domain idenLification resuits can be highly sensitive to the identified value
of time-delay, which must ke an integral multiple of the sample rate.

The fact that magnitude and phase curves cannot be matched simultaneously in either frequency or
time-domain identification methods further Indicates the existence of important nonlinearities in the low-
frequency roll oscillation modes. Therefore, linear models (from eith,!r method) are a comtomise and
cannot fully characterize the nonlinear behavior of the vehicle. Both methods capture the important
vehicle response characteristics and are generally in good agreemtnt with each other. Similar agreement
is also exhibited in the yaw responses to rudder (r/sr) and aileron (r/aa) inputs.

- FLIGHT DATA
-... FREOUENCY.DOMAIN IDENTIFICATION

TIME-DOMAIN IDENTIFICATION

-20 -,

0

• "i...( i""'...... . .......... . .

-2cC
(jb)

.1 1 lO
IREQUENCY, rad/nc

Fig. 9. Comparison of roll-response models (p/-a.) in the frequency-domain format, a) Magnitude;
b) phase.
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(2) Longitudinal Models

The comparison of transfer-function models for the longitudinal degrees-of-freedom is very similar to
the preceding results for the lateral/directional degrees-of-freedom. The dominant modes of motion for
the two methods are very c.ose, except for the difference in the unstable damping ratio, cp (again roughly

a factor of 2). The high-frequency gain and time delays of the two transfer functions are also nearly
identical, with some differences in the low-frequency numerator parameters. As before, the frequency-
response match between the two mcwtels and the flight data is nearly identical for frequencies greater than
I red/sec. Also, in the frequency range near the dominant mode (. - 0.5 rad/sec), the frequency-domain
model fits the magnitude response better. while the time-domain model fits the phase response better.
Once again, nonlinearities and differences in Inherent weighting of the methods is the cause of this
discrepancy. In general, however, the agreement between the models and the flight data is quite
satisfactory.

B. Comparison in the Tim-Domain Format

Transfer functions obtained free the frequency-domain identification were converted into a canonical
state-space representation to generate time histories for the comparison with the flight-test data. A
bias term was estimated for each equation (using a least-squares procedure) to compensate for zero '-ts
and drifts. Figure 10 she-is an aileron-sweep time history compared with the frequency-domain iden Led
model, and the tim-domain identified model. For thc high-frequency inputs, both models yield vir. .y

the same result and agree with the flight-test data. In the lower fiequency range, some differences
between the two models and differences with the flight-test data can be seen. Generally. the agreement
with the flight data is quite satisfactory, so it can be stated that both identified models represent the
dynamics of the aircraft fairly well. The discrepancies between the two model responses, however, indi-
cate that no unique model can be identified; the slightly different results reflect the spec4fic Identifi-
cation criterion of each metho.. This cunfirms the preceding conclusions from the comparison in the
frequency-domain format.

5. TIME-DOMAIN VERIFICATION USING STEP-RESPONSE DATA

A good way to Judge the utility of the identification results is to compare the prediction of the
identified models with the vehicle response for inputs other than those which were used in the identifica-
tion procedure. Here, step inputs are used since these are quite different from the frequency-sweep forms
which are used in identification. (These step inputs tended to be very rounded in nature, so low-pass,
preconditioning to remove high-frequency elements of the input signal is not necessary as was done in
fef. 4.)

- FLIGHT DATA
FREQUENCY-DOMAIN MODEL

-- TIME DOMAIN MODEL
10

6

,r-6

-10-15 rI
15

10

• . 0

to,

-10

-15
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

TIME, no

Fig. 10. Comparison of roll-response models in the time-domain format.
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A. Lateral/Directional Motion

The identification of the yaw motion did not cause any difficulties. Therefore, a satisfactory pre-
diction capability can be expected. Figure 11 compares the yaw-rate model responses with the measured
data for a pedal-step input. Good agreement is apparent for both models. The small discrepancies are
caused by an inaccurate calibration factor between pedal and rudder (surface) deflection, and some mid-
frequency mismetch of the first-order yaw model (Ref. 9).

Identification problems associated with the aileron-sweep evaluation have been discussed in detail.
The verification using step input data offers a good possibility to check the validity of the linear
models. Lateral stick step-inputs were flown with the roll SCAS-off and the yaw SCAS-on; so the measured
yaw-rate response shown in Fig. 12 results from the pilot's lateral stick end pedal inputs, and the yaw-
SCAS activity. The comparison of the roll rate (p) and roll angle (o) response proves that both models
are able to predict accurately the aircraft motion. This agreement is also true for the yaw rate compari-
son which indicates that the coupling derivative (Na ) was correctly identified. Minor differences
between the two model responses probably result as before from the different weighting methods.

8. Longitudinal Notion

The heave response is practically decoupled and gave no problems in either identification method;
good verification results are expected. Figure 13 shows that the power step responses agree with the
measured (quite noisy) vertical acceleration data. The responses are shown separately for the two models
since they are practically identical and cannot be distinguished when shown within the same plot.

- FLIGHT DATA
---- FREQUENCY-DOMAIN MODEL
- ------ TIME.DOMAIN MODEL

10 -. ..

SJ\
E:1

20 . . . . . . . . . .- .. . -
15

10

-FLIGHT DATA -5
FREQUENCY.DOMAIN MODEL -10 (bW

40f1
10

ol

-10 Tal DOAN OE -16
".20

-10 3

-20 2

-40-
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 0 2 4 a a 10 12

TIME, ow TIME, mc

SFig. 11. Comparison of yaw-rate response Fig. 12. Comparison of lateral/directional
prediction for step rudder input (yaw SCAS..off). response prediction for step aileron input (roll

a) Pedal input ±100% aped 44 deg 6
r; b) yaw- SCAS-off, yaw SCAS-on). a) Aileron Input; b) roll

rate response. rate; c) roll angle; d) yaw rate.
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-FLIGHT DATA

64

56

R4

1.10
FREQUENCY-DOMAIN MODEL

1.06

1.00

.90

1.10 4 -----

TIMETDOMAIN MODEL
1.06

,41.00

.90-
0 4 8 12 16 20 2ý4 28

TIME, wc

Fig. 13. Comparison of vertical-acceleration respc:.se prediction for step power lever input, a) Power

lever input; b) frequency-domain model; c) time-domain model.

Nonlineerities and a limited pitch-response data base led to problems in identifying a longitudinal
model, as has been discussed. Therefore, the verification tests using elevator steps are particularly
helpful in checking the reliability of the two models. Figures 14 ahd 15 compare the pitch-model
responses for two different flight conditions: pitch SCAS-off and pitch SCAS-on. In both cases, the
Identified models yield a good prediction of the aircraft response. Again, the minor differences between
the responses are due to the inherent weighting of each method.

The SCAS-off data fit of Fig. 14 is of special interest. Since the models were extracted from

SCAS-on flight-test data, some output/input correlation cannot be avoided and may lead to significant
identification errors; In the worst case, the inverse feedback transfer function rather than the open-loop
aircraft response would be identified (Ref. 9). However, the good agreement between the model time his-
tories and the SCAS-off flight data in Fig. 14 clearly demonstrates that the open-loop dynamics of the
aircraft were determined. The overall excellent correlation of the models and step-response data adds

confidence to the accuracy of identified derivatives and transfer functions, and the estimation
techniques.

6. NONLINEAR IDEL IDENTIFICATION

The preceding identification results from both time- and frequency-domain techniques have demon-
strated that linear model identification yielded a compromise bitween low- and high-frequency data fits,
or between magnitude- and phase-response fits. They suggest the existence of significant nonlinearities,
particularly in the roll and pitch axes. Therefore, the nonlirear maximum likelihood time-domain method
was utilized to identify an extended model and to Investigate the importance of various parametric terms.

Relatively large amplitude aircraft responses during the low-frequency inputs (see, for example,
Fig. 8) are a comion characteristic of all of the frequency-sweep flight-test data. Deviations from the
steady-state trim are in the range of:

9-14 l/sec in lateral speed (aileron-sweep)

8-11 i/sec In longitudinal speed (elevator-sweep)

25-37 deg in roll angle (aileron-sweep)

17 deg in pitch angle (elevator-sweep)
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- FLIGHT DATA - FLIGHT DATA

-- FREQUENCY.DOMAIN MOOEL --- FREOUENCY.DOMAIN MODEL
TIME4)OMAIN MODEL .- TIME-DOMAIN MODEL
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' 4

-55

-10 1 2

2 : 2 1 - --- ---- - ----
12

100

4 ~-2'
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Fig. 14. Cprparison of pitch-rsponse pdiction Fig. 15. Comparison of pitch-response prediction

for step elevator input (pitch SCAS-off). for step elevator input (pitch SCAS-on).
a) Elevator input: b) pitch rate; c) pitch angle. a) Elevator input; b) pitch rate; c) pitch angle.

These amplitudes are certainly large enough to violate the small-perturbation assumptions for linear

models; further, the dynamic characteristics of hoverinq rotorcraft are especially sensitive to transla-

tional speed changes. Therefore, the linear model was first extended by adding nonlinear speed deriva-
tives (L(v**2) and L(v**3)) to the roll moment equation: the curve-fits improved significantly, in par-

ticular owing to L(v**2). Further attempts to reduce the remaining discrepancies were made by including
additional nonlinear terms. Their significance was checked with time-history comparisons and the evalua-

tion of the parameter covariance matrix, which indicates the reliability of the identified parameter and

the correlation with other parameters. As a preliminary result, a model was identified that includes the

above mentioned speed derivatives and, in addition, L(4aa*
2

) and L(6a*u).

Figure 16 shc.s that the nonlinear model fits the measured data almost perfectly. The results pre-

sented in Fig. 16 are preliminary and are intended to illustrate the possible role of nonlinearities in

' the dynamics. It is important to note that the model was identified without the use of any explicit data
weighting. This suggests that the additional weighting (e.g., high frequency versus low frequency) is not

required when an appropriate model formulation is applied. However, the evaluation again revealed a well

known identification problem: it is always possible to improve the time-history curve fit by arbitrarily

adding model parameters. But, d useful tdel requires the estimated derivatives to have physical signifi-

cance. It is the responsibility of the analyst to define and select meaningful additional terms. For the
side-by-side rotor configuration of the XV-15, the speed-related derivatives (L(v**2) and L(v**3)) are

physically justified. Similarly, the control effectiveness MM be in fact nonlinear and dependent on

forward speed; but these effects should be further investigated.

7. ASSESSMENT OF IDENTIFICATION METHODS

This cooperative study has provided the unique opportunity for specialists using different methods to

compare and coordinate analyses of a common rotorcraft data base. This experience has been invaluable for

gaining a better appreciation for the advantages and limitations of both techniques, and for formulating
ideas for an integrated approach to dynamics identification. The following observations are based on the

results of this cooperative effort.

VIA
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Fig. 16. Example of time-domain identification of a nonlinear lateral/directional model.

The principal advantages of frequency-domain identification are:

a. Frequency responses of the dominant on-axis input/output pairs are rapidly generated and are very
useful for gaining a good appreciation for the inherent vehicle dynamics. The fact that the extracted
frequency-responses are independent of pre-assumed models is important for the initial assessment of

natural system order, dominant-mode locations, and stability characteristics. As a result, a better
choice of appropriate model structure and order is pos.sible.

b. Parameters associated with the high-frequency dynamic behavior can be determined directly from
the frequency-responses without any a priori assumption of model structure. Specifically, the control

derivatives (e.g., L6 ,*,N ) are determined from the high-frequency gain responses, and the equivalent time

delays (e.g., '.u e) are ietermined from the high-frequency phase responses.

c. Weighting can be accomplished explicitly. Relative weights can be arbitrarily assigned to the
magnitude and phase curves. Model fitting can also be arbitrarily weighted more to the low- or high-
frequency range--depending on the intended use of the model.

d. Accurate, high-resolution frequency-response identification is given the main emphasis in this

method. CHIRP z-transform methods are especially well suited for identifying frequency-responses from

noisy flight data. The resulting transfer-function models are a much closer representation of the

frequency-response characteristics than is possible with time-domain identification.

The principal disadvantages of frequency-domain identification are:

a. Current techniques ar-. not well suited for highly coupled multi-input/multi-output (NINO) system

identification, although two-input/single-output identification has been successfully attained in the

present study. More highly automated techniques are needed to make the frequency-domain methodology effi-
cient when the required number of input/uutput frequency-responses is large. Also, methods for simulta-
neous fitting of many coupled responses is necessary to ensure cmmonality of transfer-function denomi-
nator parameters for NINO models.
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b. Frequency-dmain Identification results in trans.ier-function models. Individual stability deriv-
atives are not readily extracted unless the assumed models are of very low order.

c. Spectral analysis assumes input-to-output linearity. For nonlinear systems, the transfer func-
tions Are linearizd desc*ibinr functionsa identification of pure nonlinear parameters is not possible.

The principal advantaeos of time-domain identification are:
5A. The -ethod is naturally suited to mult--input/olti-outpt identification since the moedl can be

of arbitrary order and structure. This method is especially well suited for identifying highly coupled
Systems.

b. Stability and control derivatives are identified explicitly, and the method eaids to the identi-
fication of a coplete state-space model.

c. Considerable effort is invested in achieving the highest quality of time-domain data. Data con-
sistency, drop-out tests and signal-reconstruction mthods are an integral part of the time-domain idenxi-
fication procedure. The least-squares fitting in the time-domain with high-quality time-history data
results in a much better time-domain fit of the frequency-sweep responses.

d. Extended maximum-likelihood techniques can be used to identify parametric nonlinearities which
are especially Irportant in the low-frequency dynamics of hovering rotorcraft.

The principal disadvantages of time-domain identification are:

a. The results are dependent on presumed model structure and order. When a new configuration is
being identified. priori knowledge of model structure may not be available, and considerable variation
in the parameters can occur when the model structure is altered.

b. Explicit frequency-domain weighting is not possible. Specifically, the time-domain method inher-
ently weights phase errors mOre heavily than magnitude errors. This characteristic makes the extracted
state-space model very Sensitive to pure time delays and unmodeled high-frequency dynamics. Also, the
method inherently weights low-frequency dynamics much greater than high-frequency dynamics; this weighting
can be adjusted when the input signal has monotonically increasing frequency content as in the frequency-
sweep.

c. Confidence in the individual state-space model parameters may be very low since the identified
state-space model can contain a high degree of internal cancellation in the overall input-to-output
response.

8. A PROPOSAL FOR A COORDINATED FREQUENCY-DOMAIN/TIME-DOnAIN IDENTIFICATION METHOD

The preceding assessment of the advantages and limitations of each identification method suggests the
following coordinated freqliency-domain/time-domain identification approach:

Step 1. Use time-domain signal conditioning methods to clean up the flight data for drop-outs, wild
points, and consistency. For example, rate gyros can be integrated and compared with attitude gyros.

Step 2. Identify the dominant input/output on-axis frequency.response characteristics using only the
best runs. as determined from coherence analyses of the individual frequency-sweeps. Identify the effec-
tive time delay and high-frequency control sensitivity directly from the frequency-response plots.

Step 3. Formulate low-order system models from inspection of the identified frequency-response plots
and theoretical analyses. Determine the on-axis transfer-function parameters.

Step 4. Formulate a state-space model which has a structure and order consistent with the transfer-
function model formulatioa. Time-domain identification should be completed with the equivalent time delay
fixed at the value identified in Step 3. Weighting should be applied to the time-history data to ensure
that the control Sensitivity derivatives are maintained at the value identified in Step 3. (Alterna-
tively, the control derivatives can be fixed.)

Step 5. Compare the extracted on-axis transfer-functions, frequency-responses and time histories
from the time-domain and frequency-domain results. If substantial errors exist, gC back to Step 2;
reevaluate the quality of the spectral-responses, time responses, and the order and structure of the
selected models. If the models are found to be the best which can be achieved under the assumption of
linearity, pursue nonlinear maximum-likelihood methods to identify the dominant parametric nonlinearities.

Step 6. Verify the extracted models using time-history data from inputs not used in the identifica-
tion procedure. If significant errors brtween the predicted and actual response characteristics exist,
reevaluate the significance of observed dibcrepancies in frequency and time-domain identification fits.
"If necessary, go to Step 3 and increase the order of the models; but, check for the possibility of model
over-paremeterization by trying a few different verification inputs.

i~



9. CONCLUSIONS

This joint effort has provided the unique opportunity for specialists in different teo.hniquat to
compare their approaches using a common flight test data bast. On the basis of this comparison, it hat
been shosm that the frequency and time-domain methods each have important advantages and inherent limita-
tions. Future identification offor~s must be based on a comprehensive, coordinated approach which uses
both frequency and timedomain methods.
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OPERATIONAL WAD NMASUINININTS ON URVICr HILICOPTIRIt

by

Dorothy N. Holford

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough. Hants, OU14 4TD, England

SUNKARY

The philosophy of Operational Load Noeaurement programmes as *ppl~ed to rotary wing
aircraft is revieved. A major aim is to substantiate component fatigue lives in the
light of operational usage. The aircraft installation to meet the objectives of the
programmes is described. The analysis techniques, which are designed to provide the
operator and engineer with a visibility of the origin, of tatigue damage, are described
with illustrative examples taken from current programme., The Paper draws attention to
problem areas that must be addressed in comprehensive fatigue monitoring systems.

I INTRODUCTION

In the tlK, the structural usage of many fixed and rotary wing aircraft in RAF sor-.
vice are assessed through Operational Load Measur*ment (OLN) prograes. These pro-
grammes seek to validate the fatigue substantiation process in the light of operational
usage. Fatigue damage due to in-service loading actions is evaluated against a struc-
tural performance, which is established through component or major structural fatigue
tests, in as direct a manner as possible. In these programmes, a few aircraft of the
fleet are comprehensively instrumesited with strain gauges, aircraft control and motion
sensors and a recording system. These aircraft are then returned to service and used
over the period of the programme in the normal mix of missions and flight environments.
Typically the programmes gather data over a one to two year period.

The aims of the programmes are ttreefolds

(a) to sstablish the fatigue lives of major components through direct load
measurement and thus ensure that promulgated fatigue lives are appropriate for the
usage of the aircraft,

(b) to put a structural cost on Ponoeuvres/op•rations to permit cost effective
management of the fleet,

and (ca) to determine an efficient means of monitoring the structural usage of the
aircraft or aircraft component.

Since the 1950s the structural u.age of fixed wing aircraft has been monitored on
an individual aircraft basis using ir,formatinn pertinent to the loading actually experi-
enced by the airframe during a mission. For the helicopter, fatigue lives are usually
quoted in terms of flying hours. From a logistic point of view, fatigue monitoring is
simple but many questionable assumptions have been invoked.

In calculating fatigue lives for helicopter components, it is necessary to describe
how the helicopter will be used in tarms oft

(i) configuration details such as weight, cg and if applicable cargo type, etc.

and (ii) flight conditions such as hovering, transitions to and from the hover,
ascent, descent, level flight, left and right turns, autorotation, spot turns,
backwards and sidewards flight, etc.

Whea. the severity of each category is taktn into account, it is not uncommon for
several thousand separate conditions to be admitted to the calculation. For each such
usage condition, it is necessary to deduce, by calculation or flight test, the f-tigue
damage attributable to unit time in that condition. This has to be done for each
componunt under consideration. Patigue lives for the assumed usage can than be evalu-
ated. The accuracy of the calculated fatigue lives depends upon the appropriateness of
the designated flight conditions to cover the fatigue damaging activities in the military
operational usage and the adequacy of the corresponding damage estimates derived as they
are from loads or stresses measured during flight test often during the development
phase. There is thus frequently a need to distinguish between the different roles in
which the helicopter is deployed end to recognise that chi-nges of tactics, etc within a
role can have a marked effect n lonade or stresses generate3 with consequential effect on
fatigue damage. Clearly an operational assessment of the loading actions on helicopters
is essential if realistic fatigue lives of components are to be forthcoming.

2 QUANTIFICATION OF HELICOPTER USAGE IN THE UK

The need for information on the way helicopters are used was recognised in the
early 1970o but both the recor"ing technology and instrumentation techniques of the day
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prohibited all but questionnaire type surveys. Towards the end of the deca4e, on oen-
logue u-v recorder was used to record aircraft response parametersci .i necedeitat'ing time
consuming manual analysis, by 1040, compact digital recocding equipment had been devel-
oped[3j and wasn used in a one-off programme on an in-serv~ce Sea Ktir[1~. This trial
Installation wes to be followed by a five-aircraft programme covering the9 dtfttwrent marks
of "ea King helicopter and Vol* usages.

The dets collection philoeophy adopted followed that of 4.he hel'icopter fatigue
*valuation. The service aircraft were equipped to maesure aircraft agntrol and response
d&ta, collectively referred to as parametric data, from which the analyst attempted to
identify specific manoeuvre. and/or cooditions. While the data of the triael installation
on $*a King was of sufficient quality to permit automatic aknalysis.,i~t proved difficult
to recogniac specific manoeuvrom consistently. The structuraI implicet ions of the para-
metric dote were to be asoessed by reforonee to a data boee callected on a fl igt~t toot
vehicle which, in addition to the service Instrumentation, we% comprehtenively strain
gauged. From the latter data source, it was hoped to establish load/parameter rfolation-
ships which could be used to interpret the operational parametric dot,&. In' the event,' it
wasn found that the nuimber of and complex Interrelation between the flight variables in
manoeuvring flight, particularly At low opeed, wee likely to defeat attempt* to deduce
the sassociated stresses accurately. Sea* direct load measurement would therefore he
necessary.

Financial restraints delayed the follow-up in-service measurement programme on Sea
King. However this allowed the programse to be "econfigured to include direct load
measurement. In addition to recording dynamic system and airframe fatigue related data,
data pertinent to engine health and usage will be recorded. However with current slip-
pages In the programme., instrumented aircraft are unlikely to be in-service before 1986.
It is planned to follow the Sea Xing prograwms with a aix-aircraft programme on Lynx.
The program* am Chinook, originally scheduled downsttoam of the Sea ging programme,
included direct load measurement from the outset and is now operational with three
instrumented aircraft in service,

In the meanwhile, the recording equipment of the trial instillation an Sea King has
been used In an ad hoe programe* on a Sea King INi III with sae direct load measurement.
These date togethE9r with that from the Chinook programme ore used in this Report to
illustrate the type of data analysis to be pursued and to highlight pro~blewt-a that must be
addressed if comprehensive fatigue monitoring on helicopters is to be realie.td.

3 1IMPLICATION OF DIRECT LO0AD MEASUREMENT ON IN-SERVICE 1VhTA ACOUISITION

The decision to Include direct load measurements in addition to aircraft control
and response parameters has repercussions for in-service data collection whicl' or*
circumvented with a purely 'parametric' installatioti.

The need to acquire direct loading date from the dynamic system necessitat,19
transfer of date from the rotating components to within the fuselage. This has teen
traditionally done through the use of slip ring assemblies. Although slip rings o~re now
reliable enough to be used for flight test applications, the meintainability problems on
an in-service aircraft programme are likely to be high for that environ~ment. Nsvetth*-
les* they are used in the Chinook installation and their record to date is good. To
improve data reliability Pr transmitter/receiver devices are being developed, and ert
included in monitoring equipments for MIL 30-300 and RN 101. A single channel devict. is
Included in the ad hoc Sea Klig programme end a five-channel variant io under development
for the five-air-cr-a-Itprogramme.

Virtually all OLM programes* utilise the Plessey RUNS datea cqu~isition system or
one of its derivativesI(2] The equipment is relatively compact and has been shown to
produce data of sufficient quality tc analyse automatically in diverse environments. A
bench test layout is shown in Fig 1. -)at& ert recorded on compact c~assette which in very
convenient for front line vaag*. Overall system date rates and corresponding tape dur-
ations or* shown in the table below.

Overall sampling rate Tape recording duration
(sa"plea/*) (hours)

126 0,
192 31
256

S12

These data rates are low compared with thoem necessar~y to acquire loading or stroes data,
from a helicopter dynamic system or indeed from airframe structure whose loads or* a
function of the higher orders of rot'or speed. It Is therefore necessary to restrict the
number oif load channels that are examined simultaneously or invoke mooe pre-conditioning
or analysis of the raw loading signals prior to recording such that the required sampling
rate Is much reduced.

F~Atigue significant loading cycles* in a load time history are Identified by the
range-mean-p irs (rainf low) count ing techniqu*( 41 and or* described by their amplitudes
a nd mean values. Peak-trough pairs identified as loading cycles ave not necessarily
adjacent in the time history. Loading cycles whose amplitudes fall below the fatigue
endurance limit can be discounted. If however the mean of the load does not vary than



the loading cycles are fomed from adjacent peak-trough pairs. Since the fatigue rele.-
went loading histories for helicopter components have approximately this characteristic,S~except. when gross chanhges of condition or* invelyd, a wahl'story signal which isdescribed in terms of two de signal:, one tr resenting the local amplitude and the other

the local man load can provide daot of usable accuracy. Mcreover frota a fatigue stand-
point dange varies As the third tr fourth power of the amplitude of the load cycle and
is roughly linear with the man. In *o4e cases the effect of mean load variations is not
sufficiently well defined or large enough to be worth including and the 'amplitude' sig-
nal can be used in its own right. When substantiol mean load variatiut ! do occur between
manoeuvre states, it is necessary to reconatitutte a single load history from the mean and
vibratory sinnala from which loading oycles, which comprise a peak and trough from dif-
ferent manoeuvres or conditions, may be identified. The irequsncy of occu-rance of the
underlying loading cycles suet be supplied by se*arate data sources and introduced into
the fatigue calcu ation. This is true whether or not recombination of the mean and
amplitude signals in necessary,

The Chinook instillatiom includes a microproessor-bhaad peak-to-peak detector unit
which produces a dc signal proportional to the maximum range excursion of a load history
over a number of rotor cycles. The five-aircraft Sea ling programme likewise will
invoke raw signal conditioning so that nine direct lobd measurements can be described
within an overall sampling rate of 256 samples/a. In the ad hoe See King programme, a
single load channel was sampled 72 times during a second, ;=*-control and response
parameters and housekeeping data occupied the remaining 120 positions in the overall
sampling rate of 192. The parameters and their sampling rates are given in Table I for
the Chinook programmes and in Table 2 for the ad hoc S"a K(ing programme. Table 3 con-
tains the ptoposed parameters to be recorded in the five-aircraft Sea King programme.

4 IMPLEMENTATION Of OLM

The design and installation of the OLM instrumentation and the analysis of the
results are usually carried out by the aircraft manufacturer under 1OD contract. •AE
provides technicel monitoring of such programmes and is actively involved in the develop-
mont of anaivais techniques. The strain gauge installations are designed to establish
the fatigue lIv*3 of critically lifed items and to monitor the fatigue loading actions in
the maor load pmthn. The direct load measurements are used to calculate fatigue damage
for related structural features. During the course of the analysis, the results from
direct load measurements will be compared with those generated from usage Apectra.
Occurrences and conditions leading to high rates of fatigue damage will be identified
separately and reported.

Ctcoponent stresses, during particular manoeuvres and/or flight conditions, and
horce fatigue damage are markedly dependent on aircraft configuration, via weight and eg
position. Damage usually increases markedly at high weights. It may well be that con-
figuration details a&* the moat fundamer,tal parameters to he tracked in a fatigue evalu-
ation programme but they are, unfortunately, the least emenable to automatic recording.
while changes due to fuel usage could be tracked through fuel flow, fuel capacity, otc
changes in internal load must be supplied by the operator. External loads are tracked
and recorded through hook load sensors. Pig 2 showe the marked effect of changing weight
end cg position on the level of structural loading, !I Aft Shaft Torque (AST), when a
.OOOkg load is carried sequentially on the forward (PWL), centre (CHL) and Aft (ARL)

hooki. of Chinook. Thus it can be seen that configuration data are vital if comparisons
with design usage spectra are to be possible and also for the results to be of maximum
kenefit to the fleet manager. Visibility of the origins of fatigue is very important for
the cperator seeking to equeWse fatigue consumption across the fleet. Accordingly in
the Chinook programe, utilization and fatigue damage are to be logged against 625 usage
categories which comprise five weight bands, five centre of gravity bands, five density
altitude bends and five speed bands. Internal and external cargo configurations will be
separately logged. From this information damage in the different roles will be compared.

Since in the OLN programme, read across to the other aircraft in the fleet will, in
the first instance, be via the flight hours logged against the airframe, it is important
that the definition of flight time used in the analysis of OLN data parallels that in •:e
aircraft log. The need for care can be seen from a consideration ot the way in which
support helicopters are used. Here, for example, time on the ground for aircraft
loading/unloading in usually included in mission flight time. whereas more prolonged
stops would not.

Additionally occurrence spectra such an the number of rotor start/stops, landings
and autorotations will be determined, Usage spectra such as time spent in predefined
conditions, 12 single engine operation, levels of engine torque and altitude/airspeed
bands, will also be evaluated.

5 MANAGEMNET AND ANALYSIS OF OLN4 DATA

5.1 General philosophy

Although automatic processing of the operational date is essential, it is important
to have visibility of the results in an easily digestible form. While it would be

A a loading cyI Is formed when a load history rises through * particular level to a
local peak, falls to a trough at the particular level and subsequently rises beyond the
peak level value. The peak and trough values characterize the loading cycle.
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impossible to examine all records in finn detail, it is necessary to ensure that struc-
turally relevant information is not overlooked. The analysis techniques are designed to
give the engineer as much detail as required in special investigations while bekng
manageable by relatively junior staff.

In processing data from, OLM programmes, it has been found necessary to introduce a
cataloguing system to monitor progress of individual flights during the analysis process,
and to provide a means of categorising each flight so that like flights may be grouped
together and salient results pooled. Up to 30 separately identifiable characterization
or occurrence codes together with a numerical coding of mission type are available in the
programme in use at RAE. In addition, summary proCrammes are-used to collate and pool
results from specific profiles which can be defined by mission type or character code
either singly or in any combination. An example is shown in Fig 3 which compares normal
g exceedance spectra for three different taskings A, B, and C with that obtained overall.
Although the versatility of the helicopter can make categorization difficult beyend the
theatre of operation, such pooled results can be useful for fleet management and design
Purposes. This fine detail can only be solpplied by the operator and in not normally

produced for any record purposes. Therefore if such information is to be forthcoming,
supporting documentation is required from operational units.

5.2 Interpretation of direct lor~d measurements

The fatigue damages alculated from the direct load measurement are evalteted on a
flight-by-flight basis. In the analysis programs developed at RAE, results from flights
belonging to a specific profile are grouped together and statistics on constituenlý
flights produced to provide an overview. The statistics include data of relevance to
static strength considerations so that important load level exceedances can be isolated
and investigated. The overview contains:

(i) a list of flight n.imbers of the set,

(iiI for each flight, the maximum and minimum of each load channel and correspond-
ing time into flight. (This item is optiweal.)

(iii) the flight number and time into flight of the maximum and minimum of each
load channel over the profile,

(iv) significant deviations of the maximum and minimum of each load channel com-

pared with the average over the profile,

(v) fatigue damage statistics over all flights of the profile for all channels,

and (vi) graphical presentation comparing the average damage with that of individual
flights for user-selected channels.

By virtue of (vi) extremes of fatigue damage within the set can be identified and,
through the detailed results of particular flights, studied in depth. During analysis,
damage accumulation profiles 5] are produced which enable high local damage rates to be
identified. A typical example is shown in Fig 4a which depicts the damage growth through
the flight for a lift frame feature when held up against one of the S-N curves under
investigation. This is to be viewed in cOnjunction with the coarse flight orofile infor-
mation of Fig 4b which shows the cumulative count of the number of air-ground and
ground-air transitions, (in which an airborne state corresponds to an odd number and a
ground state to an even one) and in shaded blocked format, the ranges of rotor RPM, air-
speed and altitude over an Interval of time. By comparing Figs 4a&b, it can be seen that
the high rates of damage occurring between 0-10 minutes and 70-80 minutes into the flight
are associated with air-ground-air transitions. Clearly, as far as the lift'frame is
concerned, the ground-air-ground cycles are a major source of fatigue loading. This is
confirmed in Fig 5 which shows the lopation of fatigue damaging loading cycles and their
relative fatigue damage contributions , as a function of their amplitude and mean. The
largest ground-air-ground cycle contained in the flight of Fig 5 is some 27 units of
micro damage. However, when results from a number of flights are examined, it is evident
that ground-air-ground damage can vary by a factor of more than 2 in either direction.
Among the factors which contribute to this variation are: differences in configuration,
ie weight etc; landing loads; the occurrence of turbulence, manoeuvring; and the severity
of the approach to hover. The latter is illustrated in Fig 6&ab which respectively
illustrate a repositioning flight with substantially no forward speed and one which
involves a transition to the hover. The amplitude and duration of the increased activity
on the lift frame in the highlighted area A of Fig 6b is associated with rate of change
of torque. The relationship is not a simple one. In general terms the larger amplitudes
are generated above a certain rate of change of torque but the longer durations are
usually associated with the more moderate rates.

For a particular structural feature, the fatigue safe life is reached after the

application of a number of loading cycles which may differ in severity. The total
amount of damage sustainable by a component is given the value unity, and under the
M iner-Palmgren hypothesis, each loading cycle contributes independently to the
accumulation of fatigue damage. The amount of damage done by individual cycles is
small and it is convenient to work in units of 'damage x 10-0' so that the safe life of
the component is reached at 106 units.
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The damage during the airborne phase alse covers a broad range in damage terms, the
larger amplitude cycles being associated with, or between, manoeuvres which involve large
engine torque variations. Typical strain gauge signatures are shown in Fig 7. Also
shown are responses obtained in turbulent conditions which include low frequency modu-
lation of the normal signature.

To provide further visibility of the origins of fatigue damaging regimes, it was
"suggested in section 4 that damage and operating time be split up into various usaue
bands. The supporting weight information in this programms was not of sufficient quality
to attempt any breakdown with respect to weight, but that with height and speed is shown
graphically in Fig Sa. Thus for this sortie SO% of the time was spent in the band"altitude <1000 ft and speed '>100 kn", but it represented only SO of the fatigue
damage. On the other hand some 700 of the damage occurs when the speed is lass than
40 kn. Other sortie types produce different distributions of operating time and associ-
ated damage with respect to altitude/sirspeed bands, 11 Fig Sb.

5.3 Effect of grouping loading cycle data

As is evident from Fig 5, the fatigue damage due to a loading cycle is a function
of the amplitude and mean of the cycle. This function in frequently described
algebraically. During the course of the analysis described above, loading cycles were
grouped and counted into cells of an amplitude-mean frequency of occurrence matrix. All
counts in an element of such a matrix are attributed to the amplitude and mean values
approoriate to the controid of the cell. This accounts for the discrete positioning of
the location of the loading cycles shown in Fig 5. The damage for the flight was evalu-
ated as 122.5 which is comparable with 120.4 calculated by treating each loading cycle
individually. Differences of this magnitude, representing some 2-3t of the total, were
typical. This result is of particular importance for on-board monitoring systems wherein
fatigue endurance perfor-msnce may not be fully established prior to service usage.
Reinterpretation of loading cycle date for other S-N data should be possible from a
frequency of occurrence matrix.

6 INSTRUMENTATION INTEGRITY AND ON-BOARD ANALYSIS

The Sea King installation utilises a FM telemetry torquemeter and signal trans-
mission system and thus avoids the use of slip ring assemblies to gather data from the
rotating dynamic system. Although the system appeared to function well for considerable
periods, there were occasional spikes in the waveform such as that highlighted in Fig 6b
(area B) wh'ch are considered to be erroneous since they are not supported by corres-
ponding motion on other mesurands. The signature of the erroneous signals do not differ
sufficiently from other seemingly valid excursiot.s for error recognition techniques to
isolate them. Reasons for their occurrence are being investigated. These and other
instrumentation faults which ostensibly cannot be isolated by simple data validation
algorithms have important ramifications for on-board processing of such data. Analysis
algorithms must be constructed which permit result validation after analysis.

Interference from high frequency radiation sources can also destroy the quality of
a measurand. Freedom from mutual interference problems is an essential ingredient for
any on-board analysis system. During the initial flight testing of the Sea King
installation, it was found that HF radio usage interfered with the instrumentation.
While decoupling capacitors improved the situation, as can be seen by Fig 9, it was still
necessary to mark periods of HF activity and omit them from the analysis. Improved
screening techniques should improve the situation further. However, before airborne
analysis is attempted, it is suggested that stringent checks must be carried out on the
installation using raw data recording and on-ground examination of the data.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Operational Load Measurement programees on helicopters provide a means of sub-
stantiating the fatigue lives of safe-life components promulgated on the basis of assumed
operating spectra. In addition usage spectra and fatigue damage can be related to
specific roles and mission, types. Thus the programmes offer the operator accurate infor-
mation on which to base fleet management from a structural standpoint.

In the UK, Operational Load Measurement programmes are in progress on Chinook and
programme on Seo Ring and Lynx are planned. The prograsmes are considered to be the
only reliable way of quantifying fatigue usage and establishing accurate fatigue lives.

i "
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Table 1

CHINOOK HC MK 1 PROGRAMNE: RECORDED PARAMETERS,
IDENTIFICATION CODES AND SAMPLING RATES

Identification
Code Parameter Sampling rate

RPM Rotor speed 2
IAS Airspeed 2
OAT Outside air temperature I
ALT Altitude 2
LOC Longitudinal stick 8
LAC Lateral stick 8
RUD Pedal 8
COL Collective pitch 8
PCH Pitch attitude 8
ROL Roll attitude a
HDG Heading 8
FHL Forward hook load I
CHL Centre hook load 1
AHL Aft hook load I
NMG cg vertical acceleration 8
NYG cg lateral acceleration 4
FFL Forward fixed link (do signal) 4'
AFL Aft fixed link (do signal) 4 Direct
ABl Aft shaft bending No.1 (dc signal) 2 load
A92 Aft shaft bending No.2 (do signal) 2 measurement
AST Aft shaft torque 4
RAD Radar altimeter 2
CGI CGI signal 2
T01 No.1 engine torque 2
TO2 No.2 engine torque 2
PTI No.1 engine PTIT 2
PT2 No.2 engine PTIT 2
N1 No.1 engine gas producer speed (NI) 2
N12 No.2 engine gas producer speed (Ml) 2
N21 No.1 engine power turbine speed (N2) 2
M22 No.2 engine power turbine speed (N2) 2
P31 No.1 engine P3 2
P32 No.2 engine P3 2

Discretes. 2

Squat switch
AFCS switch position - 1,2, both, off
Engine I or 2 anti-ice switch - on/off
Barometric altitude hold - engage/off
Radar altitude hold - engage/off
Crewman station operated on/off switch
Longitudinal cyclic trim switch -

manual/auto
Dash actuator failure switch -

operating/failed
HP markers

.~-~---
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Table 2

AD HOC SEA KING PROGRAMMEt RECORDED PARMETERS,
IDENTIPICATION CODES AND SAM LING RATES

Identification
Code Parameter Sampling rate

IAS Airspeed 3
ALT Altitude 3
OAT Outside air temperature (not available) 3
PCH Pitch attitude 6
ROL Roll attitude 6
HDG Heading 3
TOI Ni,.l engine torque 6
T02 No.2 engine torque 6
MZP Normal G rotor centre line - port 6
NSZ Normal G rotor centre line - starboard 6
NZA Normal G aircraft centre line - aft 6
NX Longitudinal G rotor and aircraft

centre line 3
NYP Lateral G forward 6
NYA Lateral G Aft 6
COL Collective pitch position 3
LAC Lateral cyclic stick position 6
LOC Longitudinal cyclic stick position 6
YAW Yaw control position 6
RPM Main rotor speed 3
TRT Tail drive shaft torque 6 D-rect
SGI Strain gauge on main lift frame load

starboard side aft 72 measurement
SCL Tail rotor bell crank lever load 6
UNL Underslung load (not available) 6

Discretes: 3

Load event
AFCS
Squat switch
HF markers

V
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Table 3

PARAMETERS TO BE RECORDED IN FIVE AIRCRAFT
SEA KING PROGRAMME

Pressure altitude
Indicated airspeed
Outside air temperature
Pitch attitude
Roll attitude
Heading
Main rotor RPM
No.1 engine torque
No.2 engine torque
Aircraft normal acceleration rotor centre line port
Aircraft normal acceleration rotor centre line starboard
Aircraft normal acceleration aft
Aircraft fore/aft acceleration
Aircraft lateral acceleration forward
Aircraft lateral acceleration aft
Collective position
Cyclic lateral position
Cyclic longitudinal position
Yaw pedal position
Collective servo position
Cyclic lateral servo position
Cyclic longitudinal servo position
Yaw servo position
Tail drive shaft torque

- main lift frame station forward port
- main lift frame station staboard aft
- tail pylon hinge

Direct - tail rotor bellcrank lever
load - tail rotor spider arm
measurements - main rotor rotating star arm

- main rotor shaft upper
- main rotor shaft lower
- main rotor top hub plate

Underslung load
Main gearbox oil temperature
Power turbine inlet temperature
Fuel flow rate1
Fuel temperature I
Gas generator speed
Power turbine speed For both engines
Compressor delivery air temperature
Compressor delivery air pressure
Inlet guide vane angle
Discretes: AFCS event

Oleo switch event
Load event
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Data acquisition unit

Davail 1207.003 Cnrlui
tape recorder

Figi1 Operational load data acquisition sysem: bench test layout;
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Fig 8a Distribution of time spent and fatigue a Original installation

damage with respect to altitude/airspeed
bands: Flight 1
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THE FLIGHT EVALUATION OP AN ADVANCED ENGINE DISPLAY AND MONITORING SYSTEM

by

L. Adams

Procurement Executive, Ministry of Defence, Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Flight Systems Division, Bedford MK41 6AE, Engiand

SUMMARY

A Wessex helicopter at RAN Bedford has been used to develop and evaluate a suits of
advanced, integrated avionics. An important area of study has been concerned with the
display of engine and transmission data, and with a system monitor which gives audio and
visual warning of any problems.

The system has demonstrated that the supprecsion of engine and transmission data at
all times except when the pilot asks for it to to displayed or the system detects a
problem Is an acceptable technique. The use of synthetic voice output has meant that the
pilot can spend a greater proportion of his time looking out of the aircraft; the
additional head-out time enables mission effectiveness and flight safety to be enhanced.

1 INTRODUCTION

A Wessex helicopter at RAE Bedford is being used to evaluate and demonstrate an
integrated cockpit and flight management system. The equipment installed includes colour
displays, a monochrome control and display unit, a speech recogniser, sy" netic speech
output, and interfaces to most of the aircraft systems and instrumentatio.a. The h'rdware
and software have been carefully designed to form an easy to use, pilot friendly system.

This paper describes the operation of the system, with particular emphasis placed on
the engine monitoring and display aspects. Throughout the programme, attention has been
concentrated on the systems integration aspects of harnessing the new technologies that
are now becoming available to the avionics engineer. This paper attampts to show how this
can be achieved with the engine monitoring and display system.

2 WESSEX FACILITIES

A standard Wessex 2 was modified to iniorporate a suite of advanced, integrated
avionics. This involved remov.ng all electromechanical instruments from the left-hand
instrument panel, and installing the following displays and nontrols In their place:

Two colour displays, one with a touch sensitive overlay
A monochrome Control and Display Unit (CDU), with touch sensitive overlay and
associated hard keys
16 ¥ey keypad
Speech recogniser
Synthetic voice output
Cursor controls and voice recogniser activation switch on the cyclic control
Collective mounted joystick control for use with the map.

The right-hand instrument panel was rearranged to accommodate a colour display in
addition to the electromechanical instruments, so that the safety pilot or observer in the
right-hand seat could view either of the two colour display formats which were being
presented to the subject pilot in the left-hand seat. Pig 1 is a photograph of the
re-equipped Wesrex cockpit.

The system consisted of three main processors, which were interfaced to each other,
to the display generators, and to the following aircraft systems:

Airspeed
Barometric height
Radio height
Doppler groundspeed
Outside air temperature
Heading, pitch and roll attitude
Normal and lateral acceleration
Collective and cyclic flying control positions
Instrument Landing System (ILS)
Microwave Landing System (MLS)
Microwave Aircraft Digital Guidance Equipment (MADGE)
Engine and transmission data:



Power turbine speeds
compressor epeeds
Power turbine inlet temperatures
Fuel flows
Puel contents
Rotor rpm
Torque

Digitally controlled UHP/VHP radio
Digital map
Speech reoogniser
Synthetic speech output
Radio clock

There were also facilities for recording any of the video displays Onto tape, and
also for recording any required flight parameter for later replay and analysts.

3 COLOUR DISPLAYS

The displays used were commercially produced, general purpose domestic monitors,
which were repackaged for airborne use. They were fed with a PAL video signal from their
signal generators via an electronic switching unit, which allowed either or the two
display formats to be displayed on either monitor. The signal generators were capable of
producing eight colours, with a pixel resolution of 512x512.

One of the diadlaya contained all information required by the pilot to fly th&
aircraft, and this was called the Primary Plight Display (PlD). The instruments on this
display enabled the pilot to fly in all modes or flight, and presented him with any
required guidance information.

The other display was called the Multi-Function Display (MPD), and was used to
present all other information that the pilot might require. Usually the navigation format
was displayed, and this was formed by overlaying navigation and route information on a
digital map.

Many other formats could be displayed, either at the request of the pilot (by using
the CDU or speech recogniser), or automatically when the system detected a problem about
which the pilot needed to be warned. The engine display was one of these, and this was
selected by the pilot during engine start-up, shutdown, and whenever he wished to check
his engine Instruments. As the system continuously monitored all parameters, the
Temperatures and Pressures WT's and P's) format was suppressed for the Majority of the
time, and the MID was used for other purposes.

If the system detected that one of the monitored parameters was out of limits, the
situation was flagged to the pilot in up tc three ways. In most cases the problem was
presented on the CDU, the MPD changed its display format to give a display relevant to
the fault, together with a check-list of actions required, and the synthetic voice output
said the word 'warning', followed by a description of the problem. Warnings such as
torque exoeedances, where the pilot needed no further information, were flagged using
voice only. Warnings related to data on the PFD (which was presented to the pilot all of
the time) were flagged using voice and a change In the CDU display.

3.1 The T's and P's page

The objective when developing a format for the display of engine data was to produce
a clear, uncluttered display, which could be used in all phases of flight, and would
reduce the pilot's workload.

The Information that was shown on the display could be split into two groups:

(I) Port and starboard compressor speeds (Ng)
Port and starboard free power turbine speeds (Nf)
Port and starboard power turbine inlet temperatures (T4)
Port and starboard fuel flows
Port and starboard fuel contents
Rotor rpm (Nr)
Rotor torque

(it) Port and starboard hydraulic pressures
Port and starboard engine oil temperatures
Port and starboard engine oil pressures
Coupling gearbox oil temperature and pressure

The parameters in group (i) were all monitored by the microprocessor system
continuously. However, during the current phase of the trials programme, the paramete-4
in group (ei) were not coupled to the microprocessor system. The displays for these
latter parameters were artificially generated using values that corresponded to cruise
flight, so that an assessment of the entire display could be made.

The engine format adopted at the start of the programme is shown in Pig 2. Its main
features were:
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(i) 3trip scales were used for all engine parameteril these allowed a reasonable
packing density or Information without producing a cluttered didplay, and allowed
trend information to be derived from them rapidly;
(ii) nonlinear soaling was used to give more movement in critical areas of
operationg

(tit) the strip scales were complemented with digital readouta;

(iv) the parameters were grouped into the two engines separated by the rotor rpm,
instead of the more usual convention or grouping by parameter. The object or this
was to try to provide quicker diagnosis of engine problems;

(v) the strip displays for parameters were colour coded depending upon their
valuer

(a) if an engine parameter was within limits it was coloured white;

(b) if the rotor rpm was within limits it was coloured green - this gave a
good dividing line between the port and starboard parameters.

(c) if any parameter was outside its limits it was drawn magenta.

(vi) although both rotor rpm and torque were displayed on the PFD, they were also
presented on the T's and P's page. On the T's and P's page, the rotor rpm was
displayed as a strip display, and the torque as a sol.d circle, & complete circle
indicating maximum allowed torque. Any exceedance past this value resulted In the
circle being redrawn in magenta.

After many hours of flying, the subject pilots pinpointed the following proble"
areas with this particular display format:

(1) There was no indication of the mar' .i allowed on the parameters. There was
good indication when a parameter was out of limits, but during particular
situations, such as engine starts, it was useful to know when a parameter was about
to go out of limits, so that avoiding action could be taken;

(11) the Nr and Nf displays were too cluttered, and the lack of a digital readout
for Nr produced complaints;

(tit) the T4 temperature strips were too small;

(iv) the digital readouts that existed were useful, but were wasteful of space.
They were placed on top of the strips, moving as the parameters varied. During
engine starts, this movement was too rapid, making the digits difficult to read;

(v) the relative positions of fuel flow and contents were poor. Because these
values needed to be compared and balanced, it was thought better to place them
adjacent to each other.

These shortcomings were overcome with the next version of the display, which is
shown in Pig 3. On this display the digits were placed below the strips, so that they
didn't nove, and a digital readout of Nr was included. The fuel flows and contents were
placed together In the lower corner of the display, together with an analogue balancing
bar, which disappeared to nothing when the fuel flows were matched.

To give an indication of margin, a pair of horizontal lines were drawn across the
strip displays. For a parameter to be within limits, Its strip scale had to remain
within these lines, which became known as the tram lines. The use of nonlinear scaling
enabled the margins for all parameters to be indicated by a single pair of tram lines.

Simulated values for the parameters for which there were no sensors (ie the
hydraulic and oil temperatures and pressures) were presented In a form similar to that for
the parameters which were sensor derived. This enablea an assessment of a complete engine
forwat to be made.

4 SYSTEM MONITORING AND WARNINGS

As mentioned above, the system monitored all the on-line parameters, and if a limit
exceedanoe occurred the pilot was warned. The warnings were prioritised. and the way that
the warnings were given to the pilot depended upon the severity of the problem.

Therc were basically three ways of giving a warning:

(i) Audio - an audio warning was given using the synthetic speech output system.
This was found to be the most effective technique for bringing a problem to the
attention of the pilot, who might be flying head-out for the majority of the time.
Of course, a simple bell or klaxon could be effective at attracting the pilots
attention, but it would give no information about the precise nature of the problem.
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Using the speech output system, the warning was typically made up of two
parts: the word 'warning', and a phrase indicating the nature of the problem, for
example, 'sheck port TV.

The torque warning, and other calls such to those for low height, were not
proceeded by the word 'warning'. The rationale behind this was that a rapid
response was required, and that no further information was required form the system
before the pilot reacted. The single word 'torque* was sufficient to indicate that
the rotor was being over torqued, and pilots quickly reduced power. For all
poblems related to engines, however, the engine display had to be examined. In
his case, the word twarning' acted as a trigger for the pilot to look into the

cockpit and at the engine display. If an audio warning was ignored, it was repeated
every seven seconds. This length of time was surficientiy long to avoid nuisanae
warnings, but kept reminding the pilot that he had a problem with the aircraft, or
was flying outside of its operating limits.

(iU) ODU - with most warnings, the CDU display wLs cleared, and a line of text
indicating the reason for the warning was diPplayed. For example, following a powerturbine inlet temperature exceedanoe, the line of text might be:

PORT P'PIT ). 710

The exact temperature displayed would depend upon the limits applioable to the
current configuration of engines (one running, two running etc). The limits for all
parameters varied in this way and were continuously updated by the flight management
system. For example. the torque limit was 3000 lb/ft for two engines, 2700 lb/tt
for one engine.

Displaying a warning message on the CDU cffectively frose it until the warning
had been acknowledged, either by touching the screen or by pressing the CDU reset
button.

(iII) NilD - with engine parameter limit exoeedances, the multitunction display
format was changed, and a display relevant to the problem was pr•sented to the pilot
automatically. The display showed the type of' failure (eg single engine), possible
causes of the failure, a check-list of actions to be taken (replacing the manual
flipoards), and a display of engine parameters. Thus on the single display the
pilot had all the Information needed to recover the engine. Against the check-list
was a cursor, which he could move down the list as he completed the actions, using a
button on the cyclic flying control.

With any torm of automatic monitoring and warning system, nuisance warnings
must be minimised. firstly because they distract the pilot, and secondly because
they undermine his confidence in the system. The result of too many nuisance
warnings is that the pilot reverts to performing conventional engine monitoring,
which increases his workload and reduces mission effectiveness. The avoidance of
nuisance warnings was partly achieved by inhibiting cub-sets of warnings, should a
higher priority problem occur. Advisory messages, such as height calls when below
?50 ft are not always required, and so could be turned on and off using a dedicated
aret at the bottom of the CDU. Turning the voice output on and off in this way
caused it to say 'hello' and 'goodbye' respectively. Any transition through 500 ft
caused it to come on and say 'hello'. This doubled as a confidence check, ensuring
that the sysb.-m was working.

4.l Engine performance wnItaring

The availability of altitudo. pressure, outside air temperature and the engine
parameters facilitated the on-line calculation of the Power Performance Indices (PPI) for
each engine. The Wessex has a single turquemeter for the two engines, with the
consequence that any PPI calculations have to be made with one engine pulled back to
ground idle. To prevent nuisance warnings when pulling back the engine, all engine
warnings were suppressed when the PPI page was selected. On more modern helicopters this
will not be a problem, as each engine has its own torquemeter. This, toget.her with a good
engine model, will make on-line tPI monitoring and recording a viable proposition.
neneral monitoring could be used to warn the pilot through the CDU or RPD of any reduction
In engine performance, recording the data for later use by servicing crews could enable an
engine's life to be directly related to its history, Instead of just running time. Thus
an engine that is cycled infrequently will have a longer life than one Lbat is cycled
often, reducing running costs and increasing reliability.

4.2 Aircraft performance

The performance of the aircraft as well as the engines wau monitored, and its
capabilities calculated in real time. Data from the operating data manual reference
curves was incorporated into the system. This enabled the pilot to be informed of his
hover capability, maximum airspeed etc, with the current configuration of all up weight
and fuel remaining. The data could be accessed at any time through the flight status page
or the RFD, where the all up weight, maximum airspeed, torque required for various forms
of hover, and other parameters were presented In a tabular form.

To avoid the necessity of calling up a different page when in a critical stage of
flight, such as during an engine failure, the hover capability could be displayed on the



T's and P's page. The way that this was operated in practice was that the pilot would
pull in as much power as he could until one of the engine parameters 3ame up to a limit,
and then press one of the cursor buttons on the cyclic control. The system would then
f dila~ the aircraft's hover capability using the maximum power available with one of the
o owlon r mussages:

HOVER 003 + T" (hover out or ground effect with 5% thrust margin)
HOVER 003 (hover out or ground effect with no margin)
10t HOVER (10 ft hover capability)
0' HOVER (0 ft hover capability)
NO HOVER CAPABILITY

By having more accurate knowledge of the aircraft's capabilities at any stage during
the flight, the pilot was able to fly closer to the edge of the performance envelope for
more of the time.

5 PLIGHT EVALUATION

5.1 Engine starts

There are two situations during flight when the pilot needs to get information from
his engine instruments quickly. These are the start up sequence and during engine
failure.

When pilots first encountered the strip gauges in the aircraft there was no display
present, as all parameters were sero. This was initially disaonceoting, but once a piloqt
had experienced an engine start, there was no problem. Both trend and situation
information could be determined from the format easily. This was demonstrated a number of
times during the programme when hot and fast starts were experienced. On these occasions,
detection of the fault was as fast or faster than when using mechanical instruments.

During engine starts the first problem that was encountered was a power turbine
inlet temperature (T4) exceedance. This was easily picked up using the strip displays
with the associated oolour change but, if missed was picked up by the monitoring system
and a warning issued.

The compressor speed (Ng) display gave plenty of information to allow the high
pressure cock to be opened at the right time, and ground idle conditions to be set.

Part of the normal start-up sequence is to pull back the speed select lever of each
engine, to check the correct operation of the freewheel. This triggered some of the
single engine failure warnings, and acted as a confidence check on the system,

Once both engines were running, the balancing bar oni the fuel flow proved to be a
useful aid, enabling the fuel flows of the two engines to be matched very easily.

5.2 In flight monitoring

Flight evaluation of the engine display and monitoring system was made during all
trial sorties. (The total 'lying hours for the progrAm-- was approximately two hundred
and fifty.) Engine monitoring was therefore evaluated as part of a complete system, and
not as & separate entity. During normal flight, the navigation diaplay, or a status page
such as a radio channel plan or waypoint list was displayed on the NFD. Depending upon
the tasks that he had to perform, the pilot would select the T'n and P's format from time
to time. With the monitoring system functioning, there was in fact no necessity for the
pilot to check the display. However he did so to establish confidence in the system.

During the trials, although not all warnings were triggered, a large number were
tested, either deliberately or accidentally.

In normal flight, it was not uncommon for slight torque exceedances to occur, cr' for
the aircraft's maximum speed (Vmax) to be exceeded. When this happened, the voica warning
was usually enough to alert the pilot to the problem, especially with the torque warning.
Usually the pilot did not even bother to bring his head into the cockpit to look at the
display, though if he was flying head down the colour change on the PFD alerted him to the
problem.

Apart from artificially generated fuel flow probl.me, there were a number of flights
when the pilot's fuel management was sub-standard. In theso circumstances genuine
wernings of fuel flow mismatch, fuel contents 1MIsLaoh, and 1ow fuel occurred. These
warnings were effective and the pilot was rapidly made aware of the problein and was able
to take corrective action.

Although no actual engine failures occurred during the trial. single engine failures
were often simulated by pulling back one of the speed select levers. Obviously not all
modes of failure could be simulated (for example runaways), but those that could were used
to prove the concepts of the warning system and to demonstrate that the proper corrective
action was prompted from the pilot.

During a single engine failure. the pilots praised the ability to calculate the
hover capability of the aircraft instantly. To determine what hover capability the

r aircraft had, the pilot simply pulled in power until one of his engine parameters, such as

I
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a T4, came into limit. He then pressed one of the cursor control buttons on the cyclic

control. His hover capability was then instantly displayed on the T's and P's page.

5.3 Checks

The ability to call up cheeks associated with the T's and PIS format was found to be
very useful. For example, the pilot could display both his take off checks and the engine
parameters together on the same screen at the same time, as shown in Pig 4. This
combination proved very useful both before and after take off. The combined display not
orly reduced the number of selections that the pilot had to make through the CDU, but
enabled him to view his primary flying instruments, the check-list of interest, and the
engine instruments.

Similarly, when dealing with a problem such as an engine restart in flight, all the
data and the check-lists would be presented to the pilot together on the one display.

6 T'S AND P'I FORMAT

With conventional electromechanical instruments, gauges are grouped according to
parameter type. For instance, the two Ths will be placed next to each other, as will the
two Mrs, etc. This sometimes causes problems when trying to isolate a problem. It is not
unknown for a pilot to pull back a good, working engine, because he has misinterpreted his
instruments. To try and overcome this problem, the parameters on the electronic display
were separated into the two engines, and displayed in a symmetrical pattern about the
rotnr rpm strip gauge, as shown in Fig 5. Any failure of an engine will result in an
assymetric pattern, both in colour and in shape, and the faulty engine can quickly be
identified.

Another important feature of the format was the introduction of tram lines running
across it, representing the normal operating limits of the parameters. With the aircraft
operating normally, all parameters will lie between the two tram lines.

To achieve tram lines that ran straight across all parameters, nonlinear scaling was
adopted. Using tram lines meant that not only was fault diagnosis easier, but so too were
power checking and engine condition monitoring, such as calculating Power Performance
Indices (PPIs). For example, during take off, the pilot only had to scan the T's and P'S
format quickly to ensure that all parameters were within the tram lines; he did not have
to make a complete scan of a large number of different gauges.

The limits on the display were automatically configured to reflect the condition of
the engines. For instance, the torque limit changed from 30C0 lb/ft to 2700 lb/ft when
only one engine was running.

7 PRIMARY FLIGHT DISPLAY

The PPD was used to present to the pilot all or the basic flying instruments, and
was displayed at all times. Torque and rotor speed were included on this display, torque
because it must be referred to constantly, and rotor speed because it is required together
with attitude information during emergency procedures such as an auto rotation. Fig 6 is
an example of the PFD format.

When the roto' is operating normally and within limits, the display simply consists
of an unobtrusive white bar. As the rotor speed moves out of limit, a coloured strip
begins to move out of the white bar, to the right if the speed is above normal, and to the
left if it Is below. Eventually the strip is replaced by digits, as a second set of
limits is reached. This second set of limits was chosen to provide a very responsive
display over the area available. The presentation of data in digital form is useful for
operations such as applying the rotor brake.

Synthetic speech output was used to reinforce the colour changes, and was triggered
as soon as the speed went out of the first set of limits.

The form of the torque readout was a vertical strip, with a digital readout below
it. Normally the strip was white, and it changed to magenta when it exceeded the current
torque limit (either 3000 or 2700 lb/ft depending upon number of engines running). The
colour change was again backed up with an audio warning, which was repeated every seven
seconds as long as the limit was exceeded.

The primary flight display format was found to be very effective. All information
which was related to the collective - torque, height, rate of climb/descent and the height
director - was displayed on the left-hand side of the display. At all times the pilot
could see how much torque he was using, and how much he had available.

The innlusion of any more engine data on the PFD was not considered necesnary, and

would only have cluttered an already busy display.

8 CONCLUSIONS

These trials have shown that there is considerable benefit in not preienting engine
data to the pilot at all times. Suppression of engine data, except when required, enables
one less display surface to be installed in cockpits which will be crowded anyway. If a
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k dedicated engine display were installed, pilots would continue to scan the display and
monitor the engines, a task far more suited to the microprocessors that are readily
available to the systems designer.

Data on the engine display should be grouped according to engine, and not parameter
type. Strip gauges give a good packing density whilst maintaining legibility. Bold
colour changes, nonlinear scaling and 'tram lines', to Indicate parameter operating
margins, all aid in rapid fault detection.

The use of synthetic voice output to give warnings has shown that headout time can
be significantly increased when compared to the use of simpler audio warnings such as
bells or klaxons. For warnings requiring a simple response such as a torque exceedance,
the pilot does not need to bring his head back Into the cockpit - for more complex
problems the voice directs the pilot to the problem area, aiding rapid fault correction.

The only engine related data that the pilot needs constant access to are torque and
rotor rpm. These need to be incorporated on the primary flight display. Here again,
strip gauges have been found to be effective.

The ability to calculate power performance Indices In flight in a simple form has
been demonstrated and found valuable. The use of a better engine model should enable true
real time monitoring to be performed, with potential savings through both increased engine
life and reduced servici.ng time.

The engine monitoring system ts just one part of an integrated cockpit display and
monitoring system which has been shown to offer significant benefits over conventional
helicopter avionics. The system shows great potential for increasing mission
effectiveness and aircrew safety, and reducing aircraft servicing times.

FIGURE I THE WESSEX COCKPIT.

Copyright 4D Controller lIMBO London 10b6
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FIGURE 6. PRIMARY FLIGHT DISPLAY
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CONTROLS ACTIP DES VIDRATIONSI SUR NELICOPTERE PAR COMMANDES MULTICYCLIOUES AUTOADAPTATIVES

t par Marc ACIIACHE, Ddpartaminen Systimas
AEROSPATIALE Division Hillcoptirsi

MARIGNANE -FRANCE

it Michel GAUVRIT, Di6partiment d'Etudua at di Roctiorchos en Automatiqui
SC.E. R.T./ONE NA

TOULOUSE -FRANCE

RESUME

Un programme do Rochorche, soutonti par lIn So-vlces Officials Fronqaia, a 6t6 mini A I'AEROSPATIALE, Division Hilicoptiras, ovac
pour objectif It divoloppomaent d'un syatimo probotoiro do contrbla actif des vibrations par commandos niultlcycllques appllquias aux
poleo du rotor principal.

Cotta oxpirimantotion constitue tine does applications los plus slgnlficatlves des techniques do commando autoadaptativo des systhmos
stochastiques.

Las diffiroatos itapas do ce programme sont axpookos, dapuis Ii rechorche d'una rnodilatlon thiorique du comportamant vibratoira do
l'hilcoptira, sous loeffat do commandos multicycliquos, jusqu'oux "iti on vol du systima.

La compogna d'ossals. qul s'ost diroulieaon 1985 A I'AEROSPATIALE Marignana sur GAZELLE SA 349, a parmis ainsi de volidar Iscon-
cept do riduction des vibrations par un systimeaoutoodoptotif an boucle formSe, dons laonsornbla du domaino do vol do I'hilicoptiri
SA 349.

INTRODUCTION

Do nombriux procossus Industrials sont commandos par des slgorlthmos do typo P.l.O. (Proportionnol, Integral, DkirvG). Lour uimplicitd,
lout robustoasa, lours bonnca performances dims do nombroux cas, expliquont lour succils. La choix souvant olsi des poramitros do cos
rigulotours s'oppulo our una connoissanco grossibra du procassus lul-milma.

Dons do nombroux domowinos, cos mithodas clossiquos montrant rapidemont laurs limitos. Aucun rigulateur A pnramitras; constants no
pout, on offot, prandro an charge las 6volutlons tamporollos lentas oti rapides du systhma A commandar.

Porallilomint A coo oxigences, los diviloppomonts ricants do Ia mini at do Is micro-informstiquo rondant possible l'lmplantotion do lois
do commandos complixos qul dornandant un troltamant substantial.

Cos divaloppamants tochnologiquas, associls oux exigencos do cartoins cahiars des charges, justifiant l'intenit actual des commandos auto-
adaptotivos. Par atitoadoptatlon, on ontond uno arigulotion A paramitras variablesa, qui assura Ia minimisation d'un critiro do performanco
pour des systimes ivolutifs.

La riduction dos vibrations stir hidlicopsiro par commandos multicycliquos out una application typiquo da niguistour sutoadaptatit des
systimas stochostiquos, mania dopuis los itudos thioriquos an simulation, jusqti'A Ia validation on vol.

Do plus, Is diviloppamaent on parallila d'un algorithm:ý do typo disarministi a Wt rialisi dons Is but da quantifiar Ii rapport performance/
comploxiti pour diux approchas difffirantas du problimo.

LES VIBRATIONS SUN NELICOPTERE

Stir hilicoptiri, los problimas posis par lee vibrations angandrfios par let ensembles dynamiquos sont importonts, at lourds do consilquin-
cia In~duction do ta duria do via du matrinal, contraintos de flabililti, riduction du contort.I...

Los moyans utlillsis A ci jour pour limiter coo phinominas sont des moyans; possits du typo antivibratirs oti suspensions qul donnant des
risultato occaptoblos dons booticoup do cia. Toutofola, leaoaxigonco do "lus in plus *Aivrea on mitlibr do contort, ailliaes A des objoctifado
vitissia do croslibro do plus an plus 6lavias, font quo cos systimos seront Ilmitis dons I'ovonir, c'ost-A-dlra qua Is mointlan du nivoati vibra-
tomre oxigi rlsque daentroihar des augmentotions ridhibitoiras do lour mom.

Parallilameat aux mroyans poslfa, dos moyansaoctifa do contrftlo des vibrations, dont Ia commando multlcycllqui oat tin cas particuulor,
sont onvlsagi (Nit. :(1) A (13)).

Le contrhbla multlcycllqua pormat, par tim action diricto ati niveoot do Ia commando do pas des polio, do minimiser los vibrations indultso
dons Ia structure A tim friquanci carictiniotlqui.

En offet, our tin hdlicoptini A rotor tripole, Ia friquanco pripondinanta des vibrations dons Is cilluua oat X1 W0 friquonco do rotation du
rotor). Cos vibrations ont pour origins dos efforts oltirnia A Ia friquinco 3n salon Ianx du rotor, tranomla dirictinsint A Ia cillula, at des
efforts oux friquanci 201 it 4E0 dons It plan du rotor, trarnaml A ia collulo, apria changomant dirpm on off ot o fiuini3
(FIgure Wi.
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One commandos, g~sir~n en eWrl. evoc li ordrus do pilotagi, &Is friquenci 3W, cy~mnt des efforts an 2n1, 3(1 at 4n1 mu niveeu du rotor,
qlul peuvent s'oppoaer 6 coux qul occationnunt die vibrations (Figure I b).
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LE SYITEME EXPERIMENTAL I

0Corrpte tents dt exigences en mat*@, do Wesonnsnoeo at do OGskritil, un ytm0d ~QnMIXtrsl6 mu(lus4,I
commands multlicycllqus him lmitile on amnplitude W4-1, deGr.

CA"lU CALCULATIUN ANALOGIOUE V111MUR 0ETAY VISONATOmE1

+ 0 ACtOUITIONTOP ROTOR 0 PILTRAGN CALCULATORN
0 ANALYSS HARMONIQUI NUIVNIIRICUE

INMUIRI9U FENA UM P 7000

-Ac ALGORITHMES

VIIUAiUATOW F TIuIUfk 01 CALCUL
IT CONSMANOas

3 VALIUM 01COWIIGNI

VICTIMR0 COMMANDEMULTICYCLIOUE
Ir IIK M N (6COMPOSANTE5)

F VERINS MULTICYCLIOUIS

Fly. 4: ARCHITECTUJRE DU SYSTEME EXPERIMENTAL

Le syst"m expirimental comprand princlpalament :

- des captours do vibrations (accillhromitrer placisaon ditffrents points dolIs cabins) st un cepteur magnitique du top rotor (pour I&
connaissance prlicies do 11, at Is synchronisation) ;

- un calculateur enalogiqlus r~alisont I'sialys hormoniqus (extraction do ia composants des vibrations on =(), Is gindration des ordres an
MS (fonctlon synthitiseur) destinis ou rack d'asnrvissement des virins multicycliques, at Is gostion des skuritis ;

- un calculateur numrr~ique dans laquell dee algorithmes. do calcul Olaborent It tavcteur do commandos optimal & partIr du tavctaur vibro-
toires provenant du calculateur onalogilque;

- un rack d'aserrvissamsnt des vrirns multicycllques;
- trriis virins &lsctrohydrouiiquoe (dits virins cmuiticyciiquess) months an sines sur lIn servo-commendes classiques & entrie mhcanique;
oeur course est limithle A 10 mm, correspondent bun pas do poio de-+/-1,7 deghl. Cos virins ont 6t0 diveloppils pour cette application,

afin d'obtsnir do bonns. performances A des f riquences do commands iloves (3fl molt 19 Hz pour l'h6Illc#ptbr* SA 349) st sour. des
charges dynamiques importantes ;

- un boftior do commando pisc6 dens Is cabins, interface entre Is systbme at 1'iquipage d'essal.

Les diffirents 6limants constituent Is systimo multicyclique ont 6t0 divelopps~h slon Is. spicifications do VAEROSPATIALE. par los$
socihths fnanqvlmes GIR"AIONS DORAND (rack d'asaervimssmant), AIR-EQUIPEMENT (virins), SPENA (calcuieteur numirique) at
AEROSPATIALE Division H61icoptiras pour lIn autras 6liments.

La conception, Ie validation ot Is programmation du logiclel ambearquh ont 6td rhahishas per une 6quips do Is Direction des Etudes do
IAEROSPATIALE. avac: Is participation do I'ONEFA (CERT/DERA) pour lI'tude des algorithms. stochestiques..

r MODELISATION DU PROSLEME

Trois slgorithmes de calcul do Ie r~ommande optimal. ont 6t4 dhvolopphm. Tous trols mont basks sur une reprisentation linheirs du transfsrt
entre commands. multicycliques at vibrations caliule, risuitat do Is simplif ication do Is modhlisation du rotorst des esseis sur Ia structure
do leappenill exp4nimental:

Zk- S - Ok-1I +Z 0

avoc

- zovecteur des 2n coeff icients do Fourier en 3nl correspondent A n memuros ecchihlromhtriques, sans command"s multicycliques.

- Zk voctour do memuro au peas k, apris commendos. multicycliques..
- Ok - 1 voctour des 6 coefficients do Fourier on 3a1 correspondent eux commands. appliquiis. aux 3 wvirns au pas kt-i1.
- S metrics reprisentative do Is esnsibilit6 du voctsur vibratoire ou vecteur do commands mi )ticyclique (dimension :2n lions$, 6 colon-

nes).

Le voctour do commends Ok eat calculd A chequo pas par minimisation d'un critilif queadretiqus J:

J ZTk+l - Zk+1 +eT k -W -&k

faisant intervenlý d'un. pert 1'6nergle des vibrations A diminuer (ZTkIW - Zk+1 1' d'outr part un terms do pondiration mur lavarlation de

commando WA6 k -W.Allk evec W matrice ditinis, pos~tive) parmettent une action progressive at donc cprudentot sur Is mysthm..
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Lealgorlthme a done pour tiches

- d'ldntlflsr Is metrics S A cleque instnt puiaqusalle dlipend doe conditions de vol at do configuration do lsopperahl 'lldietitlcation do
Z0 n'sst peo Indispensable dent Is maturs cO I& commands optimal* sit calculto do fagon lWatlve on utliluaent un modole local:

AZk.S -. -

-do calcuier Is variation do aomnmetife optimal* A*k*

ETUDE DES ALOORITHMSS

Trais algorlthmso do deux typos difl~ronts nnt Wt 6tudis:

- l'Algorlthms Adoptatit Ditorminists (MAD).
- Is l~gulateur Adoptatif Stochestique ( RAS).
- is R6guletour Adaptatif Stochastiqus avoc Estimation dms Vibrations I RASEV).

L*Wlgdthsu MD oat do type dlton.mInist. 11 v~allso llIdsntilostion do Is matrics S per P'anvol do commandos ecalibries4 ou extra-
signaux. Apris Is prsmliks identification lore do l'initlallmtion, Is comparsison entra Is nlvssu vibratoire mosurs at un nlvssu vibrotoire
sitiml (per calculi) permot do d~tsrminer ell Ist n Icosa d'idsntif lo A nouveau S.

Cot algorithms Implique done:

- uno excitatIon important. du systimo lois dosphoosad'Idontificatlon.
- to choix d'un critine pour identifiert S, uniquomoent lot. d'une modification des conditions do vol. En efft, it est n~cessara do minimitar

los phases d'ldentification, car sils n~cossitont 'onvoi do 6 commandos callbtiols, a priori non optimalot dona s to sn% do Is diminfition
dog vibrations.

En dohors des phases didentificatlon, Ni calcu! do Io commands optimale Ott rhallsil 6 chaquo pas per minimiuetion du critirs J1, on conai.
dkrant quo S a blon 4t6 Identif* :~

A-k. -(W+ ST . SO1 . ST . Zk

Lealgoritlsme RAS, do typo stochostiqus, utilise I* conneissanco ta priori * des caractiristiquos statiques; des bruits do matureat do syst"m
pour identifier S A choque pas. 11 sct tonatitui do 2n I iltres do Kalman, chacun idontifiant une ligne do Is matric* S.

Pour l'quatlon d~tat des filtres. l'hypothise retonue set Ia foilbe variation do S entre doux peas staccosislf. qul to tradult per I& constance
do Is matrice S, au bruit d~tat pris.

L~quatlon do moture d~coule do Is mod~lisation on variations:

A6k=S . k-1

Los caracttristiques dos bruits do mature at ditat itant suppososi no pea d~pendro do I& ligne do Ia matrice S, lea 2n I iltros do Kalman pot-
sidont los ffAmos matrices do covariance doerrour Pk, at gains do Kalman Kk- Soule 1'6quation d~voiutlon d~pand do to ligne identiflie.

Pour tonir counpto d'uno faible 6volution do S antre daux pea succettifi. un paramitro d'oubli a 6t0 introduit dons 1l6quatlon do rocalogo dc.
In matrice do coverlance do Ionsrur,

L'nintiaflsstion do I'algorithme Oat effectu~s par loanvot do commandos al~stoiraus do foible amplitude.

L'ldontificatlon do is metric@ S Atant roiallso 6 chaque pea on utilimant Is variation do commando pr~c~dente, cette domi~rs pout Aitre
calcul~a pour Aire optirnalo.

La connaissanco to priori* des caracilristiquos statistiquos do I& matrice S kindewdfA, pormet, pa-,r Is calcul do Ia variation do coimmando
opilmalo AM1 do choisir Is critio stochostiqus sulvant :

J-EI(ZTk~l -Zk +14A9 T k -W.-Mk

E I.) : Eupilranca mathimatique

Co qul conduit i:

49¶-e IW +ST. S n. PkF4 -ST-Zk

Par aouci do simpliciti, Is principe ddquivalonco a 6t0 rstonu (PN.-0), do fMgon 6 conserver to milme commando optimale quo done It cat
ditormlniats. Nianrmon, un calractire do prudenco a 61 introdult per uns lot dr. variation' do W. croissants on fonctit-n do Is variation du
nivau vibrstoiro.

Ainsi, I'algorithms RAS:

- permot urn Identification permanent* do Ia matrics S. Isa cmmando mutic-ycliquo optimale Atant envoyS. 6 cheque pas,
- prend an compio e iocoractilrlstlquos statistiques dos bnuita do mature.

aL'sgsrims RASEV.asitduminlis typo quo I@ pricident. 11 no ditties quo per'&. prims oni compta du madil global:

Zk-S -ek-1 +ZO



11i dientitii dine 8 at 2o pa doqu pdeslowl, & lIsld do 2n ft~tri do iKalmin dint hIs votari d'it ient comittuied'une ligne do li
mitrici S W m Ael toi eapet correpondint* dui voetur Zo.

* ~Le cebit do Is comma~nds optimal. Ms klmniqu 6 esuul Gbiflu per in daus outrea algoalthmes.

Li RASEV we oviuaelrim done per :

-urte identifiuation pifmnnti ovag anvol do commiandes optimaeis IIA Phqeap,
-wusmailhhuursprisein ownpt diii modlhsition.

SIMULATIONS IN TEMPS DIFFERS

Urnsimuatwiton hinalhi dui conp.rtaIont vibratoire do Mhelhcoptirs sous 1'0%lt do commandes multlcycliques a pifinc hi mks. ii point
die lgorlthmaadboriu picldammst. Cittsimuhitlon it meeritIra pa un mnsmbli doi nq matric. Set voctoun Zo lobtemau par
colck itr utn mcdbli rotor, mascelk A des naule Sur I& csihuha) correspondent A diftrants ow do i vtaa hongltudlnelsi. Lo Figure 5 montre
'livoluthon d'urw Ilgr doish metrics S pour uns vituas longitudinah* vailant do 200 km/Ih A 290 km/h. to ricloimnots antra diwix

*vitams uceimivma dunt rdehhie wu moMa di fonethona pclyn~miahss.

MATIE1 99

54.1

Fig 5: EVOL UTIOV OLUNE COLONNE DE LA MA TRICE SUTILISEE EN SIMULATION

Un example des rhulitas obtenus par simulation dets algorithim. an boucle firmil tot prkaontil sur Is FigureS6, montrant dins ti cas d'une
phasi d'accdll~ration lpaisagi di 200 km/h A 280 k-n/h) (I'nfluince do Is commando multicychlqui sur I* niviii vibratoire mayen dons Is
cabini. Sur chicun des graphiques, est pmksentis 11volution du niveau vibittoiri. iov at tans command* mutitcychlqua, pour Phhicoptbrs
muni do si suspension passive.

('30 (s)

0.4-ALGRITHE A;ADALOORITHME RAS

HIVEAU HATUREL MOYEN NIVEAU NATUREL MOIEN

0.3, V 200 kinM V=29okm~l 0.3- V 200 km/h V=20ka1

0.2 0.2

0 d k100 100
TEMPOS t) TEMPS (s)

Fi.6: :SIMULA TION DES ALGORITHM ES EN TEAMP DIFFERE

Dame Ia limits cis Is modilaistlon hinamiri ritiawanue, anSmulaitons ant parmis do dilmontrer len bonnis performances d'autoadeptativitid des
elorthmia durant lsie phaaes dbcolutlcn isurtout pour his algorithmse stochastlquas), caatlnter let gaint potintials an vibrations, at
dlvaluer )'influence dam dfIt~irnts piremitria di riglagi our haflimcltI des algorithmm fripiditil di convergence, gains, autaidaptitiviti..).

ESSAIS EN VOL DU SYSTEME EXPERIMENTAL.

La systini multleycklqua a It. "i ahun Wo pour datux conflpjrsitna do Is machine do but : auespaaln bcldlrsotionnalle uibres
loorroapndant 6Ala GAZELLE SA 349 munhe doson r~ ata ntivlbrotoiri paaulf)iotsuspanslon tbloqudas (correspondent & une machine
sae filhtrai pettit des vibrations).

Pour chacuni do a configurations, INs trait alorthma multieycliquis ant ft. tiati an hauci firniA sir laonsimbis du domaini do vol.
La'i course doi ecormndaa mlticyclklques a #i limitila &+/-- I dagr ii court do ontoa ixpirimintirtloa, compte tmnu desateforts dynami-
qua. Imsportants oir Is ehsllh. di commindi do vol, rancontria ii court doa masol d'idantlfleatlon. Le courtse de4/-0,8 dagu a kit retinue



pour ianmiyuoampwoeti Aroompi dii troim iGuittmm unowwwmwnatio ecomansojumquA I dmur avant iti offeotuft powr il6aW
rithma AASEV unlquitot.

La pailtion des opteurs dKWM1qlston du V W4m a flilt l'Ob~ift dtrni GIRIMI~etL- mul co d.~n m.ei.cadmnt 6 reenr Quatr ma
iramltru deux, ia moxiverticil at 1aa60 lonigittadinsi. & I'avnt do I& cabins. dauxs. mlaniaote 1mls, on planes pilot* at woplots.

Swont piiuintum Id Ini ibiltiti o~totmu Owee to ryotimo mtif aigmmnt stur ihMiicopt~re "Mn filtrage posit doi Vibrations (suspenuion
tbloquais), as am oroopeondent. trio probibliment. & I'utiiilstion qwi I'an peout eotwimr Sur In h~iicoptkirs MUtrM.

METHODOLOGIE DE CONDUI1'E DES ESSAIS

Les mmii. en Vol du irmymne saap~rimintal ant 6t% conduit somlan tns m~lthodaglae booki mimntiolienten; -or' 'knpwmmnc doi simuum.
tioni en tamps ditf*&, Inoluant tan rnadbl repr~isntitif du comportemmnt vibratoirm do i'h~iioov?*m ýouz l'efftt do commanids multi-
4cliqumi IFigure 7).

P1. 7: MTINOOOJDlCPDTDE ESSAISOT

-ILG Dlgrihm MAI ENu VOLd prmtrmpmmb
-AAE611 BOUCiLEm FEEV I

IDENTIFMICATTON ENRAMLONVET

composaIth loic victeur vibrtoire nstind do di lemplitus mduls es, olctompmntrie ani & v ietdu btlr do comminds, pem. n

l'detiiatoncmpile oI -0.5ptreS -349 -at In omi do Sl agdtms

IDNIICTO EN BOUDENTUIFICTIOENVLDCMP TEET BATRD L LCO E
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ftEGLAGE onS PARAMITRUS IN SIMULATlION Ldlluotr hlopk

alwdtle vkaA- dui conportomui vibrotolro) a permit do moconduiro coo reglogmos kndes maols on vol.

Le F~gw 9 oovp"t w usuoonporeloon i ati I ulamulotion Itralt plain) at lo vol Wtait on pointlllA) pour uo coniposanto duvocwtourd
mean.s kwn dun ia" bonwoti do pellots ueosauall6 A dffirentasevittam.

-04

J4i4 4e. law- VITEUE Ion huAs

FIg. 9 COMPARAISON VOL~ISMULATIONA ISO-COND1TJOS (PALIERSA DIFFERENTES VITESSES)
Cotam mithodologlo a sirmi pormk:

- d-acu ida pidwimo at olux e on vo du systme n baud. tenns; inl, un dilal do baulament trols omalaopnint k Ito vol dridenttif-
catkN%&r~or IsA nico pooapur dibutorlos assals on bouclo ernia

- do mjnlrnilssr Is nonibra do yok orco flux r~gtag. pu~iminalr. obtonus on aimulation.

ESSAIS DES ALGORITHMES MULTICYCLIQUES EN VOL (BOUCLE FERMEE)

La P ow do"&, a oedopuok pour Ia misn mu point at Ia camporalson die trols algorthmos, a conolati on urn succesfion do pallern stablll.
aft & dlttrantes vltaowo Is systm restant act11 lois duo phases duscoilliration ontro leo palles. Cota p4ocidure a slnal permis do tastor
10. porformenoee d&w Wlgoritamo. A Is foig pour Is riduotIon does vibrations. at pour Is critiro d'autoadaptativti 1prims an compto di6vo.
lution rsp~ds du coo do vol).

Apris mkss w point. Wa dooriethmo ant 616 Avatuis daona tout to domaino do vol do.I GAZELLE SA 349.

Le oo ap -a-ssn dos tool algarhltmos. prioontioe on Figure 10, a k#A obtanueo u court d'un vol on boucle farmia, aww Ia prociduro deaseal
doceltopricidommoent (10Nlvoau Vlbratolro G~loblcorropo, A Is moyonne quadratiquo do Is composanto on 3nl domatu~resaoffectudes out
,-A captours utillask pare Is ysti).

0.25.SMILA41F P

*0.01 rxOIITqH=I0E

C: ou SysTems

0.I.
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On volt ins)l que Is S60 an vibration. obu~nu aow te e totsalordmee, snt -on picie (do t'udo 1*b 90 %26 knjhl ,at*a.
Nithmo NASKY tent to plus efcoc. La Figw 1 d*Wilo tee nkiemux vlratome obtenus & 260 km/h sam We trots algrdtms tsftiaet
gdunwnt soswu s~umb ak fl~hrov dee 'abrotlo (iltoop*.N d es, eo mica, r.. vertical a w n trots points o I& na usa.

20 C
0.3 AAD

0,4

At1

POtters AVANT 3A30I OWLOII aSIEGE MLOTS

F* II: CQMPARAISON DES TAO/S ALGOR/TNMES TESES I COURSE OS COMMANDE MAX/MALE :OJ DEQAFJ

Urnapent. des dlfticrn coretetjesenstoe algorithm. tou stui~qusIRASit RASEV) at 'algorlthrnodkermlnluso IM ), soxpliquu
per Is dlfftrwicscis course aeffoece (couwn utiltsblo pourta sommands optimale). Abut pour urn mbkne coures maxImale, I'algo
rIthms AAO e ups courtse offc ridulti (riduottondo rordia dso,02 dagi) efin do conserver urn merge pour hIn Wetolne dlidentlf la-
tiolt.

En offat, iii court do ces guie.1 li ftt dilmontit quo We pins on vibratlona ttalont diroctement rallkt Its course autorlefo pour Is com-
mends optImal..

LMINfleu -dio Iscousie deconsendie our he vibrations on cabins an 312 ot priseottou Isrt Figure 12, pour We trots algorithm. at trots
vlteado Pa eltr. En saarpolant tae courbaa. on poat son ditluire quo des gains en vibrations plus Importante pourralent Airs obtenua avec to
ivatmi multtcycttqus anec des courses do commendsn plus Imortente.

NIVELAU VliftATOtRi ORNERRAL
j"ALGORITHMEMAft

1,111) Flit 0 its) IOALGORIThMERASI
43311 I3SO1j) 13a) 0 ALOfITHMIMRSV

te 0to

V.a170 km/k V u210kmw^ V a260km/h
0.4 0.4 0.

0.2 02 .

0 L .5 1 9
COUntR E'ICACE

Fig 12: INFLUENCE OE LA COURSE DE COWMMANDS (COURSE DE COMMA NDS MAX/MALE: I DEGRE)

Malt, rappitane-le, Ia rtduction des vibrations n'eat pas Is seu! critira do chat. dies eigrthmes.

Lflas pufnhme d'autcedwpftlet oati sueet dotI'tmportanco pour to Stoix dl? mitt? d'un eligorithrnspuusqu'atlee Influent dlroctsment sur lw
contort des peesegert, ceux-dl ftant partL'utiArnint sonelbims aux variaiors brutal.s dmu nivas vibratoiri.

Vie-A-vie do ce crittro, l'etgcrlthmn diw-m Iinlts AAO prteesnta quelquos telbiemee t'ldontlflcatlon wonginre darn splcas en vibretlona
tints tars do is miss in route dos tatgarlthmo (Figure 1O), juuqu'A IdentIficatIon setlafalser to doIii metrios S.

Ntenmoirn, sp*t optimisetlon die perarmltres, tee elcesces d'idendiflcstlan no s dtclanchant quo toasds modifications dui cas do vol
(ecctit~rttonut, ot nowigendrsr'2 peas ntcoeesirment dies plcs impnrtar~tsion vibrattant, Is sensdsverietlon dochequacommandis ttnt cholsl
en funiction dotes cnetrluo S procidemfli, afin d'nlio. ans to eros dotes dimin~ution du Nivseu Vibratoiri Giobol.

Les elgor!thmns atochestiques. compte tin'i do t'identiflcation pormanento do Ie mitrico S (et do Z. pour I* RASEV), ant mantri do Wet
bannes performances d'Putaedeptstivltt.

L'oxamplo mu. itttlqtjc prtesitit Figures 13 at14,. torrospond & una miss on virag (factour do chargei%:I ,5 9) AI tvltiew do 200 km/h,
latlgorlthma RASEV Itant on feinctlon snut savo mneaeutouilt do commndcxk multtcyctique dot/-G.B digit.
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NIVIIAI VISIAIOIRE GLOBAL.

IIN 14LTFAN PMPP

Fie, 13: REPOMSE OU SYS TEME LOftS 01/NE MISS EN PACTS 4/A Off CHARGE (ALGORITHME RASEV AVEC COURSE DE
COMMANDS MAXJMALE: :0. DEGAS)

La Figure 13 montwm quae Ia nlvau vibratalre We peat pertwibhi omds Is missen vieada 'ihllcopir, I& Figure 14 pomnnttant doadmon -
tie quoam wet aWIIt4 a 6% cbtanue gibe A Is modification doale matrice S aua coura du virep leat pruntl Is saoblllti d'un conpo-
oante du vectaur vibretof & to variation do I& commands muiticclique an twnpe at lbolutlon do In comnposnta WN coe widents du
vactaur de cornwveads).

11E141JOIUIT11 01 Ile)
A LA VARIATION 091011111 VERNO TANGAGE 1111(411)

I ,
0.311 -at

6.30.I

0.30 
0.I

0-6-0.425

so so 70 so 2o 100 60 ao 70 CO so 100
TEMPO (aI TEMPS Is)

F4.~ 14 :ETUDE DE L'AUTODAPTATIVITE WARS DWNE MISS SN FACTEUR DE CHARGE (ALGORITHMS RASEVAVSC
COURSE DE COMMANDS MAXIMALES:0QA DEGAS)

COMPARAISON AVEC LINE SUSPENSION PASSIVE

SI i'on compar les aa orfminca du systime actIf doe contr~le des vibrations awc cWias dalIs suversiaon passive dalIe GAZELLE SA 349,
(Figure 15), on conulate qua It avatime actif conduit & do% niveaux do vibration& iquvlvaents ou sstbme peass)? 16 w) ca darner eat to plus
afficace (s~ibs" Pilots at copiliot notamment). IQ "sytima actif ftant nattamet plus parformant aum autme pmest (pointes avant at arritr
cabin*).

NIVEAU VICP.ATOIRE RASj~CoURSE±0. r

liz to)
311 BJASE

\ SUSENSION 8101IRECTIC*INELLE
s.C

MULTICYCLIOUE

MONE CPILTE POLOTE A0111E141 AI111RIER
XWANT GAUCHE DUOIT

Fif 15 :COMfPARAISONAVSC UN SYSTEMS ANTI VIBRATOIRE PASSIF

Sur Wa mme figure, on vklif is qua Is avetime muiticycliqtae agit P'on saularmet aum emplacements cor.eapondont aux magwr. Jntarvenat
dana son optimisation, mals "su an dee points non prig an compte per lea algoethmea lerdiir cabins', case ftant dO 6 ieaction du systk"i
direactmet 6 Isomurce des v~bratlors (efforts tWE rotor).

4I
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CONCLUSION

La divlo1PPemenft dui sytimeni expirmentol doe contr6le octif doe vibrations par commmands rnuiticyciiqugs a conduit J proauv si'ffIlcit6
d'un systhm an boucle for.. pour is A IductIIon clas vibrations our i'onwamble dui domain. ds vol dWan h6IIcoptir.

La conipraison dos rioultats obtanus pour is. d&ux typos craiglorithmos tes"is tend & montror i'officacltA dooslaiorlthmes; stochastiques.
Laur complexitil, lsrgamnt comeai p Ir un. malleours prism an compti dos ivolutionr dos paramiltras; do vol. nsst pas ridhibitoirs
pour Is colcuusteurs numi~riques emnboequsble..

Los sult.n do cette action. atwinogls dis os lour, concsrnsont notammont dos ftudos d'evant~proIst do systimes gaeskr, osfin d'Mvausr les
co~t, dun tsisystime pour ani hilleoptke tie gils.

Enfin, ctwo axpirimontation constitue, outra urn dosprsmikA ioikiutlornsconcwrnnt iathioriedlo acofnmmatsoptimale autoadaptativo.
urn application Important* dr's techniques nuririq~ues sur hilkooptirs, at dews diboucher wr d'autres aspects du Contr6Ia Automatiqus
Gindralisil sur H6ilcoptire (CAGH).
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CONTROLLING TIll DYNAMIC RNYIRONMMNT DURING OR FPLIGHT
by

Dennis R. Halwes
Principal Dynamics Engineer

Mail Station 14
Bell Helicopter Textron Inc.

Poet Office Box 482, Fort Worth, Texas 76101

SUMMARY

A six degree-of-freedom (DOP) isolation system using six LIVE units has been installed under an
Army/NASA contract on a Bell 20OLM helicopter. This system has been named the Total Rotor
Isolation System, or TRIS. To determine the effectiveness of TRIS In reducing helicopter
vibrations, a flight verification study was conducted at Bell's Flight Research Center In Arlington,
Texas. The objective was to demonstrate a 90% (or greater) iso!atlon of the heliconter fuselage
from the main rotor forces and moments transmitted at the blade passage frequency, which Is
4/rev In the case of the Bell I06LM. The flight test was the final phase of a program performed
by Bell under a NASA Langley Research Center contract with funding by the U.S. Army
Aerostructures DIrecto.,ste. The flight test data from the testbed aircraft indicate that the
program objectives have been surpassed; the 4/rev vibration levels at the pilot's seat were
suppressed below the 0.04g level throughout the transition envelope, which traditionally has high
vibration levels. Results of flight tests to date indicate over 95% suppression of vibration levels
from the rotor hub to the pilot's seat at a considerable weight savings over traditional antiresonant
isolation concepts. In addition, the TRIS installation was designed with a decoupled control system
and has shown a significant improvement In aircraft flying qualities. The Improvement was such
that it permitted the trimmed aircraft to be flown "hands-off" for a significant period of time,
over 90 seconds, in conclusion, the TRIS flight test program has demonstrated a system that
meets the objective of greatly r-ducing vibration levels of a current-generation helicopter, the
Bell 206LM, while significantly improving the flying qualities to a point where stability
augmentation is no longer a requirement.

INTRODUCTION

Vibratory excitations, inherent to the helicopter, cause many undesirable effects. These include helicopter crew
fatigue, resulting in decreased proficiency; unacceptable passenger comfort; poor component and system equipment
lives; lower avionics reliability, resulting in Increased operating costs; and, In many cases, limited operational envelopes.

Vibration reduction has been a major goal of the rotary wing community since the helicopter's Inception. In the
1970s, In recognitIon of the adverse effects of vibration and desiring a more stable weapons platform, the military
reduced the MIL-SPEC acceptable levels of the predominant rotor harmonic (n/rev) g-levels from 0.15g at cruise speed
to 0.05g. Commercial operators, particularly those conducting long flights to offshore oil rigs or ambulance runs, have
also demanded lower vibration levels in aircraft.

Paralleling the desire for lower vibration levels, new objectives for high-speed performance, higher payloads,
Improved maneuverability, and Increased agility have also been demanded by the helicopter users. These new goals have
led to new rotor designs, including soft-in-plane, rigid, articulated with large hinge offsets, and teetering rotors with
added hub springs. All of these changes tend toward increased weight and the generation of higher excitation shesrs
and/or inoments by the rotor.

Helicopters using first-generation main rotor shaft isolation systems of the 19403 and 1950s exceeded 0.5g n/rev
vibration levels. Second-generation designs of the 1960s, with focal pylons, were generally able to meet the new 0.159
vibration level requirement at cruise, but not during transition. During the 1970s, several antiresonant isolation
concepts were developed to isolate the fuselage from the primary source of vibration - the main rotor oscillatory forces.These devices Include Kaman's DAVI, Boeing-Vertol's IRIS, and Bell's Nodal Beam. All of these concepts use a spring anda mechanically amplified mass to develop isolation or effect force cancellation at the main rotor excitation freouency.

I , These systems were designed to meet the 0.05S level, but failed. The weight penalties caused by these systems or a
combination of these systems varied from 2% to 3% or more of the helicopter design gross weight. It should be noted
that the current state-of-the-art Army helicopters, the Sikorsky UH-60 Blackhawk and the McDonnell Douglas AH-64
Apache, never met the vibration criterion during competition.

With the overall objective of meeting the Army's MIL-SPEC vibration objective and reducing the helicopter's overall
we'.,ht, the U.S. Army's Aerostruotures Directorate (then the Army's Structures Laboratory), located at NASA's Langley
Research Center, issued a request for proposal in 1979 for the "Analysis of the Feasibility of a Six Degree-of-Freedom
(6-D.O.F.) Isolation System." Under a NASA/Army contract, Bell completed an analysis' and was subsequently awarded
a follow-on contract for the "Design, Analysis, Fabrication, and Bench Testing of a Total Main Rotor Isolation System
(TRIS)." The results of the TRIS bench test were so promising that in 1984 the decision was made to Install the system
on Bell's Model 2OSLM helicopter and then ground- and flight-test the aircraft. This paper will report on the results of
the ground and flight tests. The reader Is referred to the NASA contractor report rl, for more details on the test
program.

LIVE Isolation

In 1972, research was begun at Bell on the use of a hydre'.l fluid in cylinders with different areas to amplify the
motion of a tungsten piston that acted as a tuning weight. Thi '.oncept progressed to a very compact system that used a
high-densilty, low-viscosity liquid (mercury) as both the "hydraulic fluid" and the tuning weight.

The Liquid Inertia Vibration Eliminator (LIVE) unit is nhown schematically in cross section in Fig. 1. An inner
cylinder Is bonded to an outer cylinder with a layer of rubber, as In a coaxial bushing rubber spring. Cavities at the top
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and bottom are enclosed, creating reservoirs for the "hydraulic fluid." "The Inner cylinder Is attached to the
transmslslonp and the outer cylinder is attached to the fuselage. A hole or "tuning port" through the inner cylinder
connects the upper and lower reservoirs.

In operation, the liquid mercury oscillates within
the LIVE units, and isolation Is achieved when the
pressure created by the inertial force due to motion

Innereylinder--.- 'Aof the mercury cancels the spring force due to the
displacement of the rubber. By altering the spring

Outer cylinder * Pylon attachment rate and port diameter, the LIVE units can be tuned
to isolate the desired blade passage frequency.

The mechanics of a classical pinned-pinned linkRubber spring •Is such that only axial loads can be transmitted; no
noments can be input through the spherical bearing

Liquid chamber at its ends. If a LIVE unit is mounted within a link
Fuselage and tuned to completely Isolate the blade passage
aettachment frequency, then no oscillatory loads at the bladepassage frequency (n/rev), in any direction, will be

transmitted through the link. By using six pinned-
pinned isolator links or LIVE units for attaching the
pylon to the fuselage (in any configuration that IsPI. 1. LW system intemnal desigP. statically stable In all six degrees of freedom) with
no other attachments, then every attachment will
Isolate the blade passage frequency and no
oscillatory loads will be transmitted from any

PINNEO-PINNED UVE UNK degree of freedom.

A representative LIVE isolator for the six
^0 degree-of-freedom application Is shown in the cross-

section view of Fig. 2. The inner member is
Pylonlink attached to the pylon, and the outer member is

attached to the fuselage. The two members are
Eiastornir Cap bonded to the elastomer that fills the annulus

between them. This elastomer (working in shear)"Zý ý acts as a spring that supports and reacts to the
static and dynamic loads placed on the isolator.
Pressurized liquid mercury fills the center port in
the inner member and both cavities at the ends of
the isolator. No air space remains in the isolator.
The action of the LIVE unit Is illustrated In Fig. 3.

Outer cylinder
ner cylinder Baseline Helicopter

Seal Tuning p The helicopter selected for the purpose of
establishing specific isolation system performance,
weight analysis, system integration studies, and
flight tests at minimum risk was the Bell 206LM
helicopter, 5/N 45269. A photo of the testbed

Fig. 2. Cutaway view of LIVE link. aircraft is shown in Fig. 4. This Is a 4000-lb class,
turbine engine helicopter with a four-bladed, soft-
In-plane, flexbeam rotor system. The Isolation
system as installed on the helicopter can be seen In

Inertial force F 2 - PA Fig. 5.
GROUND VIBRATION TEST

P The method selected to verify the performance
F * oscillatory of the TRIS was a ground vibration test (GVT),

input force performed at Bell's Flight Research Center In

Spring force Arlington, Texas. The OVT was designed to measure
F, -K- the Isolation of each degree of freedom

M independently and, thus, without the influence of
Mass of & Pylon non-rotor-hub n/rev sources, as would be the case In
fluid attachment flight.

Three different systerns were used for hub
uselage excitation during the OVT. A single 1500-lb

attachment capacity electromagnetic shaker was used for hub
vertical, lateral, and longitudinal shear Inputs; two

IsoletionwhenPA •KD 1500-lb electromagnetic shakers were operated out
of phase for hub yaw moment input; and a rotary
hydraulic shaker was used for hub pitch and roll

Fig. 2. Isolation principle of LIVE. moment Inputs.

For each excitatiun degree of freedom, sweeps were made with the full hub weight to determine the placement of
pylon and fuselage natural frequencies and the approximate shape and frequency placement of the Isolation valley. In
addition, frequency dwells at various load levels with and without the hub weight at 1/rev, 4/rev, and 8/rev were made
to determine the Isolation efficiency and load linearity of the TRIS. Load levels up to 800 lb In shear, and 5000 in-lb In
moment were applied to the hub.
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An array of six raccelerometers at the
hub and another array of six accelerom-
eters near the fuselage og were used to
measure the Input and- response for each
of the six degrees of freedom. These
arrays were the primary transducers used
to determine the percentage of Isolation
achieved by the TRIS and to determine If
the system met the 9096 isolation
criterion of the contract statement of
work. The accelerometer measurements
were used to calculate the percentage of
Isolation In the six degrees of freedom In
the following manner:

1. For the translation directions, the
1] response of the two accelerom-

eters, with their sensitive axis In
the same direction, were averaged
to determine the response of a
point half way between them.:12. For the rotational directions, the
retponse wit thei estive axisleinma

1paetperpendiculaher sestoite axis of
rotatin, werpendsubtracted one axromo

the other, divided by the distancebetween them, and converted to
units of deg/s2. This calculation
yielded the rotational response of
the structure between the two

Fig. 4. Bell Mode 20SLM1 Total Rotor Isolation System (TRIIO) helicopter. accelerometers.

These calculations were performed by
computer on both the sine end cosine

____ components of the response so that
correct phase and magnitude were
maintained between the different
transducers. In addition to the above
accelerometers, triaxial accelerometers

- - *O~were located at each of the crew seats,
S each of the aft passenger seat locations,

- - - ~±~O the eievator# and at the 90 * gearbox.

ForwardTransfer functions were acquired on all
L.IVE i clator: accelerometers for each degree of

______ ~freedom. These transfer functions were
used with a Bell modal analysis computer

Roof mow'.ting program to define the natural frequencies
plansof the pylon and the fuselage.

2061.M transmission The major transfer functions for the
pilot seat are presented In Figs& 6 through
11. These plots show that the TRIS valley
at 4/rev (26.3 Hx) occurs In each

-... 0 accelerometer, and for each excitation
degree of freedom. These figures show
good frequency separation between 4/rev
and all pylon and fuselage modes, although
for this program no attempt was made to

Fig. S. Installation of six-degree-of-freedom Isolation system on helicopter, change the helicopter fuselage modes
from the standard Bell Model 206L.

4/REV FORCED RESPONSE

For a more accurate measurement of the TRIO response at 4/rev, forced response data were acquired by exciting ther aircraft with a constant 4/rev sine wave. This part of the test was performed with no hub weight so that the 'aub and
airframe response would equal the In-flight response for the same hub load. By measuring hub response In les or deg/as
and ratloing It to the cg response In the same units, a measure of the TRIO transmissibility was calculated.

The fuselage response data are plotted In Figs. 12 th~rough 17. The dual scaling of th~ese plots was selected to quickly
show If the 90%6 Isolation criterion was achieved. Thu hi.b response was plotted with the cg response for each degree of
freedom. With the scales selected, if the curve for the ag response falls below the curve for the hub response, that
degree of freedom achieved the 90% Isolation criterion; and If the og curve Is above the hub curve, then the 90%
Isolation criterion was not met.

These plots show that all responses met the 90% Isolation criterion with the exception of the cg pitch response to a
hub pitch moment at low load levels, although at high load levels the pitch moment also showed well over 90% Isolation.

A
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.00-lb hub weight 300-lb hub weight
101- -- 101- -

14/rov I 41rv

10-

(26. 2,.27 x 104) (26.3, 2.82 x 104)-

5 15 25 35 45 55 4 14 24 34 44 54
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

Pit. 6. Pilot seat verticl respeoe to vertical swar foame. Fig. T. Pilot seat vertical reqose to pitealog moment.

300-lb hub weight 300-lb hub weight
10.2 - -- -10-4 -. -

;4/rev
S4/rev

10-3 10-4 (26.3 ,7.48 104)

(26.2. 1.48x 10-I)

5 15 25 35 4S 55 4 14 24 34 44 54
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

Fig. L Pilot seat vertleal rsone to longitudinal sihew foarse Fig. I. Pilot seat lateral respoe to roll moment.

300-1b hub weight 3300-lb hub weight
10-2 - i' ~ 10-S

I 500-4b force
4/rev 

I10-" • 3 -I- -rI .0I

ON j O-I A
'• 10• • 5 10

10-5

,(26.3, 5.3,11o,) , o(26.3,7.38 x 104)
(26.3 5.31 104)I

4 14 24 34 44 54 4 14 24 34 44 54
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

Pig. 10. Pilot seat lateral resonse to lateral shear fore. Fig. 11. Pilot meat lateral reqpone to yaw moment.

FLIGHT TEST

isolation System Performance Plights

Four gross-weightlog combinations were used during the flight tests:

1. 3500 lb, fuselage station 124 3. 3000 lb, fuselage station 127

2. 4100 lb, fuselage station 121 4. 4100 lb, fuselage station 124

Airspeed sweeps to Vne and various maneuvers were Investigated. These maneuvers included right and left turns to2.Sg at 60, 100, and 120 fRnl autorotations at 60 and 30 kn; maximum power climbs at 60, 80, and 100 kn; and pushovers
and pullups at 60, 80, and 100 kn.
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8' ~ No hubweight
40600 Go- - -

No hub weight Hub

Hub ~-

0.1~ - - 20 200-- - -

- - - - - ~1010.

0 200 400 600 800 0 lwO 2000 3000 4000

Vertical shear (ib) Pitch moment (in-Ib)

Fig. IL Fuselage vertical --9ea to vertical hub shear. Fig. 13. Fueiage pitch response to pitch hub moment.

Z No hub weight
0.3 3 - - -Nhbeit

AHub XNohbwit

50 Soo 
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0.2 2 - - -- ~40 400----- --------- -

- -30 300-

ol I-
a 210 100-1 -- -
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Fig. 14. Fuselage fore/att response to fore/oft hub shear. Fig. 15. Fueaaelage roil req wosm to Poil hub moment.

8' Nohubweight
0.3 3--

/&Hub

8' z No hub weight

0.2 2-200 2000-
- - --Hub

0.1 1- IL oo-

0 100 200 300 0 1000 200 3000

Lateral shear (Ib) Yaw moment ('n-b)

Fig. 16. linag lateral respoins to lateral hub shear. Fig. it. Fuselage yaw response to yaw hub moment.

Flight Teat Rtesults

The results of the flight test are presented In a number of formats. Plots of 4/rev vibration levels at the pilot's seat
vs. Increaaing airspeed In forward flight are presented In Fig. 18. These plots Include hover and dive conditions. Plots of
4/rev vibration levels for forward, rearward, right sideward, and left sidewerd flight up to 30 kn are presented In Fig. 19.
Plote of 4/rev vibration levels vs. mean cg g-levels (load factor) for right and left turns, pushups, and pushovers are
presented In Fig. 20.

Thoea data show that the pilot's seat 4/rev vibration levels did not exceed 0.075g In any direction during level flight
up to 120 kn. This Includes all level flight airspeeds In all directions of flight, Including the transition region (15 to 25
kn), which traditionally has the highest vibration leveIls
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0.2. The plots of 4/rev vibration levels vs. og
a GW a 4100 1b, cg * 123.6 mean g-lavels for the maneuvers show
a GW 41001bcg 121 essentially the nmae levels at rilfferent load
o oGW 3000ilb,=cg 127 factors (mean g) a are achieved at 1.Og,

Div except when the maneuver approaches 2.5g.0. The TRIS was originally designed for -0.5g
to 3.0g. However, during the final tuning

P phase of the individual LIVE units,
2 

the
> spring rate of the isolators had to be

00 25 30 7S 100 125 ISO reduced to achieve optimum tuning. This
0.2 spring rate reduction resulted in two

LATERAL isolators bottoming at approximately 2.5g
Di Instead of 3.0g, as initially designed. The

two LIVE units that bottomed out at 2.5gI0.were the right forward and left aft units.
0.1 These two bottomed as a result of the

combination of torque and lift, which added
as a steady strain In the same direction of
these two units. Torque subtracted from lift

0on the right aft and left forward isolators.
0 25 so 75 100 125 150 The result of this bottoming at 2.5g was an

True airspeed (kn) increase in vibration levels at the pliot's
seat up to 0.126g. Although these vibration

Fig. IL Pilot seat vertical and lateral acceleration In forward flight. levels were high enough to be perceived by
the crew, the levels were still significantly
below the levels on the baseline helicopter
at the same flight condition. Additionally,

* 0.21 this bottoming resulted in no audible sounds
& Sideward flight VERTICAL to the crew and was only detected by a
O Forward/rearward flight detailed postflight data analysir.

I 0.1 INDUCED VIBRATION FROM OTHER
THAN MAIN ROTOR HUB

Because of the inherent nature of the
S0 helicopter, there are other sources of

-30 -2S -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 excitation at the main rotor 4/rev frequencyS0.2 . than those induced by the main rotor hub
loads. These include, first, main rotor
downwash onto the cabin roof, elevator, and

S tall boom, causing vertical vibration; and,
- 0.1 second, main rotor downwash onto the

elevator endplates, vertical fin, and tail
rotor disc, causing lateral vibration. In

4 order to determine the true performance of

the pylon TRIS in a flight test prog•am. it
S020 30 was necessary to separate the eabin•30 -2 20 -15 -10 -5 0 S 10 IS 30 vibrations produced by the main rotor hub

True airspeed (kn) loads from those produced by these other
sources. This is a difficult task and is

Fig. 19. Pilot seat vertical and lateral acceleration in transition and beyond the scope of the current program.
sideward flight. However, careful study of the shake test and

flight test data reveals a reliable
measurement of the magnitude and effect of

GW = 4100 Ib, cg = 121 the other sources.
S, 0.2-

a 60knrightturn a 120 kn, right turn VERTICAL By comparing the level flight airspeed
.0- 60 kn, leftturn a 120 kn, leftturn data, it was found that the main rotor hub"" 6 95kn,rightturn ( 9Skn,puiiup vibration levels of 1.3g vertically, t.lgo-5-, ih tr 9S kn. pushvel ------

0 95 kn, leftturn V 95knpushover laterally, and 1.Og fore/aft all peak at
J 0.1approximately 20 kn during transitional

flight. At this speed, the hub vibration
__levels are three to four times the levels at

the maximum level 'light airspeed. Since
S0.01the transfer functions from the shake test0 0.S 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 show that the cabin vibration levels are all"• 0.2 ,ATERAL much less than 10% of the hub C's for all six

degrees of freedom, it follows that this
relationship would hold true also in a flight

'0 test. It can be seen that this is true in"U 0.1 transitional flight where hub vibration levels
are over l.Og in all directions, and all the

ZJ cabin seat accelerometers are under 0.1g,showing'better than 90% isolation. At 20
04 0- kn, the aircraft is not moving fast enough to

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 cause rotor downwash to Impinge on the fin
Load factor (g) or tall rotor; •herefore, no additional

cabin vibration levels are produced from
airloads on the tall. This la not true at

Fig. 20. Pilot seat vertical and lateral acceleration vs load factor, higher airspeeds.
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An examination of the V and Vne data showed that the hub vibration levels were much lower at high speed than at
20 kn; but this is not true wi1h the crew vibration levels. A review of the vertical and lateral accelerometers on the 900
gearbox revealed the reasons the vibration levels showed a sudden Increase that started at about 115 kn and peaked at
over 0.Sg vertical and almost 1.ýg lateral. This sudden Increase was caused by the main rotor downwash on the elevator,
tall rotor, and fin. The sudden Increase in the 90* gearbox lateral vibration caused the pilot's seat lateral acceleration
to Increase proportionally, and the Increase in the 90* gearbox vet tcol caused the cabin vertical acceleration to
Increase. Since there are no downwash effects that cause fore/aft vibrations, the cabin eg fore/aft accelerations
responded directly and proportionally to the main rotor hub accelerations through the TRIg.

TRIW Peiteefammc

It can be seen from the above discusslon that the TRIS performance during flight test can only be directly determined
in the transition airspeed region where 4/rev excitations from other sources are small. The high-speed cabin vibrations
are dominated by excitations from sources other than the pylon TRIi.

In *he transition region (shown in the airspeed sweep plots of Fig. 18 and the rearward and sideward flight ploti Fig.
19), it san be seen that all the crew accelerometers are below 0.05C for all groas-weight/eg combinations flown,
demonstrating that TRIS provided over 95% Isolation under tU. ise conditions.

BA UIUNR HIUCOPTRR COMPARISON

A comparison between the TRIS Installed helicopter and the same helicopter with its baseline isolation system was
performed. The Model 206LM has been used as a dynamics testbed for many years and has been configured and flown

with many isolation systems. The 206LM,
however, has never been flown with the

GW 4100 lb, cg= 123.6 transmission rigidly attached to the
0.3- -,-TRI5 airframe. For an isolation performance

S Basline airf comparison, the Focal Pylon Isolation
System was picked.

r. 0.2. The Focal Pylon Installation only isolates
S-hub pitch and roll moments, and does not
V isolate vertical, longitudinal, and lateral hub

shears or yaw hub moments. A comparison
S0.1 between the Focal Pylon Isolation System

-i(two degrees of freedom) and the TRIS
> Installation (six degrees of freedom) shows

the real potential of TRIS. Fig. 21 shows

0 the comparison of vertical vibrations at the
0 25 5'0 75 0 1 150 pilot's seat for an airspeed sweep at a grossweight of 4,100 lb and cg of 124 (neutral).

True airs•eed (kn) These comparisons show a reduction at 20 kn
of 75% over the baseline 206LM helicopter

Fig. 21. Pilot seat vertical aecelesaetioe with and without TRIL vibration levels with the Focal Pylon.

HANDLING QUALITIES

During the Initial test flights, the pilot reported the handling characteristics of the TRIS 206LM were significantly
Improved over any previous 206LM configuration. This improvement was due in part to the standard 206L-I focused
main rotor flight controls Installation, which differed from the previous 206LM coupled main rotor control Installation.
This different control installation resulted in different control inputs to the eycl.e and collective controls as they relate
to TRIS pylon motion.

Handling qualities evaluations were conducted at both heavy gross weight/forward eg and light gross weight/aft cg.
N Cyclic and pedal step Inputs and pulses were performed during level flight (at 60 kn and 100 kn), descents (60 lsn), and

climbs (60 kn). In addition, step Inputs were concicted in hover. Static lateral direetkon-I stability was quantified in
level flight (60 kn and 100 kn). Static longitudinal stability was conducted with trim airspeeds of 108 kn in level flight,
60 kn in climb, and finally in autorotation.

Aircraft responses to control step inputs and pulses reflect neutral to slightly positive damping of the longitudinal
phugoid at 100 kn and time to double amplitude in excess of 20 seconds at 60 kn at light gross weight/aft eg. Lateral
airoraft response to step inputs was generally a slow rolling spiral. Static longitudinal and static lateral directional stick
gradients were slightly positive at aft eg. Dihedral was slightly positive at aft cg as well.

The most Important Improvement was achieved during flight in very gusty air. Because of the control decoupling
that wsj Installed into the TRIO pylon Isolation ,tystem, the rotor responded to gusts wit' hub moments and shears and
deflection of the pylon. Since there was no control coupling to cause the rotor to feather to a new angle (and therefore,
some other position in space taking the airframe with it), the dynamics of the pylon/al-frame responded like any other
transiently excited system and just oscillated about the origin&! position a few cycles until the motion damped out. The
results of this effect can be seen In the flight test data plotted In Figs. 22 and 23. For these records, the aircraft was
flown in heavy gustj to. a stabized level flight condition, at which point the pilot would tighten the friction on the
controls until they would .3tay fixed with his hands off. The data record was then started and continued until the aircraft
finally yawed or rolled off-line excessively, 30 to 40 seconds after the pilot took his hands off. The pilot would then
make a control Input to level the aircraft. These records were recorded in very gusty air, as seen by the cg load factor
"trace indicating how much the aircraft was being bounced around. The gusts were strong enough to create pitch, roll,
and yaw rates as high as 4 deg/s, but the zircraft stayed within 50 of its initial pitch and roll attitudes even after 40
seconds with no phiot input required. In less susty air, the pilot has flown for 90 seconds without making control inputs.

i.
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COMCLUUIOUN

The following conclusions are apparent from the analysis of the ground vibration test and the flight test of the TRIS
Installation on the Bell 2SSLMt

1. A six delr--of-freedom pylon isolation system can be made to isolate well over 90% of the main rotor hub
loads.

2. The resulting cabin vibration levels (from the remaining 10% of the hub shears and moments that are not
isolated) are below perception.

3. There are other n/rev vibration sources that dominate the resulting cabin 4/rev vibration levels and they must
be reduced before any additional reductions in cabin vibration levels can be achieved.

4. The highest vibration levels at the crewstations during level flight to 120 kn measured less than 0.Ig and were
Imperceptible to the crew. The Justification for a military criterion less than this level must be questioned.

5. The TRI8 Installation had a weight penalty of 09.5? lb on the 2OSLM.2 This is less than l.?5% of the maximum
poem weight of 4,100 lb. This installation was designed to be adjustable and therefore somewhat heavier then
a production system need be. By manufacturing the LIVE units without adjustability and out of lightweight
material (stainless steel was used for this proof-of-concept test,, less than 1% weight penalty is easily
achievable.

6. The objective of this flight test program (all six degrees of freedom isolated over 90% in flight) has been met
with th" TRIS installation. However, the desired goal of less than 0.05C throughout the level flight envelope
was not met because of other airframe excitations that dominate the remaining vibrations at high speed.

7. A comparison of the TRIS vibration levels to the Focal Pylon vibration levels do not show the maximum
potential of a TRIS. If the comparisons were made to a rigidly mounted transmission, an even greater
reduction from baseline would be observed.
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Vibration still remains as one of the major problem areas for raMt: vinged
flight. In order to control helicopter vibration, many absorption and
isolation sahmes have been applied with limited success. Advances in both
computational techniques and actuator technologie have created a fizm
base for the development and application of active vibration conttol
strategies to the helicopter.

This paper details one such technique and its current demnestration
installation on a Westland 30 helicopter. Termed Active Control of Strunbrl
Msponne ((eR), the technique employs high-frequency force-a,:,•tion
within the helicopter's structure. Them forces are superpoeed onto the
dominant vibratory forces in an active manner, such that the fuselage
vibratory response is minimised. ?he basic cotrol philoeophy for ACM is
described and the current experiAmental demonstration status is detailed.

no control of vibratiqn has been and remains, a problem for all rotary winged vehicles. Cosiderahle
efforts haw been expandd over many years in attempts to reduce vibration to acceptable levels. On the
helicopter there are many sources of vibration, but the most ifportant component is generated by the main
rotor wd occurs at a frequency ({) equal to the product of the numiber of blades (b) and the rotor speed
(R). This blade passing frequency vibration is an inherent consequence of driving a rotor ed-awise
through the air, and can never be completely eliminated, although the mtingtude of the rotor excitation
can be controlled by careful rotoL system design. The res•ose of the airframe is also sensitive to the
dnmamic characteristics of the fuselage, and again careful design can minimise the response. As under-
standing of the nature of the problem has increased, and the ability to predict the dynamic response of
both rotor and airf-ram has improved, it has become possible to design a helicopter for low vibration, .or
at the very least to avoid those problem which have led to very high vibration in the past. The trend
for increased cruise speed, and mission endurance has, however, aggravated the problem, since the magnitude
of the rotor vibratory loads increases with speed, and the effect of vibration on human fatigue is
prcoortional to exposure time.

Over the years a number of passive methods for tackling the problem have been developed, indeed helicopter
dynamicists are rmrured for their ingenuity. Since vibration originates as airloads acting on the rotor
blades then it is not Mbprising that many features of the rotor are important; these include the numberS; of blades, type Of hubý frequency placement with respect to rotor speed of the blade modes and coupling
between flapping and torsion in the Iodes. However, the rotor design process is necessarily a compromise
between a number of conflicting requir•rnts, and some residual forcing will always be present.
Having achieved the best possible rotor behaviour ilt s necessary next to ccrsidr the response of the

airframe. This can be controllad by designing the airframe to be non-resonant; isolating sensitive areas
of the airfram from the source of excitation, and by fitting vibration absorbers. Non-resonant airframe
design is no standard practice throughout the industry. However, studies have shom that the rotor loads
are often wxmg to give uta•ceptable vibration even if the fuselage behaved as a rigid body. Thus it is
not sufficient for the fuselage to be non-resant, it must be anti-resonant and this is impossible to
adcieve throught the airframe.

Vibration absorbers have proved very successful in the past, but always havr the disadvantage of involving
same waight penalty, and in the case of rotor head moutmtd absorbers the weifght penalty can be considerable,
say 1% of the gross aircraft waight. Rotor head vutted absorbers also increase the aircraft drag.
Nevertheless this is a preferred mounting position as it is clao to the source of vibration and
consequently, this form of vibration control is often adopted.

Fuselage isolation systems, based upon either simple soft springs or more complex anti-resconnt principles
(eg. DAVI's) have been tried an a number of aircraft, with mixed success. Sich systems are usually
nmounted at the fuselage to main gearbox interface. one considerable problem is that until row such systwe
have basn passive, and therefore produce loads which are related only to the displacements at the
atacent points. This nmeans that any non-isolated load paths onnecting the rotor to the fuselage canS aseriously 4egrade the systems performance.
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Other proleme with anti-resonant system are the effect of variations in Jotor speed on attenuation,
and the maintenance requirements to keep the system tuned. Simple soft-mounting system do not suffer from
this problem, but on the other hand it is difficult, if not inposaible, to obtain a sufficient degree of
attenuation withot using unacceptably soft springs.

With the advent of increased cmputing power the use of active techniques to control vibratio-, has
becram a real possibility. One favoured and much studied imthod is to oscillate the blades in pitch at
harmouics greater than the first (knowdn as Higher Harmonic Cotrol or HHC) in an attempt to reduce the
loads transmitted to the airframe. Trialk by a number of companies have shomn very prumisin.g reslts, at
least for flight well within the rotor performance envelope. Futhermre, studies at WestlarW have
indicated reductions of typically 80 - 90% in airframe vibration. The need for an active (self-adaptive)
control system arises from the complex nature of the rotor loads and the fuselage dynamics. Non-adaptive
systems are unlikely to be successful.

A number of potential difficulties exist with the implementation of FHC, TweSe include a possible
degradation of rotor performance, due to =.flict between retreatir4 blade stall at high forward speeds
and the requirements of vibration reduction. (*,re must also be taken with the airworthiness implications
of modifying the primary flight control circuit, which may require stiffening to invrove the blade reaponse
to higher harmonlc actuator inputs.

In this paper a new approach to helicopter vibration control is considered. We believe it combines the
best aspects of soft or anti-resonant isolation system with modern active control technology, and avoids
the potential rotor performance and airworthiness problem associated with HHC. The new approach is the
Active Control of Structural Fesponse (ACSR). The theoretical basis of the technique is described in the
next section. The principle onsists of connecting a number of actuators between convenient points on
the airfrmse and applying forces to the structure through these actuators. The magnitude and phase of the
loads generated by the actuators are chosen to minimise vibration at a nuuber of locations in the fuselage,
with the system being controlled by an active control algorithm.

The basis of the technique is given in the following sections, followed by a study of the potential benefits
and application of ACSR as appliedto the Westland 30/Series 100. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages
of ACSR are ocmpared with those for HHC.

2. ACTIVE CNITRi OF STRUCIBAL RESPIa - BASIC TUMMY

In this section the bas3.c theory behind the active control of structural response is developed. Consider
any linear dynamical system, and let the normal mods of the system be On, with corresponding natural
frequency wn, nodal mass %n and ratio of critical damping Zn. The suffix n runs over the range I to N.
where N is the nunter of normal modes.

Suo the system is acted upon by a set of external oscillatory loads, all at a single frequency W.
In the helicopter case these loads are the rotor generated vibratory hub forces. If 7FR is defined as the
vector of external loads applied at point R, then in Muler form the sinusoidal forcing is defined as:

iwt
v-v F 0 (1)
- -R

where the individual elemsnts of FR are complex numbers and i is defined as the square root of -1. The
in the usual way, the response of-the structure to the rotor forces alone in physical co-ordinates is
given by:

N T•-y 3 (3(R) v
-n -n -R

y on( %(R) F .3 say (2)
-~ • w - Ws + 2 1 s w N

a a a n

were Y is the vector of displacemnts at each point in the system, B denotes the backgrownd vibration
vector-at each point in the system and T denotes the vector transpse.

Supoe now that a force U is applied to the structure at point P and an equal and opposite force is
applied at point Q, where:

iWt
U - X a (3)

.

Then the vibratory respse of the system, Y, to this force is given by:

N

(z (P) - a (Q)) X

•T X (4)
- • (wa. +2i sW ) -1 1

Sn +2
Dal
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whmis the re~of the WyAts toe 0 unt f&c XI applied between points P and 0 WAod MV #tc
= Je -alMuft J at Poim P.

Oximr~zw the response to the exteremi force with that. 9eneated by forc XI, scautians (2) and (3), the
reapo-nsehca

V T X +i (a

ari by choing 2( a -1(/f (1) (6)

the rfaKume Y at any chosen point i~n the strocture S can be mbde mero provided TIMS is nor-tero. Thus,
with a single lorwtrol force the response -tt a Single pOinL in the structure my be zedioce to aer.

Qaneralising to K force actution points, the total remapnue of the structurebea
K

V T X +*i - [T] X4 + a

where ET]3 is a mntrii with columnr Ti.* and X id a vector' of the control forces Xj. ftiation (7) is the
basis of ApS~. Yn general with~ at omirol foi'oes, the reoesat K separate locations in the structure
MaY be reduced to zero, provide? the sub-matrix of ET3 relatinvg to the K response points to the actuator
loads is non-siaqular.

Mlade passing frequency vilration in the helijoptar is typically in the range of 10 to 30 Hs, and the
fuselage respor-se will be dominated by the r Ie in the range f rom zero to twice blade passage fregoeicy.
Looking again tisoat equationt (4) it is clear that if

in all the modes in the frequency range of intereat the response at S 4ue to 4will be zero. Thlus to be
successful it is important that there is some relative moction between the points P and Q in the modes to
be controlled. Furthermore, the larger this relative motion the lower the reqoired force needs to be.
The Wertland 30 series 100 aircraft is ideal in this respect, since it already irxxorporat"s a soft
transmissionmou~nting system across which the actuators own be attached.

in order to implement the technique a cumtrol strateg.y is required wh~ich schedules the actuator magnitudes
and phases such as to minimise fuselage vibr,%tion. A discussion of the control options and the selected
schem for flight demrmstratian is given in the following section.

3. CO1!VO 9MTPTIRS

Broadly, two categories of control algori-Jsn are ap~plicable to the implemeentation of hCSR, which may he
classified as either frequen&cy or time domain in nature.

The time dozmain algorithme are based an the cwPtinuoum feedback of vibration through a sat of pre-
deter~mined control gains. There are a nusber of potential difficulties with the implementation of these
types of strategy. Prizmarily, the selection of suitable gnins for vibration mminimisation dep~ends an
accurate knowledge of the holiooter's dynarics. In practice, the dynamics are ill-Weired and will
change with aircraft all-up-weight. A number of design techniques ),3ve been developed for generating
control leam for multi-dbrensicnal flexible tucre.The msct mramising of thesm techniques is
Independent Modal Space Coatrol (DOC). This techniqut hinges on the ability to control a nwrter of
vibratory mrodes through the feedback of model i nformmeticn. In general, the apl ication of this control
lawi requires one actuator per cotrolled nodem. Itaever, a sub-optirmil versicn of D6C has been developed
(reference 1), whereby the restriction of ame actuator per mode, is relaxed. Given that the numbser of
actuators is significantly less than the nusber of modelheC moe then it is necessary to uve a sub-
optimal formulation to determine the actuator crinmands whmich yield the required ganeralised forcings in
each mrode. Control over the way in which vibration~ is 'minimized is achieved throuq the relative
weighting of the dominant modes. The fe~edbck of modal information does, however, dictate the need for
'obervers', whose function is to estimete modal information based on the measured vibration. ftsentially,
the derivation of control gains in based on the minimization c '5 quadratic parformonce index. The object
of this index is to directly minimise the structure's model response without excoessive control effort.
Minimization of this index gives a fee~dbac formula for eWc. modelled structural mod -In terse of the
generalisad forcing required for that mode. Finally, it is necesasry to deterstiya the actuator cammeids c
which realise these generalized forcesg. This eapcch attemps to increawe the structure's natural
darping scsi also allows themnodal frequencies to be vowed. Cormlawently, at its best this approach will
make the fuselage non-reawmant rather then anti-resonant, the major advantage of this technique is that
it tillows for the minimisation nf vibration over a wide froguency range.

Frequenicy domin cetral algorithsm are based on t&. minimisation of vibration at the dominant blade
passing frequency alone. The assumption is made of a quasi-static linear relationaship betwee the
mreasured vibratiosns resulting f rom a give set of force inputs. at blede passing ftiequency, of the form
given~ in equation (7). To maintain this steady linear relationehip, it is racessery to use h~.ga
resolution Discrete Fouirier Transforim (OFT s) over en &Axrcpiaet time interval to extrmact the fuselage
forced response fron the decaying transient, vibration, The minimization of vibration is achieved thrcugh
the optitmisation of a performance function j, defined as:

J V Y C] V + X 103 X()
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Ua JCf andCj• at diogoal mtrim of eightii fau-tor. lh weighting matrix CC] allowi for the
= iltof artain fuselage locations beingmure inportant with rempet to vibikt-ion than others.
The te Is! X is inCl1ded to allow limiting of the actuator coeads within their practical
comtrainti. r sation of this perfor•anoe function yields the following oqp.iml Control formlationt

T -1 TX -- (t l CC )34 ECD) ) EL 9 CC] 1 (9)

This aproach is identical to that proposed for Higher Harmnic Omtrol (URC) an detailed in Peference 2.
For iHC, the •fficlenta of the assumed linear relationahip are knmm to vary with flight condition and
hence, statistical estlmators are used to track them durinw flight. Howr, unlika lIE the transfer
relationship for. can be asasude to be constant for ;giv. fu•elage dynemica. This allows the use of
a number of qptin which d epend on either the estinuition of all the badiround paramuters (of the assumed
linear relationuhip) or only a limited nwher of paimters.

In order to - e suI with the deign of a vibration controiler, it wms nemesart to msak an early decision
on the type of control stratega for the demsamrati-on of this technique. Through extensive simulation
wrk it ea arscluded that the tie domain options were difficult to realise and did not pr rbust to
changes in airoraft dynieics. Purtheriore. the degree of vibration minimization was not as good as for
the frequency domain algorithm. also, the frequency doain methods proved both to be rdxwat and simple
to realis, althou they are significantly won complex to inzpllmnt in controller form.

Marly work at Westland (fune by the RAE) on the developentt of a aultieriable controller for HIE had
developed the controller ardhitcture to a reasonable degree of sophistication. Hence, it me decided to
roggadise this berdwre and develop the frequency damair algorithm for flight demostration on the

Westland 30.

The general arrangement for the frequency doamin control strategies is shamr in Figure 1. This indicates
that the primary cratroller functions are signal processing, parameter estimation and optimal control.

In order to demonstrate PS a number of controller options have been inplmeante6 in microprocessor form.
Thede options are summarised below in Table I.

OPTIML COMM LE 7MP ESIMAh9R WPE

NOWITYPE SfRhTmY

Global Deterministic I n ilte

Stochastic Maialn Filter

iocal - Deterministic Kalmen Filter

Stochastic alnFtr

r None

TABLE I Control Algorithm Options

These options arise from four basic considrrations.

(a) It.0 background linear vibration 1odal can be assumed to be either global or incremental in nature.
This gives rise to the Global and Ioal-linear representations.

(b) The optimal onutroller, which provides the minlmising actuator corxunds can be either deterministic
or stochastic. The deterministic controller assumes perfect knowledge of the background paramters. The
stochastic controller considers the fact that the paraamters way be estimated. This has the effect of
making the controller 'cautious'.

(C) A further consideration arises from the assmpions about the backround parameters. The full (lIE
type) controller assumes that these parameters vary with flight condition and hence, estimators are used
to track these changes. Hoever, given that for a particular set of helicopter dynamics the transfer
matrix ETJ remins constant, then a reduced statistical estimator can be used.

Md) Given that a full estimation strategy is adopted, then two basic forms of estinator ae applicable,
the Kalman filter or the Recursive Least Squares eatimator (with variable forgetting factor).
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One of the main problems with the use of the frequency domain technique relates to the assumption of a
static linear backgirund model. This assumption implies that it is necessary to extract the steady
forced respose frra tro transient response. In practice, information from this transient period is used
by the signal processor to help identify the static forced vibration response. The tining diagram for the
controllar's operation (Figure 2) illustrates the control sequence. The fuselage transient response is
of the order of 2% critically damped and this level of damping will give transient decay times in aes
of 3 seconds. However, the use of DnT's requires a signal processing tine of appracinstely three rotor
re roluticrs to identify the blade passing frequency (22 hz for the Westland 30) forced vibration response
from the surrouruing trarsients (which occur at the structure's natural frequencies). In this instance,
the frequency resolultion of the filter is 22 Hz +/- 1.5 Hz.

The implemsntaticn of the Frequency Lomain algorithm on an adaptive controller has shown update rates to
be of the order of one recond ('this comprises 600 as for signal processing and 400 as for algorithm
calculations).

The algorithm performance is significantly affected by controller update rites. Given steady aircraft
flight conditions then the typical algorithm performance is characterised by a 4 - 6 second period during
wtich the tra.sient vibrations decay, (Figure 3). This transient period is often aoampanied by rapid
fluctuations in control action while the parameter estimator adjusts to more optimal ccrditions. The
steady state performance can be improved by the affective limiting of the rate of change of tAoe actuator
i.'ýcts through using the stochastic or 'cautious' controllers which will give a soot-h transient period
(F•s .e 4). A reduction in the transient period can be achieved by using correct initial estimates for
thc dynar '-s.

Che performance of the various controller configurations using the one second ipdate has been evaluated for
a variety of manoeuvre conditions. it is apparent that using this update rate, the vibration reduction
wpability during fast manoeuvres is limited. Figure 5 shows the effect of a fast ramp velocity manoeuvre
(±19-133 knots in 2 seconds). The results indicate that the filter detects the manoeuvre and attempts to
-etrack the parameter estimates. This period of change is characterised by rapid fluctuations in the

Kalman gain, which represents the anmunt by whdch the iztimates are updated. The problems with tracking
manoeuvres are directly attributable to the slow update time.

During the above ramp there are only two filter update cycles. This does not allow the filter to adjust
to the change. Cponsequently, there is a fuiLher transient period after the ramp where the vibrations
settle. The performanc" of the controller during slower manieuvres is significantly improved. Generally.
the filter requires at least 5 or more cycles to adjust to the change. For example, the filter is able
to adact and continue to minJirse vibration for manoeirvrc' of the a3 of 2 knots/second.

4 ACSR ON THE W'&S`rLAFD 30

PCSR is particularly suitable to the W1stland 30, whose raft construction (Fioure 6) allows force
actuators to !-e ircorporat( I into ti-e gearbox/fuselage i-terface at the four elastcm-ric mount locations.
The technique in this apl .cation is often termed A&tive Gearbox Interface Control (AGIC). Westland are
currently engaged mn a prog.ramm of wnrk leading to a proof-of-concept, demonstration on a Westland 30
through flight testing in late 1986. This initial phase of research and flight demonstration is sponsored
by the Royal Aircraft Fstablishnnt 'RAE) and toe 'Ministry of Defence/Directorate of Future Systems
(l'D/DFS).

The basic' control system camprisec ten airframe vibration sensors (see section 4.5), an active controller
-'nd four force-producing electran-hydraulic actuators. Ii, additicri to the above the full experimental
installatir. includes a flight engineer's station, pilot's pane' and data recording facilities. A
schematic of the proposed system is given in Figure 7, whose_ major system elements are described as
follows:

1.1 Adaptive Control Unit

This is a multi-n-ccessor baseL. adaptive controller whose primary function is to schedule the magnitude
and phases uf the four actuator force inputs suchthat airframe vibration is minimised. In addition to
the vibration cortrol algorithm, the following functions are implermnted within the controller:

(a) Signal Processing - decomposes measured vibration into 4R vibraticen components using Discrete
Fourier Transform methods.

(b) Actuator Servo-ioop Ocntrol - this provides the servo-actuator drive signal and incorporates two
actuator servo-loop control laws. The primary loop is based on force feedback and provides force-
following, ensuring that the actuator sees no mean load. Tohe secondary control law arises due to the
possible coupling of the actuators across the raft, and incorporates differential velocity and
acceleration feedback from across tlhe raft fuselage interface.

(c) Executive Processor - controls the interface to the flight engineer's station and provides
information for a real-time grephic3 display.

(d) ' Data Acquisition System Interface - lo~ds required instruttntation data intt. if fern, which are
accessed by a Modular rata Acquisition System (MDAS).

4.2 Active Elastumers

A forck 'aduc actuator is incorporated within each of the four modifies eIrstomeric mounts %Figure 8).
The f-c.Lcn of .he actuators is to inject forces into the structure at blade passing frequency, but
without any resistance to the low-frequency raft motions.
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4.3 ,gineer's Station

This consists of a ruggedised coputer monitor and keyboard. The rmonitor will provide a real-time
grapcs facility, displaying vibration, force and algorithm information. Provision will be made for all
necessary tests to be carried out by the flight engineer.

4.4 Pilot's Panel

Primarily the pilot's panel gives the pilot authority over the control system. Warning indicators for the
hydraulic supply system and an actuator by-paes indicator are included. The pilot is able to switch the
hydraulic isolation solenoid and provide the engineer's station with the authority to take the actuators
out of by-pass. Also, the pilot can disable the control system at any time, thus returning the

helicopter to its original state.

4.4 Vibr ttion Sensors

Twenty-four vibration locations throughout the fuselage will be linked to the controller. These twenty-
four locations will be divided into two sets of twelve, from which the flight engineer can select five
from each twelve. This allows some flexibility of the sensors used by the vibration controller and will
allow for system optimisaticn.

4.6 Data Acquisition System

Use will be made of MWDAS for flight data recording. Both sensor infor'vjtion and digital algorithm
parameters are to be recorded for let-sr analysis.

5. THE BENEFITS OF ACSR FOR THE WESTLAND 30 SERIP 100

As described previously the Westland 30 is fitted with four elastcmeric mounts, which are rel.itively soft
in the vertical and fore-aft directicns, and stiff in the lateral direction. The aircraft s also fitted
with a rotor mounted mass-spring absorber, and the combination of soft-mtunted raft and absaber
produces an aircraft with levels of vibration typical of the modern helicopter. Without the absorber the
levels of vibration, especially at the front of the aircraft, are high (see Reference 3).

This section discusses predicted vibration performance of ACNR on the Westland 30, assuming perfect
knowledge of the aircraft dynamics. The control system is based on that previously described, using
twelve accelerometers attached to the floor of the cabin; ten neasuring vertical vibration and one each
for cockpit lateral and longitudinal vibration. The consequences of using a much reduced set of accelero-
meters is also discussed.

The mathematical model used for this study is a KASTRAN finite element model which has been validated
against the aircraft. The rotor head absorber is not included in these simulations of the ACR system.
In Figure 9 the predicted vibratory response at blade passing frequency at six of the twelve monnitoring
positions (with and without the ACSR system working) are coarcped with flight measurements on the
aircraft. The flight measurements were obtained with the absorber fitted to the aircraft; flight
tmeasureents without the absorber agree closely with the predictions. It is clear form Figure 9 that
not only does ACSR produce a very substantial reduction in vibration, but also it works much better than
the dyl.iic absorber. The results for the other six locations are very similar to those shown.

It might be thought that with the actuators positioned across the interface between the gearbox and
fuselage that the gearbox vibration would be increased by AMR, but this is rot so. The vibration at all
positions on the main gearbox and raft is also reduced, by a similar magnitude to that predicted for the
cabin, even though these points are not included in the cost function of airframe vibration. The reason
for this is that as configured on the Westland 30, ACSR is not an isolation systam, but a modal
cancellation system, and the effect has been to greatly reduce the response of the complete aircraft
without ACM. Indeed, it is the self-same modes which the rotor head absorber attempts, quite successfully,
to control, but clearly ACSR is superior to the absorber.

If only four sensor locations are used to control the active system then with four actuators the vibration
at those four points can be reduced to zero. However, the levels of the other, ur.-mcnitored, positions
is not reduced as much. This result is summsrised in Figure 10 where the average vibration at the
twelve monitor psotions without ACSR is compared with the levels predicted for twelve and four position
control. The slight degradation in overall performance with only four monitor points can be seen, but
the change is slight. For the flight trials of ACSR only ten locations are being controlled, since other
studies have shaon this to be adequate. Overall, ACSR is predicted to reduce vibration by about 90%.
The forces required to achieve the above reduction in vibration are shown in Figure 11 for both twelve

and four point monitoring. The significantly lower force levels required with-thehigher number of
sm0toring positions is useful with regard to sizing the actuators and hydraulic system.

6. COMPARISON OF ACSR AM HHC

It is instructive to compare the active control of structural response with higher harmonic blade pitch
control, and in this rerpect a number of issues are important. These include the degree. of vibration
reduction, effect on aircraft performance, airworthiness issues, installation difficulties and general
applicability.

6.1 Vibration Reduction

The performance of HM depends to some extent upon whether the actuators are mointed in the fixed frame
(in series with or part of the flight control system, below the swashplate) or in the rotating frame
(as part of the rotor or hub). Mri a four bladed semi-rigid rotor (similar to that on the Westland 30
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series 100) studies carried out at Westlands have shown reductions of vibration of 90% with fixed
frame actuation, and 95% with rotating frame actuation. The advantage of rotating frame actuation on a
four bladed rotor is that it produces 2R blade pitch motion.

Since the predicted vibration reduction of ACSR is also 90% it would appear that Hit is only slightly
better than ACSR, and then only if rotating free actuation is adopted. The predictions of vibration
reduction for HiC do not include any aerodynamic constraints on rotor performance.

6.2 Rotor Performance

The study of Hit has shown that its use results in some increase in rotor bending moments and a reduction
in blade stall margins. Indeed, at Vne the stall margin is zero, consequently any HHC inputs would
penetrate stall, and significant overblading would be required to restore the stall margins necessary to
optimise Hi. The Hit inputs also increase the oscillatory pitch link loads.

ACSR will have no effect on rotor stresses, stall margins or control loads.

6.3 Airworthiness

By its very nature fixed framee HC will have some impact on the primary helicopter flight control system.
Any failures of the HiC system mist still allow the safe operation of the helicopter. Individual blade
actuation, by tip tabs for example, would overcome sate of the control system airworthienss problems, but
introduce others (for example tab flutter).

Because the ACSR system consists of hydraulic jacks in parallel with the existing elastamers, minimal
airworthiness issues are involved.

6.4 Installation Difficulties

One of the possible problems with fixed frame HHC actuation is the lost motion between the jacks and the
blade torsional displacement. T'l avoid this problem considerable redesign of the controls might be
required. No such problems should be encountered with ACSR.

6.5 General Applicability

Clearly, HHC should be applicable to any helicopter; all that is required is space to fit the actuators.
ACSR is also generally applicable, since all it requires is points on the aircraft which have relative
motion at blade passing frequency. However, finding the ideal locations will not necessarily be easy,
unless the airframe already incorporates a significant area of flexibility, as is the case on the
Westland 30.

A further advantage of HiC is that it may be incorporated as part of a general ACT system, and therefore
the weight penalty could be less than with ACSR.

Provided the predictions for ACSR are confirmed by the flight trials, which should take place shortly,
then we believe that overall ASCR has more advantages than HiC.

7. OONCLUSIONS

The technique of Active Control of Structural Response has been shown through extnesive research studies
to have sigri.ficant potential for helicopter vibration reduction. Predictions of fuselage vibratory
response are far superior to passive systems and compare favourably to other active techniques, such
as Hi-her Harmonic Control. Furthermore ACSR is bath generally applicable to any structure and has
minimal associated airworthiness issues.

Control algorithms for the implementation of ACSR have been fully developed and tested on a flightworthy
adaptive controller.

A demonstrator progranse is now underway based on & Westland 30 series 100 helicopter. The programte of
work is nature and it is expected to culminate in a flight evaluation later this year. A two phase test
programse is to be undertaken, consisting of shake tests to evaluate system operation and optimise
algorithm performance, followed by a limited flight test programme.
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Starting with the description of the different design principles of articulated,
see-saw, hingeless and bearingless rotor concepts, a variety of realised construc-
tions is presented and discussed.

The flight mechanic aspects such as maneuverability and handling qualities of these
different co'epts are explained with respect to their operational capabilities. In
particular, differences in the flapping hinge offset are discussed which have
significant in; uence on helicopter controllability. The trend of the flapping
hinge offset over the last three decades of armed and utility helicopters is
analysed.

Supplementary to this the improvements in maintainability and reliability are
discussed by the inureasing simplification of the recent rotoi hub designs obtained
by the reduction in weight and the lover number of parts.

1. Introduction

Of all the mechanical components of a helicopter, the main rotor head is one of the
parts most exposed to stress, caused mainly by the fact that it has to undertake so
many functions.
The main function of a rotor head is, among others, to transfer thrust and rotor
moments to the fuselage. The high moments which occur at the blade root could not
be controlled on the first rotors, which were built similar to propellers, i.e.
rigidly attached blades. It was only after the introduction of socalled blade
hinges that this Droblem coild be solved. The development went th3refore from the

N simple to the complicated, but only this complicated design made helicopter flight
in the past possible. Since then, this type of construction has been used with
great success.

It was, however, the desire of all helicopter designers to get away from the
complexity of rotor heads, as they were the cause of high production and maintenan-
ca costs. However the way back to a simple construction became feasible only when
the blade hinges could be replaced by flexible elements with the help of new
materials which were able to absorb the high forces by means of elastic deforma-
tion. Since that time, a number of different rotor head constructions have met with
greater or lesser success.

However, with growing understanding of rotor dynamics, a start was made in using or
designing the special dynamic characteristics of the different constructions with
respect to the actual mission tasks. In the following, these special characteris-
tics and their effects on the operational capabilities of helicopters are explained
in more detail. In the flight mechanics area these factors are maneuverability and
flying qualitiea, in the maintenance sector, the influence on maintainability and
reliability. The influence on vulnerability is also shown briefly.

* I.
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2. Principal Effects of Rotor Vowls and Actual Types Produoed

In order to be able to show the influence of rotor head designs on the operational
capability of a helicopter, the basic structure of various rotor heads should be
demonstrated first. Helicopter rotors are usually classified according to the
mechanical arrangement of the hub or the attachment of the blades to the hub
respectively.
Due to the unsymmetry of the flow through the rotor during forward flight, strong
alternating bending loads occur at the blade root for blades rigidly attached to
the rotor head. This problem could only be overcome in the past by introducing a
horizontal hinge which enables the blade to flap up and down freely (called flap.-
ping hinge) and a vertical hinge which enables the blade to carry out movements in
the plane of the rotation (called lead-lag or drag hinge). With the feathering
hinge about a third axis, usually parallel to the blade span, to enable the blade
pitch angle to be changed, the blade is therefore attached with three hinges-to the
rotor head. This leads to a highly complex structure. Such a rotor head is Called
fully articulated (see fig. 1).

As an example of the practical design of this is the rotor head of the Sikorsky
8-58 helicopter, which is shown in figure 2. As can be seen this rotor head is very
complicated.

A first simplification can be seen in the socalled semi-rigid blade attachment for
two bladed rotors. Here the two blades are connected rigidly to one another, but
they can, flap around one common flapping hitige (half gimbal suspension), i.e. when
the one rotor blade goes upwards the other goes downwards. This principle is called
see-maw ro'tor or teetering rotor, see figure 1. There are no lead-lag hinges in
this design, this task is done by torsional flexibility of the drive system (rotor
shaft) or in other designs by lunderelinging' the rotor, so the Coricls forces can
be grently reduced. Theoretically therefore six hinges are needed in this system
for two rotor blades to constitute a fully articulated rotor. This number ip
reduced now by half. This type of rotor is used mainly by Bell and Hiller. As an
example of this type the rotor head of the Bell 206 is shown In figure 3.

The success of the design of the hinged rotary wing has certainly had an inhibiting
effect on the development of helicopters and of the aeromechanic and aerodynamic
knowlege of the helicopters as well. The hirized rotary wing has aL relatively low
blade stress, transfers relatively low vibration, has good stability and control
characteristics and is relatively insensitive to gusts. These good characteristics
connected with a lack of deeper knowledge about the complicated flow conditions at
the rotor and the complicated dynamics of this explain the conservative attitude of
the successful helicopter firms. For decades the same design principles were ad-
hered to and new models were developed from the empirical experience gained from
earlier models. This has changed in the last two or three decades brought forward
above all by the general dissatisfaction of the helicopter users with the high
maintenance costs caused by the numerous rotor hub bearings which are placed under
enormous stress and which have to be greased and to be protected from dust.

Everywhere the rolling or sliding motion is avoided if at all possible and is
replaced by flexibility. This has led, amongst others, to a hingeless rotor.

In the case of a hingeless rotor the flapping hinges and lead-lag hinges are
removed. Their tasks are now taken over by the elastic deflection of a component
(fig. 1). The socalled hingeless rotor concept is not really hingeless, since only
the conventional flapping and lead-lag hinges are dispensed with, but not the
feathering hinges for pitch control. Truly hingeless rotors without feathering
hinges are called bearingless rotors. The hingeless rotor principle was previously
also less accurately termed rigid or semi-rigid, although it is in fact not rigid
but flexible.
This design was made possible by the introduction of composite materials such as
fiber glass reinforced plastic (NER) which has enough fatigue strength given corre-
sponding elasticity. The omission of the hinges leads to a mechanical simplifica-
tion and to a better aerodynamic shape of the rotor head, since the rotorhead drag
represents a large part of the total drag of the helicopter. Also the maintainabi-
lity is significantly better as now the feathering hinge in the only rotating bea-
ring present.



Lockheed was the first company to initiate this trend and to carry out successful
tests (first flight of the Lockheed Cheyenne was in September 1967, see fig. 4).

The individual helicopter companies have now taken this step back to simplification
in a variety of ways.

Lockheed first used steel then titan to make the arms of the rotor hub so flexible
that they could allow the flapping motion. The lag motion is chereby completely
suppressed. The blade pitch is achieved by socalled door hinges.
This system however was not pursued by Lockheed any further.

Bblkow (today 1BB) was then the actual pioneer, with Aerospatials, of hingeless
rotors by the introduction of rotorblades manufactured from glass fiber reinforced
plastic (PRP) material. Here the 'lapping and lagging motions are possible by the
deflection of the blade root, whereas the rotorhub itself is very stiff. The blade
pitch occurs by a needle bearing whereby the centrifugal forces from the socalled

soft torsion bare are transferred to the rotor head (first flight of the BO 105 was
in November 1967, see fig. 5).

The Westland Company has so shaped the arms of its titan rotorhead that the inner
part withthe elliptical cross section allows the flapping motion by bending this
part, whereas the outer arm with the round cross section allows the lag motion. The
blade pitch occurs as in the case of MBB via needle bearings, also the centrifugal
forces are transferred by soft flexible straps made of steel. However, this rotor-
head requires drag dampers (fig. 6, first flight March 1971).
These are the only two hingelesa rotors which are currently used on production
helicopters, namely on the BO 105 and BK 117 by MBB and on the Lynx and W 30
respectively by Westland.

Other manufacturers followed this development only much later and did not then try
to produce a hingeless rotor but instead have tried mainly to replace the mechani-
cal hinges by using elastomeric bearing technology and have therefore remained with
the principal of the hinged blades. The elastomeric bearings are made of shaped
layers of a rubber-like elastomeric material, so that these bearings can deflect to
allow flapping, lead-lag and feathering motions. They are also used to absorb the
centrifugal forces . This has been made possible because the flapping and lag
motions and also the blade pitch change of the rotor blades only occur in a relati-
vely small angular range.

Considering the history of the development of rotor systems with elastomeric bea-
ringse two different ways can be dicerned.

There was on the one hand the introduction of layered elastomeric bearings where an
angular motion occured by shear deformation of laminated bearings which allow all
three motions. As an example of an articulated rotor using this technology the
rotor head of the Sikorsky UH-60 is shown, which first flew in 1974 (see fig. 7).
Here all three mechanicul hinges have been replaced with a pair of elastomeric
bearirge which allow the flapping, lagging and torsion motions and also the trans-
fer of the centrifugal forces.
On the other hand, special shaping of the inner part of the rotor hub so that the
flapping motion is possible by elastic bending, whereas the lag motion is done by
laminated bearings constitutes the other solution. As an example of this the titan
rotor head by Bell is shown (see fig. 8) for the mudel 412 (first flight 1979). The
flexible rotor head here allows the flapping motion whereas the slastomeric hea-
ringL: take on the lag and torsion motion and the lead lag damping,

Rotor design by the former Hughes company (now Me Donnel Douglas Helicopters) ba.~k
in 1963 vent its own way with its rotor head of the mod~l 500 and then later with
the rotor head of the AH-64. Here two opposite blades of the four bladed rotor are
connected to the elastic straps (made of steel) whereby blade pitch change, flap-
ping and lag hinges can be dispensed with (see fig. 9).
Aerospatiale was the first company to be successful in replacing the metal rotor
head by fiber reinforced plastic Laterial (FRP) with its rotorsystem Starflex in
the year 1976 (see fig. 10). The flexible star of the rotorhub made of Composite is
designed to accommodate the flapping movement. The blade pitch change and the
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oentrifugal forces are taken up by a spherical el*atomeric bearing. Elastomerics
are also provided for drag damping (Ref. 1. 2).
Further developments in this direction are the Spheriflex rotor head for the Super
Puma (fig. II, Ref. 8), the rotor head of the &I l0t (fig. 12) and the rotor head

of the AHIP-progras of the Bell company (fig. 13, Ref. 26).

A further simplification of the hingeless construction principle is being triri by
MBB in the German/French joint project PAH-2/HAP/HAC whereby the very stiff rotor
head is being retained,+but the titan hub is replaced by two starahaped plates made
of fiber composite material. The oil lubricated bearings for the blade pitch con-
trol are replaced here by elastomeric bearings (fig. 14).
Due to the relatively short lifetime and the high costs in the initial stages of
the elastomerio bearings (this problem has however today been solved to a large ex-
tent), the trend of rotorhead development today is quite' clearly in the direction
of bearinglees rotors. A glance at the history of the development of rotors shjowv

this step to be a consistent development trend from fully articulated over the
hingeless to the bearingless rotor. Fig. I shows the basic structure for this
system, the full replacement of mechanical bearings, hinges and dampers leads to an
even greater simplification.
The rotor head itself consists only of a very simple hub. In addition to the flap-
ping and lead-lag motion also the torsional motion is done by elastic deflection of
a soft torsion element,but relatively stiff flapwise and lagwise (as shown in fig.
1 ). This element must meet high requirements like low rigidity in torsion, but
enough strength to carry the centrifugal forces and the bending loads and above all
be designed to specific stiffness in flapwise and chordwise direction. Only the
development of composite in recent years has provided the necessary materials for
these elements.
A disadvantage of this bearingless design is the relatively long transition path
for a torsional moment to the blade root to establish the blade collective and
cyclic pitch angle. This pitch control can only be attached outboard of the flex
beam. Therefore a torque structure of some kind is required, which is very stiff in

torsional direction but soft in bending. The torque structure may either be desig-
ned to enclose the flex beam or to be separate from it.
Various design approaches or different companies have been established. They differ
in cross section of the flexible element and the stiffness of this element and in
the torque structure to carry the torsion loads.

The first successful bearinglese rotor systems emerged from the UTTAS competition
in the USA. Both Sikorsky (Ref. 3) and Boeing Vertol (Ref. 4) used stiff inplane
(i.e. blade inplane frequency owris above one per rev.) bearingless designs for
their tail rotors. The introduction of this design principle for tail rotors ap-
peared to be considerably simpler aa shown on many similar prototypes e.g. at MBB
(Ref. 5) and Hughes (Ref. 6).
The feasibility of this construction principle of main rotors was proved for the
first time by Boeing Vertol with their bearinglses Main Rotor (BMR) on a BO 105
(Ref. 7). This rotor represented a good basis for future development in this area.
A problem with bearingless rotors is the transfer of control movements to the
blades as mentioned before. With the BO 1O5/BMR which undertook its first flight in
1978, this was done by using a torque tube (fig. 15) that does not enclose the flex
beam. Other manufacturers have solved this with a socalled pitch cuff that encloses
the flex beam.

Whilst Boeing Vertol developed the BMR, Aerospatiale worked on its version oI the
BMR, the socalled Triflex. The hub consists of a number of fiber glass/epoxy resin
rovings which are embedded in a matrix made of elastomer material and which forms a
flexible arm. The drag damping of this system was however so low that the system
was not pursued any further (fig. 16, Ref. 9).

The bearingless Bell 680 main rotor (fig. 17) flew for the first time in May 1982.
It consists of a single fiberglass structure which forms the flexible arms for all
four blades. The blade pitch control is transferred by a pitch cuff which surrounds
the flexible arms. The part of the cuff on the side of the rotor head is attached
by an elastomerio bearing and connected to a drag damper (Ref. 10).
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MBB flew its first experimental BRMR in 1984. The way it worked was similar to that
of the BRR by Boeing Vertol with a T-shaped flex beam and a control torque tube
beside the flex beam. The second BMR version with a pitch cuff flew for the first
time in 1986. A lead-lagdamper between the cuff and the blade root is installed to
%void instabilities in flight and on the ground (fig. 18, Ref. ii).

The Hugh•n: company has also developed a bearingless rotor (HARP). It flew for the
first tine in April 1985 (fig. 19). It consists of four single flexible arms which
are made of Kevlar. Here the cross seotion of the flex beam is X-shaped. A cuff is
used for pitch control. The cuff attachment and the dragdamper are similar to thode
of the Bell 680 rotor (Ref. 12).

Sikorsky's project for a bearingless main rotor is the socalled Dynaflex, which,
however, has yet to be built and flown. The rotor hub (fig. 20) has an elastomeric
connection with the rotorshaft which corresponds to a gimbal hinge which permito
the flapping motion and, by preventing the Coriolis forces, prevents the lead-lag
motion. The torque transmission and %he flapping spring are obtained by means of a
rotor head surrounding membrane in composite material. This rotor concept has
therefore the lowest aerodynamic hub drag of all BMR designs up to date. A central
torque tube is provided for pitch control similar to that of the BMR of Boeing
Vertol (Ref. 13).

All bearingloes rotor designs flown up to now were designed for light helicopters
of an all-up weight up to 4 metric tons. For larger helicopters this design princi-
ple has not been realized yet.

3. Principle Differences of the Various Rotor Head Systems with Reference to Control-
lability and Flying Qualities

In this section I want to treat the special flight mechanical characteristics which
these various rotor systems have. The dynamic behaviour of a helicopter depends to
a large extent on the moment that is transferred from the blades to the rotor huh
and to the fuselage. There are fundamental differenced here between the various
rotor systems and these are dependent on the flapping hinge offset. Fig. 21 shows
qualitatively the moment characteristics (first harmonic) of a see-saw rotor, an
articulated and a hingeless rotor. If the aerodynamic lift of the blade is the same
fcr the various rotors, the same lift is produced at the centre of the rotor head.
But for the moments there is a significant difference at the blade root and at the
head. A hinge cannot transfer moments, so there is no moment in a see-saw rotor
head because of the central flapping hinge on the rotor head. Articulated rotors
have in general a small flapping hinge offset whereby only small momcnts can be
transferred as a result of the short moment arm. HingeleFis rotors have a special
area of high elasticity either in the blade or in the head itself with relatively
low moments which can al&s be described as equivalent flapping hinge. The offset of
this equivalent flappinj hinge depends on the stiffness of the flexible element.
Usually thic 'hinge' is further away from the rotor centre and can therefore
transfer larger moments because of the longer moment arm.
Hingelees rotor systems and bearinglese rotor systems are best characterized by the
fundamental flap (WA) and lead-lag (wr) natural frequencies of the blades at
nominal rotor spend (fl). The see-saw rotor type with its central hinge (without
spring restraints) would have a natural flap frequency wA equal to ILI. Articulated
rotorsystems with flapping hinge offset usually have a flap frequency greater 1'2
to about 1.040.
For hingeless and bearingless main rotor cunfiguration the range of the fundamental
flap bending frequencywplies between 1.05.0 and 1.15fl. From this fundamental flap
bending mode an equivalent flapping hinge offset can aleo be derived.

The control of a helicopter occurs mainly by the tilting of the thrust vector and
the moment which is pioduced at the rotor head. From that it follows that in the
case of the see-saw rotor the control only occurs through the tilting of the thrust
vector which only permits a restricted control moment. Bell tried to overcome this
problem on some of their ty~en by incorporating a spring in the teeter hinge.
The articulated rotor has increased control moment capacity according to the flap-
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ping hinge offset, whereas the hingeless rotor has greatest control power due to
its relatively large flapping hinge offset, vhereby by far the greatest proportion
in alloted to the moment at the rotor head. In figure 22 this situation is presen-
ted schematically.
The direct consequence in a reduction of the helicopter tise constant. This time
constant is defined am the time which is needed to achieve 63% of the stationary
angular velocity at a defined control input. The time constant in shown in figure
23 and 24 as a parameter for pitching and rolling with various flapping hinge
offsets. Am can be seen the control of a helicopter with increasing flapping hinge
offset becomes sore powerful, quicker and more direct, that means it achieves
higher control response characteristi as.
It should be mentioned that the achievable steady-state angular rate is indepen-
dent of the flapping hinge offset (the flapping hinge offset influences the tran-
sient phase only).

These characteristics however make the rotor with large flapping hinge offsets also
sensitive to disturbances from outside such as for instance gusts which can be
considered as control inputs.
The control sensitivity of a system depends however also on the rotor damping. By
this is meant the increasing damping moment during the pitch or roll motion that
the notion reacts against and which leads to a steady-state angular rate at a
specified unitary stick deflection.
To Judge the control characteristics the control and damping moments at the rotor
have to be met in conjunction with the moments of inertia of the helicopter. The
well known controllability diagram (fig 25) relates the control sensitivity and the
time behaviour of a rotor to one another.
This picture shows the damping moment versus the control mc 'ent produced per unit
stick deflection for the pitching direction. Both values refer to the moment of
inertia around the pitch axis. Per a favourable assessment of the control characte-
ristics of a helicopter these values suet be in a particular relationship to one
another. Along the straight lines through the origin there is equal control sensi-
bility i.e. equal angular velocity -in this came pitch velocity- per unit stick
deflection. In this illustration recommendations or requirements respectively are
included (Ref. 14, 15, 27, 28). The range of them is established by certain
minimum and maximum pitch speeds for a unit stick deflection ani downwards by a
minimum damping. As the control sensitivity can be changed by the selection of the
control ratio in a certain area, the non influencable value of the rotor damping
represents the decisive value for position in the diagram. Here the typical areas
for the different rotor systems are included. Par the roll axis there is a similar
correlation.

The damping and the control acceleration depend generally on the Lock number - that
is the number which represents the ratio of the aerodynamic to the inertial forces
of a rotor blade - and the flapping hinge offset. In comparison to the hingeleae
rotor system helicopters with articulated or see-saw rotors have considerably leas
control response characteristics as a result of the high time constant.

The control power of the various systems - on the one hand through the thrust
venter tilt only and on the other through the thrust vector tilt and rotormoment -
have decisive influence on the flight conditions with thrust off loading, that is a
flight condition in which the load factor is smaller than one or even close to
mero. These flight conditions occur for instance when overflying obstacles which
appear suddenly during terrain fc?.lowing flight (NOE). Figure 26 shows the depen-
dence of the control moment on the load factor for the three rotor systems. Whereas
the controllability of the systems with high flapping hinge offset basically re-
mains the same, the see-saw rotor shows a peroentual decline in its controllability
at n less than 1 and leads finally at n - 0 to inoontrollability.

As mentioned briefly above advese effects also go along with increcsing rotor head
moments such as higher vibrations and gust sensitivity and higher angle of attack
instability.
To look at other flight mechanic aspects such as nigh speed flight inetability
phenomena or effects of different couplings which can mainly be influenced on
hingiless and bearinglesm rotors and other aeroelastic problems would be to go
beyond the limits of this lecture.
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SHowever it can be said quite generally that special mission tasks can be more or
leas well solved with the different rotor systems. The idea of optimizing a system
for its specific mission tasks suggests itself. A rotor design of course depends on
many things which have to be coordinated to an optimum degree for one another but
one can say that perhaps combat helicopters or scout helicopters should be equipped
eith a rotor system which fulfils the special tasks of these helioopters well such
as for instance nap of the earth (NOE) flying which presupposes high maneuve-
rability. On the other hand this high maneuverability is not so decisive in the
case of -for instance- transport helicopters for them with regard to their particu-
lar nission.

The history of rotor development shows that the individual helicopter manufacturers
have developed their own philosophies with reference to rotor systems and to their
design. Manufacturers )f stiff rotors, which are therefore those vith relatively
large flapping hinge offsets (i.e. hingeless rotors), have the view that this
method of design is best adapted to future combat helicopters. However, as has been
shown this method of construction contains characteristics through higher vibration
and gust sensitivity which are not lesirable for those helicopters which are de-
ployed as weapon platforms. Therefore in recent times the greatest efforts have
been made to avoid these problems by active Pnd passive vibretion isolation sys-
tems. All together, however, one is in a dilemma as to these two dem. ids on a
combat helicopter - mainly on the one hand the greatest possible agility achieved
by high excess power and high control response characteristics or maneuverability
and on the other hand low vibration and low gust sensitivity - presuppose complete-
ly contrary design principles. Other manufacturers of 'softer' rotors (i.e. articu-
lated rotors) also believe that this design Is well adapted to the requirements of
combat helicopters through better vibration characteristics and less sensitivity to
disturbances from outside.
Only the hingeless and the bearingless rotor concepts are very sensitive to small
parameter variations, but on the other hand these rotor concepts can be designed
through proper aeroelastic couplings to suit these requirements (Ref. 25) extremely
well.

Figure 27 shows the temporal development of rotor rigidity of armed helicopters
expressed by means of the flapping 1inge offset. Although it is difficult to
establish a trend, it can be stated that the future development will probably
settle at a flapping hinge offset of e.bout 7% to 8% which corresponds to n blade
flap bending frequency of about 1.061n. Therefore in this type of helicopter the
see-saw rotor will no longer be used. Future helicopters in this weight class have
therefore a well tuned and aeroelastically balanced bearingloss rotor with an
equivalent flapping hinge offset of about 7% or 8%.

In the transport helicopter class in which a bearingless design has not yet been
realized, future Cevelopments will still haxe articulated rotor designs but with
extensive use of laminated bearings. The trend in the development of rotor rigidity
for these helicopters is shown in figure 28. Herp the developmez.As will probably
remain more conservative as no high maneuverability is demanded for such systems.
The priorities of the development will be aimed in other directions such as for
example transport performance but also passenger and crew comfort. Here in future a
flapping hinge offset of 4% to 5% will be the norm, This is also influenced by the
difficulty of achieving such a 'soft' rotor with the bearingless design.

4. Influence of the Different Rotor Systems on Weight, Maintenance and Reliability

In addition to the design of the rigidity of the rotor, a further factor lies in
the actual construction which determines the number of parts and the maintainabili-
ty with all its consequences and this is of significance for the operational capa-
bilities of a helicopter. As mentioned before, it was both the expensive main-
tenance and repair actions on the rotor head as well as the increased military
requirements against vulnerability which were the driving forces for modern deve-

lopments. Fully articulated rotor systems which were until now still very wide-
spread had many grease points and were, due to the many parse mede of steel, very
heavy. The trend for future rotors can be seen in the next figure (29). The propor-
tion of the rotor head mass was in the articulatec rotor of the older generation



between 6% and 7% of the maximum take off masa, which was reduced in the 1970'. to
about 3% to 4% by the introduction of the elaatomeric bearings. Bee-saw rotors were

* naturally lighter (because of only two blades), but they still had a relatively
* high proportion of the maximum take off mame of about 5%. The introduction of

hingeleas rotors brought a reduction of the rotor head masses by the omission of
the flapping and drag hinges. This can mean for future bearinglesa rotors a percen-
tags of 20 or leas.

In addition to the payload increase there is the decisive advantage for future
rotor developments in the service and maintenance actions which are directly pro-
portional to the construction concept and oonnected with a reduction of the air-
craft support costs.
A large part of the maintenance of helicopters ia devoted to the two rotors (the
main and the tail rotor) and the rotor blades.
By the introduction of fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) rotor blades by RBB the first
important steps were taken with relation to reduction in maintenance costs, life
time and vulnerability. The practically world wide application of this material has
proved the outstanding characteristics of fiber glass above all the inherent fail-
safe behaviour, the very good resistance to fatigue and the complete insensitivity
to notch and corrosion effects.
The major progress made in blade aerodynamics can be mentioned here only in pas-
sing. Complex blade forms, variable profile. over the blade length and twist and
new blade shapes can only be made with the help of composite material without
increasing the manufacturing costs (Ref. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24).
Special tests have also proved that the composite rotor blades and also of course
composite rotor heads are distinguished by very high survivability in a combat
surrounding (see fig. 30 from Ref. 17). Today there it practically no helicopter
manufacturer in the western world who does not at least for its future helicopter
wish to use PRP, for the rotor blades.

The reduction in the number of bearings from an articulated rotor to a hingeless
rotor brought a reduction of maintenance efforts -if the two systems are compared-
of a factor of 3. This is also because the hingeless rotor has up to 65% fewer
parts.
These points are noticable in the availability but very particulary in the field
maintenance. The logistic requirements are therefore considerably reduced.
But the high requirements of the military from scheduled maintenance to 'on condi-
tion' maintenance could only be achieved first with the introduction of the elasto-
meric bearings which do not have to be lubricated. The relatively short life time
of these elastomeric parts in the beginning have now reached a high technical
atandard (life time ca. 2500 hours). The successful use of FRP rotor blades has in
the course of development of new rotor head constructions led to the fact that this
material is also used for rotor heads, whereby the number of parts has again been
considerably reduced (Ref. 1, 18).
Future bearingless rotor heads will have a parts counts of 20% as compared to fully
articulated rotors due to the complete absence of bearings (see fig. 29). The
availability - expressed in meantime between failure (MTBF) and mean time between
removal (MTBR) - and the maintainability - expressed in mean manhours per flight
hours (MMH/PH) and mean time to repair (MTTR) - will improve significantly (Ref.
16). The use of PRP for future bearingless rotor heads and rotor blades will
further reduce the vulnerability, thus an important military requirement will then
be fulfilled. This again directly influences the performance of military helicop-
ters in the fulfilling of their mission.

In contrast to the dynamic design of the rotor with different rigidities the
requirements on the rotor conntruction - i.e. low weight, low number of parts, high
lifetime, easy maintainability, etc. - both for civil and for military users are
basically the same as they lead to increased performance, lower procurement costs
and lower service cost. For the military side the high demands on survivability are
added.
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C5. onolusion

The different needs of the individual users of helicopters and reasons which were
dealt in chapter 2 have in the past prctuoed a large number of rotor head configu-
rations. The aim now should be to have a single ideal rotor concept which satisfies
all demands. This dream of helicopter engineers will -as we have seen above- not be

t fulfilled as differing philosophies and different operational needs will not permit
V this.

The oljeotive in the development of future modern rotor systems witý regard to the
dynamic design for the specific military employment will as before be directed at

- high maneuverability
- uncritical stability behaviour
- low vibration generation

This will lead to a design where the equivalent flapping hinge offset will settle
at about 7%. This presents a good compromise between high maneuverability and not
too high gust sensitivity.

The general objective in the development of modern rotor systems and its influence

on the oerational capability can be summarised as follows

- reduction of the veight by the omission of conventional bearings and hinSes

- increase in lifetime by the omission of high maintenance and mechanical elements

subject to intensive wear

- increase of safety by simple construction reducing the number of parts and the
use of fail safe characteristics of composite materials

- reduction of the maintenance efforts by maintenance free bearings and hinges

- reduction of manufacturing and operating cost by simple construction, a low
number of parts and 'on condition' maintenance and unlimited lifetime of essen-
tial components.

These high technological goals present a challenge for all rotor head constructors
for the next decade.
First steps in this direction have been taken, but it still requires great techni-
cal efforts and a high financial investment of all helicopter manufacturers to do
justice to all the demands. Bearingless rotors perhaps present the best assumption
for this.

J4
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Fie. 5 ROTOR HEAD OF BELL W0
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NEW AERODYNAMIC DESIGN OF THlE FENESTRON FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

A. VUILLET & F. MORELLI

AEROSPATIALE HELICOPTER DIVISION
13725 Narignene-France

Amospatioll. PANTHER pr.oype equipped With the feniestron

Since the first Gazelle flight In INS. Mrpospetlee9 has developed the follestron as an alternate solutionlto the conventional tall rotor for light -or medium helicopter% weighi ng loes then 6 tons. This concept has
widely evidenced Its advantages an about 1100 Gazelle and 235 Dauphin hei icooters equipped With thi , enestron1
and totalizi no mole then a million 1`li11ht hours, without em' ma1jor accident. The peper first recailas the
geNmrai dein tion of the fonestron and Its advantages forcvI or military oppllcstlons.

Recent research has shcwn new opportunilts for improving the arrodynamic efficiency of thi fenes41tron. A
detailed airflow analysis through the fenestron has recotucly been achieved with extensive modil and full scale
tests on the tail rotor bench In hover. The research program wee sponsored by the F rench 0overnmenml~t ngenis011fF and GYPA. This paper surveys the expeiantal technique end the flow ameasurements. It also presenots thecorreiations that have been made wih elaeiement theory o asvi saMore advanced analysis developed by
NIEThFLU end derived from a edisi equilibri us code In us aowomrsos

The tests have authorized More thorough flow Investigations which hew* shown potential benefits in
;0cuperating, he rotational I nerey This has led to design stater blades IftstTO behind the rotor. Inside %hedifuse. Tstsof this device hve shown l tee Improvements In the fenestryn a fligures of warit and maxiwmu
threat, for a given rotor blase solidity. Furthermore Iaproving the diffuseir a performance, the stator bladesprit reducIng the diffuser's length and thus the fenastron's width with dreg saving as a,,final result.ip~f ictilons were drawn up for Cili1A to design a set of speciallyV adapted, high cambere Ir"oIls In view tofurther Increase the maeim thrust.

Tests Of the fnenstron eqipdwt trbae ndonw sections are presented and their Influence on
fnewstren sizing Is disoussd

Theme various results will further enhance the fenestron performance which has already proven quite
advantageous compared to the ccnventional tail rotor for several decisive points such casrat re Iablt,
prfors~ance and cost for clvii apspillications as wellI as detectabili tv and vulnerabilt fI citry ap s.ce
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1.0 INTRODUCT5ION"

The qualities requested for presan' and future
helicopters from an operator view point, are ,. -ý'll
essentiCIly:

* better efficiency

* improved security and reliability

* excellent cost effectiveness

The civil operator will normally be well satisfied if
the manufacturer could prove that his hel.copter is
indeed outstanding on the above qualities. At cue
utmost, he may also request a hiMh level of
availability, but this fourth request is aore or lass
esbedded in the previous three.

The military op.-cors have their own special
requests depon.i'ng on the type of misslons that they
have to %ifill and so they have to accept various ty-
pos of trade-off. They will at least request low wnOR CO.LSTOR
vulnerability and good crashworthiness behaviour.

In this general context, one can ask if it is worth Fly. -I- AS 365 M PANTHER fenestron
spending time and money to try to develop better tail
rotors.

A brief met of data can easily illustrate that the 2.0 OLRAL DESIGN A TECHNOLOGY EVOLU-
answer is yen2 TIONS

a) The number of helicopters crashed due to failed
or impacted tail rotors is about 0.15 per 10,000 bre
of flight in the accident log book, as compared to aregistered overall number of actidout of 0.71 par FIG, I -1ho• the outline of the AS 365H PANTHER
regit era of flilht. fenstron. The asaemhly is composed oZ a small rotor

housed in a shroud and topped with a larte vertical

b) Tail rotor noise can represent a significant fin. The rotor diameter is almost one half the
part of the helicopter acoustic signature at least in equivalent conventional tail rotor diameter and the
one flight path of the ICAO procedures retained for rotor solidity is roughly twice. So, the blade area
noise certificationz the take-off (sea ref. 1]). is also reduced to one half.Furthermore on an acoustic detectability standpoint, The shroud includes a small collector with rounded

conver'.tioncl tail rotors with high acoustic energy lips, a small cylindrical zone at the blade passage
content at low frequencies, can be the dominant noise and A conical diffuser accommodating the transmission
source at large distances, tube, the gearbox with its support arms and the pitch

control system.
c) Tail rotors of improved design can on a given

aircraft reduce the power needed for maximum tail The first fenestron was flown on a prototype GAZEI.TE
rotor thrust, improve the maximum thrust capability helicopter in April 196b, The production aircraft
and reduce the component weight to thruit ratio. When fenextron had a 700 am diameter rotor. The blades
no other constraints are encountered (available were made of forged metal and were linked to the hub
power, gear box limitation, structural strength of through a set of thin stainless steel strips of small
the helicopter), tail rotor improvement can allow for tprrional rigidity to ensure pitch variations, The
an increase of the helicopter payload or of the hub, which holds the self-lubricating plastic type
helicopter flight envelops. bearings to cantilever the blades, was machined from

ha light aluminium alloy stamping. The 3hroud and the
fin also are metallic. Ref.131 and ref.,(u1 have
provided the main aerodynamic performance, stresses

Aerospatiale has studied several tail rotors on and control loads characteristics of this GAZELLE
various helicopters, ref.[2), and has developd an fenedtron,
original tail rotor concept the "fenestro- tO iRef. [5] surveyed the main featuren of the SA 360, 365
overcome the major drawbacks of conventional tail C and 365N DAUPHIN fenestron equipped with a 900 ma
rotors, diameter fan (first flight in 1972): the technology

is similar and the aerodynamic design is derived from
on the fenestron, the rotor is housed in a shroud the latest optimized version of the GAZELLE fenestron
which protects it naturally against most of the on which an extensive research test program had been
agreasions, reduces the radiated noise and provides achieved.
several advantages in operation which will be quickly In 1980, studies were engaged to develop an advanced
recalled. This paper will then concentrate on the technology fan-in-fin coatcept with 1100 - diameter
fenestron aerodynamic development in hover, for which rotor to be flight tested on DAUPHIN. So, the shroud,
recent research has given new opportunities for the fin and the blades have been fully redesigned
improving its performance. with use of composite materials, ref.16]. The new

moulded plastic blades are cantilevered at two sta-
tions on plastic self-lubricating pitch bearings and
linked to the hub with a unidirectional Kevlar fiber



In hover with aidewind it is generally considered
that in the wind direction-wind intensity dap
(FlS.3), three onwes can be critic&l Ma/ conventional tail rotorsl

7 4e 1 m N aIidewind (in rotor turning

Gout r-cockwin)| At itois the maximm torustcritical Uboe which, -Oder the moet severe
condition8 of alttudelf."persturs Including
the yaw maoemivering coebi Lity, detemin
the maxim, disc sad blade loading required
for the tail rotor. In this ease, the fin or
the transmission fairing interacts the tall

rotor creating8f lio blockae and whatever
M the selected solution, tractor or pusher tail

Sretad trotor e Ia a loss a n the tal rotor not
thrust. The feneatron io free of this
interference. Turthermso t w ithout
Intermediate gearbox its muillar size and
its lower position relative to the main rotor
makes it tree of adverne main rotor interac-
tits.

zone 2, aft sidevind: in ground effect, there
is a combination of aircraft height and aft

,1•MsMMM • wind which tenan to locate the ground vortex
on the tail rotor. Due to the direction oc
rotation of this ground vortex, and exactly
an to, a nonventional tail rotor, the blade
bottom aft direction of rotation is
unfavourable and the bottom forward directionof rotation has to be selected.

Fig.-2- Light helicopter composite otan In fin

zone 3, LN sidewind (min rotor turning
counter-clockwise); in LU sidewind, the tail

sPar providing low torsional rigidity for blade pitch rotor flow opposes the wind and can enter the
variations, vortex ring state or recirculstion mechanism
This new "composite fanestron" is now fitted to the resulting in pedal reversal or in erratic
a6SNI DAUPHIN and 366G1 DAUPHIN, COST-GUARD version thrust respon•e and large pedal activity, Theas wall as an the 365M• PANTHER prototype. T/R disc loading of the tail rotor is the.s.ritical parameter. Ref.191 concludes that

The most advanced technology is under study for light with a bottom forward direction of rotation
helicopters and includes new composite blades with the vortex ring state is retarded, end "that
optimised airfoils, stator blades in the diffuser
replacing the gearbox support arms so as to
recuperate the flow rotationa3 snargy. The shroud and MMWINOva
the fin will consist of two half- shells made of com- Wp
posite structure, FIG,2. W-00

3.0 OPMTION&L AD'J AGr S kmE

The various advantages of the fenestron have been Of
presented in details in the above mentioned papers
cud reviewed in ref.(1. We will simply recall the 3 $Do
major pointr.

3.1 MANOEUVRABILITY, EFFICIENCY

In addition to all the flight tests and the whirl rig
tests which have been achieved on the fenestron, sore
than 1700 hours of testing has been performed in the
wind tunnel on 1/2 to 1/8 scaled models in order to
get a in-depth understanding of its aerodynamic 180
characteristics.

~Vo
a WR Co V.-G0

* HOVER

Due to the complexity of the flow environment MOUNTER CLOCK W181
of the tail rotor, much disappointment has been
encountered in the past by helicopter
manufacturers in sising conventional tail rotors
and consequently, by the pilots in using aircraft
affected by poor yaw performance and handling.
This explains why great efforts have been made toattwrpt & good understanding of this Fig.-3 Hovering critical zones for conventional tall,

interactions? aerodynamics-related topic. rotors
ref.171 and rof.[81.

=- ... .....
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larqer helinoptera With hihr maie rotor Tests hve" shown that the directional
looding that peralts godleft m44feward vetia surface miin eititv onithle antail
dlight qulities up tomiM: t: st saleab.Ility ydeigs it has been felt that the
helicopters. or those uhere minimum power to yaw control efiinyte orI riewithin
the teil rtotr was the "aJor Considerationi, a three degrees sideslip eons, correaponttna to a
left oideward f light upto 33 kto Is not pos- "amadband " apeaings for neutral position. oft
aible without large right pedal excursions". pedal. Vin tunnel tests have prvAo
&swuming that thke feneatron rotor disameter Is comprehensive analysis of this problem which in
half the equivalent tail rotor diameter. the not relevant to the fan-in-fin concoept in itatelft
momeseom theory indioateeL that the "an the overall directional stability depends on the
Ineduced velecity will ha 247 ot 3.1 higher on isolated fenestron stability (without fin)
tbh- fanestron tor the ame anti-torque combined with the airtiame directional stdhility,
thrust. So, especially for light helicopters, Tests clearly indicate that, as isolated, the
the fWootton to very advantageous in left fenestron Is stable in ya with no p-cularitie?,
sidawind, opposing tC.- wind direction. The Fl0ICA The problem is related tt. airframe
bottom forward direction of rotation io also stability and to wake effset due to the main
favourable to delay the flow recircu- ..tion rotor head and fuselage, reducing the 'ontrol
ph anmomenne occurrence, as in the case of son* efficiency of rear surfaces. So, Uith the
2.aft sidswind, fenestrom, It is aeceMasaY to U~rOVS the

fuselage yaw stability if possible by reducing
the wake effect, by aigti u~c

Velicopters equipped. with the foenetron have efficiency and poesbly1 by adding endplates on
prov~an smooth handliag and excel lent yaw the horiucotal stabiliser whMch can eamll~ be
esnoeuvrability. for example. the Coast Guard adjusted during the development process of the
version of the Dauphin has demonstrated to be aircraft, ref.f 101.
able to reach a 22"/sec yaw rate after 1.5 sec, In
35 kta left sidawind (main rotor turning
cloelkwise) under critical altitudaitemperature
conditions at maximum,%roos weight. S.A SM Ml AMD VU4UtAIL&rn

yggWAgj rUGjy In addition, the throud naturally protects tihe
rotor agaiftat external agressions and oriainally, the

In cruise flight, in order to get the best concept has bean developed for the safety purpose. In
lift-to-drag ratio of the tail vertical surfaces, fact, it remedies almost all drawbacks specific to
it is preferable to fully unload the fenostron. conventional tail rotor*.
so, all the anti-torque th~ruat required has to be
supplied by the fin which is of relatively large It is the reason why for about two million flight

area. it is set at a given angle c! attack with hours have already bean logged on helicopters fitted
reznpect to the aircraft conterlino and has a with i in-in-f in rotor, there has not bean a single
cambered section Cousequently, the required serious accident due to the fan-in-fin concept. This
power by the fenestron is extremely low as it has to be compared with the above mentioned rate of
only consists of the profile power which c--tres- helicopters crashed due to failed or impactcd
ponds to one half the conventional tail rotor conventional tail iotors. which is in the order of
profile power in proportion with the blade area 0.15 per 10,000 hours of flight as reported in the ac-
ratio. cidwnt log book.

In* unloading of the fan in cruise has several As illustrated on FIG.S. enclosed and sheltered in
other positive m asquences as for inhitanco. the duct, the fan cannot hit ground obstacles

whatevtr the htlicopter evolutions are. In flight, it
is difficu4, if not impossible, to have the fan hit

- aii.imising ~trains on all the rotating parts by elements detached from the helicopter structure or
of the fenestron, from main rotor blades such as snow packs, ice

accretions...,or to catch cargo slings or hoist
c.ables. Furthermore, when the aircraft is grounded,

- cr the capability of flying rnd landing with and the tail rotor operating. people can see the
the tail rotor moper-tive in case of shroud and are not able to be injured by the shroud.
failure.-

cy Most LEFT O O ETll

14= LLFFT

5 51D5C5L1P

Fig. -4- Yaw stability In forward flight Fig. -S- Operational safety Improvweent bry fenostron



The teill re~or is almost kept away from almekt all noe weash immediately dumastream of the 24%u4 to sn,
possible external agressinsa. more ovapasesarod, As it would be an a free rotot and

As reported in rto l mad as demonatrated bytrct
WMeres teats, thin 1Wve" several advantages wete tn t~eae conditions. the wahe exPansion is
the oweventlemal tall rot" as for onsend or rain estimated as I D (D Wqia the rater diameter) as
erosion is osmeerned In forward flight. Withdsa w tooputed to 0. 7 0, from Fraud@ theor7, for the
Or 1040g conditimns, tests hovealso shown a better tooventIonal tall rotor. go. the thrust is *bhoed as
beavioour. In hewer. and at low forward speds, pro- or* half for the shroud And ass half fot "ae fan.
vision$ mot also he made, as for a conventional taill
rotor for ama or Aluat protet tim * but dois to higher FurthersFOr, the difftbu? C.Vn Permits G tlight
cnatrlfogal forces, ice &accretion does me~t show op ton depressure to be settled lomeootats y downstream of
the bledes. the rotor sand a slight expansion of the wake.

The experience shows that Oman time between MOVIE*
removal an tall rotor blades an the whole fleet of CmROP"#s
hareepetiele Helicopters is about three time" higher
for fan-la-fin concept than for cOnventiOnel tail MANG S, * WMA
rv"tor. It Aetn to need no special equipsent for 21 a0\,
icing conditions As it has been experienced during I - 1 i' "'
n"Wousos flight hours performed In these conditions aw JA ae

Vulnerability tests have been undertaken which
show that no serious damage occurs when 7.5 wo
cartridge casings are thrown Into the fan. and pellet
Impact of 7.5 ma, caliber on a blade has practically no
effect ton the fan operation. It has been further -

shown. that dat to the large number of blades, the ~s los
rof one blade doses not result in an Immediate lops of

the rotor, as It Is generally the came for
convotnt.ional tail rotors.

3.3 NOISI AM~ DMICTAN:LITY wsfmng

It has been demonstrated, retf. 13, that the Fig.-$- Thrust shor~ne between tan and duct falring,
famestron radiates les& noise than the conventional
%ail rotor. Furthermore. the noise attenuation with
distance is normally stronger than for conventional
tail rotor. no the noise fundamental frequencies are The measurements are well in agreement with this
higher by en order of magnitude approximatel7 general theory.
Visual detectability when the helicopter is on watc.n,
hiding behind tree lines Is reduced in moat. cases F.3.6 1-owa the thrust versus pitch setting of a
(the conventional tail rotor will emerge from teeo fenestron with I typical twint of -*7. as measured on
to"a lino bet not the foenstros). Finally, reduced a half-scaled model of the Gazelle fenestron. The
radar detectability can be obtained by the uar of fen thrust is derived from total preasurs integratiao
appropriate cosrposito materials for the strucLure and downstream of the rotor blades. The collector end
for the short dimersion blades which could use diffuser thrust are derived fromi static pressure
organic materials for anti-erosio'n rrOtection integration on the shroud. which Is presented o

devics, 10.7 for two values of the 0.7k pitch settingz 35"
whick. is characteristic of the current regime and 47'
which is just beyond stall which occurs at 430 on this
model fenestron. An previously explained, let us no-
te that the flow is always depressed within the
shroud. On the collector lipa. high depressore

4.0 AERODYNAMICS OF TIMR FEIMSTRON IN HOVER levels are reached corresponding to maieal local
flow velocities. The pressure profile depends on the
curvature of the lips which determine the streamline
curvature and the local dapressure level.

Fan-in fin design criteria are set to provide for Immediately after the depressurs peak, the flow has
agiven diameter. maximum thrust capability in hover to face an adverse gradient which can result in a

with a high figure of merit, -separated sone in the front of the rotor tip if the
lip is not well rounded or if the collector length is

From a pure pa..formdnce p.'dnt of view.* the too short.
shrouded rate~r is very attractive as, from momentum
theory, (see momentum theory in AM=.X as applied to
the shrouded rotor),* it offers for the same rotor
disc diameter a power saving of shoot 30?., while Winks"
developing the same thrust. The total figure of lif AL *AI~.M
merit of the shrouded rotor can be expressed as bm nasm
follows:

-T- 0 being the ratio of the wake to rotor disk area, and
S the Area of the rotor disk.

How can the shroud improve thin rotor efficiency?

k TheU shroud improves the rotor efficiency be aus
it can support the entering flow dynamic pressure, I4which gives it a thrust component as great as the mem sm
rotor thrust.

This unloads the rotor .which has less head prsass- Fig. -?- Hover stakl pressure survey along the
re to generate for a given total thrust, and sru

L Increases the mean Jepressors ab a the rotor disc.
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1~sealelaienmetosa"e gAmerilly Need b7

13 ~TM tinst mes to directly derived fro. the local
menet. ad bled. almost Uheory wuhte the rotor

OF3 aie i7s 4 toModelled 'silk elamagary Isdolowndsst tiags.
Theoirailchaactrisicsand the loca pitch maing

=300aretabuate. Itconatea the axial and tanenfetial
velocities ("a "asi threst uomeatee equatio a"

Ha ndI setting agive I atwim Sla
Ins te MWdietto L tty.W bso to i derived

liftS U frm testa AIs tiee t Is greear mt with
general smantu theory preseted tn Maeso. This
nothod io gemerelly in we for performance estimatiea

P1 8 Amid velocity dlstpbdeft dOWnateem the end saimin PerPs..
Modes merwe advanced themr ban beew developed by

MKhIWM (rat. Ill)eon the basin ofa compressor tal-
notation tose. 4 Is omthod accounts for th. shroud

Velocity profile measurements be"s been achieved ahap tateretction as the rotor. It to a que-
Immdiately downstream of the diet with a Ifive-hole *i-trtdtaiaetmal method is so for em the actual 30
tonsaure probe which tan give - after adequate Cal flo to is rplced by two bidirectiomal superimposed

bration - total pressure. static pressure and flowm (VKG. 10)1
airstream velocity coepauenta.

On FIOS and again for the %me two characteriatic
values of pitch setting, the velocity profiles have
beca platted. They illustrate the stalling mechanio. laI the circumferential plane (cescais airfoil
of the feneatron: when the airfoils at the tip reach calculation); this calculation is madt with
their Claes, they cannot supply head pressure any reference to tables, the MACA coiralations issued
longer~ to activate the flaw In this area. The from a great number of eaneriteontal tests on cas-
velocity profile is thus altered near the shroud and cedtz.
tan no longer depress the inlet lip whJch limits the

collcto thust In the meridian plans, in this case, the cal~u-
lation method uses a matrix resolution method,
with an equation discreteness through finite
differences. The flaso in assumed not to be

Om FIG.S, the flow rotational angle are also viscous, to be rotational, compressible and
plottd ~ e ~j~ ~ ~tt ~ les the axiymmetric. The basic equations are the

flawrtatid onal3 agle 4 graitc etnt "lset. So. tar es a Classical fluid mechan ics equations ( momentum,
the axial velocity profile. Ate I 33$. the meanm value c ontiut, ees ~ efc 5 tt
of th rotational Magl% is eot 10* wherenas t I squatin

A
5itis increased up to 15 In the potentia flow oiy#theqaonwthdiinlr-

some. Close to the shroad. 6 lurge variation ilk the 0 Modifyn g reuthem eqainiwtndito;
anle up tu S to~ ia oted. This corresponds to a lto eut n
viscous separated flaw wsom where the axial velocityfl ba
vanishes due to blade section losses at stall. The - + a'Y~ 'Yflow rotation is aso to the Cascede deviation angle 40 by, x~
of the blades which increases as rotor solidity and ~b
blade comer. If it Is not sue iakteed. It Corres-
ponds to an eaura IoQ". Considering these
meazurements, the idea cam out to Implement status Solving the above equation for every "axal stationblades in order to convert the flaw rotational energy allows calculating the flow within a meridian plane
iota a pressure Creating thin additional axial thrunt. and requires data issued f roe circumferential plane

calculation for a given radius. The tridimensional
flow is testored by combining both bidimensional ca,-
culationa in ao Iterative way.

a3090.I.1

%0 CAI VAAM/0 RM

50 60 10 so SO 10 a sACAMPRoINstAtoM + Prow CakuALULAo

Fig. -9- Flow rotational angle downstroea the rotor Fly.-10- Fenustron calculationl nsehod (METRAFLU)
oloder
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VogV Pgeittch andtei ASUIlc trs ~~ktPth&A
Theme thearima have beem correlated with test 21lca raceristics n maured th~res euu i an-TI.Kt

results which have been obtained at the bseacb at that th-1 loc4l *O*Mtemblade l*#Men theory %soeesto
scale 1. oorrectly predict the thrust stalling level, although

211 airfoil cheracteittetito are t~o"ted Values with
FlG.ll ohmse correlation obtained with the *sti~eted stall. 71t. WA' method Ise a otential

H6I1AFLU method as static pressure meamursenoto on method mod cannot give accurate in'omati a fter
the shroud lit a maridisa plants. at moderate pitch sa- stalling. The stalling call be est~.eeted from tho

le setting Upstream of the depremeure peak. the calculated spanwim. load tatters on the blade.Ilow modelling Is -.at oeactly Ii accordance with the
shroud sehap, due to the calculation method
assumpt ions and.* tha computed results have not heen 1M
reported. Ibis doeem not influence the downtream
results where the prediction is quite correct. oven inrsaftucoaumaTIM
in the diffuser. in particular. the maximia
depresmure peak and the pressure recovery gradient
are correctly predicted. Somes local discrepancies
ar* noted at the blade sons. They are due to blade tip
vortices which are not taken Into account in the meADe suLw mmcmV "00
potential calculation.

F' G. 12 show the predicted end measured axiol BandTOTIt CA

tangential velocities with the two methods. The
viscous effects due to blade Lip vurtiues result. Lit a
boundary layer development close to the hub end the
shroud which are not computed. It results in a flew
blockage whlich increases the axial velocity in the
non-viscous Bond. This explains why the axial
velocities computed voluem are undoreatimated. In the P"
came of the local momentum blade element, theory, the
axial velocities are a little more underestimated.
T'his is pertly due to the fact that computed 2D) Flg.-14- Predicted end amosiured fenestron thniust
tirfoil characteristics have been used instead of versus jONr chmmicteristitc
tesat values which were not available at the moment.,*
The tangential velocity correlation is generally good
for both methods,

The predicted and measurer thruet versus potter
characteristics are compared or, FIG. 14. The 16TRAM'L
computation gives quite good results before stall.

VAI XIA 00TANM I"U TW NLQa1' The local momenrtum theory gives acceptable results,
consierin the use f AD airfoil compiated

TUM ILWALOcharacteristics.

FGg AV t0~ ANL live

-. eeUi. Trs oqe.itosl ~rdfan
ge 000~e

bled..=MIMI"



To improve eWer prformafes, the following l / A I . nab
patemater kive beum 24*06db00

*led* Plakemn, twitt Wan airfoil 860tinOS - a 00
Nobel as sbr4 is fig. 15 free earlier mtet on

wind tanyA nmal

strfeet Of WIN airfoil Seare"to, specifically T'J
develope It CO iperatIes With OWIM and XX 5A1 W5WffiI
Aa ptio510 so as to Increas DUi lift stUeAtw t

CA"Mlity at differet hl"aespanwise estlections
as tewested in 110.16. Mha now fenestroua0

airfeil fulily with speasise variable relative
tlJk~thih bac hem ssetially been designed with a
vim te ieereaaisa the loAd at the blade tip. so

ecto get the smaum depmeasre level OR the Fit. -Is- ifnflaae-. of stowu b.'nde on Oxidue tkfust
shrewd amd delay as as far an possible the blade
tip stall.
Am *the, *am rotor with further increased comate
bled. sections hax beee tested which gave even S The effect of s-.stor blades is illusmtrated in
vanr thzvst at stall. but as the required power T10,14. in the rotating Plmane the flow is
at xaze threat, which Is Ispnrtsat in forward deviated by the rotor Iliad*. The deviation ganls
flight, wee asch higher, due to higher section Increases with blade solidity end camer. It
drag at &*to lift, tits test reslts have not been results.* just downstream of the rotor blades.* in
reported. an abeolute velocity V3 eangle relative to the

axial direction, The stator blades deviate tbe
flow from V I to V., directly creating an anial

c~m~x ~thrust and some proc~ure recovery as the velocity
GL slightly decrease.

T 1Ia. is chews (full scale acasiarnants) that the
ac4 s~esssamu~assvssaat* .flow has been cleoset completely straightened with

tw*. , these stator blades.

it --- A

lewostrem9 ofluW the San~ tod iSpov them flow an

sloe (higher 09) end to straighten the airfn in Tho improvement& obtained c*op eraretma dif ice-
ordr t reove te f~w t~t~ftIanegle as tions briefly reviewed above, hove been integrated on

presented in FIG.17. The diffuser 0404is a
actually limited to sPracticat Oagle Value of nascale one fenextron research tect bench Y.eexnted
about 10O, as with hig~her diffusion angles- flow FIiiP.20. for the Dauphin N1 helicopter. This tact

Instabilities may occur an interacted with the-
main rotor. nhis effect had been Gvidenced On
early versions with the bottom aft fcnectrtzU di-
rect ion of rotation which bed bean forsaken
because of poor performance in rear wind in
ground affect.

tot

Fig. -17 - Influgnc, of dltfumw wige wad stator Wlades Fig. -.V- roll roter POaSearef whiri test Stand
on fwe"Strofl psrfovmonoft
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facility allows for accurate measurements of tail
rotor performance, as well as pressure survey and FIGURE OF MERIT

noise radiation measurements. Several types of Tr-- . a

blades, duct geouatries, and guide vane setting an- 1.0.
#ls have been recently evaluated.eFMNI+ N4GUIDBEVMUl

FIG.21 presents figure of merit data as a function of ANDADVANCEDAIF ECTK)INI

the mean blade loading coefficient Cam, obtained by o
direct on line data processing at the test bench site
which allows to obtain precise data in the complece
thrust'domain of the fan-in-fin. Each characteristic
is presented with least square curve fitting on about

ýJ 150 test. values.

5X:tNOIW 5AD TAIL ROTOR

Uue0.e2m EXPERIMENTAL ADVANCED

)0 02 0.4 s 0:8 1.0 1.2

.* MEAN BLADE LOAD COEFFICIENT • T ILod
, .'CZM: Phi _N =~(I-.sT)

i4, ! Fig.-23- Isolated tall rotor efficiency

It is to be noted that comparisons between
conventional and fan-in-fin tail rotor performance
should ,ake into account not only the isolated tail

Fig.-21- On line data processing of whirl test stand rotor efficiencies - as shown in FIG.23s - but also t'le

data fin blockage effect normally present on convEntional
tail rctor. This effect is illustrated in FTG.24,
which presents for a given tail rotor power the
equivalent feneston/classical rotor diameter ratio
as a function of figure of merit ratio and fin
blockage iT percent of thrust. In particular, for an
improved figure of merit of 30% (FM ratio of 130%) and

As presented _n FIG.22, maximum figure of merit can 5% fin blockage effect, an equivalent fan-in-fin
be increased by 7% and maximum thrust by 37% as wuuld have half the diameter of a conventional tail
compared to the present production 365 NI Dauphin rotor.
fan-in-fin due to guide vanes (or stator blades) and
new airfoil section shapes for the fan blade.
Furthermore, the figure of merit stays quite constant
for large mean lift coefficient (or thrust) of the
fan-in-fin. Substantial efficiency improvements are
shown in FIG.23 compared to current conventioral tail
rotor with two- or four-bladed design using new " FA N EQUIVALENT FENESTRON DIAMETER
airfoil sections technoloy. CTR EO. I(ONSTANT TAIL ROTOR POWER)

CONFIGURATION (FM)mgx (CZm)max FL
____________FIN BLOCKAGE

1%THRUST)
*. 2365 NI IREFERENCE) 0.71 0,82r,%NRST

WITH GUIDE VANES +4.2% .26%

WITH OAF AIRFOIL. .7.0% .37%
. SECIONS + 0. VANES S0 1

19% FAN
500

3~ CTR

0.4. 401
Oa,.

0.290 100 110 120 130

FIGURE OF MERIT RATIO 4FM EAN
(FM) CTR

0 0.2 0.4 me0 (i 1.0 1.2 CZ.
Fig.-24- Dotorrflation of fenestron / Conventional

rFIg.-22- Fenestron performance Improvements (full tolI rotor equivalent diameter at constant power

scale ground tests)
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PENESTRON WITHOUT FIN As regards handling qualities: appropriate choice
of Mi 8e0-etry and sine, and duct geometry providesCa lo)11* 1a better handling qualities.

An read overall weight and cost: the fan-in-rin
.064 WTTconept evelpedwith advanced composite technologyI 7 331 is equivalent to the latest conventional tail rotor

I 0 for light helicopters and shows substantial ,eduction
I ~in weight and cost wher. compared to tail rotor

0&2 389 N1 _ _mounted on top of a tail pylon.

0Considertng the complementary advantages of
improved safety and reliability, f.reduced
detectability and vulnerability, the afns tron"
ten-in-fin concept can presently be cons idered at the

asON best anti-torque nystem for tits single main rotor
0. light and medium size helicopters.

3401 M N 114 SATOIR
LADE$ AND OTIMIZED

FAN DIAMETER

Fig. -2S- Fenestpon drag

0. 0 R~fERENcEs

The implementation of the stator blades in the diffu-
ser hall also improved the pressure recovery and tests 1. MOUIILLE. R., h D*IUBRA. F., "The fenettron, a
have been completed with a reduced diffuser length, shroudec tail rotor concept for helicopters"-
reaulting in a narrower shroud. The tests have 42nd ANS forum, Kay 1986.
demstrated that up to a certain limit, it does not
offect the performance. This finally results in
lower drag of the fenestron. The dira& savin it 2. tL&CI1ERE , 0., 4 D'AIIIEA, F..* "Tail rotor studies
estimated to be as high ast 40. on the Dauphin.165N1 for satisfactory performance, strength sand
fenestrate. FIG.25 compares these drag values with dynamic behaviour"- 7th European Rotercraft end
the drag of various Aerospatiale helicopter Powered Lift Aircraft Formn, September 1951
fanleatrons, without fin, and assuming that the Garmisch-Partentkirchen, F.R.G..
dynamic preseure is redaced to 60% of the freestream
dynamic pressure due to fuselage end "ain rotor nub
wake. 3. MOUILLE, R., "The fenestrota shrouded tail rotor

of the BA 3A1 GLAZEL"- Journal of ANN, October
1970.

4. GALWTr J. "La fenestron. solution nouvelle do
rotor do queue"- AGARD, conference Proceedings n*

7.0 CONCLUSION 121,20-23 september 1971.

S. LAPARGUE, di. , "Th*l shrouded tail rotor
The fan-in-fin or fenestron concept has been Fenestron"- 2nd European Rotorcraft Forum

originally developed for the only sake of improved september 1976.
safety and at an accepted penalty of weight, required
hover power and cost.

The operational experience shows that the improved 6. DISMONCE.AIJX A., & TORRES, M., 'Concept studies
safety was indeed demonstrated, as no major accident of an advance composite helicopter f in"- 7th
occurred due to fenestron problems on nearly thirteen Europeato Rotorcraft Forum 1961.
hundred fenesmtron-equipped helicopters. which have
bean flown for more than two million hours. 7. LYNN, R.R., & &I., "rail Rotor Design, Part 1 -

Aerodynamics'- 25th MIS Forum, May 1969.
In addition to the research end development work

conducted for eighteen years, recent research work at B.SEIA.PFHNRXJ IKBI_"
scale-aon bench in hover have enabled new performance 5131*.P. (WSR LJ. BAE 5.. A
gains with optimised airfoils and atator blades in study of the aerodynamic interactions of the tail
the diffuser, as well as the possibility of reducing rtradfn-US ryRsac fie
the shroud width, without hover performance penalty. DA37 .
which results in drag saving in forward flight. 1%o
calculation methods have been correlated on this 9. WIESNER, W., 6&1 a. *"rail Rotor Design Guide"-
teats giving quite good performance and flow USAAMRDL TR 73-99, Janvier 1974.
predictions in hover.

10. R015CH, P., & VUILLET A., "New designs forThis has brought the fan-in-fin concept to a level improved aerodynamc saiiy o recentwhich eakes it attractive, as compared to the Aerospetiale helicaopiters"- ~3i7ltiht*1( fnorum, May
classical tail rotor, on nearly all points of 1961.
co~mparison for light- and mediuw-weight helicopters:

As regards performance: fan-in-fin with equivalent 11 LZRSEUF, P.,. BAR10, F., BORIS, G., &I PAPAILLOU,
effectiveness 'Can be designed with I diameter almost I D.t ' Experimental study and theoretical
half the cl assical tail rotor diameter, due to prediction of secondary flows in a tvansonic
aerodynamic improvements on airfoil shapes, duct ailfo opesu' NEpprn 2C-A
geomestries and stator blades. ailfo opesu" SEpprn 2O-4
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ROTORCUAFT DESIGNSI FOR THE YEAR 2000

Even A. Pradenburgh
Director of Research and Advanced Design

Sikorsky Aircraft, Division of United Technologies Corporation
North Main Street

Stratford. CT 046P1
U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Many different types of rotoraraft and higher disk loading Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL)
concepts have been investigated in the past, but none have survived to production except for helicopters
and one direct-Uft turbofan VTOL, With modern technology developeJ in the past two or three decades,
some of the earlibr concepts might now be more practical and new concepts have become feasible. This
paper examines some of the rotororaft concepts that can offer higher speed& than the pure helicopter,
including the compound helicopter, ABC, tilt-rotor, X-WIng, and stowed rotor configurations. All of
these are potentially practical aircraft. Economic considerations will dictate that the pure hahecopter is here
to stay; higher speed rotorcraft am not as cost-effective at short ranges.

Also examined is the approach to helicopter smiing for heavy-lift applications. It in concluded that a
auper-large helicopter, sized to carry the heaviest payload needed, Is unaffordable. A better, more cost
effective solution In to develop a moderately large helicopter that will carry most of the required loads,
and to use the twin-lift technique to transport the occasional extra-heavy load.

INTRODUCTION

The ipectrum of heavier-than-sir vertical takeoff and landing aircraft may be divided into two broad
categories on the basis of .¶isk loading. Rotorcraft, using exposed rotating blades and with disk loadings
typically on the order of 5 to 15 lbs. per square foot (approximately 25 to 75 kg/m,), represent the end
of the spectrum that is currently the domain only of the helicopter. Higher disk loading VTOL's, such as
tilt wing/propeller and direct-lift turbofan configurations, represent a different class of aircraft in that
the hover downwanh becomes greater than humans or most vegetstion can tolerate; the ability to hover
for extended -,erioda is severely curtailed; the near-field noise typically becomes excessive; achieving
adequate control power becomes more difficult; and the possibility of helicopter-type safe autorotative
landings in case of total power lose disappears. Thus, the higher disk loading class of aircraft will be
limited to missions and operational requirements that are different from those typlial of current helicopters.
A large number of different configuration types are possible within these two classes, and many of each
class have been explored in the past, with wind tunnel model tests, flying test beds, and even a few
prototype production aiecraft. This effort was conductgd largely during the late .950's awid 1960's, when
there seemed to be considerable emphasis on establishing alternatives to the helicopter that would have
much higher speed capability. With ene notable exception (the Hawker P1127, which evolved to the present-
day Harrier), the large investment in theie endeavors. totalliig in the hunldreds of millions of dollars,
failed to produce any aircraft that actually reached the production stage. There were many reasons for
this lack of success; the two most common were a missing element of technical feasibility, most often in-
adequate control power or stability in hover and low speed flight; and the lack of enough payload to make
the concept economically attractive.

In the 20 to 30 years that have passed since most of the experimentation took place with "advanced"
configuration concepts, there has been significant technological progress on a number of fronts that beer
on the feasibility or economic viability of these concepts. The empty weight fraction of all configurations
can be reduced substantially by the use of advareed composite materials now available. Smaller but sig-
nificant weight savings are also available with more modern engines. transmissions, and control systems.
Weight is critical to the relative merits of different configurations, and changing technology can alter the
relationship. Consider two configurations of older technology: a helicopter with ar. empty-to-gross weight
fraction of 0.70 and a high speed rotorcraft (wit' bigger engines, wings, propellers, etc.) with an empty
weiglt fraction of 0.90. Allowing five perceznt in each case for fixed useful load (pilots. trapped f,.cl,
etc.), leaves .25 and .05 respectively for maximum payload Zraction. This five-to-one advantage of the
helicopter (at sero range; greater at finite range) overwhelms the speed advantage of the "advanced"
type; there is really no contest. Now consider the same two configurations with the empty weight fraction
decreased by 20 percent by the use of modern composite structures, etc. With the same fixed usefu-
load allowance, the sero range payload fractions increase to 0.39 for the helicopter (a 66 percent incretse)
and to 0.23 for the high speed vehicle (an increase of 310 percent). Although the hellcopter retains a
payload advantage. the higher speed of the other vehicle, depending on circumstances, could more than
offset tlus. For example, if the speed is twice as high, the productivity in a transport mission (payload
times speed) becomes greater than for the helicopter.

Other technology factors also affect feasibility or economic viability. There ha,. )eon substantial
improvements in airfoils and binds tip designs for rotors, which improve hover figuio of merit, maximum
lift, and maximum allowable Mach numbers. The microelectronic revolution also has 1.k impact; modern
digital flight control and stabilisation systems are now available that could scive som:n of the control
problems encountered in the peat.

Thus, configurations once tried end found inadequate may nowe be revisited. Some of them are likely
to be attractive candidates for future development. Thix paper will review some of the high speed rotor-
craft concepts considered to be good candidates for future development. It will also consider the problem
of the most effective solution to heavy lift helicopter requirements of the future. The possible future of
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the high disk loading types of VTOL aircraft is not considered here, except to say that the fundamental
disadvantages of high disk loading, previously mentioned. will continue to detract from their capabilities
and applications.

HELICOPTER SPEED LIMITATIONS

For many years, helicopter speed capabilities increased steadily with time, as shown in the speed
record hbtory in Figure 1. These records represeit the absolute maximum speeds, all of which are in
the two shortest distance categories, in the unrestricted weight class of "pure" helicopters (i.e. no
propulsion except from the rotor which also produces lift). The trend has leveled off in recent years,
with no new record between 1978 and 1986. When thi. paper was written, a new record of approxi-
mately 216 knots (400 km./hr.) was claimed, but not yet certified by the Federation Aeronautique
Internationale, for the Westland Lynx with an experimental rotor. This new mark is an impressive
achievement, and is considered to be close to the maximum to be expected for helicopters. Normal
operational mpeeds are lower than record speeds, of course. It is not anticipated that the pure heli-
copter will . ver have a routine capability much above 200 knots (371 km./hr.).

The moat recent speed records set by a Sikorsky product was established in 1982 by the S-76
helicopter, Figure 2. This aerodynamically clean, nominal 10,000 lbs. (4535 kg.) class helicopter set
eight official world speed records in two weight classes, plus one in the unrestricted weight class:
a speed of 345.7 km./hr. = 186.5 kls. over a distance of 500 km.

The reason pure helicopters are speed-limited in illustrated in Figure 3. Althovgh the rotor Is un-
excelled for producing lift and propulsive force at low speeds, the capability drop- substantially as forward
speed is increased. The cause of this characterietic Is the reductiori in velocities relative to the blade on
the "retreating" half of the rotor disk, resulting bi large reductions in local dynamic pressures available
for producing lift. The dynamics pressure on the "advancing" half of the disk are increased but are not
usable with conventional rotors because of blade dynamic rusponse and the need for roll trim. At 200
knots (371 km. /hr.) the lift capability Is typically only on the order of one-half that at 100 knots
(185 km./hr.), and the propulsive force capability is typically reduced by a factor of five or more, whereas
the lift requirement Is essentially constant and the propulsive force requirement has incroased by a factor
of four. At some speed above 200 knots the propulsive force capability vanishes altogether.

THE COMPOUND HELICOPTER

A logic•! means of extending the performance envelope of the pure helicopter is by compounding,
i.e. supplementing rotor lift by means of a wing and providing some means of auxiliary propulsion. A
properly sized wing supplements rotor lift In a nearly ideal manner as shown in Figure 4. The wing lift
potential Increases with the square of the flight speed and the combined lift capability is quite flat up to
200 knots, beyond which it increases.

Many experimental ccmpound helicopters have been built and flown, and two designs reached the
production prototype stage. One of the earlies+ experimental compounds was the McDonntll XV-1, Figure 5.
It had a wing, a pusher propeller and a pressure-jet driven rotor system with tip burning. Another
experimental aircraft was the Sikorsky S-67 prototype gunship helicopter, Figure 6. It Incorporated a
wing but not auxiliary propulsion, and was the fastest helicopter not having auxiliary propulsion ever
buiat by Sikorsky, setting a wvorld speed record of over 191 knots (354 km./hr,) In 1970. It was also the
most maneuverable. A research c.)mpound helicopter, the NH-3A, is shown in Figure 7. It was based on
the Sikorsky S-61 but incorporated a wing, two turbojet* for aux!iUhry propulsion, and airplane-type
cuntrol surfaces. It was flown at speeds up to 230 k7"ts and provided valuable data which confirmed the
capabilities of the compound concept. The fastest experimental compound helicopter was a derivative of
the Bell UH-1, Figure 8. A high rati, of installed jet thrust to weight allowed flight speeds up to approx-
imatily 275 knots (509 km./hr.)

One aircraft in the compound helicopter category that was planned for production in the past was the
Falrey Rotodyne, Figure 9. This aircraft also used a pressure jet rotor with tip burning. Another pro-
duction prototype was the Lockheed AH-56 Cheyenne, Figure 10, which used a shaft-driven rotor having
blades without flSo or lag hinges ("rigid" rotor) and a pusher propeller at the tail. Neither of these
aircraft reached the production stage; reasons for stopping were many, but cruise speeds below initial
expectations and Increased costs were among the factors that influenced the final decisions.

A unliue rotorcraft configuration that Is sometimes classified as a compound is the Sikorsky Advancing
Blade Concept or ASCz. Two rigid, counterrotating, coaxial rotors are utilized for lift rather than a
single main rotor olus wing. The lift potential of the advancing blade may be readzed because of the
stiffness of the blades and the counterbalancing of the two rotors, Figure 11. Lift capability of the ABC
increases with speed, unlike that of a conventional helicopter rotor. The concept has been proven by the
XII-59A research aircraft shown in Figure 12. Again, two turbojet engines were employed for propulsion.
This aircraft reached 240 knots in level flight and exceeded 260 knots In descent. The ABC provides a
particularly compact and maneuverable vehicle that should be well suited to nap-of-the-earth operations
or to an air-to-air combat role.

TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT

The tilt-rotor aircraft is a concept not usually associated with Sikorsky Aircraft, but we have made a
number of serious studies of it. As shown in Figure 13, two lifting rotors, mounted from pods at the wing
tips, tilt forward 90 degrees to convert the aircraft to a "conventional" airplane with oversized propellers,
with the wing supplying 100 percent of the lift In cruise. The cruise speed and lift-drag ratio can exceed
those of a pure helicopter by a significant margin. For long-range operations, it can have attractive
characteristiýs. A more advanced v'ariant of the tilt rotor is one which stops and folds the roior blades
in cruise, relying on other propulsive means, such as a convertible fan-shaft engine, in high speed
rulse. A Sikorsky design of thJs type Is shown in Figure 14.
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An early experimental tilt-rotor aircraft was the Bell XV-3, Figure 15; a more modern counterpart is
the Bell XV-15, Figure 16. This aircraft has achieved speeds of approximately 300 knots (556 km./hr.).
Now in the prototype fabrication stage is the much larger Bell-Soalori V-22 Osprey, intended to be the
first practical application of the tilt rotor concept.

X-WING

A relatively new configuration, just reaching the exploratory flight test stage, I the Navy X-Wing
Concept. Under NASA and DARPA sponsorship, Sikorsky Aircraft is developing an X-Wing rotor, which
will be tested extensively on the NASA Rotor Systems Research Aircraft, shown in Figure 17. An artist's
concept of a possible military application it shown in Figure 16. The X-wing utilises a shaft-driven four-
bladed rotor with extremely stiff blades. It takes off like a conventional helicopter but has auxiliary
propulsion or convertible fan/shaft engines that will permit it to reach high forward speeds with the
rotors turning. At a suitable conversion speed, on the order of 200 knots (371 km./hr.), the rotor is
braked to a stop and positioned with two blades swept forward 45 degrees and two swept aft 45 degrees.
The blades are symmetrical fore-and-aft and utilise pneumatic control of a thin jet of pressurized sir out
of the leading and trailing edges of the blade, as shown in Figure 19. to provide circulation control to
maintain full rotor lift in all flight regimes. Photographs of one of the experimental blades, and of the
pneumatic valving system in the hub for asimuthal control of the air supply, are shown in Figures 20 and
21 respectively. The X-Wing is potentially capable of flight speeds in the 400 to 500-knot range (741 to
927 km./hr.). This configuration would not be possible without some of the technology advances men-
tioned earlier -- specifically high modulus graphite composale materials to provide the required stiffness
as acceptable weights, and b sophisticated quad-redundant digital flight control system to handle the
pneumatic valves and other onboard systems that an unassisted human pilot would not be able to cope
with. It is a good illustration of the point that advancing technology can change the relative merits of
variou. concepts.

STOWED ROTOR AIRCRAFT

The ultimate in high-speed rotorcraft is probably the stowed rotor configuration, which uses a con-
ventional wing to provide all lift in the cruise mode, after stopping the rotor and stowing it away in the
top of the fuselage. Ideally, the wing is optimized for cruise and the overall drag is as low as for an
equivalent size fixed-wing aircraft. Once the rotor is stowed, high subsonic speeds should be readily
available; it should even be possible to design for supersonic capability if the mission demands it.
Figure 22 shows a Sikorsky conceptual design of such an aircraft.

The stowed rotor concept has not yet reached the flight test stage. A large-scale model of a Lockheed
three-bladed stowed rotor concept, Figure 23, was once tested in the NASA Ames 40-by-80-foot wind
tunnel. Rotor stops and starts were achieved at wind tunnel speeds as high as 140 knots (259 km./hr.),
but this test also demonstrated that blade seroelastic deformations and aircraft pitch and roll moment
disturbances were if considerable concern. Early Sikorsky scale model wind tunnel tests of a rotor
designed for a stowed rotor configuration showed that the blade aeroelastic deformations that occur when
stopping the rotor in flight could be extreme, constituting a critical problem for this configuration. These
tests also revealed excessively large aerodynamic moments in simulated gust conditions that woulI upset
the aircraft equilibrium and place severe demands on the elevator and aileron controls.

Increasing the design disk loading of a stowed rotor concept is one approac<h to reducing the aero-
elastic and control disturbance problems, because this results in shorter but wider-chord blades. A much
more positive solution, however, is to use an infligbt variable diameter rotor which reduces blade length
substantially prior to stopping, as shown in the conceptual model in Figure 24. The feasibility of this
approach was established by Sikorsky with a four-bladed, nine-foot diameter dynamically-scaled model
which could be varied rapidly in diameter at full rotational speed at the operator's discretion, down to
about 5.5 feet. This model, shown in Figure 25, utilized a differential gear set inside the rotor head
and a jackscrew inside each telescoping blade to achieve the desired control. At minimum diameter, the
rotor was easy to stop or start without either aeroelastic or aircraft control disturbance problems. The
model demonstrated diameter changes, stops, and starts at forward speeds up to 150 knots (278 km./hr.)
true airspeed. Fore-and-aft blade positioning was also demonstrated to verify ease of folding for subse-
quent retraction into a fuselage. At minimum diameter with the rotor turning, tests were also conducted
to 400 knots (741 km./hr.) true airspeed to investigate applicability to a very high speed compound
helicopter configuration. The program, which was supported by the U.S. Army, was continued with a
successful laboratory test of a full-scale blade jankscrew mechanism.

Although the variable-diameter rotor program results were positive, with essentially all technical
objectives achieved, there was a reduced level of customer interest in any high speed aircraft at that
time, and the program did not proceed to a flight test for that reason.

FUTURE TRENDS

As described in the Introduction, all configurations will benefit from modern technology, particularly
from the use of advanced composite materials. I* is likely that all of the coucepts described would be
viable for some missions compared to helicopters, but it is not likely that they are equal in overall merit.
In the current economic climate. it is quite improbable that all of the configurations will be resurrected
for a new attempt at developing an advanced vehicle for production. Although it is not the purpose of
this paper to predict which configurations will be winners in the near future, a brief critique of each is
offered.

Of the various high speed rotorcraft configurations, the one with the least technical risk is the
compound helicopter. There have been about a dozen different compound configurations flown with at
least four distinctly different rotor configurations (articulated, teetering, "rigid", and ABC). All were
technically successful to various degrees. The risk of the compound is the one of economic viability.
The spedd potential is limited to about 250 knots (463 km./hr.). primarily because the drag of the
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exposed rotor head makes it too inefficient at higher speeds. The drive train complications caused by
the need for an RPM reduction at high flight speeds, to avoid excessive Mach numbers on the advancing
blade, also contribute to it being lese attractive beyond 250 knots. The weight of a wing and auxiliary
thrust system reduces the payload; the added drive train components of the thrust system impacts
reliability and maintainability. Weight is the chief concern; does the increased speed make up for the
lose of payload? The answer In trhe past has always been: not quits. In the future, the answer will
probably be yes. The compound has one large advantige over the other types, which to that nearly any
existing helicopter ean be compounded. It r-hould be considerably more rapid and less expensive to
develop a compound derivative of a production helicoe ter than to design an entirely new aircraft from the
ground up. sa required for the other typos diacussed. For this reason, it in considered likely that one
or more compound halicopters will be developed to mest various needs In the future where maximum speeds
of 200 to 250 knots (3T1 to 463 km./hr.) are adequate.

The tilt rotor concept appears to be alive and well, with the V-22 development program in progress.
The tilt rotor unquestionably has %ome attractive attributes, and it is considered likely that this type will
capture some portions of the rotorcraft market in the future. Some enthusiasts claim that the tilt rotor will
displace helicopters almut completely. This is highly unlikely, because, like all other configurations, it
has a few poor attributes as well as good ones. Like ah of the high speed rotorcraft, it suffers a penalty
in useful load fraction relative to the helicopter, and thus Is handicapped at shorter ranges where its
speed advantage may not be significant. Another drawback is its disk loading, which appears to be on a
trend that Is double that of conventional helicopters, as shown in Figure 26. As disk loadings increase,
so do the downwash velocities. The side-by-side rotor arrangement also causes an interference effect when
hovering in ground effect. Two pronounced fountains of air form and rise to considerable altitude, ahead
of and behind the aircraft in the plane of symmetry. This flow will tend to throw sand and other debris
into the rotors and to obscure the pilot's vision when operating from unprepared areas.

The tilt rotor has other limitations. Using the same rotors for lift in hover and for propulsion in
cruise requires a compromise because of the large difference in thrust required for those two conditions.
The rotor tends to be undersized for hnver and much ton large in cruise, The location of the rotors at
the tips of a wing result in potential aeroelastic instability and vibration modes that must be avoided.
The tilt rotor can accelerate through its conversion to cruise very rapidly, but is not nearly as good when
decelerating back to a hover. It is cumbersome in low-speed mu.neuvers compared to most helicopters.

Despite the list of disadvantages, the tilt rotor is believed to be a good choice for missions where
high speed and long range a"e frequent requirements. There are also modifications to the tilt rotor con-
cept which can provide significant Improvements. One of these is the use of a variable diameter rotor,
as shown in Figure 27. This serves as a means of reducing disk loading down toward the more desirable
conventional helicopter values, and eliminates the mismatch between hover and cruise thrust by reducing
blade area and tip speeds without changing the RPM. While it adds co-.plexity, the performance and other
benefits are substantial.

The next configuration on the list is the X-Wing. This concept promises superior capabilities once
it Is fully developed. The X-Wing is introducing a number of advanced technologies, including ultra-
stiff composite rotor blades, circulation control aerodynamics with both leading and trailing edge blowing,
multicyclic pneumatic vibration control, a quad-redundant digital flight management system, the necessary
systems for in-iUght rotor stops and starts, and several other novel design features. The concept
development program is now reaching the flight test stage; production prototype development is expected
to follow. An artist's sketch of an advanced X-Wing, available some time after the year 2000, Is shown
in Figure 28.

The future of the stowed rotor Is uncertain at this time, because there are no currently active
development programs. From the long-range viewpoint, however, it seems probable that it will eventually
be developed as an ultra high speed, low disk loading VTOL. The success of the variable Clameter rotor
concept Is believed to be a key element; all other aspects are relatively straightforward, A possible design
of this aircraft type is shown in Figure 29. Like the rest of the concepts, the stowed rotor has its share
of drawbacks. In addition to the weight concerns shared with the rest, it requires a relatively high
degree of mechanical complexity, with a corresponding concern for reliability and maintainability. Because
the rotor Is not used at all Ir. cruise, it is also not accumulating any fatigue cycles for the largest portion
of its flight time, Whether this fully compensates for the added parts is uncertain. The trend In fixed-
wing aircraft is that mechanical complexity has increased steadily over the years; this seems to be the
price of improved perfor,.ance. If this is true for rotorcraft, then the stowed rotor could he very
successful.

All of the high-speed rotorceaft configurations still have to compete with the conventional helicopter
for most mission applications. This will not be easy to do, as discussed briefly in the Introduction.
Although it is true that the air vehicle empty weight is reduced substantially by composite materials and
other advanced technologies, there Is also constant pressure from the users, paiticularly military customers.
to add special equipment packages and features to enhance the mission capabilitii a, improve reliability and
maintainability, decrease vulnerability and detectability, improve crashworthiness. etc. These demands all
add weight, tending to negate the technology improvements that lowered the basic empty vehicle weight.
The weight savings benefit the high speed vehicles the most; features that add weight will penalize them
more than the helicopter.

A comparison of typical payload fractions for an advanced 300-knot (556 km. /hr.) rotorcraft, a IS0-
knot (334 km./hr.) helicopter of comparable technology level, and a 500-knot (927 km./hr.) conventional
airplane Is shown in Figure 30. Relative to the airplane, both of the others suffer a payload penalty at
aero range, with the faster vehicle having the larger penalty. Because the pure helicopter has a cruise
efficiency (equivalent lift drag ratio) significantly less than the airplane, the additional fuel consumed
results in the payload penalty, relative to the airplane, increasing.with range as shown. The 300-knot
rotororaft is assumed to be more efficient, approaching the lower fuel consumption of the airplane, so the
payload difference between the two rotorcraft narrows with Increasing range.
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For any transport mission (delivering people or cargo), an important measure of effectiveness is
productivity, defined as payload times block speed. Because large aircraft can carry more payload than

sall ones, it is necessary to divide produotivity by aircraft weight to determine the relative efficiency of
the aircraft. Aircraft cost tends to be proportional to empty weight; a simple but reasonably accurate
representation of transport cost effectiveness is payload times block speed divided by empty weight. This
productivity pasrmeter is plotted in Figure 31 for the three aircraft in question. The airplane has the
best payload fraction and highest speed and far outstrips the others at the longer ranges. At short
ranges the time spent in traffic patterns and taxiing reduces the block speed of tthe airplane substantially.
The rotary wing vehicles have much smaller unproductive time penalties, and their block speeds exceed
that of the airplano to significant ranges. At short ranges, the productivity parameter of the helicopter
is superior to that or the airplane, and also to that of the 300-knot rotororaft for ranges up to more than
100 nm. At long ranges, the 00-knot rotorcraft surpasses the helicopter slightly, but falls far short of
the airplane. The helicopter is the aircraft of choice at short ranges whether VTOL capability is required
or not. The high speed rotorcraft will be the liroraft of choice only at long ranges when VTOL capability
is mandatory, or when the value of speed outweighs the negative economic impact. In any case, the yea-
2000 is no longer very far away; simple economics will dictate that most rotorcraft ia that year will be
"existing production helicopter types or derivatives of current models.

HEAVY-LIFT HELICOPTERS

Up to this point, only the increased speed potential of rotororaft has been discussed; the second
possible direction of growth is increased mise. The maximum gross weight trend of helicopters as a func-
tion of time Is shown in Figure 32. Two lines are shown: one for Western nations, and one for the USSR,
which clearly has a lead in helicopter size over the rest of the world. Their lead In payload capability
and productivity is not so striking; Western helicopters tend to have lower empty weight fractions and
thus higher payloads for any given gross weight. It is of interest to note that the current largest pro-
duction Soviet helicopter, the Mii-26, Figure 33, is considerably smaller than its predecessor, the Mil-12,
Figure 34, introduced a decade earlier. After experimenting with super large helicopters, the Soviets
apparently have concluded that a smaller size vehicle is' more practical.

The largest current helicopter in the Western world it the Sikorsky CH-53E, Figure 35, with a rotor
diameter of 79 feet (24 m), gross weights up to 73,500 lb. (33,300 kg.) and maximum payloads of 16 tons
(14,500 kg). Larger helicopters have been contemplated. The U.S. Army Heavy Lift Helicopter (HLH)
program for a substantially larger vehicle was initiated in the 1970's but terminated before an aircraft was
completed. At'present, the U.S. Army is formulating plans for an Advanced Cargo Aircraft (ACA) which
will also be a large helicopter, but with the exact payload and operational requiremont3 still in the process
of being defined.

There Is an economic problem that must be dealt with when planning a heavy-lift helicopter. If it is
"sized to carry the largest payload items that the user might ever want to transport by air, then it has to
be extremeh, large. Development costs will be very high, and because of high unit production costs, the
number of .4rcraft that can be afforded will be low, resulting in a high development amortization cost per
aircraft A....h drives unit costs still higher.

Another problem is that, although the theoretlcal productivity of a fully loaded. very large helicopter
can be good or better than that of smaller size helicopters, the theoretical productivity is almost never
acbd

4
v Most payloads will be substantially lighter than the maximum, so that the aircraft seldom will be

loa. "r-apacity. Sikorsky Aircraft Is currently studying the spectrum of probable payloads to be
carr(. large military helicopters. One result is shown In Figure 36, which compares theoretical and
aversa ual productivity (defined somewhat differently than in the earlier example) as a function of
design -ad. The highest achieved productivity is obtained for an aircraft having a design payioad
consico. smaller than for the maximum of the study; the smaller aircraft is twice as cost-effective as
the larger one. Unfortunately, the smaller aircraft cannot pick up the very large loads occasionally
required.

The sola" ia to this dilemma Is to use two (or more) helicopters rather than one to pick up the
occasional -cý heavy load. Just as two or more persons frequently cooperate to carry something too
heavy for ons. helicopters can also cooperete in a similar fashion. The use of helicopter twin lift is quite
an old idea end has had occasional but never routine use. Figure 37 shows a demonstration experiment
conducted ' ilkorsky in 1970, where two CH-54 Skycrene helicopters picked up a load of 20 tons
(18,140 kg. .ell beyond the capacity of either helicopter alone. The experiment was very conservative
in that the spreader bar, designed to keep the two helicopters well separated, was very long, with thc
result that the spreader bar weight was rel,.tively heavy and the overall dimensions were large. Each
helicopter was independently piloted, with voice communication the only contact between the two. The
pilot workload was higher than desirable, and it was concluded that a "master-slave"l control system, where
the "slave" helicopter is automatically c3ntrolled and Ptabilized by the normal control inputs by the "master"
pilot, would be needed in order to make the operation practical.

With modern digital flight control technology, the master-slave concept, ircluding overall system
stabilization, should be readily achievable, reducing pilot workload and allowing much more compact dimen-
alsoe as well. The preferred solution to the heavy lift requirement would ube twin lift for that small
percentage (one or two percent) of missions where the heaviest loads must be carried, asd use each heli-
copter individually for the much larger number of case3 where the load is considerably smaller. Figure 38
illustrates the use of two 13-ton (17,200 kg.) payload helicopters to pick up a 35-ton (31,700 kg.) ... 'd.
The very large helicopter is inefficient for average aised loads; it will be unaffordable for that reason. A
moderately large helicopter, incorporathig modern technology to achieve excellent payload to gross weight
fraction, is a much better choice. Despite somewhat reduced cruise speeds in the twin lift mode and the
logist•es of having the spreader bar available where needed, higher achieved productivity and substantially
lower costs will result. By the year 2000, the twin-lift technique, which can effectively double the lift
potential of any size helicopter, should be in fairly widespread use.
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CONCLUSIONS

1) The advantages of low-disk-loading rotoreraft vis-a-vis hlih-disk-loading "')L concepts r funds
mental; rotorereft are here to stay.

2) Tho lure helicopter is alen here to stay, because of its unexcelled payload and productivity com-
pared to high- speed rotororaft types at short ranges. Economic factors will dictate that most rotortraft
in the year 3000 will be existing production helicopter types or derivatives of present models.

3) Many high-speed rotorcraft experiments have been tried In the past, but none of the concepts
survived to the production stage. The primary reason for thin It believed to be tht relatively poor
economics of the vehicles Investigated, with the then-aveilable technology levels,

4) New technology can be applied to Improve the attributes of advaiced rotoreraft; some configurstions
will be much more competitive than they were originally, and new types are made feasible.

5) Configurations believed potentially viable, in order of Increasing maximum potential speeds, are the
compound helicopter, the ABC, the tilt-rotor, the X-Wing, and the stowec.-rotor.

6) The need for very-heavy-lIfe helicopters can bout be satisfied by developing a madern, moderately
large helicopter that can lifý most but not all of the deshred payloads. To lift the relatively rare heaviest
loads, a twin-lift technique should be utilised. Substantial efficiency gains and cost savings will result.
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StIMANY

I-? The next generation of Military helicopter* have to fly under night and adverse weather conditions below
top tree level. Dornier System started 25 years ago to develop avionic systems with a performaece wt,'ich
allow the pilots to fly the new missions. in the Ooniýe, baseline dispiay cockpit concept the first steps
of . ielicopter Management System (IWS) wiil be realizead, This paper will discus3 the main aspects of the
system. Its main parts are the Vormit' AFA misv-on planning system on the ground end the HIS onboard the
helicopter. "Ae batic functions of the system will be explained.

The main point, is tt use the same performence data base on the ground as in the helicopter. This data will
be the performance data set for the helicopter Flight Manuls.,

1. INTRODUCTION

The electronlc 'glass' cockpit has pr.vcd its wth in th- pSSiL years and there nave been significant it-
provements in reliability, maintainability and aircraft avaulability with cathode ray tubes, CRT's.
Performance -data computers were developed to look anead and optimize fuel use and trajectories to guide the
aircraft. In the lcta 1970's the development of digital Flight Management systems was initiated for various
aircraft. It is poss3ibl now to establish the onboard computer capacity that is n4cessary tor flight and
parformance management systems and the considerable nnboard data bases that could aid the crew in mission
conduct, tactic!, and vehicle Nys'tam •anagement. But advances should also te wade on the sensor side, for
example with wink tensors and weight sensors in the lanaing gear for load conttal.

Dornier's flight tests [1] cover Fly By Wire control, Pilot Night Vision and Integrated Avionics. In the
NSC Program (Nachtsichtcockpit, Night Vision Cockpit) the main points of investigation besides Night Vision
are

- Controls and CRT Displays (symbology, optical and acoustical warnings)
- Navigation (integration of map displays e.g.).

2. CONCEPT OF A HELICOPTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (144S)

A Helicopter Management System, 4*S, hat been conceived utilising Doenier ground mission planning activi-
ties, advanced cockpit studies and night vision flight tests.

Fig. Helicopter Management System

AFA INFLIGHT MANAGEMENT

MISSION I MISSION
PLANNING]j - PLANNING INAVIGATION ýPRFORMANCE

SFLIGHT MANUAL DATA BASIC FUNCTIONS
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The ground based part of the system is -ised to conduct mission planning in a very quick and convenient way
(AFAI. The oio~ard system pert is to be used for mission gleanning and also for special replanning, perform-
aofs management and aircraft monitoring. Appropriate new sensors are needed.
Fig. I shows the concept in general.
The HMS shell rationalize. automilze and optimfize planning and dispositioning on the ground and inflight. It
shall reduce workload too. Helpful to this Is an information and monitoring concept based ", the cockpit
information requirements.

Fig. 2 OwgraIIDeveaPmntAAhlig --
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0 ROEM PILCYVOT K W LOAD 0

* ESTABLISH FLEXIBILITY 0

0 SAVEMONEY 0

3. SYSTEM FUNICTIONS, DATA BASE

Ms in functionc* and data base of the AFA. the around based part of the system

The helicooter computerized mission planning system AFA calculates the mission feasibility based on the
assumed flight.
With storgri information on the tactical threat situation and the required mission or task

- the flight track is calculated automatically and very quickly. The AFA hardware comprises a
"o high resolutio:, colour raster display for the dialogue and graphic display of the planning

results
"o video hardcopi. unit for documentation of the planning results
"o map digitizer for the simple extraction of co-ordinates from maps of different %cales and for the

provision of a menue field
"o computer with mass stcrage, to carry out flight track, time and fuel, and navigational calcula-

tions for various mission tylas
"o printer for alphanumeric output and a
"o mission data output device

Furthermore

- cocrdfination of combit~ed operation in the target area is possible
- opt imization of the fuel consumption in poea time can be done
- the miss lcn data output device for the electronic storage of the planning results on a mission memory

device 1101) can be used to store the data in the aircraft.

The so-called lostg-lead data comprises the following,

-weapons system date consisting of:
o description of the aircraft configuration (conventional loads)
a description of the engine configuration

o weapon data base. etc.
o airfields% storage of the main airfield date, which can be called up during the planning for take-

off; landing, or emergency landing
o magnetic variation data (declination) for calculating thw magnetic course correction
o point data: storage of data des~ribing,amoagl others, TACAN stations, beacons, contact points, and

savsral thousand geographical points. These points can be callad up In the planning as naviga-
tional fix points.

o routes: storage of route segments which can be called up as "tarts of the total flight track.
o map data: description of any kind of maps having the scale ut I:90,000, 1:100,000, 1:290,000,

1:900,03 aind 1:1,000,0)00. For the plannilng, these data can be ised for adjusting the desired
planning map on the dap digitizer.

-AFA data comprising
a equipment configurations
a software configurations

WKS5 airborne . func&1gia. deta base

The Management Systsm onboard the helicopter must reduce the workload of the crew, help In the planning
and, forecasting and it must optimize, inform and monitor.
Five main tasks of the WKS5 can be Identified.

To fulfill these tasks basic performance calculatiuas aer necessary to obtn.in the flight track or flight
path, flight durations and fuel consumption etc.
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Fig. 3HMS - Tasks• Fig. 3

1. PLAN AHEAD
0 MISSION PLANNING
* INFUGHT (RE)PLANNING
* FEASIBILITY, CRITICAL CASES

"2. ACTION INSTRUCTIONS, CHECKLISTS
* MISSION MODE CHANGE (AUTOM.)
* ON DEMAND

Rate model 0 BY WARNING & CAUTION SITUATIONS

The following Libraries are necessary for this, 3. MONITORING FLIGHT / MISSION STATUS

- Performance Data and
- Navigation Data, point data, e.g. 4. ADDIT. INFORMATIONS E.G.

* MAX. TORQUE AVAILABLE
"* landing areas with • MAX. CLIMBING SPEED

"O fuel and amunition supply 0 MAX. DESCENDING SPEED
"o navigational aids
"o landing aids 5. FLIGHT PATH CALCUL FOR FLIGHT DIRECTOR
"o repair facilities

"* hospitals, actual threat areas

"* restricted areas.

An adapted sensor concept must be foreseen to get the right system inputs with a suitable accuracy.

The main point in the proposed HIS concept is to have an identical helicopter performance data set in the

AFA mission planning system on the ground and in the helicopter. As far as mission planning and replanning

is concerned the flight manual performance data base is to be used for this purpose.

The graphs in Fig. 4 show in principle how data is made available. The example (UN-ID) gives fuel flow

against altitude and AlC velocity and Gross Mass (ON). It also shows power against velocity and gross mass,

and range and endurance performance curves.

The following table gives a short comparison of the main data and planning features if the INS data base is

organized in this way.

Fig. 4 PERFORIANCE DATA

FUEL FLOW CRUISE OPTIMIZATION

Fig. 5 DATA BASE

X A E H copter Mawigement System

MA /M GROUND ABAR

DATA EASE 0 GRnOW 0 SMALLER LONG LEMD

/A DAG " "* SIMPLE.OUICK Is UMrTEDcAPASIITY

MISSION 0 SIMPLE. CAREFUL. C REPLANNING CAPABILITY
POWER CDETOURSTARGET

DATA 0 PLAN DATA ON C ACTUAL DATA ON
TACT. SITUATION TACT SIT., WEATHER.
WEATHER, RUEL FLIGHT DURATION

PERFORMANCE, FUEL

SORTIE 0 TIME SYNCHRONIZEDSPLA4N•I30F
MAX RANGE EVERAL.C

MAXE

&ý

-~.- - .A
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Onboard system realization

The onboard system functions are shown by fig. 6.7.

Fig. 6 System-Parts Fig. 7 HMS In the integrat System

AVIONIC'S FUGHT-MANUAL

LINK

DATA LI DA TA

Tie harJware realization is given by figure 7. The test vehicle configuration has been described in [1].

I Interface ground/board

The IN4S needs

- AFA mission plan data, loaded by a NOT, combined with threat situation data if possible (actual data)

navigational points libraries (long lead anI actual data)
performance data (long lead data)

* data storage

Actual data (WO') and long lead data must be stored in a proper way so that data change is feasible

S Management part

This part of the ;M will be located in the Bus System Mission Controller or in a separate box.

' Controls and Displays, C + D

Interection and cummunication between the operator and the HIMS is to be done by the data input devices and

the displays, cathode ray tubes CRT's. All displays are multifunction displays (fig. 14-, MDF',I.

The digplsy cockpit cnncept is described in 6.

4. TASKS Fig. 8

Mission odes. Flioht Phase, l.task HMS In the Control Display Electr. System

The HMS system modes: O!SPOSITION, CHECKLISTS must ',,o 'k

be usable in all flight phases. Those phases are o 4

- PREFLIGHT PREF MOE CFIZ

- ENGINE-START ENS_-.

- POSTFLIGHIT POST HMS MODES DSO1 CK NO MW
- CRUISE CRZE• •T CALCULATIONS'' A

CRUSE RUFLIGHT PATH NAW
- TRANSITION TRSN FUELL[ BASIC, ELEMENTARY TASK&

S(extended) HOVER HYR 8 FUNCTIONS (SUOROUTINiES)

D)ATA BASE BOARD
O MISSION AFA (*- MDI,
o FLIGHT-
0 PERFORMANCE



Tha mein tasks which have to be done in the HMS-Mode are the calculations which are neccessary to deter-
mine

* flight track
0 flight durations (between way points etc.)
- fuel
* mission performance capabilities

as listed in the following.

Flight path calculations

In general

* planned, acutal position known
4 electronic chart necessary
Spoints library necessary
0 good navigational aids

Requirements:

* flight path (4 route planning)
* flight time (. time planning, reserves)
0 flight part requirements

- position actual/planned
- destination
- flight path, way points, bases, intermediate targets
- restricted areas
- hospitals
- refueling points
- airfields with precision approach facilities

* flight time requirements

- time for mission and/or to several waypoints at V, Vnmxt Vmax range, Vmex endurance
- airspeed required depending on time planning
- times of arrival possible

- time over target (5 30 sac window) possible
- time over several waypoints
- flight over sea: point of return
- time on scene, loiter time on planned routes
- time for detour

0 fuel r;uiremonts

- how far/for what time sufficient fuel at V, Vme ect.
- fuel enough for planned route/plus flight to refueling point with reserves?
- rese;ves
- alternatives to destination
- alternative altitude, climb rate, fuel consumption, wind velocities
- power setting, RPM, Gross Weight

0 optimal range, endurance

Fuel-/Range Optimization is possible. See fig. 4

As a cast to illustrate the MRS process in its running, some aspects of a plan ahead are described

for (extended) hover (e.g. hot and high).

The case could be:

- replanning or actual inflight dispositioning i.e. plan ahead
- flight case to calculate: transition, hover hot and high or

* - hoist operation in hover

Fig. g shows the interdependence of mission mode and actual display mode. The following is an example of
inflight operations.

- In the present mission mode CRUISE the
- copilot assigns display mode is S to MNO 3 (by the Display Mode Panel of WFO 3) and of
- Mission Mode Hover by the Mission Mode Panel (MNP).

Now a hover mission part can be procalculated or preplanned during the Cruise Mode by using WFD No. 3. Data
inputs can be made by the Line Select Keys (LSK's), the Data Entry Panels (DEP's) and/or ihe Central Data
Entry Panel (ZNO). L -1
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Fig. S DISPLAY IMAGES MAfTRIX

O 3 r 0a 0 0 13 0

0RI'G SY 0(1 C3I 0 C3

- ;-7 1a vS D HaD C ' ! _

HB D N so V&o

"O'VE"R MPlO "So. F~~N V5O

FILAURE 540 CKL tSti YD v8o

611510 Hs-) "W' 150 VSO

FOST 11_s___M "W __

Disposition by the basic function 'Hover' could bt (ions as the fol lowing figures show:

Hover Flight & PerformanceFi.0

DISPAM ECS DISPO-UIT

PA ~ 'NDTOI(

IHV HEIGHT AIRSPEED NOT OK

HOVER LINDURANCE IAýý '30MITS1ý

HVE HODUAER MANAEME T SMSSG

"C Processing of pilot and sensor data inputs and actuci system values and results (GM, CG-position,
fuel )

"C Calculation of hover conditions, with Inputs of the

- probable wind velccity
- planned or estimated hover time
- altitude
- external load

can be calculated, if
- hover limits can be held
- CGS-limits are held
- there is eough torque
- dead men's regions are affected.

"C Results are

- calculated values if limits are not exceeded
- maesgags/warnings if limits not held, output of the results as checklist or values in the VSD,

HSO.

Overall top down structure of the Helicopter PAnagamant SYStep

This complex system Helicopter Management can bw structured

- into its five main tasks as shown
- during all mission modes, and
- its necessary basic tasks like the calculation of 'Hover Endurance' and elementary functions such as

the coeoputation of 'Density Altitude*.
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Figure 11 shows this in a top down structure while fig. 12 lists mast of the necessary basic and elementary
functions.

Fig. 11 TASKS Fig. 12 *SUBROUTINES' TO CALCULATE PERFONIANCE (IJN-ID)

MCAU LM ~ - W - ~ W ~ I Load control

QNI-Lim Grass mess limitations
r___ M-1 ,e _CS-Lie Center of gravity lim.

Dead Dead mn'Ws zones
DA Density altitude
ALCO Altitude Correction
CALCO Calibrated airspeed correction

Vft TOAVCO Max. Torque available
14TOAV3O Max. Torque available, 30' Limit.
TOLD Take off, Lift of f
LAWI Landing distance
ENDURA Endurance

MMFUFLO Fuel flaw
VRS Vortex ring state

All these functions and data set are

- structured obligatory as the GAF T.O. (GERMAN AIRFORCE TECHNICAL ORDER) of IHelicooter Flight manuals
requires, they can be modifierl and Interpolated as standard require

- usable in any order as often as necessary with standardized data exchange and similar data bus inter-
face to store results of planning and calculations if neccessary and possible

- bound into the monitoring concept eaccording to the flown MODE, as the GM/CG-Limitations, height air-
"sped limits, torque limits, wind directions, wind limits, hoist operaticri limits etc.

S. DATA AND SENSOR ACCURACY

For the airborne part of a Helicopter (Performance) Management System Appropriate cockpit and data require-
ments are necessary. To establish task flexibility by using all the performance pfle~ntial Of the aircraft
all calculations must be done with a proper accuracy.

Detailed simulation and error models have to b. Jeveloped for all the relevant sensor equipment and
environmental disturbances as a primary design analysis and performance, assessment tool.

Fig. 13 shows some brief results from an investigation int5 weight sensor accuracy for load Lontrol.

Fig. 13 LOAD CONTROL ACCURACY 011114CO-SENSORS ILOAD CONTOL
* WEIGHT-SENsORs IN THE LANDING GEAR NECESSARY
* GM AND CG-LAT.ILONG. MUST BE CALCULABLE.

ALSO ON SLOPES
* RELEVANT ONLY ERRORS IN LATILONG.DIRECTION
I- CO-LIMITS)

CO-ERROR LATJIONG.

* DO NOT LEPEND ON WEIGHT & MACSS-DISTRIBUT1ON.
* NEARLY NOT ON ATTITUDE-ACCURACY
4 DEPEND ON WHEEL-BASE
* WILL BE IN THE MAGNITUDE OF orn
0 SENSOR ACCURACYIAt4AIXSIS OF ERROR

MARGINS. TOLERANCES IS NECESSARY



S. COCKPIT COKIEPT

The ope~ration philosophy of the Cornier H14S is base'i on using all the possibilities and advantages of amodern electronic au;d display cockpit concept, The requirement for this, Is the adaptation of all usable
techniques to the human operator to reduce pilot workload. The interdependencies to be accounted for are

- mission requirements
- degree of automatization, pilot work load
- cockpit layout, interface cockpit-operator

Fig. 14 ELEMENTS OFMODERN COCKPIToDESIGN Fig. 15 141SSION MODE PANEL

I Oawfl.NIld PIM0 7 uFO,.
2 Inf.nwyo Pb"w II MWO Ow" EW.7.tv
3 M.M Cwmd. 9 0., meh"WiiQ

4 N-Y to~n ~WU sct) I g7c0
01 C1IW OpIyv'fP* 11 COU

-III I -III I I- I~ ITII IJIIII

ivSP'A __Q 3JJ 0

Fig. 14 shows a preliepinary overall view of a possible cockpit configuration. Main ins~rufents for the con-
cept are

- MFD's,1Multi Function Displays with the possibility to assign each display format for any mission
Imode

- IOIP's, mission mode panels by which the images of any mission mode can be assigned to any one of the
severel M00's, Fig. 15

- DEP's, data entry panels for the input of alphanumeric data to initiate HMS calculations.

Monitorino of errors, malfunctions etc.

The 944S must check if

- pilot inputs
- Calculation reSi..lts
- Sensor data

are plausible. Cross check capabilities must be provided and utilized, as for example comparison of several
sources of fuel data (fuel flow measured and fuel remaining, calculated fuel consumption and fuel
remaining). The HMS5 Must check if limits are exceeded and the monitoring concept must give a notice or a
warning/caution advice in the MFD-mode.

The Cornier electronic cockpit flight test background (Night Vision Cockpit) has been described in detail
in Ref. [I].
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S7. CONCLUSIONS

The Dornier helicopter performance management preliminary design gives some advantages that are listed in
the following tablet

0 Know-how transfer from a-3et/Tornado AFA's to helicopters

F 0 Same data base groundltirborne, results comparable
* Same data set structure for several helicopters reduces development tine

0 AFA mission planning system could be standardized for all
L- forces and A/C types

- rotor and fixed wing A/C

0 Helicopter Management System furthermore
- reduces pilot workload
- reduces reaction time
- makes now tasks possible
- contributes to flight safety
- exploits performance potential
- establishes flexibility

Cost effectiveness of a joint boardl/ground data bass and calculation programs Will be given similarly.

But there is still a lot of work to be done. One of the major problems is to sperity the nece3sary sensor
accuracies, to define data requirements and to prove these aeg. by simulation.

Nomenclature

AFA Mission Planning System
894-C Bus System Mission Controller
CDE Control Display Electronics
CKL Checklist
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
DEP Data Entry Panel
OMP Display Mode Psnel
FDS Flight Director System
G4 Gross Mass
tUSS Helicopter Management System
HSO Horizontal Situation Display
LSK Line Select Key
MAP PAp
M01 Mission Memory Device
MMP mission Mode Panel
MA Maintenance Recorder
FMDT Long Lead Date Storage
To Take Off
VSD Vertical Situation Display
Wp •Way Point
LOG Central Data Entry Panel

AsLausxt

t1] P. Wolff, U.E. Hauck
Flight Test confirming the olprability of might vision d

i
splay cockpits for the neo helicopters 11

Europ. Rowrcreft Fortm, Sept. k0-13, 1985, London, England, Paper No. 18.

[2] Helicopter Guidance and Control Sstems for Battle field Support, Ma 1964, Monterey, Calif. AGARD
Conf. Proceedings No. 359.
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TT UDIM V09iii VIiii~tt" a CIUL

(SOCTImn DR FARRICATIONW DISUMhUSTS 03 NISM~3)
13, avenue Newest IANDLPO GWJIhE

91301 RUST~ CPDU

lot expood mantra lee divers intdrets quoe orismntt l'implantation d'une poursuite do cibles dons 10
cadre d'uro conduite tir hdlicoptbto.

L'ezpood, aprbi un. description succinct* des principadx ldeaonts intoirvenants dean un. conduits do
tir (visour, orarments, calculaeturs), do lour@ ribas rospecrife dens I. diroulement As Is prise I
pattie d'une ciblo, ditaille l'intdrat d'una pourmuite automatique da cibles h traitements d'inates an
termsI

- do charge do travail do I'opdratur~
-d'andlioration du trainage ot des bruits do poursuita,

- d'anilioration des informations ?a ciu4acs~i~ua (prdcision, bruits) do Is cibi. fuurnies 6 ta
conduit. do tir.

Lexpoed prisente ontin lee divers crittrea raetnum pour Ia conception do 1. comande.

1 - mm~rr ORNERAS

1.1. MRPS DR CUSLIS

Lee typos do cible qu'une conduit* do tir htlicopthro peut prandro I partie sent trim divors. On
pout citer I

- objoctifa do jour ou do nuit,
- objectife tetrestree (air-tol),
- adronefs dvoluant dams I'espaco adrien proobe du sol (air-air).

Pour romplir coo msesion*, llh4licoptbre eat dquipe, ton plus do son systbow Verses, d'un ensemble
do mystbmes optiquos permettant llecquisition des cibles et lour disignation sux eysthmes d'armomonte. Le
mystbes optique ect done te piriphdrique principal do Is conduito do tir.

1.2. PkISCIPAUX oouISTnIYUrS 'imx coVUnIrT, DR TIR KI CPI

1.2.1. Lee visoure (Ie systhme aptique)

Leur ribs met 1s euivonL I

- observation at ditcuction do cibtes,
- reconnaissance at identification do ciblos,
- d~signation dui ciblem an profit d'un autre visour ou d'uno arm*.

Certain$ ý.ypos do viseurs ont 6galeount I* t~e. d'Stre I

- apte I Atre un capteur V~isage & fort grossissemant at stabilimsas dens Ie domaine vis~.bls at
infrarougo,

(se- apt* h Itt.k un organe do vied* do grande pr~cision et do memureo Ie bdIoignement do Ia cilble
(uor* des patmatras cible Ia ugles, vitosse at distance).

1.2.1.1. Le viseur dit "'IREUzam

11 eat A Is disposition du copilote. rermi lts montages possibles our hdlicoptkre, on pout titer be
montage de toit, I. montage do mft. I@ montaeg do nes. La figure suivante prdsent. un viaeur do toit.
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Visalkf TIMIUR

FTCURI I

11 me compose do% tieux parties suiventes

-,l une parieS~t~r~ijur 1, 11,41ior conetitude d'une plateforse gyrostabilieds orientable an
site ete leet trnsmo lsdfdet senseure nicessaires aux ?onctione

At dlobservation at dl identification do cibles (voie optique directs, ceadra TV, cesedra thor~dqus),
Al do ddeigoation at dlengagemeot do I& poursuit. automlatique (cam~ra TV, cam~ra thermique),
"* do assure de distance do I& cibia (t~ldultro ianse),
"* d'hormanisati~un des diffdtentes voice d'observation.

- dun ueti jtdrEiq~ur IT lhdblicoptbre, comprenant un systime do prdsentetion d'iag.. permiettant
is uRmq.is!teiet6 l'pdr t;u de dffdrentes voice (vois directe optique, caudre TV, camdra thermique).

L: capilot. posesdo Egalement un certain nombre do comandes do mtice on oeuvre du viseur dispoedes
our dos "eancs ergononiques at our un pupitre do servitude conndo permettant V emplai do tout*& lea
fanctione du V~iour at ootamawent leongagemment di 1. poursuite automatique.

1.2.1.2. Le vissur dit "PILOTE'

Cleat un viseur tints haute. 11 eat fiaE I Is structure sane parti. moabile. Son Priocipe do
fanctionrement seat tel qu'il permet do euperposer devaut loeil du pilots, une symbologie do pilota3e at
do d~signation do cibles propre au tir our I. peysege ext4riour.

11 eat oomoep ass eastielleeont d~une tit. do viede perlmettant I& g~ndrationk do symbologie at do
rdticulas collimetde I liofini.

1.2.1.3. Le viseur dit "OR CASQUE"

Le pilot* at Is copilote peuvent dieposer d'un viaeur do casque. it cc compose do doux parties
enssntielles

-no dispositif optique permettant Ia prf~tintatiorm d'un riticule d. wilte devalit lontil du pilots ou
du cop ilote.

- un oystbme d'dmetteure at do capteurs permettent I* reconstitution de Ia position dt I& ligno 'ta
visA..

Loe arvemete soot adaptic I 1. distance d'smgagement at affectdo au tir air-air ou air-Sol.

-Canon i Ilutiiisation du canon *at r~servdE I Vengagement I court* et fo~yanr. distance (< lS50 a)
contra Tes objectife air-air.

- Missiles t l'utilisetion do* missiles *at rdearvfe A leongagement I moyenne %t longule distance
(< 4000-s-) coutre dos objectifs air-air.

- !3oretas 2 l'utilisation dec roquertac set riservda &k lengegement I moynour at longue disconc.
m~ 4OYcoiitie do@ objectife air-sal.
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1.2.3. e aeltrsdo uo

Lane r~le set d'assurer I&a pitie, do Vemsa.le do oyst~m 4o coadijite do tit. 110 Gesoufot I&
noetioa do. %odes systbom, l'ottribqatiem des diverse@ roosevraog (viewers, a1300) an pilots ot copilot*

at leg Coleula do corrections do tire adeesaoiroe & Cortaiss no~mngts.

L'utilication des visours *at diffdroato @vivant litur typo. L'orgaeomiO at leg posmibilitia do
cheque typo do vinour sent adaptem sunt posaibilitia do 1'utilimateur (charges do travail diffdtontam) at
MamiC3'P@* do tir *nvinagdo.

Viseut titoteI - uoyea d'acquiaition, do disignation at do pouremito do cibles pour des tire pripordmatc
taotire I loot"o distance.

- Piltotga do VIMt Oft a4CeOra.
- recalCIC do I& navigation.

Vieout pilots I - inostrumnt principal do pilotago machine.
- =ayen d'acquiaitioe, at de ddsigntion do Ciblose pour does tire anions; do. diffdrento

Caausmntf.
VicUr do caoaut t- mayon d'acquiaition at do ddoignation do cibles au profit du viesur tirour.

- uyon do pOLintaot do tir do riposte I *ourt. distance.

i'acquivition d'une cible set rioliodo par urn des visture 4m *yatbmo derna par pointago d'un
riticule reprdaentatif do !a ligno do vied* our l'objectif.

i-. pointz~ge d'une ligne do 'wiede pout Itr. tithead on ginoral do daux sanibtos a

- soit W. rtticule do vied* *at poined our I& ciblo par un, opdrateur gr~es & tan imaneho,
- eoot Io riticulo do viede eat pained our I& ciblo A portir d'un asservisamont our doe Consignes

do ddaignation do cibles fournios par urn autre visour.

La Zigaaro suivanto illustro I& logique d'acquisition d'uns, cible par Io vicaur tirour.

LOGIQUE WACQUISITION ET DE POURSUITE
MANUELLE WUNE CILI PAR it VISEUR TIREUR

C-5

emume

MORU 2

IAa dthode utilieod iei eat urn pointage manual do Is 1igme do visas Crdticalo) guy ha tble.

Le figure muivanta primonte Ia lolique do fonctionneamot du viour on phase do pouroisuto

autonatique.
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DOUHS Clasf PAR Ll VISinUE TIflUf

C1.9 W.

Cott* phase Got I& phase logique auceddant au pointage Manuel do Is cibl* at ddmarre avoc
Viengagemsnt do Is poursuite autamatiqut par un organe do omns

Le aignal vid~o (TV ou 11) set exploit& par lane Alectrunique de paurauiiz. b traitement dlimages.
Cott* flectronique ddlivre des 6eartomitries do position do Is cible dons I. champ our laquel Oaeffactu*
I& pouranite I idAlectroniqus do commands visour qut. offectue alora laasserviessment do Is ligne do vied&
our Is tible.

3 - PWI n AhffmanDqua

3.1. IMR!S D-UNZ PMUSUXTE AUTONATIOUt

Les avantagt. d'une poursuice autamatique par rapport & una paursuita saiualle sont Its suivanta

'14 chr do tr ai du tireur a an diminution par rapport h un. poursuite manualle. Soul.. rostent 11
I- chare du Tiuril urveillance du suivi at Ilopirstioh do raentrage do Is cible.

- bruits do vieda I il s'agit dr. Ideart entre I& cible at Is rititule de visi. (trainaga). Cet
dcart sat dimi-n-u4d du-n rapport 5 1 10 on pourauite automatique.

- ,dcaio d l onitond livean do vise.* aen pourauitt manuella, Ia porition do la iigne doA
viaaW, ri HN a cod it n d! t !r Ia position du rdticule do viede.
In poursuite automatiquet cotte position onat corrigde des decrtomitrias do poursuita. Ella repr4sente
done 14 position de I& cible, information ndceasaire aI&1 conduits do tir.k

- gu jt !'inlformaigg viteaae do la hang ~do Wi.a a le bruit superpond I linformatic'n do
viteasa' ate oredmnution a por.;i a tamtqus. Les calcula do prddiztion offectufs par Is
conduits do tir pour l'anticipation do ioaition du canon sont done beaucoup plus prdcia.

3.2. PRINCIPAUX CRITBRES DR CONCIPTION - CONIITAITS

Le but I attelndre eat d'dlaborer une mdthod. do colaul permsttant do vdaliaer un bouclaga optimal t
au sent d'un enithre fix& (temps do rdponse, forms, do Is rdponue, minimum d'dnorgie, ... ) d'un viseur
gyrostabiliad A una Slactroniqua do poursuite automatique.

Los contraintas & prendre en compte sent do daux types :contraintam sur lea aodbles at contraintsa
our Ia commands.

- Contraintas our lea modblos i

* hs modble du viseur vanie en fonction do Ia situation de vol, de P'aagle do viad* (perturbations,
variations d'inertiev,... ).

* ildlectroniqus do poursuito pout ddlivrer des Ecartoodtnies porturbdea loraque Ie contraate
cible/fond deviant trop faibla ou loraqulil varia crop brusquesient (passaga do ligne d'horizoaa, passage
our fonds perturbia, pnsjVSe do masques totaux ou partials).
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Development, testing and evaluation
of a night vision goggle compatible
iBO-l05 for night low level operation.
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ABSTRACT
By request of the Royal Netherlands 4ray Staff, a test and evaluation program

was carried out by the Royal Netherlands Airforce. The overall aim of the program was

t-, selact and integrate a package of night vision and supporting equipment for the
80-105 C helicopter that will allow round the clock operations in support of the RNI,
Army, specifically at night at low altitudes. An ex civil RO-105 IDB helicopter was
used an a teethed In the program. lo addition to the original dual pilot IFR equipment
(VOR, VOR/ILS, Radar Altimeter and 2 axis Stability Augmentation System), a Doppler
Navigation Systes with Mapreader, a TACAN and recording e4uipment were installed in the
test helicopter. In a pre-evaluation program, two typen of helmet mounted Night Vision
Uogglem (NYG's) were selectrd 'or ftrther evaluation. After the 2 axis SAS had been
replaced by a 3 ixis CSAS unJ 1V4 compaiible cockpit lighting had been installed in the
test helicopter, night low level operational flight trials were carried out. This paper
describes the selection of the WV4's, the 5VG compatible lighting and presents the
pilot experiences and opiniona concerning the low loeol aight flight trial%. The trials
indicated the feasibility af the cncoot. A aselected jquipment package will be
retrofitted into tht BO-105 fleet, with the aid of the airfrave manufacturer, MBB. A
prototype has Loen constructed at our Depot at GJlze Rijen Airbane. Flight tests have
recently been completed.

1. INTRODUCTjON

Up to this dui the 80-105 0 is being uscd as an all purpose Light Observation
Helicopter for day missions under Visual Meteorological conditions (VMC) only. Night
flight is conducted under Special VFR, for training purposes only. Minimum
meteorological conditions for lotel night flying are 3 kas visibility, 1000 ft
cloudbsme and 5 knm visibility and 1.500 ft cloudbame for croas country flights outside
controlled airspace, minisuat height above ground is 600 ft.

In 1975 ic connection with a night-landlng equipment evaluation progrum in an
Alouette Ili, limited experience was g3thered with a pair of 2nd generation AN/PVS-5
NVGQ'. although the NVG'a showed great potential as a pilota nightviaion aid, it was
immediately recognised and later confirmed by literature, that, an a result of the
limited field of view aud resolution of the NVG's , workload and disorientation would
be a liting factor and could become a problem. For thie reason it was our opinion
thnt rather than mtariing with the b&sic aircraft and adding equipment as required.
the test helicopter should be equipped with a low level navigation syatem with
automatic map display and a radar altiet.ýr. All flight and performance Instrument
dials must be easily readable while wearing NVG'o. Also consideration was given to the
fact that, if one wants to invewttlgte the limits off the NVG's., inadvertent Instrument
Meteorological Conditions (INC) are likely to be encountered. For this reason the test
helicopter had to be certified according to Instrupent Plight Rules (IFR).

In December ef 1982 a civil, dual pilot IFR, 30-105 DO helicopter was
purcbasee by the RNL Army, this helicopter wae to function as a tentbed Jn an
equipmevt evaluation program. Firsi. the origi.tel civil avionics equipment was
quaiitatively evaluated for possible military upplication, later, at various stages in
the program certain systems were either added or replaced. To satiefy procurement
formalities all systems and equipment, used in the program, underwent comparative
testing. To limit the scope of the equipment selection program where possible, first
consideration was given to avionics equipment that either wa. already available in the
RNL Airforce inventory, or available at Optional Equipment for 0-105 helicopter (known
technology). Moat of the avionics equipment under test was installed on a pallet in the
baggage cotpartment of thc test helicopter. Equipment installation was done by
tacbniciona of our overhaul facility (DEM) at Gilme Ri.Aon Airbaso, with assistance of
the sirfr-te manufacturer. Concerning the niassion supporting equipment, only those
aspects that are relevant to the night low ievel mission will be discussed in this
paper.

2. TRIAL OOJECTIVES

"The tain objective of the trials was, to select and integrate a cost effective
package *)! Nigh. Vision and mission supporting equipment, that will provide the
80-105 C with an around the clock operating capability, in its future role of rearward
obaervatio helicopter for the RNL Army.
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3, PRELIMINARY RVALUATION

In May of 1984 a preliminary NVG evaluation program wan carried out. To be
complete end to satisfy procurement regulations, modified drivers goggle, were also
toeted. 5 sets of NVQG'e were available for testing; Cyclops, (a bi-ocular moigotube
goggle). AN/PVS-5, MFP (Modified Face-Plate), AN/AVE-6 Aviator Might Vision System
(ANVIS), SM 8043, (German Army development) and Cats Eyes, (UK trototype designed for
fixed wing aircraft).

The preliminary evaluation was carried out in a fleet BC-105 C, only the
cockpit lighting had been adapted in a provisional manner, i.e. some light sources had
blue filters taped on, other, lear essential, were taped over. The instrument-panel was
illuminated by an Electro Luminescent wrist lamp taped under the glareehield. Selfction
criteria were, weight, balance, stability, eye-relief, comfort, adjustment, alignment
and ease of installation and removal.

3.1 The Cyclops mono-goggle.

The Cyclops mono-goggle was originally designed as a driver's goggle, hel-set
mounting and counterbalance weight were improvised. The bi-ocular goggle consisted of a
metal housing, which incorporated a single 2nd gen. Image Intensifying Tube (ITT), a
battery case and glass optics. The single image was divided by prisms and presented to
the user through two small diameter eyepieces. The Field of Vieu was 40". Advantage.
and disad- vantages are listed below:

a. Advantages; Low coat, lightweight, easy to attach and remove.

b. Disadvantages; No alternate power source, diificult battery switching,
lnsaftifcient eye-rclief, no vertical adjustment, ao stereopais, eye discomfort,
goggle nLselignlent, counterbalance weight required.

The disadvantates outweighed the advantagea conxiderebly, tLe Mono-goggle was
therofore considered not acceptable for further use in the evaluation program. 3.2
AN/PVS--5 47P (Modified Face-Pluts,.

These goggles, wore bseically a modified ver*!on of the weLl known and ,idely
used driver's goglieu. 2nd sen + lIT's were fitted. To aid peripheral vision and allow
direct instrument ronitorxng, tho faceplate had been altered (cut out). The helmet
mourting ottachment wee improviasd i.e. straps attached onto Velcro pads on top of the
helmet. A duel battery pack, originally developed for ANjAVS-6 coulu be attached to &
"1'qlcro pad on the back of the helmet sod functioned as a counterbalance weight.

The only advantage, low coat, does not outweigh the shortcomings, i.e.:

a. Instable helmet attachment, causing misalignment of the small diameter eyepieces
and subsequent eye discomfort and fatigue.

b. Insufficient eye relief tc allow easy instrument monitoring.

c. Excessive weight, an extra balance weight was required to prevent helmet
rotation.

The improvements, as compared to the original AN/PVS-5 used in our earlier
program in 1975, were considerable, but only acceptable as sa interim solution.

3.3 Cats Eyes.

The Cats Eyes NVG'e, as shown in Fig.l, were a prcototype helmet mounted design,
under development for fixed wing uircraft, for use in combination with a Forward
Looking Infrared (FLIR) image, displayed in a Head Up Display (HUD). The goggles were
attached to an SPH-4 helmet by a quick lock and release unit. The binoculargSoggxes

consisted of an all metal housing, which inccrpora!.ed 2nd
gem lIT'a, a battery case, and glass optics. The fqrward
end of the goggle was similar to other goggles, tke rear
end however, was quite diffecent. The image it deflected
90" through a pair of prisms into a pair of small clear
gleae combiner block@. The user sees the projected image
ac infinity, superimposed onto khe outside world. The
rationale behind this solution is that, through proper
use of filtertng and electroni' switching, the pilt can
observe the BUD scene directly through the eyepiece,
instead of having to look underneath. The field of view
per tube was 30". To increase the lateral FOY to 4(",-
the tubes were installed with a I0" divergence. Red
(sinue blue) filters were available for installation over
the objective leases for use in combination with
blue/green cockpit lighting.

Cats Eyes.
Figure 1.
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The most important advantages and disadvantages of theme prototype goggles arelisted below:

a. Advantages; Good eye relief, excellent peripheral vision and a clear stable
image. Corrective spectacles can be worn.

b. Disadvantages; Mounting was difficult, a considerable amount of counterbalance
weight was required, double image of bright light sources at close range
(projected image did not exactly overlay the real world mcene),eye discomfort
because of the 10 divergence of the tubes (after a certain period of time, at
ibacreasingly short intervals, the pilots had problems to make left and right images
overlap).

Recause the goggles in question were a first prototype, much can be and has been
corrected. Recently, the RNL Airforce had the opportunity to evaluate a more advanced
prototype of reduced site and weight, in combination with a FLIR, in a fixed wing
aircraft. Xn this prograa the feasibility of the concept was demonstrated . This model,
however, was not available lor helicopter evaluation in the required time frame.
Further investigation would be required to determine if having a "See Thru" capability
in a helicopter without a HUD, outweighs the extra weight penalty and output reduction
of the priea construction.

3.4 AN/AVS-S and BN 8043.

Both designs were quite similar, as is shown in Figs 2 and 3, both have twin

intensifier units attached to the visor cover of the helmet and both use the battery
came as a counterbalance weight.

AN/AVf-6 ON 8043
rigure 2. Figure 3.

Some particulars of AN/AVS-6 were, 2nd Sen + IIT'. were installed. A special
visor construction was required. In flight mounting and removal of the goggle was
possible. The visor could be used in flight with the goggles in the stowed position.
H.!d ("minus blue") filters were provided. The housing wa3 made of plastic material. The
objective lenses could be focused from infinity down to 25 ca. The eye piece lenses
could be adjusted individually over a range from -6 to +2 diopters. The demonstrator
goggles showed some signs of wear in the adjustment gears and threads, connections and
adjustments were either to tight or to looce, on several occasions a diopter adjustment
got studc.

Th e BM 8043 system could be clasped onto a standard 9PH-4 helmet. The goggles
clasped onto the At~ndard visor cover, a battery pack, connected by an armored cord,
hooked up to 6ie back of the helmet. The goggles were connected with a ball-and-socket
joint onto the clasp on the visor cover. Vertical, longitudinal and tilt adjustments
cou.d be accomplished siwuitaneously in a single joint with clamping serew. The
interpupfllary distance could bp adjusted by pushing or pulling the ocular ends of the
goggles :sith bolh bardn. A small, lipawitch operated, spotlight, mounted in between the
tubes, could be dsed for instrument panel illumination. The focus of the objective
lenses was fixed at infinity. The eyepiece lenses could be adjusted individunlly, over
a range ef +e diopters. FOV was 42" and 2nd gen plus tubes were installed.

Thb results of the pre-evaluation were not conclusive. Only the ANVIO and IN
8043 NVOG' had acceptable wiight end balance and adequate eye relief. Alignment was not
critical because of wide (25 nm in diameter) eye pieces. Corrective spectacles could be
worn. Roth types wore recommended for further testing. The results of this evaluatioc
itre presented elsewhere in this paper.

4. TIT55D PROGRAM

4.1 GeneraL

"•he .ssessment of the complete equipment package was conducted in a 93-105 D0 ex
- civil helic)pter, by testpilots, assisted by experienced helicopter pilots.

St/t
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4 note of NVG'a were available for further evaluation, 1 mot AN/AVS-d with rd
Cao. I1T's end 3 sets of PH 8043, 2 sets with 2nd gen + and a set with 3rd gen ITT's.
"Ninus Blue" filters were available for the latter, the objective leaves of the former
were treated with a "Minus Blue" coating. The cockpit of the test helicopter was
equipped with several types of NVG compatible lighting. An AN/ASN-129 Light Doppler
Navigation System (LDN9) with automatic Map Reeder, (KIO-0), a 3 axic Control and
Stability Augmentation System (CBAS), IFR instrumentation and a Tactical Air Navigation
System (TACAN) were also installed.

The program was conducted according the following pattern. First experience and
confidence were build up at afte heights in thq local area of Deelen Airbaese, then, in
the well known local low flying area, height clearances were slowly reduced. Next
selected low level routes.were flown several times, to gain uonfidence and experience
with the use of the Map Reader. Prior to each flight the route was recopnoitered by day
for possible newly erected obstacles. Lastly, fairly difficult routes were selected in
a relatively unfamiliar low flying area. To insure the safety of flight, prior to each
flight, the general area and the boundaries were surveyed in daytime . The
meteorological conditions varied from clear sky, full moon, cloud ceiling overcast
2Olft, 1600 a visibility in rain and snow showers.

4.2 Cockpit Lighting Evaluation.

4.2.1 Dark Cockpit.

The lipewitch operated spotlight mounted in between the tubes of the BM 8043
goggles Figs 3 and 4, was a German Army Aviation requirement, their mission requires a
"Dark Cockpit".

/- \

BM 9043 with Spotlight
?igure 4.

During the initial phasne, we attempted to operate in a completely blacked out
cockpit, none of the pilots felt comfortable, mainly because all flight- anr
performance infoe.2ation a pilot unconsciouly uses fcr the execution of the flightwas
not readily available. A cross-check of the instrument panel always required his full
attention. W'th the experience level of the pilots in mind and because the BO-105 tusk
does not require rovert missions, further investigation into the "Dark Cockpit" concept
was abandoned.

4.2.2 Flocdlighting.

Several types of floodlights were available for evaluation, (1) Micro-louvered
1.L. lamps, mounted under the glare shield, (2) a blue Kapp #0005 filter over the
Utility light in the overhead console and (3) an Ultra Violet (U.V.) lamp, mounted onto
the overhead console.

Options I and 2, required relatively high light levels, this caused high lights
on the Instrument panel and reflections in the canopy. Large shadows were cast over the
face of the instriament panel leaving important sections barely readable. Option 3
appeared to be the best solution of the 3. The only problems were that light cource had
to be moved quite close to the invtruments and that only those symbols, that had been
treated with fluorescent paint, were vietble. The effect however looked good, even
colour, showed up.

Because U.V. light is invidibld to the human eye, 0.V. flooelighting is an ideal
solution, if c',vert missions are required. Another advantage of U.V. light in that the
frequency lies fmr outside th., sensitive range of NVG's, "Cut Off" filters are not
required. A disedvantago is that 011 instruments havu to be treated with special naint,
thJs may become cost prohibitive.

4.2.3 Blue Cockpit lighting.

A combination of blue Electr, Luminescent (E.L.) l•aps and blue Kopp 0005 glass
filters was used to make the cockpit NVO compatible. To avoid goggle 'Shut Down", red
("Minne Blue") filtering of the NYC's was rcquired. Gless filters (RG 645 and RG 665)
were available for the 3M 8043 goggles, the oLjeczive lenses of the 3rd gen. AN/AVS-6
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goggles had been tretted with a "4ius Blue" coating. both options functioned well,
reflections in the cockpit windows were suppressed. We were however surprised to find I
out that 3rd gSn goggle0 also reouired a "Cut Off" filter. Figure 5 shown the relative
sensitivity curves.

1.10

400 500 600 760 e00 900 1000
*AVELENOTH

Relative sensitivity curves.
Figuru 5.

Most 3" and 4" dials in the instrument panel were fitted with 3.L. Bezel lamps
(Fig.6), for the rest of the 3" end Sout of the 2" dials, blue filtered Post lights
(Fig.7) wer3 used. The readability of the 3, and 4", E.L. Bezel equipped, instruments
was excellent, the dials stood out clearly against a darY background. The light was
spread evenly over th• whole face of the dial, coloured limit markings were
highlighted. 3.L. Bezels were no" suited for 2" itrstruments with
deep lying dials, because symbols close to the rim of the dial were obscured. Blue

fintered poet lights gave satisfactory results when used in combination with moat 2"
instruments, the position and the direction of the light beam however, have to be
selected carefully.

R.L. Bezel BOLT LIGHT CONVERSION CAP
I'igure 6. Figure 7.

The text windows of the Caution Panel lights were replaced by blue Kopp filters
with the text silk screen painted onto it in negative black letters. Day and night
readability is good, some doubt exists however if pilots, who are conditioned to react
on red and amber warnings end cautions, will recognise an emergency promptly. A
cancellable red Master Warning light will be installed in the Fleet helicopters.

A special problem was formed by the Steering Hover Indicator Unit (SRIU) of the
LDNW, it had several different types of incandescent lights that had to be made NYV
compatible, 2 amber caution lights, a white indicator light, white internal lighting
and amber an digital display. After several unnuccesful attempts with many yards of
tape, a filter cap of blue Kopp #0005 filter saterial was made up, that could ba fitted
over the whole instrument. As an interim solution it functioned well. Up till now no
otuer acceptable solution has been found.

All panel lights in the overhead- und center console were disconnected. The
display windows of the LDNS, Control and Display Unit 'CbU) and the Radio control
panels were replaced by blue Kopp #0005 glass windows. The readability of the filament
displays at night was excellent, in bright sunlight it wae acceptable. The modification
will bu applied to the fleet. Blue filters will be used in sona of the existing
incandescent control panels (IF?, iCS).

Preientlj the implementation of blue, green and yellow. Light Imitting Diodes
(LID'*) is under investigation. As can be seen from the curves in Yigs 0, the use of a
red "Cut-off" filter at about 63) Nanometers allows the uae of B.L. lamps as well as
Lk*'D. The feasibility has beer dnmonotreted laboratory tests. LID's sr:. inexpensive
end available in a large variety of shapes and sizes. Many applications appear to be
possible e.g. Alpha numeric displays, Caution panels, keyboards etc.

A combination of E.L. Bezels and filtered Post-lights has been recommended,
cockpit layout 2nd illumination is being optimized for the mission during prototyping.
LED besels and LID overhead-panil lighting are presently under development.
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4.3 Automatic Nap Display

The Autonatic Nap Display (AND 10-0) (Fig.E) had no integral lighting, a hand
hold lamp had to be used. A provisional modification proved to be quite auccessful. A
large sheet of 3.L. material, the sine of the display window, was taped onto the top of
the Nap Display. A map placed over the 1.L. lamp becomes a NVG compatible transparency
with excellent readability, only a minute colour shift in evident. Terrain features
such an contourlines, roads and railways show up clearly. With the lid closed in the
normal fashion, the croms hairs present A clear position indication without shadows. A-
reostat was installed ?or dim control.

10-0 Nap Display. K10-2 Map Display
Figure 8. Figure 9.

Modified in this fashion, the Map Display became a very useful tool. With the
Map Display integrally illuminated, the co-pilot/navigator had an extra hand free for
writing and map changing.

By the end of 1985, the manufacturer informed us that the K10-0 would not go
into production and offered us an improved version, the K10-2. The differences were
significant. Instead of cross hairs, a moving light dot of variable intensity was used
for position indication. Improved electronic., map preparation and map changing made
the use of prepared maps easier. Integral NVG compatible lighting provided excellent
readability. Although the K10-2 Map Display is still rather bulky it was recommened
because to our opinion it is considered an essential tool for safe low level NVG
operations.

4.4 External lighting.

The landing lamp was fitted with an IR filter, the light intensity was too high
for NVG operations. It was found the a white navigation light of variable intensity
provided sufficient light for NVG landings and maneuvering in unprepared landing zones.

Navigation and formation lights have to be defined at a later stage of the
program, in Field Trials, after a sufficient number of modified helicopters has been
introduced in the fleet.

4.5 Final Goggle evaluation.

The BM 8043 and the AN/AVS-8 functioned well in the blue cockpit, a day VHC type
cockpit cross-check could be adopted. Until late in the program the pilots had no
particular preference for either type. Some found the BM 8043 easier to focus. All
pilots liked the break away coupling of the AN/AV.-6. First of all, from the flight

safety point of view and second, because it allows the
user to stow or reuo-ýa the goggles in flight if so
desired. Another useful feature was that the Visor was
operable, with the goggles in the stowed position. This
feature is particularly useful when flights are performedF ( around sunrise or sunset, with the sun Just over the
horizon. Towards the end of the flight trials another

0 model of the BN 8043 with "Break Away" coupling became
available for testing. A few minor modifications to the
goggle- and visor assembly made the use of the Visor
possible. Because the design of the BM 8043 is sturdier
than thet of the AN/AVS-6, ANVIS goggles and less
sensitive to temperature changes and because the Lythium
battery pack offers longer operating time, with triple
redundancy, this modified version was recommended. Figure
10 shows the modified BM 8043 NVG's.

BN 8043 Modified.
Figure 10.
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4.6 Goggle performance.

The performance of the 2gd and 3rd generation Image Intensifying Tubes (1iT) was
qualitatively evaluated. At the start of the trials ex!,ting light levels were measured
on the ground. We soon abandoned the procedure because the measured values at ground
level were not representative for those that were encountered in flight. All pilot*
preferred the 3rd generation I1T's, they had better resolution, less noise end better
performance under marginal condition. One net of 3rd Son. lXT's won of particularly
poor quality, looking through those goggles was like looking through a dirty window. ln
spite of this, under marginal light conditions they performed better them the beet of
the 2nd gen. + lIT's. 3rd generotion lIT'. were recommended.

4.7 Stability Augmentation.

The 2 axis dAB, the teothed helicopter originally was equipped with, only
provided short term rate damping and could only be used in level cruise flight. We
required a "Fly Thru" system that was optimized for low speed, low altitude
maneuvering. The only other 10-106 certified system that wab available at that time was
a3 axis, attitude referenced Control and Stability Augmentation System (C5SA). The
system was duplex in the roll and pitch channels. It could be operated in 2 modes, the
Attitude Bold (ATT) mode, it provides long-term attitude retention and the Stability
Augmentation (SAS) mode, it is a *Fly Thru" mode that provides short tern attitude
damping during manual flight. A rate damper and a "Force Gradient" with Mug Rrake were
used in the yaw axes. The Yaw SAS was designed for feet-on-the-floor operations in
cruise flight, the system had to be switched off before landing. To allow the use of
the Yaw SAB during low speed maneuvering flight, the gradient of the pedal forceo was
altered.

The system eliminated the dynamic instability in pitch and reduced most of the
contro) crose coupling effects that are inherent to "Hingeless" rotors. Specifically
the low airspeed flying qualities were greatly improved, the reduction in pilot
workload, when flying with NVY's at low bltitude and in turbulence was considerable.
The ATT moee wan not intended to be used as a "Fly Thru" mode. During the low level
navigation flights, we tried it anyway and found that the increased positive centering
of the cyclic stick and the automatic return to wings level attitude reduced workload
on long stretches even further. The improved stability and quai.ties are also
satisfactory for IFR flight. Because the BO-105 mission mainly involves dual crew
operations, a single channel 3 axis SCAB was recommended.

4.8 Low Level Navigation.

for low level navigation an AN/ANS-128 LDNS was selected for evaluation. Up to
10 Waypoints could be entered into tha Control an Display Unit (COU). The CDU displays
navigation data in a digital form. The CDU drives the Steering Rover Indicator (SHIU),
in the NAV mode, it displays distance, left-right steering information end ground
speed. This informet on is particularly useful for point to point navigation, it
enables the crew to roughly eatimate the position in relation to the destination. For
contour flight navigation at night, accurate position information is essential. Without
any additional equipment the co--pilot/navigator still had to keep track of his position
on a hand hold map. Only flights over memorized routes were considered safe.

The key to routine night low level operations was the Illuminated Automatic Map
Display. It allowed the co-pilot/navigator, to monitor his position instead of having
to plot it continuously. Fast position updates on the map on any outstanding terrain
feature were possible. We only had 1:50.000 and 1:260.000 scale mape of the area
available. The latter did not have enough detail and the former had to be thanged quite
frequently. Ne hope that 1:100.000 scale maps with Just enough detail to avoid clutter,
will soon be available. Another improvement that would increase the value of the Map
Display would be an interface that allows automatic update of the LDNS by means of a
position update on the Map Display. Another welcome improvement woul' be a drastic
reduction in weight and volume.

5. Summary.

With the recommended equipment package it was demonstrated that a D0-105
helicopter could be operated by experienced helicopter pilots low level at nirht over
foirly unfamiliar terrain under adverse weather conditions.

The helmet mounted NVQ's gave us a night low lovel capability, the 3rd gen IIT's
added an extra darkness and reduced visibility margin.

The blue NUG cockpit lighting made easy monitoring of flight and engine
performance instruments possible and allowed the use oV navigation equipment. This
greatly improved confidence and reduced workload.

The Illuminated Map Display improved navigation accuracy, reduced the workload
of the navigator, snd allowed his more "Byes Out the Cockpit" time, with added flight
safety.
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the CSAI improved the overall flying qualities in cruise, in low speed
maneuvering flight and in turbulence. Pilot workload was greatly reduced.

The Ir tootruwatats in the teat bed helicopter mode IPR recovery poseiele in
those instances that the weather deteriorated below NVO capabilities. The addition ot a
TACAN was reooaoended, to provide the 10-lOS with a military IFR capability, this will
add to the safety of flight during NVO operations under marginal weather conditions and
greatly increase its *Round The Clock" operating capability.

6. 0-106 0 Kid Lifo Update Program.

Update Program hba received Parliaumentary approval. In February 1986 the
construction of a prototype was started at our overhaul facility (DVN) at oils* Rijen
Airbse, with assistance of the airframe manufacturer NSS. The flight teetprogram has
recently been completed. With the assistance of system engineers of NED end Sperry the
systems were toote.A nd tuned iu flight. With the exception of the cockpit lighting,
all systems fuanctioned accordiag to specification. The cockpit lighting evaluation
could not be carriad out due to late delivery by the manufacturers. by the end of 1986
the retrofit program Is planrod to start. In this program the following oodificmtions
will be carried out:

a. Redesign of the pedestal shape, to increase forward field of view (Fig.ll).
Complete redesign of the cockpit layout and electrical system. This includes
co-pilot Ira instruments and PVC conpatible 'Slue* lighting.

b. lnstallation of S.R.L. AN/ASN 128 Light Doppler Navigation System, G.R.C.
Avionics TACAN, King IN 406 Madar Altimeter, Sperry lelipilot, single channel,
3 axis CSAS and NVO compatible external lighting.

Additionally the procurement of a number of BM 8043 Mod. with gon 3 IIT's and

K10-2 map Displays have been ordered.

7. Recognitions.

We like to express our appreciation to all those manufacturers, that allowed us
to evaluate their equipment. for their welcome advise and support. We also like to
thank the Royal Aircraft Istablishment, Farnborough and thr ATV, Buckeburg, from whom
we obtained a considerable amount of valuable advise.
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A129 ADVANCED SOLUTIONS FOR MEETING TODAY'S COMBAT HELICOPTER REQUIREMENT
BY

GIUSEPPE VIRTUANI
CHIEF PROJECT ENGINEERING A129

COSTRUZIONI AERONAUTICHE G. AGUSTA 21017 SAMARATE - VARESE - ITALY

SUMMARY

The A129 is a light attack helicopter developped for the ITALIAN ARMY in
the atti tank configuration.
The A129 has a four blades articulated main rotor compatible with Mast
Mounted Sight'(MMS) installation; it is a twin engine helicopter with tan
dem cockpit configuration provided with armored and crashworthy seats and
an environmental control system integrating an air filter.
The fuselage and related installations, as the landing gear and the fuel
tanks are designed to withstand loads arising in case of crash.
For the ITALIAN ARMY configuration the weapon is represented by the TOW
missile system with day and night operative capability, and by an advan-
ced rocket system, while a variety of alternative weapon can be attached
under the four wing stations. In addition to the various avionic mission
equipments, a large computer structure integrating the main helicopter
subsystems is installed.

The A129 represents the answer to the modern and severe operational requi-
rement, asking the A/C maximum survivability, day, night and adverse whea-
ter operational capability, easy maintenance on the field, flexibility for
a quick weapon reconfiguration and affordable acquisition ard operative
costs.

The key factor to achieve all these requirements has been the technological
innovation considered from the early phase of the design.
The technological innovation is based on two primary aspects:
the adoption of advanced technologies and the detailed analysis of the phy-
sical and functional characteristics of each helicopter subsystems, in or-
der to optimize their integration and their compliance to the operational
requirement.
Sor-) innovative architectural solutions represent th"e result of this work,
and are Illustrated in the report.

The main rotor hub end transmission is described as example of not conven-
tional and advanced technology design.

The engine installation represents the case of a coi.figuration where the
operative requirement induced a deep physical integration among the sub-
systems.

*.The large computer structure, or INTEGRATED MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM (IMS) in-
r stalled on the A129, based on the multiplexing and microprocessors techno-

]ogy, constitutes a major example of functional integration between the

helicopter and mission subsystem.
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INTRODUCTION

Thte Agusta A129 is a light combat helicopter, developped under commitment
of the ITALIAN MINISTRY OF DEFENSE.
The first production batches will be operated by ITALIAN ARMY primarily in
the antitank configuration.
The A129 has a single four blades articulated main rotor compatible with a
Mast Mounted Sight (MMS) installation, and a two blades semirigid tail ro-
tor.
It is powered by two Rolls Royce MK1O04 engines of about 1000 Shaft Horse
Power (SHP) each, located in an engine installation designed for operations
in severe ambient conditions including a particle separator and a low Infra
Red emission exhaust system.
The drive system consists of a main transmission, with high speed engine in-
put shafts, and a tail transmission, with supercritical si~afts and grease
lubricated gearboxes.

A129 HELICOPTER IN ANTITANK CONFIGURATION
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The fuselage has the forward section dedicated to the cockpit area, with a
tandem crew configuration where gunner-copilot seat is located in the for-

ward position, and pilot in the reerward one.
On the nose is located the sight of tee antitank TOW missile system, with
day and night operative capability, abovc which is set the infra red sen-
sor of the pilot night vision system,
Crew is protected by armored and crashworthy seats.
An environmental control system is included in the basic A/C configuration

and can be integrated with a biological. and chemical filter to protect crew
from the external contaminated air.
IIn the central part of the fuselage are installed two crashworthy and self-
sealing fuel tanks.

The landina gear is derigned to withstsnd limit, hard landing and crash
loads, absorbing the most kinetic energy during an impact of the aircraft

with the ground.

About the weapons and nission equipments, the A129 in the .nti tank confi.-

guration for the ITALIAN ARMY will have the TOW missile system as primary
weapon, and an advanced rockets system as alternative or complementary one.
The avionic package will include communication and navigation systems, air-
craft survivability equipments as radar and laser warning, and radar and
infra red jammer, visionic system for night operations, based on Fuir sen-
sors and Helmet Sights and a large computer avionic structure that manages
and integrates the mission equipments and the aircraft subsystems.

A129 and the modern •ombat helicopter requirement

The A129 represents the result of an iterative joint work started in 1972
between ITALIAN MINISTRY OF DEFENSE and AGUSTA, to define modern operatio-
nal requirement for combat helicopter from the military side and a techni-
cal solution from the industrial side.
Sintetically speaking, the main and driving operational requirements are.
- Suitability of the weapons and mission equipments for the required role(s)
- Sur-uivability of the aircraft during the operations, in a scenario where

a sophisticated threat is present, as IR and Radar guided missiles, biolo-
giccl and chemical contaminated atmosphere, small caliber weapons, etc.
Survivability !nduces the A/C to have a noticeable agility, to present
a low detectability cr low visual acoustic radar and IR signature, plus
the installation of electronic warfare warning and jammers, to show a good
ballistic tolerance and installations against contaminated atmosphere, and
to provide adequate crashworthy safety margins.

- Capability of operating during adverse weather and ambient conditions, day
and night

Other important requirements are:

- The capability of operating from the field (first level) with minimum sup-

port showing an high degree of availability
- The total acquisition and operative cost of the whole helicopter-weapon

system: or, in other terms, its affordability.
In addition it must be outlined the requirement of flexibility of the helicop-
ter for a weapon and mission equipments re(:onfiguration, in order to improve
the operational flexibility using the same aircraft for other combat roles
as scout, escort etc.
The Mast Mounted Sight (MMS) and the turrett gun under the nose provisions
are good examples of insta'lations already considered d, ring the development
phase of the A129.

PeA
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Strictly tied to the above requirement there in to be mentionned an emerging
trend that requires the development of the helicopter family; that means he-
licopters of similar size, able to satisfy different roles and generated from

the same design as variants or derivatives, with the maximum commonality a-

mong them.

Example in the developement of the battlefield support helicopter derived

from the combat A129 maintaing the same dynamic components.

TechnoloEical innovation applied to the A129

The technological innovation has been considered during the design phase as

a key 'Oactor to reach the technical goals set by the operational requirement.
The technological innovation on A129 is based on two main factors:
- the adoption of advanced technologies

- the detailed analysis of physical and functional characteristics of each
subsystem in order to optmimize their integration adressed to the opera-
tional requirement compliance.

The marriage between these two aspects originated some innovative architec-
tural solutions representing optimum/trade-off answers to the requirements.

Some aircraft subsystems are here illustrated as examples of such technologi-
cal innovat on.

1. Main Rotor Pylon M8otor and Transmission)
The driving requirements for the main rotor of the A129 are:

Agility and handling qualities
(adequate control power at high and low G)
Low vibratory levels
Survivability: detectability and vulnerability

Operation in severe external environment (wind and icing conditions)
MMS compatibility
High degree of RAM (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability)

* The main rotor is fully artinulated, with four blades in composite ma-
terial attached to the hub asay through composite grips.
In each grip is located a single elastomeric bearing that allows the
blade rotations along the three flapping, lead-lag and pitch axis.

(See fig. 1.1)
. Three main design goals have been achieved by this main rotor lay-out,

that shows a noticeable improvement with respect to the conventional
rolling bearing rotors:

Articulated rotor =
The rotor is kept as pure articulated in flight, around a single virtual

hinge because this architecture provides low vibratory levels transfer-

red by the blades to the A/C while gives a suitable rotor control power

for the A/C agility, with a proper value of the hinge offset.

Simplicity =

The design of a single elastomeric bearing for each hub arm induces a
great simplicity, with a large reduction of the number of the hub com-
ponents, and relevant benefits of weight and manufacturing cost.
Furthermore, the "On Condition" criteria for maintenance is applicable
for the most rotor components, cutting down the operating cost and im-
proving the maintanability and availability characteristics.

Safety =
In general, a damage to a metallic rotor component can seriously jeopar-
dize the flight safety, for the high speed of the crack propagation.
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The damage can be originated by a defect of the component (quality orS~servicing problem) or by an external reason as a ballistic threat.

The use of composite and elastomeric materials allows the design of
components with very low crack propagation speod and many safe flights
are possible after the appearance of the damage; a great level of safe-
ty ia thus achieved.

.The main rotor blade, manufactured in composite material, has been de-
signed for optimizing aerodynamic performance, low acoustic noise signa-
ture, and ballistic tolerance till to 23 mm hit.
The rotating controls of the main rotor have been designed to bo compa-
tible with a Mast Mounted Sight installation. (See fig. 1.2)
The control rods connect the swashplate assy located above the hub pla-
ne to the servo autuators set at the center of the transmission assy.
The four reduction stages transmission is 6f modular design and it is
attached to the a/c fuselage by means of a redundant pylon support sy-
stem.

The main transmission presents a peculiar annular geometry, having in-
side the surport to the servo actuators.
The design of this four reduction stages transmission is oriented to-
wards the modularization: it is structured in several subassemblies,
each of them is monitored by a dedicated systems.
For logistics and ballistic protection many subassemblies are directly
installed on the te'ansmission easy:

- the two hydraulic power supply groups, physically separated eacn other
- the transmission oil cooling system

- the electric alternator
- the compressor for the crew environmental control system
that allows a minimum numbpr and lenght of hy.raulic lines.
To further improve the accessibility to the pylon, the air intake struc-
ture is hinged, and can be ooened as a large door.

2. Engine installation of the A129 (See fig. 2.1)
The engine installation of the A129 is a good example if a system integra-
tion, develupped to satisfy the following operational requirements:
- minimum vulnerability, that means:

low detectability, that is achieved by minimizing the IR signature from
the engine bay and exhaust gasses
low vulnerabiliTy to ballistic damage, that in achieved:
by the choice of a twin engine configuration,
by the definition of an emergency power, level applicable To the engine
and transmission in case of the other engine failure
by a pý-oper positiornning of the two cngines, set at a suitable distance
each other and ballistically separated
by a fire resistant engine bay
by a redundant engine support system, able to withstand the loads ari-
sing in case of crash
by the design of a ballistic and crash tolerant dual fuel tanks, connec-
ted to the engines by independent fuel lines, with the fuel pressure con-
tinously monitored by the on coAz'd computer able to manage the fuel val-
ves in case of ballistic damage.

- The operativity in severe ambiont condit-ions, that Is achieved:
by integrating into the air intalte an inertial enrine particle separator
(FOD and sand)

I. A
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by developping an engine air intake able to operate in icing conditions

- The Supportability on the field, that is achieved;

by an easy accesaibility to the engines for cecks or removal,
by avoiding any need of *lignement procedure or tooling when the engine
is installed on the helicopter
by the use of an integrated en31ne, where all the engine accessories as
the oil Pooling system, the Electronic Governor, the auction fuel system

are packed into the engine
by a modular engine architecture, where the most of the engines modules
are physically and functionally interchangeable
by an engine health monitoring system installed into the helicopter, that
corntinously monitors the proper engine behavior in flight, automatically

menages the caution and warning messages in case of malfunction or limit
exceedance, and record the engine usage for maintenance purpose.
In addition this system allows crew to perform an instantaneous engine
power enck within the helicopter flight envelope.

- Minimum penalties (weight and power losses) to accomplish all the above

functions.

3. Integrated Multiplexing system (IMS) on the A129
• The A129 is provided with an avionic integrated structure based on the

microprocessor and multiplexing technology using a data bus according
to the MIL 15530.
This redundant and centralized processing structure enables an efficient

exchange of informations between the basic A/C subsystems, mission equip-

ments and crew.
* This technical solution is the answer to the mission requirements, asking

th• avionic structure:

- to maximize the mission success probability
- to provide adequate safety margin in ease of failure or ballistic demage
- to maximize the availability of the A/C, reducing the maintenance time
- to reduce the physical penalties, in terms of room and weight,for the in-

stallation of the avionic structure and, finally,

- to reduce the cost, and improve the flexibility for the future integra-

tion of ether mission equipments.

In general, a conventions] avionic architecture rcquires, from the •iardwa-
re aspect, dedicateu sensors, dedicated controls and displays and proces-
sors.
No redundancy is provided, and the mission success probability is depending

from the product of the reliability of each critical function.
In the case of the A129, a redundant computer and data bus is prcvided, with
cross strap autoreconfiguration capability; thus a relevant highe*r value of
mission success probability is achieved.
Another important characteristic of this architecture is that all the data
collected from the sensors or processed by the computer ae available both

to pilot or copilot gunner.

* Design considerations required an information linkage between subsystems
accomplished by a sistem very safe and reliable, while the reconfiguration,
the performance vs. weight ratio, the noticeable accuracy required by the
functions and the flaxibility requL.-ement oriented the technical solution

towards a digital technology, (See fig. 3.1).
The avionic structure of A129 is based on two equals computers, each of
them operating on the same data and provided with autodiagnostic capability.
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The computers are connected through a redundant bua 1553B to remote uniP-
collecting from the subsystems sensors the data, .concentrating them on the

!4 bum, and properly distributing the results of the processing steps.

* The interface of the computing structuro, called integrated multiplexing
sistem (IMS) with the crew consists of two devices installed on the cockpit:

- a multifunction display unit which is baisically an interactive video display

terminal

- a multifunction keyboard
• Aoout the physical aspects, the INS consiats of four black boxes (two

master units containing the processors and two remote units) two keyboards
ard two multifunction CRT displays.

. The INS has been designed to perform the following functions:
"- CNI (Communication Navigation and Identification) control and management
- AFCS (Automatic Flight Control System), including basic stabilization

and highs:, modes of the stabilization and control augmentation system
(SCAS), coupled with the navigation system sensors.
Flight director functions are possible, for operational use, as:
-.- Flight plans (definition and AFCS coupling)

Attack mode, maintaining the attitude altitude and heading for the
weapon release

-- Course and hover hold
-- Ve-tical and forward ground/airspeed hold

Integration with the A/C flight controls in order to make possible a

FLY BY WIRE mode for main and tail rotors.

- Weapons control (advanced rockets, turre+t gun)

- Aircraft performance monitoring

- Caution and Warning, management

- Symbc-ogy generaticn for pilot and copilot presented on the helmet sight

ox displays
- Operators inte-ftae

- Autodiagnostic and diagnostic of the equipments connected to INS

- Engine and fuel sy3tem manegement and monitoring

- Electrical power distribution management and control

- Hydraulic and transmission systems management and monitoring

* An important operational result hae been achieved by the installation of

the INS on A129, that is the heavy work 2oad required to the crew by the

combat mission is alleviated by the on board avionic computer structure.

It allows the crew to concentrate on the mission accomplishment rather

than the management and monitoring the helicopter and mission subsystems.
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FIG. 1.1

A1219 MAIN ROTOR HUB

FIG. t1.2

A129 M.D. HUB and Rotating C"-troIt, with M~ inatala~ti.,n
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FIG. 2.1 A129 Engine Installation lay-out!
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APACHE FOR THE BATTLEFIELD OF TODAY AND THE 21ST CENTURY

*by

James B. Rorke
Manager

AH-64 Advanced Engineering
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS HELICOPTER COMPANY

5000 East MCDOwell Road
Nitsa, Arizona 85205

SUMMARY

The AH-64A Apache is in service with the United States Army. This paper documents the operational
requ'remants that drove the design of the Apache and caused the particular combinatlnn of attribsi!tes
posiessed by the aircraft. Attributes to be discussed include performance, survivability,
crashworthiness, transportability, deployability, navigation, target acquisition and weapon systems.

The second part of the paper documents the changes emerging in operational requirements, the threat
and technology and the probable impact of these changes on the Apache of the future.

INTRODUCTION

On the integrated battlefield of today and the future the AH-64A "Apache" Advanced Attack
Helicopter, is a valuable force multiplier and provides an added lethal dimension to the combined 4rms
team. The AH-64A provides an immediate response to the needs of the ground commander. The first attack
helicopter ever developed specifically for day, night and adverse weather anti-armor missions, it has
the ability to fight And survive at the forward edge of the battle area.

The AH-64A, shown in Figure 1, is a twin-engine four-bladed helicopter operated by a tandem-seated
crew of two which delivers unprecedented firepower quickly and with accuracy. The pilot is located in
the rear cockpit, placing the copilot/gunner (CPG) in the forward position where he can concentrate on
detecting, engaging and destroying enemy targets with an array of weaponry Including: HELLFTRE missiles,
aerial rockets and the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company 30mm Chain Gun 0 

Area Weapon.

FIGURE 1

*To enable the Apache to fly and fight at night and during periods of reduced :Psibility, a unique
Pllot Night Vision Sensor (PNVS) and Target Acquisition and Designation Sight (TADS) war developed and
integrated to permit navigation and precision attacks under low visibility and'nifht battlefield
conditions. The Apache's mission roles liclude anti-armor, covertig forcv, flank security, economy of
force and airmobile escort. The AN-64A provides:

* Superior air vehicle performance
e Day, night and adverse weather operations
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* Multiple firepower options
0 Twin-engine reliability
0 Improved co.rbat survivability• High reliability, availability and maintainability
0 Rapid -earm and refuel capability

0 Self-deployment
6 Aii transportability

In 1981, three YAH-64's, Apache prototypes, participated in a 3-month exercise called OT-I1
(Operctional Test II) in which all weapons and systems were field tested by the U.S. Army under
operational conditions. The results of this exercise proved that the YAH-64 was ready for production.
In July 1981, Mesa, Arizona was selected as the site for the company's new 240,000 square foot assembly
plant for the AH-64. On 15 April 1982, a production contract was signed for the first 11 Apaches, the
first of which rolled out on September 30, 1983. The production rate is stabilized at 12 per month.
Aircraft number 150 has been delivered to the Army. The Apache has been fielded to combat units giving
combat commanders around the clock attack helicopter capability never before achieved.

In the meantime, however, much has changed. The U.S. Army has adopted Army 21 as Its new battle
doctrine. The threat is increasing considerably in type and leve; of sophistication and new
technologies are developing which give us the tools to adapt to the changing environment. For these
reasons, the U.S. Army and McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company are taking steps to assure the
projection of Apache's superior effectiveness far into the future.

The following paragraphs first briefly discuss the operational needs that drove the design of the
AH-64A and then discuss how changes in battle doctrine, the threat and technology will result in updates
to the Apache to maintain its effectiveness.

U.S. ARMY MISSION

ATTACK

The primary mission of the AH-64A requires engagement and defeat of enemy armor in day, night and
adverse weather. The Apache is required to detect, recognize and engage multiple targets, and operate
around-the-clock in adverse weather. It denies enemy forces the normal advanLage of night, adverse
weather conditions and superiority of numbers.

AIRMORILE ESCORT

These missions include cevering force, flank security, economy of force, airmobile escort and area
suppression.

The covering force mission is to detect, impede and disrupt enemy forces approaching the main battle
area.

The flank security mission is to protect the flanks of the main body forces from surprise attacks.

The economy of force mission is to employ small, mobile forces in strategic areas so ground forces
can be massed at the decisive time and place elsewhere on the battlefield.

The airmobile escort mission entails the destruction cr suppression of enemy personnel, material and
air defense in support of helibo-ne operations.

AREA SUPPRESSION

In a typical area suppression mission, infantry is transported by tactical transport helicopters to
seize or control terrAin. The AH-64A% ability suppress enemy air defenses help ensure mission success.
An added avantase is the Apache's ability to penetrate enemy defenses along a controlled corridor and
neutralize river crossings or other strategic locations ahead of a rapidly moving armored column.

TACTICS

To perform the above missions in a high threat combat environment, Apache utilizes the surrounding
terrain to mask itself while preparing to engage and defeat enemy threats. Inherent agility and a large
maneuver envelope are required for superior nap-of-the-earth flight, minimizIng expcsure to enemy weapon
systems. Rapid masking and unmasking during attacks rfquired exceptional hover performatice and engine
power availability.

The AH-64A may engage targets autonomous y or work as a team member. As many as 10 target locations
can be passed to the Ali-64A. The fire c,;ntrol computer can then pre-position weapon systems and display
steering information, providing rapid target engagement.

DESIGNED TO THE REQUIREMENT

The following paragraphs highliqht the design features of the Ali-64A which were driven by th.
operational requirements described above. P more detailed general description can be find in
Reference 1.

The Apache is 48 feet in length and has a primary mission weight of 14,445 pnunds. The ;Ielicopter
is powered by two General Electric T730-GE-701 turbine engines rated at 1690 shaft horsepower each. lhe
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main rotor system is fully articulated with four main rotor blades and four tail rotor blades. Atprimary mission weight, the Apache exceeds the minimum design requirement of 460 feet por minutevertical rate cf climb at 4000 feet, 95 degrees F.

WEAPON VERSATILITY

R, The weaponry includes laser-guided HELLFIRE missiles, Mom Chain Sun automatic cannon and 2.75 Inch
Hydra folding fin aerial rockets. Some examples of the arminnt options available to satisfy various
operational requirements are indicated by Figure 2.

"AA- _ WlWF A OPTI -111101 PLAXgULITY

Mh•,o, .m •,ms

FIGURE 2

NIGHT OPERATIONS

The integrated system that allows the Apache to fly and fight at night and in reduced visibility is
the Pilot Night Vision Sensor (PNVS) and the Target Acquisition and Designation Sight (TADS). For the
AH-64A, the decision to place the copilot-gunner in the front seat and the pilot in the rear seat was
simplified by the desire to incorporate dir,!ct viOw optics Into the TAOS for enhanced daytime long range
target recognition. The optical relay tube transmits the direct view optics to the copilot-gunner
station.

*T&Owir Acamsia DmuAoow Sem (TACS)
•DVO 10DIRNCr VIEW OffTIK3
•FLOM

* TV
* LA110 1aISNATOqAIMANGE PINDER
* LAER •RACKIER
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FIGURE 3

A laser tracker incorporated in the TAOS provides the copilot-gunner with the capability to rapidly
acquire targets designated by other ground or airborne designator systems.

An optical relay tube (ORT) provides the TADS controls and display necessary for the copilot-gunner
to operate the system. In the head-down mode, the copilot-gunner can view the two field-of-view direct
view optics or a cathode ray tube which displays either the two field-of-view day television or three
field-of-view FLIR video. Additionally, the head-down mode allows him to view symbology for target
engagement and an alphanumeric display which provides fire control systaa status information. In the
heads-out mode, he can view a panel mounted CRT which also displays day M.levision of FLIR video.

The PNVS allows the pilot to fly the AH44 in the hostile night environment using terrain flying
techniques. A real-time, passive "thermal image' of the *world* outiide the cockpit window is displayed
on a helmet mounted dIspl•cy (HND4) which the pilot views with one eye. The TV-like image is generated by
the common module FLIR sensor integrated within the PNVS turret. The FLIR instantaneous FOV is 30x40
degrees but the pilot has the capability, through the Integrated Helmet and Display Sight System
S(IHADSS) to slew the turret-mounted FLIR in both azimuth and elevation to increase the field-of-regard
(FOR). This concept approaches the normal daylight *out-of-window" flying by allowing the pilot to see
FLIR imagery of the scene in the direction he turns his head. The high resolution FLIR imagery allow
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the pilot to execute low level, contour, and nap-of-the-earth (HOE) flight to enhance survivability. In
* addition, the PHYS allow a night confined terminal area capability to execute maneuvers such as hover,
* bob-up, ramask, sideward flight, takeoff, landing, etc., with confidence.

SURVIVABILITY

Since the Apache is an armed combat helicopter intended to operate in a high threat combat
environment, it was designed to be extremely survivable.

It is tolerant to 7.62 machine gun fire and 23mm cannon fire dvzi'age and continues to fly for
enough time to egress the battle zone and return the crew to a safe area. For example, the main
transmission and gearboxes are designed to operate for one hour without lubrication. The main rotor
blades can withstand 23)r hits and continue to perform Survivability was given a great deal of
attention in the engineering design phase. The vulnerability of this helicopter has been greatly
reduced by reducing detectability through the use of low flicker main rotor blades, composite materlalh,
low noise signature, glint-reducing flat transparencies. a passive engine exhaust infra-red suppressor
and an infra-red jammer. When detected by hostile weapons systems the Apache is capable of taking
evasive action up to +3.5 g's and -0.5 g's to avoid enemy fire. The aircraft is extretily crashworthy.
The design ensures that the crew can survive a vertical impact with the ground at up to 42 feet per
second or approximately 35 mph. The rugged construction and innovative design features that contribute
greatly to an expected low attrition rate also h:lp to assure that both crew and helicopter can reenter
combat, promoting overall fleet survivability and life cycle cost savings. (Figure 4).
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FIGURE 4

The Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE) suite consists of a passive radar warning receiver, IR
jammer, chaff dispensers, and a radar Jammer and laser detector. The ASE enables the Apache to stand
and fight while rendering threat systems ineffective.

MAINTAINABLE

The Apache was desi.ned with the capability to be maintained by the front line Army field mechanic
at a lower maintenance hjur per flight hour ratio than any previous attack helicopter. During
operational testing, three YAi-64s achieved less than six hours of maintenance manhours per each flight
hour (nmh/fhr), whicn was significantly better than the Army requirement of eight-13 mmh/fhr.
Production Apaches are continuing to achieve six mh/fhr. The features that make the Apache a highly
reliable and maintainable helicopter are: an on-board fault detection/location system that continuously
monitors critical components; build-in work platforms; easy accessibility to all compartments and bays
for quick removal and replacement of components and black boxes; use of quick disconnects for
electrical, hydraulic and fuel lines; enginear removal in 30 minutes; and a static main rotor mast which
allows transmission removal without disturbing the main rotor head system.

TRANSPORTABLE

The AN-64A is capable of rapid strategic deployment worldwide and is air transportable in C-130, C-
141 and C-5 aircraft. One Apache can be carried in a C-130, two in a C-141 and six in the C-SA. Air
transport preparation time varies with the lift aircraft involved. For maximum transportability the
main rotor blades, rotor mast and hub, tail rotor, stabilator, weapons platforms and 30mm weapon, may be
readily remved. Six Apaches may be prepared for C-5A transport in 6 hours. All the preparations for
air transport can be accomplished within the Army's elapsed time requirements. Preparation for flight
is a simple reversal of the process (Figure 6).

Note the folded main rotor blades, and empennage as well as the kneeling landing gear can reduce the
preparation time required.
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SELF-DEPLOYABLE

Auxiliary fuel tanks provide self-deployment for the Apache for an 800+ nautical mile ferry range In
a 20-knot headwind with a 45-minute fuel reserve at maximum flight speeds. Within a theater of
operation, the Apache is easily deployable on internal fuel only. This capability is a fallout from the
demanding endurance requirements of the combat missions.

CHANGING REQUIREMENTS DRIVE SYSTEM EVOLUTION

The preceding paragraphs summarize how an operational requirement was translated into an advanced
weapon system through the application of the most advanced technology available. In recent years,
significant changes have occurred In the U.S. Army's battle doctrine, in the Soviet threat and in the
technologies available to the NATO ccrmunity to implement new doctrine and counter new threats.
McD,innell Douglas Helicopter Company completed an eva l uation of these changes and has compiled a list of
technology candidates for consideration by the U.S. Army for incorporation on the AH-64 of the future.

This study began as an investigation of all possible technologies that could be potential candidates
for an advanced AH-64 Apache. These improvements were compiled from industry and government agencies
and are based on preliminary concepts of the perceived threats anticipated through the year 2000.
Additionally, a review of the U.S. Army RDT&F Plans was conducted to assure synergism with other growth
programs and technical developments.

Once a preliminary list of potential configuration candidates was developed and screened by
McDoonell Douglas Helicopter Company, U.S. Army representatives from the Apache Program Office, U.S.
Army Aviation Center, the Army technical community and the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command assisted
in the selection of technologies that merited further study and consideration. At this point each
technology was evaluated to determine the approximate nonrecurring cost and schedule required to qualify
the technology change on the Apache. This allowed McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company and U.S. Army
planners greater insight and Judgement towards establishing an advanced configuration that defeats the
threat in the most effective manner for the least cost.

The criteria estaolished for effectiveness analysis based on the Army 21 doctrine include:

a. Extended battlefield: strike deep, fight isolated.

i '
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b. See deep: viable intelligence. command and control.

c. Prepare to fight anywhere: self-deploymnnt to ay of the world's hot spots.

d. Mission Sufficiency: austere logistics, austere manpower, degraded modis.

a. Decentralized execution: new organization, flight isolated.

f. Real time acquisition/prioritization of targets.

g. Unity of effort: viable command and control.

h. Quick execution: high mobility, turn inside enemy's decision cycle.

i. Momentum of the attack: lethality/effectiveness vs. numbers.

J. Seize and retain initiative: an offensive strategy.

k. Separate enemy forces: fight isolated.

1. Force enemy to change dispositions: disrupt enemy battle plan at critical time.

m. Keep enemy off balance: offensive tactics.

n. Continuous operations.

TECHNOLOGY UPDATES RECOMMENDED

Preliminary design level assessment conducted by McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company in 1984 and
1985, resulted in the long list of original technology candidates being distilled to a meaningful
recommendation for consideration by the U.S. Amy. While all of the recoemended candidrtes can be shown
to contribute measurably to the expanded effectiveness criteria listec above, more detailed
effectiveness and cost analysis are currently being conructed by the Army who will recommend a plan for
future upgrades of the Apache configuration. Technologies recommended by McDonnell Douglas Helicopter
Company and under study by the Army are listed below with a sumnary of their major attributes. The
first priority, an advanced system architecture and crew station is the subject of a current engineering
activity. As such, It is discussed in detail in the final section of this paper.

VISIONICS UPJATE

Attributes:

Improved search, acquisition and targeting capability.

Reduced mean time between failure.

Recommended configuration modificstion:

FLIR Digital Scan Converter.

Automatic Target Recognizer.

Image Auto Tracker.

NBC/ANVIS Compatible IHADSS.

Target acquisition/crewstation battlefield display.

COMPOSITE WET WING

Attributes:

Increases emergency self deployment range to over 1100 nautical miles.

Increases combat range without using weapons stores.

Reduces wing drag.

Recommenaed configuration modification:

Graphite/Epoxy construction.

Structural capability to carry 450 gallon external fuel tanks on inboard and outboard stores
stations.

Include 40 gallon fuel cell internally in each wing.
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AIR-TO-AIR DEFENSE

Attritutes:

Provides Air-to-air fire and forget capability.

TABS, PNVS, IIMADSS and the turreted gun enhance air to air effectiveness.

Recommnded configuration modification:

Integrate air to air missile into Apache system.

Modify area weapon system for air to air.

CHEMICAL/IOLOGICAL. PROTECTION

Attributes:

Provide crew compartment filtration of particles smaller than sub micron size.

Provide for aircraw warning of CB contamination.

Allows Apache to operate and fight in contminat-d areas.

Recommended configuration modification:

Install filters and sensors in the environmental control system.

Provide source for cooling the crew in protective clothing.

ADVANCED AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY EQUIPMENT (ASE) UPDATE

Attrtbutes/enhancements over AH-64A:

Improved aircraft survivability.

Utilizes U.S. Army ASE developments.

Postures aircraft for advanced technology.

Incorporates ASE reaction computer to reduce pilot workload.

IMPROVED IR SUPPRESSOR (Figure 7)

Attributes/enhancements over AH-64A:

Self-cooled IRS ejection pumps.

Reduces exiiting IR signature 50 percent.

Reduces drag by 0.9 square feet over existing design.

SLIPSTRIAM COOLEO 104 SILF COOLCO IRS EJECTOR PU•ES
EXNAUSIT JECTOR WALL COOIL14G AIR

ILIIESTRIIM

EXHAUST -- A-- /

EXT414MAL M,4

M IXIA M IXE D

EXHAUST EXHAUiST

PRE&ENT DESIGN PROkOS1C 01I6N

FIGURE 7 IMPROVED INFRARED SUPPRESSOR

ADVANCED FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

Attributes/enhancements ever AH-64A:

Reduces weight (140 pounds) and mechanical complexity.

Provides for dual redundant flight control paths.

Provides for auto pilot and auto hover capability.

Reduces ballistic vulnerability.

Improves handling qualities.

Utilizes technologies from existing qualified flight control systems.I
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ficowanded configuration modification:

Eliminate all innhanical push-rods and bell cranks of the existing flight control system
(Figure 8).

iLOip ga4•llOtATN*I

WAS"ftATS a"iL TANQ4d4MAeAsUUC
WA Fafl ACTUAtOr4a13 PtkftIl

FIGURE 8 I" INT CONTROL

Replace the mechanical mixing unit with an electrtonic mixing unit.

Remove current cyclic flight controls and install SideStick flight contr ollers wltn electronic
sensors and wiring.

Replace existing flight control actuators with direct-drive actuators (See Figure 11).

WLIRE CUTTERS

Att~ribut.es/enhancements over AH-64,A;

Increased margin of safetyv during Map of the Earth flight during night or adverse weather
conditiions.

Recommended configuration iclification:

See F igure 9
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FIGURE 9 WIRE CUTlERS
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CURRENT ACTIVITY AT NCDOIUNELL ONI"AS HELICOPTER

While the U.S. Army Is currently evaluating the relative Importance of all of the tecnnologies
briefly described above it is reconi;,ed that the area offering the largest payoff in terms of future
growth capability and effectivenessminlancoemnt is In the area of avionics, controls and eisplays. For
that reason, entndependent Researt #Ad Development project was Initiated by NcUonnell Douglas
Helicopter Company In July 196 wi4,t a long tern goal to develop and flight test an advanced technology
avionics system end crew stations un an Apache. The objectives subsequently established for this new
avionics and crewstation, system are:

RELIABILITY. Increase system reliability by decreasing the LRIJ count, deleting any single point
failures., and implement modern technology avionics and computer systems.

WORKLOAD. Decrease the workload in the crewstations by implementing a nonpaging automated control
and display system developed and optimized in actual combat situations in our simulation facilities.

VULNERABILITY. Decrease vulnerability of mission criticel avionics by redundant computing and
sensing systems, judicious placemnt of components and embracing the distributed processing concepts
for tne avionics architecture.

OPERATIONAL AND SUPPORT COST. Decreases in operatisnal support cost on the order of 50% for the
avionics system. Cost of software maintenance and configuration control will be drastially reduced
by standardizing stand-alone and in certain cases, embedded processors to HIL-STD-1750A Instruction
Set Architecture. Programing will he done In compllance with the Department of Defense directive
for the ADA High Order Language. Additional decrease in operational and support cost can be
realized through the implementation of reliability initiatives such as reduction of LRU count,
expansion of the on board fault Isolation and recording system, and implementation of the two level
maintenance concept.

CAPABILITIES. Provide ease of growth to accommodate new requirements in the area of weaponization,

navigation, communication and target acquisition.

DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

The engineering design and development ýuthodology implemented for thit project consists of four
distinct but -interactive phases necessary for a top down design approach in a software sensitive
environment. (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10 
\

SiMULATION

The simulation phase develops and optimizes the basic men-machine interfaces. A broad brush task
analyvsis and syvstem operating requirements are translated into a baseline control and display
configuratilon in the simulator. Full mission scenarios are then run to define overall system
requirements, with part task emphasis on high stress mission segpents. The iterated products of
these evaluations (including crew~station configuration, lFD formats/syflology and switchologLy),
drive the design of both the crewstatinn and the associated avionics system architecture. The

resulting interdependent nature of the crmwstation equipment and avionics syvstems permits a high
degree of subsyvstem monitering and missi&, operations to be automated with an efficient priorityv
interrupt action In the c•'mw station. After the initial crewstation system desig, 9. s defined and
passed on to a 'flight syvstem" development activity., the siu~ulation model is refined.* Additionallyv,
as the flight system is developed ati,d refitned, changes driven by 'real world' implementation are

traded with the existring model, thereby using the simulator's empirical output as a key element
throughout the design process. A• the design evolves in the next phases, the simulator assumes an
increasing role in verifyilng dod implementing the Army's tactics end doctrine in a continuing
refinement of the man-machine interface,

=MM 0
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FIGURE 11 SIMULATOR

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE ODVELOPMEXT.

COITROL AND DISPLAY

Figure 12 is a pictorial representation of the existing Apache A rear crewstaton jpilot) where
control and displays were implemented in a relatively autonomous fs-•hion.

FI(:UR" 12 AN-64A PILOT CREWSTATIO!I

The dramatic decrease in crewstation clutte" is evident in Figire 13 which shows the advanced Apache
crewstation. The primary displays are two 6 by 6 inch, shadow mask, full color multifunction
aisplays; arnd an improved Helmet Mounted Display S.ystem. A 2 by 6 inch electroluminescent full
color graphic Is used to show -3tatus, caution warn•ng and full ewrqnncy backup instrumentation.

"ontrol is provided by four independent methods: A full alpha nur.-rnc k'yboard with a single
display line for visual feedback, touch screens overlfad on the Multifunction Displays, a cursor
control, and eventually a voice interactive syst.w..

Additional workload reduction '.s provic~ed hy aI oit Traisfer system which will preload all
coaunicaýion fraqu-ncle., ravig'tlon and tarq't waypoints.. a!.d other mission planning data. The
sme sytem will also record for rbetieval ino?-rLtlon throughout the mission such as caution
warings, LRU failures, new target drita, etc.
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MISSION MNMENUNT

The Control ea,.. lispleY SYst"m will mnage the following functitos:

Cosleainictlons

Navigation

W*eponatifon

Target Acquisition and Designation

Electrical power management

Maintenance diagnostics and recording

Electronic Warfare

Flight Contr~l System

All housekeeping functions (i.e caution warning, checklists, fuel mnegeimnt, etc.)

FIGURE 1I ADVANCED APACHE PILOT CREMSTATION

AVIONICS ARCHITECTURE

Two MIL-STD-1553 time division multiplex busses are imlemented as shown in Figura 14 to provide
rowthc opability and high level of redundancy for reliability and survivability purposes. Two NIL-
TD-1750A Mission Processors are used where one serves as a hot backup to the other. Weaponization

control and management also resides in these two 4IL-STO-1750A Processors.

S- .

: :S..!

FIGURE L4 ADVANCED APACHItI AVIONICS MRCHINhCTVRE
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A unique feature of the architecture is the fact that software and hardware partitioning is
ý:,pleuentid such that all system level processing is performed in the mission processors rather thar,
at the sensor level. This approach allcws for ease of technology insertion and growth to
accmuodate new or iwprovad sensors. This approach also allows sensors to perform sensor level
proucessing only, thereby '4ecreasing sensor complexity and cost. Another important advantage is that
all critical system level software is developed anm implemented at the system integrator level.

McDonnell Douglas Helicoptar Company has teared with other manufacturers to develop the following
hardware;

Sperry Flight Systems: nultifunction diisolays, keyboards, MIL-STD-1750 display processors. LCD up

iecnt displkys ar! various MIL-STD-155fl Interface units.

Delco: MIL-STD-2750 mission competews

Leach Corporation: Electrical Power Manageniart System

Canadlan Marcini Corp,: Voice warning and audio distributicn

Lear Siegler: Data transfer system and ground station

HOT BENCH

The Systems Integration ' .tility (Hot Ran:h) issembles and integrates the produ,.ts of the previous
phase. The equipment used in "'- Hot Bench ii an evolutionary system which refiects the actual
aircraft equipment as it oacome. availablo (See Figure 15). CApuLers with preprogra'%red flight
paths -ill emulate external navigation sen.rcrs such as inertial reference systems anj boppler
velocity radar to allow real tin.e operation.

A real time testing and 'cording system will accurately' validat,' all aspects of operational software
envelope.

flhanges to the system (hardware and software) ore continuousiy fed back to the simulation and softwire
development teams.

FIGURE 15 HOT BENCH

FLIGHT TEST

It is planned to mocify a production.AH-64A Apache to recei:e essentially a duplicate set of Hot
Benc;i va'idated hardware for the purpose of flight tests and demGnstrations. This aircraft will
develop anU assess the airvehicle integration facets of the advanced crewstation and 6vionics.

After the initial tests and demonstrations, this aircraft will continue to receive technology
updctes from a continuing McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company independent research and dývelipment
commitment for the Advanced Apache.
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- SCHEDULE

The implgientation schedule of the crewstation a•d avionics development is as follows:

I Simulation:
Initial control and display evali•ation . c•pleted
Advanced Apache CPG crewstation .... ..id 1987SAdvanced Apache Pilot crewstal.lon .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1988

System Validation Facility
Initial operation ..................... Sept 1986
Advanced crswstation validated .............. 1988

R & 0 Prototype Aircraft
First Flight, Advanced Crewstation ....... . ........... 1989

I CONCLUSION

Detailed planning for the Apache of the future is well under way and engineering work on the core of

the advanced Apache - the system architecture - has begun. Every effort is being made to insure that
this effort postures Apache to remain an effective weapon system well into the 21st century.

REFERENCES

(1) Brown, W.P., "AII-64A Apache - Battle Ready", Paper No. 21, Ninth European Rotorcraft Forum,
Stressa, Italy, September 13-15, 1983.
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SYSTEME DE MISSION SAR

S. RIOCHE

DIRECTION DES ETUDES - DEPARTEMENT SYSTEME
AEROSPATIALE - DIVISION HELICOPTERE

13726 MARIGNANE CEDEX - FRANCE

I PREAMBULE

Le nombre croissant do minions do recharche at do sauvotago on mar a conduit A rechorcher un moyon do secours rapido, efficaca at
liable.

LWhlcoptira, compte tonu do sea qualltal do vol, ost dopuis Iongtomps utilisd pour ce type d'opbration. Son systone do miuion, !or%-
qu'il exists ost partals rudimmntoire it pao toujours perfoitement adaptd.

La division hilicoptke do I'Airoapatiale a d€voloppid, on collaboration evoc difftrents 6quipomentiers (SFIM -BENDIX - CROUZET),
un systima aphcialomnnt aidapti Ala r6aliaation do co type do mission, coci grIlce A :

- un pi!otago at un guldage entibrament automotiquo, particulilromont lors des trajectoiros do recherche (PATTERN) at do Is des-
cents vera Is vol stotionnaira A proximiti de Is cible rep•inke,

- une pianche do hard 6quipia de 5 E.F.I.S. (Electronic Flight Instrument System), 6cranrs cathodiques pour I'affichage:

"* dft attitudes do I'appanrll

"a des parsmrtres do situation horizontales, sdlectables on fonction de Ia phase du vai parmi 4 modes:

"o HSI

"o Secteur avac ou sans donnies RADAR
"o PATTERN do recherche

"o Stationnalre (HOVER.,

"* dus donnies du radar de recherche sur un 6cran plus spiclalement destine A ce-,to fonction.

LISTE DES SYMBOLES

AFCS Automatic Flight Control System (Contr6le automatique du volt
ALT : Altitude barormitrique

A/S Air spoed (Viteose Air)
BATIE Boitier d'Adeptation at de traitemont des informations d'entr6e
BGS Baotier g9tfirstour do symboles
CDV Couplaur diracteur do vol
CR.HT Cruise Height (Altitude radio de croisiire)
DID Dlspioaitif d'insertion do donnio

EADI Electronic Attitude Display Indicator (Indicateur d'attitude ilectronique)
EFIS Electronic Flight Instrument System (Systimo d'lnstrument de vol diectronique)
EHSI ElectronIc Horizonial 3ituation Indicator (Indicateur do situation horezontal 6lectronique)
F.UP Flight-up (Vol vers ! haut)

G.SPD Ground Spiod (Vitasse soll
HDG Heading (Cap)

HOV HOVER CStationnalro)
H.HT Hovor Height (Hauteur radio do stationnaire)

!LS Instrument Landing System (Systime d'atterrisage aux instruments)

NAV Navigation
PTN PATTERN (Circuit do recherche)

RDR RADAR
RMI Radio Magnetic Indicator (Indicateur do cap magnlitiqua)
SAR Search and Rescue (Recherche et Saivet•go)

SCT Socteur
T.DWN Transition Down (Transition vera Is has)
T.UP T'ansltion Up (Transition vert to haut)
VOR.A VOR appzioche

V/S Vertical Speed (Vitesse verticals)

WPT WAYPOINT (Point tournant
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2 INTRODUCTION

Orn poit dkcrire une mn~ssion SAR A partlr d'un sch~ma reprilsentant Is Prof it du vol.

Ce profi -iso d6comrp nse en hult (8) phases

phase A dilcollags*monitte A !'altitude do croisl~re
-phase B, , ejointe de la zone de recherche U3 U2ZM
-phase C trajectolres do recherche (Pattern do recherche)
-. phase D descentet vers Is stationnaire (Transition down)

-phase E statlc'nnaire (HOVER). OpArations do treuillage
-phase F montA. vos I'altitudo de retour (Transition UP)
-phase 82 croisitra retour
-phase G descente - approche - atterrissage

Les phases A:- B1, 82 - G sont des phases classiques du vol. Los phases C - D -E - F correspondent aux phases do ]a mission SAR
proprament dite.

phase C - Lhillicoptkro ast arriv6 sur ]a zone de recherche. Dans cotte phase it devra coijvrir cotta zone jusq'ij'b localisation do son
objectif.

phase ID - Cotta phase consisto 6 effoctuer une transition vers le bas pour venir so plac:er en stationnaire aii-dessus de l'objactif.

phase E - Maintien du stationnhire jusqu'b as fin de l'operation de trouillage.

phase IF - Transition vers Ia haut pour rejoiiidre I'altitude do croislbre ratour.

3 SYSTEME DE MISSION

Ca syst~me a 6t0 conqu pour sasisfaire h 1'ensemble des phases de Is mission at plus particul~bromont aux qu.atre phases principales ci-
dassus. C'est pourquoi sa description porst principaloment sur los possibilit~s qu'il otfre pour oeur ex~cution.

Bien que 1ensemble soit parfsitemont intbgrd. pour clarifier cet oxpos6, Ia systhrna do mission a 606 scind6t an trois parties

- un sysi~mo do navigation
-un systikme pilotage automatique (AFCS)

- un syst~me visu~alisation at radar.

VISUALISATION VISUALISATiON VISUALISATIONý

COPILOTE RADAR PILOTE

biti,ccde

EFIS *
RADAR BATIE COUPLEUR BATIE - RADAR

o no 1 DIRECTEUR DE VOL no 2

31~C LeU systim diUnaigato

OM1 eG eytd assure nauiatonalumn orut eI aia~o ncuso 'n ot rgam
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y Le caiculsatur principal Calborin trois positions prtantaa Issues do trois modes do navigation:

-navigation DOPPLER
-navigation VOR/DME

w aigation OMEGA

Cot trois positions sont foumnisa on pennrmannce, Is choix du mode do navigation ont feit per i'6quipaga on foniction do Is phase do Is
minsion.
Loraque ce choix @at effectu.6, 1'6quipago allocte I@ type do routs do navigation. Six poasihiiitbs Iui tont offertet

Navitation FROM -TO

Navigation our une route direct. entire un point FROM et un point TO.

Navigation Direct TO

Ca typo do navigation pout so dirouler salon deaux processus:

o snow rodiale. ca qui correspond & as d~router do sa position prisente vons un but TO.
o ewe radials, ce qui correipond ias doroutor do se position pr~sento pour toit rejoindre un but TO ou s'iioigner du.n but FROM

salon une radiasi cholsie per I iquipaga.

Ralliement d'un but mobile

A partir des caractiristiques du but mobiie (vitstaw at route). des conditions pritentes du vol. (vitess at vent), ie ,calculateur d~te~rml-
no un but do raillloment et effectue une navignt~on Direct TO vers ce but.

Navigation sur uns route

Co calculateur a la capaciti do consarvar en mimoire 10 routes dq navigation pouvant comprondro jusqu'h 10 points tournaits (WAY
POINTS) skiectionnis parmi l'.nsamble des points mimorisis dens Is calculateur.

Lensomble do cot points so do ces routes pout 6tre insfiri dans le~ cal~ulatour au moyen d'un dispositif d'insertion do donn~es
D.iD. iDota insertion device) ou manuollement.

PATTERN de recherche

Parmi los ph~ase, importantes do as mission SAR, ]a Phase recherche (phase C) a une place priviliglie, car do &a riussite dipenci Is suc-
cat do Ia mission.

Pour cola, 1'6quipacIs dispose dle trait circuits do recherche (Pattern)

- Pattern 6chelle (creeping ladder)
- Pattern carri expensfi (expanding square)
- Pattern becteur (clover leaf)

Miss on atationrairo (HOVER) -PATTERN APPROACH TO HOVER

Cotta navigation a pour but d'amener l'hillcoptire A uno miss an stationnaire face au vent (phase D).

Le paint do stationreire (MARK POINT) pout Atre, soit un but disign6 sur l'6cran radar par l'intermidiaire d'un mini-manche (JOY
STICK), salt un but difini au passage do sa verticals en eifixent* so position sur Is posts do commands du calculateur do ndvigation.4

Cetto navigation s'effactue en deux phaset

- Is promibre ambino Ilhiicoptire face au vent sur Is point do transition (TURN POINT)
- Ia douxiime phase consists en une transition vers Is boas du point do transition vera Is point MARK suivant uno direction fix..

Pendant Is promlire phase, le calculateur fournit un rouiis commandi (ROLL STEERING) au coupisur directeur do vo), pendant
Is dleuxitme phase, Ie calculateur dle navigation continue Is guidaga latiral at calcule Is distance au point MARK afin quo Is cou-
piour directour de vol (CDV) aluste o Isdiiliration longitudinal..

MARAPIN VENT

POINTMAR POINTSIIO

C I --------------
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POINT DE ThANBIYPO I AY

ACQUISI1111TIONN DbE LA HAUTEUR DE STATIVINNAIRqE FINALE

3.2 Ls syst~m. do Pilotage automatique (A. F.C.S.)

Le syst~ma do Pilotage Butomnatique entrant dons Is coinposit'on du syst~me de siissioti SAR est un systime 4 aexs, constitud

- d'un pilot. automatique analogique duplex assurant Is stabilisation do Is machine autour des axes roulls-tangpage at lecet
- d'un coupleur diracteur do vol num~rique bi-processeur assurant Is rialisation sur las axes tengage-roulia et collectif des modes

d!ta de croisi~re et des modes n~cessaires A l'acconiplissament des missions SAR.

Modes do crolslire

Les modes de croisi~re disponibles au niveau coupleur directeur de Vol sont les skuvants

ALT capture at tenue d'une altitude berom6triQue
A/S acquisition at tenue d'une vitesse air affichhe

V/S capture at tenue d'une vitesse varticale affirch~e
HOG capture ot tenue d'un cap affichi
NAV en ionction dle Ia s~lection faite sur le poste dle commende des visualisations

"* interception et suivi d'une radiale VGA
"* interception at suivi d'une route issue dui cAlculeteur de nivigation ou du r'~oepteur OM0EGA

ILS capture at ;uivl d'un faiscaeu LOC et d'un faiscesu GLIDE
VOR A capture at suivi d'un foaiceeti VOR an approche
GO-AROUND mode d'urgence correspondent 6 I'acquisition d'une vitesse air programm6e m.75 Kts etf dune vitesse

ascensionnelle V/S gaplement programrn6o do 500 ft/mn.

Modes SAR

NAV wuivi du Pattern de recherche s6lectA au niveau du calculaenur da navigation
H.HT acquisition et tanue en stationnalre d'une altitude racii34le.ztrique pnks~lectA. entre 40 at 300 ft
r.R.HT acquisition at se's, d'une altitude de croisibre radioalectrique prkhlictde entre 100 at 2500 It
HOV acquisition et tenue d'une vitosse dloppler null.
G.SPD acquisition et tonue d'une vitease doapplar Vx atV
TODWN acquisition automai~que d'une altitude radiolectrique pristlectde St di- stationnaire doppler
T.UP transition A portir du stati'snnalr. vera uno altitude redio~lectrlque pr~shloct~a ICR.HT)

F.UIP mode do ascurit6 dons lea phones do recherche at doi statlonnaire qu: d~songage eutornatiquement tous lea eutres
modes dis quo I'oppareil descend on dlessous d'une altitude radio6lectrique pra~lentfie et donne un ordreA
monter avac une vitosse vertical@ programm6e

Example d'utiltaetlorm du couplour

Phase recherche los modes suivanta sont g~n~ralement utillisls

- CR.IP.T Meintien de l'appareil h ['altitude radloAlectriqaie prsisalect~s. Ce mode est assurA par laexe L-ollactif.

-.A/S Maintien d'un. vitesse air ;ur Is pattern do recehrche .Ce mode eart assurA par I'axe tengage.

-NAV :Suivi do Is trajectoire do recherche siesct~a dens io caculateur de navigation. Co mode eat assurA par I'exe roulis.
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3.3 U Isotia do Ivlsaumlltioi et radar

3.3.1 Systime do v~suallsatio.1

RANERETEU CA 1OCULNATEUR CMADE GET CLUATEUR RADA

sytMBOLE duelLE biplSYMBs d exdm-ytie dniusfocinatd aoLEnSodat tofr n

de cntiuatio en8 cns 3i pen.dtot~ urlu 'o

- Un boftiocler gconfrsturtdon symbols COGS.).tete urFn 'a

Le ponissts do no mId perm ot:c spacecpltl oi-ytm o2AI ln ios

C ou heque d emi-systimesocmsed

- dou tbs lcathonriqers mooud lsur lISadotyp hdonsintl~ sur l~rnE avseIseto pl Icanch deA soat pesrmant esfnct.. s Ia

- do holslor I6da sourc do navmatone (BGSt ogudg.

- debfto d'lnlerIa vaer do TIsrue Isive(C
-*U dposetso do tommandu domlsont re.ru~slscmadsncsars sms nour uss~

- Pour lhequste vlusllsatknonaasnesml

* do idlfcionir Is vaour du capisuaiseon su lHD ElI!Geviulsfonsr16ro AIet.emnns
*do cholsir Is cource do daisataoncat dou mode SeCTUSCER+ AAPTE

a do cholsir Is alu demytom moutre posuirle (CopS)r

* d'assurar Is recoafiguratlon manuello lorsqu'lI y a mauvals fonctionnoment d'un demi-syst~me.

La vlsut.llaetlon glndrle per l'autre dornl-systime ostt slorj envoy~o stir Is group* d'6crans do celul en panne..
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Des-rption do. command.s

I)Commandesompre pilots at mp~liote

cat commandos aont idantiques entre ella,. Eli"s comprennont:

a) La sileotlon du mode do vivlintamlaon sur 1Vioren I4Sl

Cotte 0milcton oat tialiuie per appul aur lune des huit touches fugitives dont six sont utillsita.

Los modes ailactables sont :

- HSI -SCT -ROR-PTN -HOV -ADI

L& wilaction eat virifli~e par contr6le visual sur 1ricnn correspondent.

CR5 35? 25.4mm
twD1344 31 35KCT

0

15
24 /'' jjq%

Figuatio HSIAADF" 1
F~urtenHl4V0R1 FR WAV

Cotta figuration eat aemblable on ce qui concern* sa priscitation gindrale 6 cells prdsontis sur un HSI +RM I coriventionnel.

Elfa comport* an plus lea indications suiventes

- distanca balise ou prochain way-point
- Vitosso Sol

- route at cap ailactis
- source de. navigation pour Ie HSI
- sources d'i'formations affectitas aux aiguilles RML.

Figuration seaseur (SCT) at radar (ItOR)

La figuration sectaur roprAtante a carte de navigation, fonction du mode do navigation choisi, dons le secteur avant de l'appa-

rail. Los informations radar peuvont Atre superpooles A cette figuration AIQl toucho ROR am oangagAb..

FigUSio 0201.41l

Ce ~ ~ N0 2 mNd 135nea hoolsifratosr4eairsAI rnito asI Tatoniea atned toni

Le ifonitin pisntesmotla slvnt3

F pintuorationnHOVER aR

- Vitos= dopolor Vx atV
- vitessa Sol

hauteur radio-sonde actualla at do consigns
=vent.
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2244

Figuration PATTERN

Ce mode prismnte I& trac# d'un des 4tPattern* do recheriche m6mot 26d dns Is caiculatour do navigation, Cotte figuration per-

z ~it Uno vorification visusilo do.s donn~es entries dons It caicuistour do navigiation lors do liý pr~paratiori do Is mission ou on
vol ions l'ilvertuoI3 ehngemonts des carocthristiquos du !tottern.

-so~t do sulyro l'~volution do I'appanoli qur un Pattern dlonn6.

Ce mode do visuaolisationi pormet Agalomont Is pr~sentation du Pattern HOVER utilis6 irons Isi photo do vol Transition down
guid6c.

Frauration ADI

Cotta figuration pout Atro appolA, str 1'6,!ran EHSI Iors d'un panne do I 'cran EADI. Elio remt idontique o tile qul figtirall p*i
o~demment stir I 'damn EADI.

U '~ .4.-S AL
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V/S LOC A/S

* 0

0

18

b) La o~lection doles source do navigation

Cheque pilot* dispoe d'un s~lectour lul permettont do choisir Is source do navigation dont ii souheite visuaiiiser let Informs-
thans.

Los sources sillectables sont:

R.NAV (Celoulateur do Navigation)

Cotte s~lection pormet Is visualisation des informations issues du caiculeteur, fonction du type do navigation choisi sur son
poste do commando. Cas informations sont visuallls eaen mode HSI-SECTEU R-PATTEIIN ou HOVER.

OHS (OMEGA)

En con do panne du caiculateur principel, Ini -io~ n du r~captsur OMEGA so failt on utilisant Iamposition ONS. Los informa-
tions issues do i'OM EGA peuvont kmr alors visu.. en mode HSI ou secteur.

VOR/LOC I - VOR/ILOC 2

Visualisation des Informations VOR ou VOR/DME en mode HSI ou sacteur.

088

En mode secteur-ýrsdar porme. & Paide du bouton tCRS3 P'affichage d'une droite orientA. A pertir dolIf maquette, droite
visualisant Ia route future s~ilct~a.

SON

En mode iecteur-i-rader, lorsque co demuir eat on mode Beacon permot 6 Ilaida du bouton cClIS* i'affichaeg d'un* droite
orientile A pertir du beacon ollectil. Catte droite visualise Ia route pour rejoindre Is beacon.

TST

Position du silectour permattant d'lnitililsor I., test du soussystime visualisation.

c) Affectet~on des dewy algulilee RMI

En mode HSI deux aiguillos AMI pouvent Wte viosuai s~e urlI* plateau do route HSI.

Laffectation de ca aiguillies aux mnoyans do navigation correspondent we falt A Iaide do daux invt~rseurs Atrois Position~sk

- Inversiur 1 -algullle fine
VOR 1-OFF-DF

- Invorseur 2 -aigulilae double
VOR 2 -OFF -ADF

all Swaltion dolen route & sulwro (CRS)

Una commando per bouton rotatii urn butie peimet d'ajustor Is route allecte Ak to valour choisie. Le contr6le me falt sur
1P6cran o4 un Index mettrialise cette route dovant 11cheiles does cape. En mode HSI1 it seotur, I& velour numirique do Ia route
sllectil. pout kmr lug dens Is coin hautgaucho do 11cran.

2) Caesrnwsdaiowsmsunss aux plancuas piloto et oopliote

Le r~io des commandos commurics eet do contr6ier des informations ouJ dos tonctions qui no peuvent prendre dew' velours ou
dew' modes diff~rents & un instant donnA.

a) Wolctiost do 1clichello does distances NAV

Ceras commando permit Is sillection do l~Atille doi distances en mode SCT. SCT+RDR. PATTERN. Sept Achelie saont dli-
ponibles : 2,5, 10,20.40,980 at 160 Nm.
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b) Ijimtl de M pmnlOh MIMOmu COy. Coqwmm d remomslguatianw dV11116~

Rftlollae par un commutateur 6 4 positine. amt" commande parmet:

- En poaltkonN1oufih2

# deonvoyer our in 6e~rmns paotm mt copilot. des figurations indopndentes illabor~fta rpctivemmnt par Is BGS 2 at Is
SGS 1.

* do liar in CDV A IEHS iplot@moucoplotmmmWon quo lon ataoutN2 ou Nl

- Ekn position 811

0 d'anvoyair out 1lhcran pilots, tort d'une panne du 13GS 2 ou du BATIE 2, Is mmme figuration quo calls prosantie mu
copiloto tlabor4. per Is BGS 1.

* dolalr Is CDV Al IEHSI 1.

- En position 82

L ~0 d'mnvoysir sur iicran copilots, ora d'unm panne du BGS I ati du BATIE 1, Is mAm* figuration qua Celim presantdo mu
pilots dimborie par I. 905 2.

* do liar It CDV bI 'EHSI 2.

a) Corn a6-do. daliastlon do cmp (HOG)

Uno commando par bouton rotatli sans bull. parmat d'a juster Is cap A tenir Ji Is velour choisia. Le contr6ia an P.ik stir 'Icran
ora un Indext mattrlaillm cm cap devant as rosm dms cape, En mode HS! at sectour to valour nunsirique du cap slacwt4 pouit Atre
lue dons Is coin haut gauche do l'cron.

3.3.2 Systima Radar

Le SystA~na Radar awsure les fonctiona m~tlo at recherche, 11 rallsa les fonctions suiventes

1. Modes nst

a) Mode WEATHER -WX

Los niveaux d'intensit* des pities sont repr~santils sur 1l6cran per des zones da coulaurs suivantes:

- Vert doImlmAi4 mm/houre
- jaune do d4 mmlA2 mm/houre
- rouge plus do 12 mm/haurs

b) Mce-I WEATHER ALERT -WXA

Mkma roprisentation qua pour Is mode WX minis as coulaur rouge clignota.

Do plus, si sur ure distance do 45 NMV au-dell do Ilichaile s~lict~e, una information do niveau rou2a apperaft. V'indication
tTGT ALT* cligroote, an hout do 'l~cran.

2. Modam SEdARCHe I IRC
Mode recherche utios~l aui-dessts do Is mar pour des 6chelles intrifirm ure at gmms A 10 NM.

b) ModeaSEARCH 2 -SICH 2

Mode identique au prdc,1dent mals li ne posside pas Is ionction #SEA CLUTTER REJECTION*.

4i Mode SEARCH 3 - SIRCH 3

Mod, do racherche (moping) utilisable avec toutes les 6chalims.

3. Modes secondairee

En plus dmo madam primaira ci-donsus, Ie sous-systilms radar permat Ins modes secondaires ci-apris:

a) LOU

Priaentatlon stir 'lcorn radar do Is list., des way-points at do lour coordonnes issue-, du systime do navigation siliecti sur Ia
bofte do commands EFIS copi~ote (salt R.NAV, salt ONS at appartenant Alas route on court).

b) CHECK LIST

Pr~lsentation sur IAcran radar dolIn chock list pri ot post flight.

c) NAV

Viosulisation stir l~bcran radar do In navillation choisit perles copilote our sa'baita do commando EFIS (R.NAV, ONS, VOR/
LOC 1, VOR/LOC 2). Catt* Information NAV pout 11tre au non wurimpoeile aux modes primairea.

.5.....
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d) 9IACON -CN

-Vlsaslltation dos 2 Impubion BEACON at dui code do W beIl M1 cohul- e 6t0 SfloA.
-PcOSSUMit dutlllaor kLi function BEACON/TRACK commo our let El-SI pilots et coplote

tonedod SCN pout Wtr aurimposi aux modes rrimalras cii utilis soul,

9) JOY STICK

Cone function pernwt Ia dielgnosion d'un point do It6crn radar A lasid. d'un curasur quo r'on pout d~plco en X at Y A lsi*
do dCu JOY STICK.

Ce point d~signil oat envoy6 our lee 6crans EF19 (mnodo SECTEUR-PATTERN-lIOVERI at eta celculaeaur do navigetlon.

Porticslaerltt du aous-ystilmo visuallaotion+rador

L'onoomblo dut sous-syst~nie vlwellisetion+radar ot conqu pour pormlttiv Ia vlsutalisetlon dot infonnetlont

- NAV ota NAV-+RADAR c6tt pilots ot copilote star li6cran 5149
- RADAR ota R ADAR +NAV our ld6cran radar InstellA dorns Io petis contralo doles plencho do bord oMA6 copiloto.

Coal impllquo Ia ponsibilitiI d'evolr doux 6chollet des distenco.. Urn dchelle dot distances eerie do navigation, tans 6chollo dot
distances; ralar.

Cotte coepcii ott obtonuo per utillsetion do donx intorfacet radar (RIUl - RIU2). L'utan fonctionno aoec i'6cholle radarS
loctie star Ia bofto do cummendo radar, I'autreaevec lichelib, SlocQ star Is bolts do commandio SF IS.

Cos denx inteorfe. travaillont Slon molon doux modes:

- En made normel

511l y a comnpetiblllt* mitre Its 6cholles, l'tan dot interfaces commando loensoblo hmettotar/ricoptour ot ontenna St lot
denx intorfacet oxploitant Is mdioim signal vidda lsat do I'Amettour/rtcoptour.

- En mode aetteraneb Soan

Wil y a conflit ontra lot donx 6clolles, Its deux interfaes in pertagont per moitil I@ tempe de balayege do I'antonno:

- rotation do gaucho A droito do leantenno pour lkchello 1.
- rotation do droite b gaucho pour l4cholle 2.

Darns ce fomonctionnennt cheque interfae oxploito Io signal vId~c issu do l'tmotour-rtcopseur lonqu'il correspond A ao
propra 6chollo.

Lo passage do l'un A 'autatr des doux modes cl-donut ott autometique aelan In Silection dot icholles.
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IHIKH-ISI INTEGIATED PHKWECT:

A NAVAL, U MlUTY AND COMMECIAL IIUJCOPU SYSTEM

by

Pieto AMi- EH 10 t P•rem Manager
Rugeto Bflsawrini - EH 101 Chief Project Manager

Gov=iW Maorati - EM 101 Advarce Desn
Giovanai Pagliao/Lucimu AMunii - EH 101 Design to Cost

AGUSTA S.pa.
Vm Caldeta - MUMludy

SUMMARY

The Royal Navy and Marina Militare Italiana tasked EHI to develop a new ahipborna
helicopter.
The two Navies defined a common eat of requirements related to the basic common
helicopter plus a dedicated different set for each specific mission.
Concurrently EHI made an autonomous research on the potential Et 101 Civil and
Utility Market. Through those analyhsi EURI came to the conclusion that a common
basic holo could satisfy all the amalgamated requirements even if the basic roles
were sometimes very different. Following is the exposition of the rationale asld the
trade off approach which was successfully devised and implemented to the aim of
producing a multivariaut A/C with the best compromise of a performance and cost.

I. REQUIREENTS' ANALYSIS

In order to amalgamate the differing and competitive requirements for naval, civil
knd utility applications a comparative requireuents analysis was carried out.

Tab, 1 gives a synthetic view of the more demanding requirements for the three
basical roles % Naval, Civil transport, Utility.

T A B L E I

EH '0l INTEGRATED PROJECT OPERATIONAL REqUIREMENTS FOR NAVAL
/N - M-. CIVIL AMO UTILITY APPLICATIONS

PERTORMANCE NAVAL CIVIL UTILITY

Payload -3000 Kg internal -30 passengers -up 20 * 35 troops
cargo -5000 K& internal -4500 K& internal

cargo cargo

-4500 Kg excernal -4500 K& external
cargo car&(

-20 people as
secondary role

Range/Endurance 4 HRS on station 500 Nm 250 Nm
(250 Nm radius)

Roles ASW/ASV Passenger transp. Mixed transp.
(Duncking sonar

sonobuoy)

Maximum speed 16.) Eta 150 Eta 150 Eta

Cruias speed 140 KEt 150 Eto 150 Ktc
(S.L. ISA + 20*C) (3000 ft ISA+20C) (6000 ft+15C)

Hovering 0.G.E. SL ISA + 20*C and - SL ISA + 30'C
thrust uaa~in 5X at max AUW

- 6000 ft ISA+20"C 5000 ft ISA+20"C
at 95% max AOW at max AUW

01 performance Flayawey max 100 ft 1000 ft runway Complete

SL iba+20*C at AUW Cat. A rejected Mission 'El
take off
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Mae. AUW 13000 K8 14290 Kg 14290 Xg

Agility High Normal Normal

Weather cond. All weather All weather All weather
Temperature - 060C + 306C - 40'C + 50*C - 400C + 50%C
Icing Heavy Heavy Moderate
Wind Take off and landing NO specif.requir. NO specif.requir.

at 50 Kta ahead except std
35 Kta lateral FAA part 29
20 Kto behind

Blade folding Tee Io Yes

Tail folding Yes No No

Landing system + 3* pitch No specif. requir. No apecif.Ttquir.
able to + V roll

Landing gear High energy Normal Crashworthy

Flotation 2 hra at sea state 3 Sufficient to allow 2 hra sea state 3
passenger to escape

Helicopter in Yea No No
flight refueling
(H:rk)

Crashworthy fuel Yes No Tea
System

Control Single pilot Single pilot IFR Dual pilot

Cockpit panel Advanced to reduce Advanced to reduce Advanced to
pilot work load pilot work load reduce pilot work
Tactical presents- load.
tion to pilot(a)

AFCS Able to incorporate Normal Normal
special ASW/ASV model IFR single pilot
Mission survivability
after first failure

Navigation Autonomous integrated Based upon ground Autonomous and
high precision cupport based upon ground

support

Avionic system System monitoring System monitoring System monitoring
and autoconfiguration and autoconfigu- and autoconfigu-
capability ration capability ration capability
Mission &ensor
integration/coordina-
tion.

Cost : For all variants to maximize commonality in order to lower non racurrina dn4
unit 'oduction cost,

Dejign priority meximise Maximize Maximise
AvailahilitZ Safey Aveilabilita

reliahillty

From the above table it is possible to highlight how different are the three sets of
requirements and iow each of them could lead to a complete tdifferent helicopter
configuration.
Some txamples will emphasize this statement.
In the naval role the payload has almost the same weight of the civil and utility
ones, but the dimensions of the naval equipment are c,)pletely different from the
passenger transport payload. Furthermore the need for a naval A/C to deploy a
dipping saonr requires a great deal of mission time spent in hover condition. These
requirements lead toward a cabin size narrower and long, while in a civil passenger
transport role or in the mixed cargo-passenger transport a wider body fuselage is
necessary. Figs 1, 2 shown the design process and the result is a solution that was
driven by the civil/utility variant. But this solution vnuid have direct
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disadvantages upon the naval variant in term of weight, evea if a greater
flaxibility is injected into the naval applications (see fig. 3).
In a similar way the requirement for agility it is mostly demanded by the naval
variant in order to cope with the need to land in a confined space on ship, with
strong gusty winds and a rough sea while for the Civil and Utility this is not
required. The conclusion is that for an articulated elastomeric configured main
rotor hub in a naval application the hinge offset would bs greater while for the
other variants 2.51 would be more than adequate (see fig. 4).
The choice for EH 101 was driven by the naval application and hence a 51 main rotor
offset was selected. This choice of course has posed some penalties in terms of
weight on the Civil/utility variants (wider rotor head heavier configuration).
The same type of cousiderations were used for all the major requirements listed in
table I and the majority of the helicopter features ware designed in order to fulfil
the requirements' envelope with consequences on weight.
Another aspect of the problem was the different design priorities assigned to the 3
basic helicopter variants.
Again in attempting to reconcile all the differing aims such as mission safety,
reliability, helicopter availability, etc. EHI was obliged to envelop them in a sole
sat of requiraments with direct consequences on the system design : obtaining a
triple engine installation together with 3 hydraulic pumps, 3 electrical generators,
etc.
The design choices were amalgamated in a such way as to minimize the weight impact,
but nevertheless a weight penalty was recognized as unavoidable.
In such a situation the weight issue becomes the major design concern and the
designers in order to achieve the optimum design were obliged to introduce as many
new technologies features as possible ( soe fig. 5).
This process produced a good helicopter with a wider range of application (nave],
civil, utility) and an all-up-weight (AUW) well within the trend of the existing
in development helicopters (see fig. 6).

The result of this activity will be better exemplified in the next chapters but it
is possible summarize it in the following : the new technology approach was
successfully applied through :

- Wide use of composites (main and tail rotor heads and blades, tail unit,
superstructure) ( see fig. 8)

- Split load path technique also in main and tail rotor head.
- Wide utilization of on-board computing for aircraft management, data processing

and cockpit presentation.
- Health and Usage Monitoring, through the aircraft management computer, for

transmission dynamic system, structures and systems.
- Integrated avnonic architecture
- All CRT cockpit displays

2. REQUIREMENTS VS. DESIGN FEATURES

The preceding chapter illustrated the general requirements for the three basic
variants of the EH 101.
In order to define a configuration these are translated into detail desig.,
requirements at subsystem level. The process of the actual definition is act, lly
very complex and requires both quantitative and qualitative analysis. Design
requirements as a general rule are conflicting with one another, and this is more so
when 3 basically different missions are to be fulfilled by one aircraft.
The optimization process is first performed at high level where basic design
philosophias are stated. These are then translated into preliminary design. At .his
stage quantitative optimization is possible and directs the iteration process until
the best compromise in line with the design goals is reached.
A top down design approach indicates as basic goals for the EH 101:

- Safety, for the civil missions.

- Mission reliability, for the naval/military.

- Extended performance and operational envelope for all roles.

- Improved life cycle cost for all roles.

These together with basic aeronautical design philosophies (foremost is eight
minimization) and a Production end Market oriented approach have driven Development
effort along the following guidelines:

- Maximum commonality

- Modular design with interchangeability features where commonality is not cost
effective.

- Extensie use of new technologies, in materials, avionics, aerodynamics an,

design.

- Redundancy in structural and system design.
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- On board computerised A/C Nanagement System.

Health and Usaes monitoring of Dynamic components structure and systeas

- R A M oriented design.

- Maturity programme in advance of the entry into service of the production

helicopters.

The following paragraphs show how operational requirements were translated into
design requirements and then into subsystem configuration.
The result at system level is discussed in the conclusions.
The Eli 101 configuration appear$ to be a step improvement in safety and performance
with a competitive empty weight/AUW ratio (see fig. 6).
The costs also (fig. 7), in terms of manufacturing hours, shows a satisfactory
allocation, taking in configuration the relatively severe requirements to bh met.

2.1. MAIN ROTOR

2.1.1. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

DRIVING REQUIREMENTS CONSEQUENT DESIGN FEATURES

Max AUW M/R blades and hub sizing
14290 Kg (Civil)
130C0 Kg plus growth (Naval)

Power folding - Tension link with blade fold
system

Wind on Ground
65 XTS parked - High stiffness design of M/R hub,
60 KTS during folding and reeving up ton3ion link and blades
and down

Poleability of A/C M/R and Tail Unit - Folding hinges at a high radial
within 52 x 18 x 17 ft box station

Maneuverability in flight and during - Flap hinge offset at 5E R
take off and landing on ships with
Busty winds 50 KTS up ahead, 35 KTS
lateral 20 KTS behind

Low vl'iration levels - Low hinge offset
in cockpit and cabin at Cruise speed - 5 blades (0.1 g)
(.05 g in the cockpit) - Head absorber option

Operation in full icing conditions Deiced blades through electrical
at cruise speed - 10 KTS, 10000 ft, heater mats
- 30*C

Maintainability (redu.ed MMH/FN) - Elastomeric bearings
- Reduced number of parts
- Electrical blade folding system

instead of hydraulic.

Safety

- Fail safe and damage tolerant - Dual load path for flap and lead/lag
features loads (composite hub/support cone)

- Multiple loop windings for centri-

fugal loads (2 + 2 at each bearing)

- Use of composite materials (low
crack propagation)

- Low stress in composite hub : sized

by stiffness

- Resistance to lightning strike Bonding

'eight Maximirazion of composite Materials
(carbon fibre and glass), Aluminum
alloys, Titanium alloys
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Minimum also of M/R blades (chord and
radius) compatible with performance
(third generation distributed airfoils,
Berp Tip)

Rover power Minimum disc loadiug at Naval weight:
(max. rotor diameter), mininum chnrd

Max flight speed - Retreating blade stall t large
blade area (chord, radius) or high
maximum lift airfoils and BERP tip
which delays entry into stall
boundaries.

- Advancing blade max divergence

Thin airfoils
High divergence mach number air-
foils - Swept (BERP) tip.

Max flight spied power - Low blade area, low Cd air-
foils, Low drag hub (Thin cross
section, low radius, fairings)

Minimum External Noise Low Tip speed, 5 blades

Quick rotor braking at high wind Lead lag Static/dynamic stops
speeds and without shutting off engines

2.1.2. Design Solution

The requirements are highly conflicting with one another. The beast solution can be
obtained only by a quantitative optieization exercise.
The resulting configuration is shown in figs. 9,10.
Its main features are

- 5 blades 18.6 m. diameter, 0.68 m chord. 204 m/s tip speed, distributed RAE
third generation airfoils, BERP tip.

- 5 elastomeric spherical bearings for centrifugal loads, plus 5 spherical
centering elaatomerxc bearings for shear loads.

- Conventional dampers for initial A/C release. Elastomeric dampers are in
development for later releases.

- All composite blade

- Mixed composite/metallic hub

- Composite 28Z in weight

- Titanium 19% in weight

- Steel 381 in weight

- Al/Alloy 15% in weight

- De-iced blades

- Faired hub and tension links

- Two options are offered for the hub (The first is standard for naval
applications).

- Power folded blades
- M..n folding blades

- The weights are :

- Folding rotor : 1470 KS
- Non folding rotor : 1290 K&

Fig. 11 shows that the chosen rotor solution is on the general weight trend, while
offering significantly higher performance and flexibility. At the specification
naval weights (13000 Kg) it is slightly above the trend, but if weight growth is
taken into account up to the civil A.U.W. (14290 Kg) the EH 101 M/R is about 80 Kg
below the line.

A: ________
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If a ton common non foldable configuration is chosen a significant improvement is
obtained and the ER 101 configuration in 260 Kg below the tro"d line 

t
It is to be noted that for this particular issue the weight penalty of folding is
significant thus commonality was not pursued.
PiS. 12 suggests similar comments in terms of manufacturing hours.

2.2. DRIVE SYSTEM AND POWERPLANT

2.2.1. Design Requirements

DRIVING REQUIREMENTS CONSEQUENT DESIGN FEATURE

Total gear reduction 97.4 : 1 4 stages MGB

13000 Kg for Naval A/C 4640 HP T.O. rating

14290 Kg for Civil A/C 5100 HP T1O. rating

Hover at 35 Kta lateral wind with 15% 1170 HP Max power for T/R drive
pedal margin at 13000 Kg (naval AUW)

Low specific fuel consumption Engine operating at high power,
thus having a low power margin
above hover power.

Quick rotor braking - High performance rotor brake
15 sacs from 80% RPM with engine in G.I. - 2 Actuated freewheels

Accessory drive on ground through one Actuated freewheel on one engine
engine svitchable from main rotor mode

to accessory power mode.

Maintainability Accessibility to transmission
refills' levels, pumps, filters,
sensors. Ease of transmission
assembly installation and removal.
Accessibility and ease of removal of
accessories (generators, hydraulic
pumps).

Resistance to corrosive environment No Ma&nesium Alloys.
(sea operation)

Low weight/complexity Twin engined solution

OEI PERFORMANCE

- Safe flyaway after engine failure High ratio of total contingency
at 13000 Kg, 100 ft aboar ground, power O.E.I. relative to T.O, power.
SL ISA + 20*C, still air Ideally the ratio should be unity.

- AUW not limited by O.E.I. performance This is obtained through high engine
for Civil operations. power margins above hover power and/

or a multi engined (3) :onfiguration
(allowing a lower power margin for each
engine)

- Improvement in Lubrication system - Separation of AGB and MGB. Oil loss
in one does not affect safe opera-
tion.

- Lubrication system completely
duplicated in Main Gearbox
two sumps, two pumps, two circuits,
two oil jets at each lubrication
point.

- Oil loss capability 30 minutes at - Separation of AGB and MGB. Oil
120 Kta plus 2 Min at take off power loss in one does not affect safe

operation.

- Dual lubrication system in MGB
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- Special configurations and materials
for beArings.

built in oil pockets inside theSctaming

- Early warning and diagnostic of Health Monitoring System
failures - Oil pressure and temperature

sensmors

- learing temperature seasors

S- 'Inttlligent chip detectors"
(quantitative Debris Monitoring).

-Vibration Monitoring

- Minimisation of damag% due to engine
high energy rotors bursts

Engine Separation
- Reduction o* vulnerability to bullet

hits

2.2.2. Design Solution

The resulting drive system arrangement is shown in fig. 13,14.15. Relevant
characteristics of the drive system/tranamission powerplant is i

- 3 T700 Engines : T700(401A for the Basic Naval Variant (1680 Hp each), 3 CT7.6A
for the Civil Variant (2020 HP each) and for the Growth Naval Variants.

- Transmission designed for 4640 NP and matured to 5100 HP rating during Development

- Dual lubrication system

- Isolated accessory gearbox driving one 90 EVA and one 10 EVA generator, plus
2 hydraulic pumps.

- Main gearbox driving one Q0 EVA generator plus one hydraulic pump.

- 3 Micron fine oil filtration to reduce gear and bearing wear

- Health Monitoring system (see fig. 16)

The resulting weight is shown in fig. 17, while manufacturing hours comparison is
illustrated in fig. 18.

2.3 TAIL ROTOR

2.3.1. Design Requirements

DRIVING REQUIREMENTS CONSEQUENT DESIGN FEATURES

4640 NP t 5100 HP T.O. rating Hover thrust: 1500 Kg Min.

Rover with
50 XTS head wind Nigh pitch angles and high thrust
35 ITS lateral winu capability
with 15E pedal margin at Naval weights

Fin blockage Nigh rotor diameter or small fin

weight Small tail rotor diameter and chord.
and/or high lift coeffi.cient airfoils.
High tip speed.

Anticlockwise M/R rotation Clockwise (leaking from left of the
A/C) T/R rotation so as to counte-
ract M/R vorticity in lateral flight.

Clearanca from ground High Tail Rotor configuration

Low external noise Low tip speed

VI.
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parking on deck with 65 Ktr NQ flap/lag hinges
unrostrained
SSiaplicity / lMaintai~vtility e earinglems configuration.Where hinges are required, use of

elastomeric bearings.

Operation in ice conditions Anti-ice, blades

Saf(:ty Damage tol-xances : maximum use of
compoAitea

2.3.2. Damian Solution

Fig. 19 shown the selected T/R configuration. whose main features are z

- 4 m diameter
- 0.305 chord
- 198 m/a tip speed

Clockwise rotation

Soft in plans all composite hub. Feathering is enabled through two elastomeric

bearings per blade.
All composite blade with integral pitch horn.
Weight is shown in fig. 20
The particularly clean and simple design gives a satisfactory cost comparison as

indicated ýn fig. 21.

2.4 AIRFRAME AND TAIL UNIT

DRIVING REQUIREMENTS CONSEQUENT DESIGN FEATURES

- Loading capability for - Almost trapezoi'al cabin section
30 passengers able .o load 4 ,assengers for run
4500 Kg of cargo
3000 KS of mission equipment - Standard floor rails for quitc

change of payload.

- Capability to carry n small vehicle - Rear ramp
inside the cabin

- Crashworthy airframe type Metallic type construction with
high deformation frames. tsLlding
gear provided with plasticizing
interchangeable units.

- High ground ship deck mobility - Wheeled, tricycle forward landing
gear

- Inherent longitudinal stability - Vertical fin
to cope with the tail rotor loss

- Structural redundancies in the main - Fail safe/damage tolerant design,
frames, large use of composites materials.

- Heavy icing condition - Anti-iced horizontal stabilizer.
engine intakes and windscreen

- Easy loading of cargo and passengers - Wide (2 m) starboard door. For cargo

Airstair port door for passengers and
crew.
Rear ramp door for small vehicles and
large cargos.

2.4.1. Airframe Design Solution

In order to comply with all the above requirements the choice was to design a

modular airframe because the requirements were too different to each other and the
weight penalty associated unacceptable for a single airframe.
The tour modules are ; (see fig. 22) forward fuselage. cabin, rear fuselage and tail
unit.
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The forward fuselage nodule is built in two different technologies: the lower aida
Is traditiondl ma'al construction with frames, bulkhead and metal panels, while the
upper galsing stlucture Is completely composite construction (s fig. 25).
The main cabin is simply built in frames and honeycomb paeels with two main beams
(see fig. 26).

The reason why the lower forward fuselage end the main cabin is in metal
construction i& meanly due to the crashworthy requirements.
The third module is the rear fuselage whete the 3 variants have their major
differenes i each variant has a dedicated rear fuselage (see fig, 22) one for
navel, one for civil compriting a wide baggage compartment, and one for the utility
with a raur ramp. Rear fuselage type of construction is conventional bseimonocoque
and it is connected to the cabin and to the tail unit through modulai joints.
The last airframe module is the tail unit comprising vertical fin, horizontal
stabiliser, intermediate and 90' gear box attachments.
The type of construction is completely in comp-site (see fig. 27) and this reduced
the weight, in respect to the convuntional construction, and also cost because of
the simplicity achieved is such that all the complete unit is manufactured in only
20 pieces.
While the tail unit will be Initially safe life certified the type of construction
is such as to have an inherent fail-safe capability that will be utilized In a later
staee to meet a damage tolerant certification. Finally all the superstructure for
engines and transaission cowlings, compartments and fairings are basically in
composites material.(se figure 28)

Analysis of the diagrams It fig. 23 and 24 shows that also in thia came the weight
and costs of the cabin are almost in line with trends.

2.5.1. Control System and Hydraulics Deaign Snolution

The control system is a conventional aechanical low friction design with push-pull
rods and bellcrauks : very simple and reliable.
The mechanical oyster Is directly connected to the servo valves on the 3 hydraulic
jacks controlling a conventional fixed swadhing plate. A similar system connecta the
pedals to the tail rotor hydraulic Jack. Cyclic-collective and collective yaw are
also connected through a mechanical interlink (see fig. 29).

The hydraulic system is described in fig. 30 with the 3 main integrated hydraulic
pumps connected with two change-over solenoid valves and a fourth electrically
driven AC pump for ground checks and emerkency brake accumulator recharge.
Two hydzaulics pumps are installed on the auxiliary gear box, while the third one is
installed directly on the main gear box, In such a way in case of complete failure
of the auxiliary Sgar box. at least untii the main rotor is running chers will be
hydraulic power to control it . (see fig. 13)

2.6 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

2.6.1. Design Requirements

DRIVING REQUIREMENTS CONSEQUENT DESIGN FEATURES

Power for avionics including radar and 45 KVA
sonar, blade fold, engine intake and
windscreen anti-icing

Additional power for rotors and 90 KX,

tail plane anti-de/icing

Full capability after generttor failure 2 main generators

Emergency power after 2 generators Additional 10 EVA emergency generator
failure

Independency of generator fal.lures 1 main generators uretalled on the
main gearbox, plus one main generator
on the Accessory Gearbox

2.6.2. Design Solutions

The selected electrical configurction reflects the features seen above (see fig. 31)
Commonality is not cost effective as regards anti de-icing capabilities thus
interchangeable 45 EVA or 90 EVA generators are fitted, plus a common 10 EVA
generator.
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2.7 AVTONIC SYSTIN AND DYSPLAYS

The operational requirements for this system arm different for all civil, naval or
utility variants. A strong degree of commonality was certainly not achievable. On
the contrary the safety issue, considerable pilot work load reduction and a
synthetic presentation of data were common and strong requirements.

DESIGN REqUIREMINTS CONSEQUENT DESIGN FEATURES

- Reduction in pilot work-load - C.R.T. type cockpit displays and
- Data presentation symbol generators.
- System redundancy and automatic The inboard aircraft computer (AMC)

reconfiguration after the first as a key feature to control and
system failure manage the totality of the system's

information@

- Data Integration on the pilot's - Computer, cockpit, sensors communi-
displays using the same display cation system reliable and inte-
for different purposes (engine, grated i Arinc 429 or NIL-STD-IS533
navigation, warning, etc.)

- Ease to adapt the cockpit information - Mission software dedicated and
presentation to the mission require- adaptable for any single usage.
mente.

- Systems and transmission health and - Specific H. & UN software buill
usage monitored in the ANC.

- AFCS sensors segregation from - Physical separation between the
monitoring sensors AMC and the AFCS computer.

- Helicopter to be controlled after - Stand-by instruments and display.
any single avionic failure.

- Radar metoeo Informations integrated - C.R.T. radar presentation.
on the cockpit displays.

- Improve the cockpit information - Coloured C.R.T.
presentation.

2.7.1. Avionic System andDi•s Lay Re1nS on

Fig. 32 shows the schematic avionic cockpit configuration for the naval variants.
The architecture of the system is such that it allows to have 6 cockpit displays
devoted to the aircraft management and 2 dedicated mission Oinplays. This cockpit
configuration is not the more suitable for a civil variant halo and for it a
different configuration as in fig. 33 is foreseen.
Furthermore in order to better reconcile the two different solutions it is possible
to arrive to a third configuration such as that illustrated on fig. 34.
All these solutions are possible thank to the great flexibility injected in the
basic avionic system architecture hinged around the AMC. Pig. 35 and 36 show the two
basic avionic architecture for civil and naval variants (AMS).
The main functions of the ANS are the following t Navigation. communications.
performance calculation, sensor monituring, check list. N & UN monitoring.
Segregated froL the basic ANS there is another computing system dedicated to the
"aItoatsbilization and autopilot (AFCS).
The autostabilization is a function common to all ýdrinnt while again some mission
peculiar functions will be different from one variant to th- other (cable hover,
etc.).
Analysing the two basic avionic architecture schemes it is apparent that the basic
items remain unchanged except for the communication media (NIL-STD-15535 versus
ARINC 429) and related interface units.
The new technology approac!. (airborne computer and multimicro structure) allowed to
obtain the benefits of " dedicated" solutions and at the same time to maintain a
high degree of commonality between military and civil configurations with consequent
development cost reduction, as better analized in paragraph 3.
Also the weight is contained within the conventional avionic system trend, but with
considerable more capability. And finally the safety was greatly enhanced thanks to
the duplication of all the main avionic systems (ANC. AFCS. cockpit displays, etc.)
and the capability of the halo to be controlled also in case of complete Integrated
system black-out.
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228T CONSIDIRATION

3.1 COMMONALITY

At the current status of the prugrsm we can measure in terms of money the
"commonality" of the three IR 101 variants.
As said before "comamonality" was one of the main task@ and a philosophy driving all
the possible choices during preliminary and detail deauen.
The following table gives the percentages of common part3 oo,.t over the total cost
of the helicopter including bought o*ts and raw material (unit production cost at
stabilized production).
Note that the naval variant shove a relatively low val•a of common parts. This it
due to the large value of specific avionics and armamentt.

RH 101 CONNON PARTS VALUE SPECIFIC NISSION
VARIANTS PmLTS VALUE

Naval 612 391

Utility 831 171

Civil 862 142

3.2 NON RICURRING COSTS (N,._...

A corparison study has bien conducted in order to measure the impact of extended
commonality philosophy and of intorcompantes cooperation on N.R.C.

- Table 2 synthetises the resultr of this study on the IN 101 co-operative
program.

- N.R.C.'s incurred by one company for a dedicated aircraft (translated to a EN
101 class helicopter). a three variants modular aircraft and a thre• variant
modular aircraft designed vith a second partner are compared.

- Lecture key of the table ia column "A". Column "A" says that spending 100 $ for
a dedicated helicopter project, I $ is *pent fur management. 30$ for
engineering and so on. The other columns take column "A" as a reference. For
example if ve spend 1$ for management of a dedicated helicopter (column A). EN
101 program (column "D") vill require 7 $ for management (addition of Agusta 4

WNL + lNI management coats)

- Column "I" indicates N.R.C. incurred by a single company in a three variants
modular helicopter development.
Total N.R.C. would be 791 larger than the expenditure of column "A" reference
cose.

- Column "C" reports relative expenditures incurred by ENI-WNL-Agusto to develop
RI 101 parts and systems common to the three variants,

- Column "C1 ". "C2 " "C3" give relative N.R.C. to develop add-one eqaipoents
peculiar to each of the naval, civil and utility variants,

- Column "D" gives total (all variants) development program cost incurred by tIN
+ uRL + Aguata. Indication is given that all variants N.R.C. is 2.05 times the
mono-eole single company N.R.C.

Columns " ,"i. "K3" are giving N.R.C. incurred, by each .ompany. to
develop (u6 to skabililed production phase) the three main variants. More
correctly speaking, figures represent cost incurred at nation level. Thanks to
Government and National Financial Support. Agusta afforded cost are
consistently lover, but these considerations are analysed lIter.

i
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we would Ilk, to add some comment ou the values indicated on table 2, comparing
mainly column. "D" (IN 101 full program) and "A" (dedicated, single company
aircraft).

I "anaslb.nt. This items shoes a noticeable ratio of 7 (D/A. It is easy to
ýndIratani vhy I intercoapartiea cooperation means meetings, discusslone,
travels, necessity of agreement on processes, methods, procedures and
work-sharing, etc,

2) B1n!j'nerinj. Ratio D/A of this item is 71/30.
Toaeoni-"or thWs are the longer preliminary studies and the contixtuous
evaluation and analisys of conceptual and detail solutions in order to meet the
Commonality task.
Distance between two companies designers also affects engineering wvrk in term%
of costs and time schedule.

3) Tustin&. Ratio D/A of this item to 85/39, mainly due to larger amount at
prototypes to be evaluated asd qualified. Any-how a significant number of tests
&nd results will be shared and considered valid between the military and civil
versions, If properly programmud and considered.
We can see that only 17.61 ( 15/85 . 100) of teeting will be peculiar to naval
variant. and 4.72 (- 4/85 . 100) to civil variant; while approximately 701 t-
58/55 . 100) of testing will be useful for the common helicopter, i.e. useful
for all variants.

4) Toolint. Ratio l/A - lI/S . Commonality hAs a beneficial affect on tooling
cosZt;,sjnce only a amall amount of tooling is dedicated to specific variants.
while 82 of toiling is common. Note that, as a driving philosophy.
pre-production or development tooling Is designad and made as production
tooling, and will be used in production phase.

5) 6 7) Product Sp£ t., Natj.u yri Proira_. The same comments apply here as for
toolingi with approximately equal perce-stale of specific variant costs over
common parts costs.

6) Capital Assets. According to the present status of the program, 1001 of new
saci-•ln-ey and building are dedicated to common parts.

8) Learninj. Ratio DiA - 11.4/8 . Special attention has been given, to avoid or
tiii@ruce to a minimum double source items for manufacturing work-sharing, In
order to obtain maximum learning benefits during the Initial production phase.
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The true significant convenience of project Integration to evident by columns a
Il , . indicating comparative N.R.C. incurred by each company (or better, by eash
nlti J since national financial help or support to Agustn is to be considered ) to
develop the naval, civil and utility helicopter.
Commonality allows to divire by 3 incurred cost* for the comeos ptrt..
Double partnership york-sharing allows to divide by 2 the P..C.'s. A typical
formula to calculate the coat incidence an each variant to t

W.R.C. V1 - ( C/I + CI) 1/2

where I

N.R.C. Vi * N..C. or "i" varia3t, National share
C * common parts N.R.C. (column C)
Ci add-ono N.R.C. peculiar to "I" variant (column C1 , C 2. C3 ).

At the bottom of It columns an amount is shown. indicating8, a percentage of "A"
columns, the NR.C. at nation level to develop Oath variant,
A-s-an-example 40.5 (bottom of KI colums) means that, due to stmultaneoun integrated
development of 3 variants and to W3L-Agusta work-abating, each nation will get a
fully developed naval version of the RN 101 at 40.51 of the cost that would have
been incurred developing a dedicated naval helicopter (of IN 101 class) without
international partnership.

Figure 37 compares N.R.C. at national level, to be afforded in order to develop
three different hellcoptsrs (naval, civil and utility) with three different
approaches a

let approach. A single toapoiy is tasked to develop three dedicated aircraft
of about the se weight, but with no commonality.

2nd approach. A single coupony is tasked to develop three specific variants of

an integrated project.

3rd approach. Same as second approach but vith one foreign partuor.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The RN 101 is a hihe performance all weather, low pilot workload multirolt
helicopter designed to operate in a wider range of environments and scenarios than
present generation rotorcraft.
The tri-variant modular concept. with a high degree of commonallity (611 to 831 iL
terms of unit cost), together with the hi-national Industrial work sharing ajproach
hoe allowed a saving relative to the development of three separate variants and a
further splitting of non recurring cost between the two nations, while at the same
tind expanding the total market.
In quantitative term.A the following perameter* are significant

-Total N.R.C. of a 3 variant national program would be 602 of the total coot of
three monoverient prograus

- Total N.R.C. of a 3 variant bi-national program Is slightly higher (1151) than
the corresponding national program, but since It it split into two, each nation's
contribution is actually 57.52

In order to satisfy the requirements of all roles the resulting A/C is a high
pvrformance machine often eoxceding the minimum required in Qach single role saince
It is generally driven by the most demanding of the three.
It wee poleible to avoid paying for these exceptional capabilities in terms of empty
weight (thus reduced payload) through maximum utilisation of high technology.
The overall result is surprisingly favorable % RN 101 empty weight Is between 7.51
(naval) end 141 (civil) lover than the average trend.
Of course the extra non recurring costs of the Introduction of advanced technology
into the program are easily affordable through the above seen bi-national approach
and the wide market which the WN 101 has bought for himself.

j
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FIGURE 1 - EHIOI INTEGRATED NAVAL.CIVIL & UTILOIY
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FIGURE 2 - EHIO1 LEADING DIMENSIONS
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FIGURE 3 -EHIOl 9 SH-3D) WITH SAME EQUIPMENTS
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FIGURE 9 - EHiO1 MAIN ROTOR HUB

FIGURE 10 - EHIO1 MAIN ROTOR BLADE
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FIGURE 32 -EH101 INSTRUMENT PANEL MILITARY STANDARD
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FIGURE 33 - EH11 INSTRUMEN;T Pf.EL CIVIL STANDARD
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FIGURE 34 -EHO1 INSTRUMENT PANEL 5 DISPLAYS OPTION (NAVAL/CIVIL/UTILITY)
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FIGURE 35 - EHiOI CIVIL STD, AViONIC ARCHITECTURE ARINC 429
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FIGURE 36 - EHIO MILITARY STD. AVIONIC ARCHITECTURE MIL-STU-1553
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